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THE

HISTORY
OF

GREECE.

CHAPTER 1.

History of Greece, from the eftrliest Accounts

to the End of the Trojan War.

SECTION I.

State of the World before the fret Accounts of Greece .

—

Assyria, Syria, and Egypt civiliztd', the rest barbarous oi'

usopfiiabited. Geographical Description of Greece. Un»

settled Population of the early Ages. Spirit of War and

RoUbery. Phemdan Navigation in the Grecian Seas, and

Settlements on the Coasfs.

The first accounts of Greece are derived seci.

from ages long before the common use of '— —

'

letters in the countiy; yet among its earliest

traditions we find many things highly interesting.

Known at an era far beyond all history ofanyother

part of Europe, its people nevertheless preserved

report of the time when their country was unin-

habited^ and their forefathers lived elsewhere.

Among the effects of this extreme antiquity, one

is particularly remarkable; the oldest traditionaiy

memorials of Greece relate, not to war and con-

quest, g^&eraliy the only materials for the annals.

VOLr I. B of



2 HISTORY OF GREECE.

CHAP, of barbarous ages, but to the invention or intro-

—J—
- duction of institutions the most indispensable to

political society, and of arts even the most neces-

sary to human life. Hence, while the origin of

other antient nations is matter only of conjecture

for the antiquarian, that of the Grecian people

seems to demand some inquiry from the historian.

Indeed here, as on mahy other occasions, the

historian of Greece will have occasion to ex-

ercise his caution and forbearance, not less than

his diligence, while he traverses regions where

curiosity and fancy may find endless temptation

to wander: but the earliest traditions of that

country interest in so many ways, and through so

many means, that he would scarcely be forgiven

the omission of all consideration of the times to

which they relate.

It has been not uncommon, for the purpose of

investigating the properties of human nature and

the progress of society, to consider Man in a

state absolutely uncultivated ’; full-grown, having

all the powers of body and mind in mature per-

fection, but wholly without instruction or infor-

mation of any kind. Yet whatsoever advantages

may be proposed from speculation upon the sub-

ject, it may well be doubted w^hether a human
pair in such a state ever really existed; and if we

proceed to inquire whence they could come, the

fortuitous concurrence of atoms, fancied by De-

mocritus and Epicurus, will be found perhaps as

probable an origin for them as it is possible for

imagination to devise. But since the deep re*

searches of modem philosophers in nathral

history,^



STATE OF THE WORLD.

history, assisted by the extensive discoveries of sect.

modern navigators, through the great inlargement*'—J

—

of our acquaintance with the face of our globe,

have opened so many new sources of wonder,

without affording any adequate means to arrive

at the causes of the phenomena, new objections

have been made to the Mosaic history of the first

ages of the world; which, it has been urged,

must have been intended to relate, not to the

whole earth, but to those parts only with which

the Jewish people had more immediate concern.

Many, however, and insuperable as the difficulties

occurring in that concise historical sketch may

be, some arising from extreme antiquity of idiom,

some perhaps from injury received in multifarioui;

transcription, and others from that allegorical

style, always familiar ajid always in esteem in the

East', invention still has never been able to form

any theory equally consistent with the principles

of the most inlightened philosophy*, or equally

consonant to the most ‘authentic testimonies re-

maining from remotest ages, whether transmitted

by

^ The original and principal purpose of that alk'gorical

style which, whatever its advantages, or whatever its incon-

veniences, the wisest men of antiquity never imputed either

to fraud or folly in the writer, seems well explained in few

words by IMacrobius ; Philosophi, si quid de his (sumnio Deo
et mente) assignare conantur, quse non sermonem tantuni-

modo, sed cogitationem quoque humanam superant, ad simi-

litudines & exempla confugiunt. Somn. Scip. 1 . 1. c. 2. This

subject is learnedly treatf^ in the 3d and 6th volumes of

Bishop VVarburton's Divine Legation ofMoses [8vo. ed. 181 1 ;]

and ingeniously commented upon in Governor Pownall’s

Treatise on the Study of Antiquities.

* See PownalVs Treatise, p. 130.

2



J 4 HISTOBT dt GREECE.

CHAP, by human memoty,.^ borne ijjk the face of nature:

V

—

•C—'’ 'I'he traditions of all nations, and appearances in

every countiy, bear witness, scarcely less explicitly

than the writings of Moses, to that general flood

which nearly destroyed the whole human race

;

and the ablest Greek authors, who have attempt-

ed to trace the history of mankind to its source,

all refer to such an event for the beginning of

the present system of things oil earth*. Not

therefore to inquire after that state of man, wholly

untaught and unconnected, which philosophers

have invented for purposes of speculation; nor

to attempt, which were' indeed beyond our object,

the tracing of things regularly to their origin

through the obscure and broken path alone

aflbrded by the Hebrew writers
; the subject

before us seems to refer more particularly, for its

source, to a remarkable fact mentioned by those

writers, to which strong collateral testimony is

found, both in the oldest heathen authors, and in

the known course of human afiairs. Mankind,

^10 i’ll
antient of historians, con-

‘ siderably informed and polished, but inhabiting

yet only a small portion of the earth, was inspired

gmterally with a spirit of migration. 'What gave

at the time peculiar energy to that spirit, which

seems always to have existed extensively among

men, commentators have indeed, with bold ab-

surdly, undertaken to explain ;
but the historian

hiiDself has evidently intended only general, and

that

* S«e particularly the beginning of Plato’a third Dialogue
on Legislation.
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that now become obscure
^
infomation 1 AH sect.

histoiy, however, proves diat such a spirit has «—^—

-

operated over the far greater part of the globe
;

'

and we know that it has never yet ceased to

actuate, in a greater or less degree, a lai^ portion

of mankind
; among whom the numberless hords

yet wandering over the immense continent, from

the north of European Turkey to the north of

Chma, are remarkable. The Mosaic writings

then, the general tenor of tradition preserved by

heathen authors *, and the most authentic testi-

monies, of every kind, of the state of things in

the early ages; vestiges of art and monuments

of barbarism, the unknown origin of the most '

abstruse sciences, and their known transmission

from nation to nation; all combine to indicate

the preservation of civility and knowledge, under

favor of particular circumstances, among a small

part of mankind ;
while the rest, amid innumer-

able migrations, degenerated into barbarians and

savages.

The provinces bordering upon the river Eu-

phrates, supposed by many to have been the first

settled

*
* The schemes that men of warm imagination have raiserl

* from a single expression in the Bible, and sometimes from
* the supposition of a fact nowhere to be found, are astonish-

ing. If you believe the Hebrew doctors, the language of
‘ men, which till that time (the building of Babel) had been
‘ ONE, was divided into seventy languages. But of the
‘ miraculous division of languages there is not one word in
‘ the Bible.' Dissertation on the Origin of Languages, by

Dr. Gregory Sharpe, second ed. p. 24, where are some

judicious obMrvations on the Mosaic account of the dispersion

of manHind.
* This has been largely collected by Mr. Biyant, in bis

Analysis of Antient Mythology.

B3



6 JIlSTOaY or GREECE.

CHAP, sqtded afto- the flood, were certainly among the

s—^—' first that became populous. Here^ from the cli-
Herodot. , . • \ r
I. 1 .C. 193. mate, the, wants of man are comparatively few,
str»b. 1 . 16.

those plentifully supplied, by a soil of exu-

berant fertility, level to a vast extent, naturally

unincumbered with i*wx)d, and consequently little;

exposed to depredation from beasts of prey®. Ihe

families remaining in this country, wefe not likdy

soon to lose the civility, the arts, and the science

of their forefathers. Accordingly, whether they

retained, or whether they invented, astronomy

llerodot. and dialling existed among the Babylonians at
1 . 2. 109

. ^ period beyond all means of investigating their

rise
;
and notwithstanding the deep obscurity in

which the origin of letters is involved, we still,can

trace every known alphabet to the neighbourhood

at least.of Babylon.

Of the families who went in quest of new

settlements, or who wandered, perhaps many of

them, without any decided intention of settling,

those who took possession of Egypt seem to have

been the most fortunate; That singular country,

^ven, by its situation among deserts, to injoy

more than insular security, offered, in wonderful

abundance, the necessaries of life. Its periodical

floods, which, to the unexperienced, might appear

ministers only of desolation, wouId.be known,-

by those who had seen the Euphrates or Tigris

periodically overflow their banks, to be among

the

* The geography of this country has been investigated, and
Herodotus’s account of it confirmed, by the diligence and

judgement of Mr. Gibbon, in his History of the Decline and
Fall of the Roman Ilmpire.
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.the most precious booas of nature. For, from sect.

the operation of the waters of the Nile, almost - ]' •

the whole of that strictly called Egypt, receives a*

.

hind of tillage, as well as a very rich manuring
;

Diodor. sic.

so that, beside producing spontaneously a pro- dj&iio.

"

' fusion of herbs and roots, nearly peculiar to itself,

ndiich form a coarse but wholsome food, it is

moreover very advantageously prepared, by the

hand of nature almost alone, for the reception of

any grain that man may throw into it. Thu.s

invited, the occupants of Egypt gave their atten-

tion to agriculture : and, * the fertility of the soil

making the returns prodigiously great, populous-

ness quickly followed abundance
;

polity became

. necessary
;

and we are told that in thi.s country

was constituted the first regular government : by

which seems to be meant, the first government in

which various rights, and various functions, were

regularly assigned to different ranks of men.

Science appears to have originated in Asia. Of
the arts, Egypt was probably the mother of

many, as she was certainly the nurse of most
;
the

sciences at the same time receiving attention in

proportion nearly to their supposed importance

for civil life. Geometry is said to have been the Iferodof.

offspring of the peculiar necessity of the country

;

for the annual overflowing of the Nile obliterating sir!i.'. i. le.

ordinary landmarks, that science alone could

ascertain the boundaries of property. The very iierodot

erroneous calculation of the year, probably car-
'*

ned from Asia into Greece, if ever admitted in

Egypt, received early there very valuiible im-

B 4 provement,



S Bistoar or oaest^.

Cfi Al>. provement, by the addition of intercalary days,

» through which three hundred and sixty-five were

* giv^ to the twelve months.

HortL
^

'j'he singularly daring and unfeeling hardiness,

attributed by the Roman lyrist, to the man who

first committed himself in a frail bark to 'fiie

winds and waves, appears by no means necenaiy

for the origin of navigation. In so warm a cli-

mate as the middle of Asia, bathing would be a

common refreshment and recreation ; and the art

of swimming, especially when so many terrestrial

animals were seen to swim untaught, could not be

_ long in acquiring. The first attempt at the ma-

nagement of a boat was thus deprived of all terror

;

and as it could not escape observation that wood

floated naturally, and that the largest bodies float-

ing were easily moved, the construction and use

of canoes^ required no great stretch of invention.

Every circumstance therefore leads to suppose,

that vessels of that simple contrivance were em-

ployed on rivers before the first emigrations took

place. The occupants of I^enicia, coming to

the coast of the Mediterranean with these slender

rudiments of naval knowledge, would find many
inducements to attempt the improvement of the

art. Their country, little fruitful in corn, but

abounding with the finest timber, had a ready

communication by sea and the mouths of the Nile

with Egypt; which, with all its fertility, being

almost confined to the production of annual plants,

had occasion for many things that Phenicia could

sup^y. Thus arose ccnnmerce.

Not
I Called by the Greeks MontlvSa.
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Not then to extend inquiry to those remote and sect>

inhospitable, tho polished regions of the East, ^
whose history is known only from writings without

an alphabet, and where the study of a long life

scarcely ^suffices for learning to read; nor to

hazard any decision concerning the mysterious

claims of a people, somewhat less remote, and

who appear to have injoyed early the use of letters,

but whose riches and who^ weakness have con-

spired to expose them, from times beyond certain

tradition, to continual revolutions and constant

subjugation
; among the inhabitants of the earth,

westward at least of the Indus, the Assyrians,

and the Egyptians, with the people of the countries

immediately about or between them, seem alone

never to have sunk into utter barbarism. Assyria

was a powerful empire, Egypt a most populous

country governed by a veiy refined polity, and

Sidon an opulent city, abounding with manufac*

tures and carrying on extensive commerce, when

the Greeks, ignorant of the most obvious and ne-

cessary arts, are said to have fed upon acorns.’

Yet .

* ^me writers, confining their ideas to the acorn of the
English oak, have expressed a doubt if it were a food on
which men could subsist. But it is to be observed, that

have been used in their several lan-

guages as general terms, denoting all the various fruits of the
acorn and mast kind. Our old herbalist Gerard, after Galen
and Pliny, reckons chesnuts among acorns, and Xenophon
calls dates rSw fmnituf, palm acorns, (Anab. 1. fl. c. 3-

sec. 9.) That the acorn or mast of a tree common in Greece
wouM afford a wholesome nourishment for men, and yet tl^|^

in dvilued tunes, it was not a very favourite food, we may
karn a passage in Plato's R^blic, where Socrates,

^>ecifyiDg the diet to which be would confine his citizens,

proposes to allow them tuu myrtle-berries, and
* mast
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CHAT. Yet was Greece the first country of Europe that

\ . emerged from the savage state ; and this advau-

tage it seems to have owed intirely to its readier

means of communication with the civilized nations

of the East.

The migrating hords mostly found countries

overgrown with wood, and inhabited only by

beasts. Hunting was their ready resource for a

livelihood : arms their first necessaries : their life

was thus spent in action ; they spred far, had

few neighbours ;
and with those few, little inter-

course. Such people were inevitably barbarous :

but they would, much sooner than more civilized

people, give inhabitants to every part of the globe.

Those

mast or acorns ; to which Glaucon replies, ‘ If you were
‘ establishing a colony of swine, what otiier food would you

‘ give them ?' (Plat, de repub. I. 2, p. 372. t. 2. ed. Serran.)

Pausanias informs us that aconis continued long to be a com-

mon food of the Arcadians; not, however, he says, the acoms

of all oaks, tup volvuv but only of that calledfagus,

(Pausan. 1 . 8. c. 1
. p. 699 *) testimony

to the superior merit of the acorn of the fagus, dukissima

ammurn glansfagi ;
probably having the indigenous trees of

Italy only then in his contemplation ; for chesnuts, he tells

us, were not such, having been imported from Lydia. (Hist.

Nat. 1. 15. c. 23.) What the tree thus spoken of by the

name fagus was, remains to be ascertained. I have never

heard or of acorns -used as food for men in modem Italy ;

but in Spain, according to a living traveller of diligent inquiry

and undoubted veracity, the peasants of the mountains, on

the confines of Catalonia and Valentia, live mast part of the

year upon roasted acorns of the evergreen oak ; a food which,

'lie adds, he and his fellow traveller, sir Thomas Gascoyne,

* found surprisingly savory and palatable, tho not very nou-

* rishing (Swinburne's Travels through Spain, letter 2. p. 85.)

And in the account of a still later journey through Spain, t^
following testimony occurs: ‘ For the first two leagues (in

* the way from Salamanca to Alba) we ascended g^ually

;

* then entered a forest of ilex, which, as my guide ^fomi^
‘ me, stretches east and west near forty leagues. The acoms
* here areof the kind -described by Horace, asthe origin ofwar

* among
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Those who (mme to the western coast of Asia

Minor would have many inducements to cross to

the adjacent Hands. Security from savage beasts,
*

and men as savage, would be the first solicitude

of families
; and this those Hands would seem to

promise in a greater degree than the continent.

Other ilands appearing beyond these, and beyond

those again still others, navigation would here

be almost a natural employment. The same

indut:ements would extend to the coasts of the

continent of Greece, indented as it is with gulfs,

and divided into peninsulas. But Greece was

very early known to the Egyptian and Phenician

navigators

;

* among tlje nide inhabitants of an infant world, ** glandem
‘ atque cubilia propter not austere, like those of the oak,

' or of the common ilex, but sweet and palatable, like the

^ chesnut ; they are food, not merely for swine, but for the

‘ peasants, and yield considerable profit/ Townsend's Jour-

ney through Spain, p. 91. v. 2.

1 cannot help observing here, that Ca3sar has been very

arrogantly criticized for asserting that the fagusj and even

for asserting that the abifs was not in his time found in

Britain ; and, on the other hand, it has been absurdly enough

contended, on his authority, that the beech is not indigenous

in our ilaiid. It appears abundantly evident that the tree

called fagus, by Plato, Pausanias, and Pliny, was not

the beech : Abete is the modern Italian name for the silver-

fir ; and we may reasonably believe that neither tho silver-fir,

nor that kind of evergreen oak which bears the sweet acorn,

was in Caesar's time to be found in Britain.

A few years ago, when the foregoing remarks were written,

a kind of rage had been gmning over Europe for historical

scepticism and historical invention ; for overthrowing what-

ever accounts of early times have been transmitted on best

authority, and imagining new schemes of antient history.

Whatever check ^ose deeply-interesting circumstances which

have turned the attention of all minds from old history to new

politics may have given to such fancies, I am still desirous to

vindicate the just credit of such a writer as Cspsar, tho ou

a matter in itself so little important.
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on A p. navigalow
;
perhi^s soon after its first popnlation

;

, . and as no part of it was very distant fiom the sea,

' the whole Aus participated of means for civiliza-

tion which Ae rest of Europe wanted.

This countiy, called by the antient inhabitants

Hellas, by the Romans Ge^cia, and thence

by us Greece, so singularly illustrious in Ae

annals of mankind, was of small extent, being

scarcely half so large as England, and not equal

to a fourA of France or Spain. But as it has

natural peculiarities which influenced, not a little,

boA Ae manners and Ae political insUtutions of

the inhabitants, a short geographical account of

it may be a necessary introduction to its history.

Greece is included between Ae thirty-sixth

and forty-first degrees of northern latitude, and

is surrounded by seas, except where it borders

upon Epirus and Macedonia. These two

provinces we* inhabited by a people who parti-

cipated of Ae same origin with Ae Greeks, were

of similar manners, and similar religion, and

spoke a dialect of the same language; but we

shall see in Ae sequel circumstances tending to

hold Ae more southern Greeks, tho divided under

numerous governments, still united as one people,

to Ae exclusion ofAe Epirots and Macedonians.

s»t«b. 1. 7.
what, Aerefore, according to Strabo’s phrase,

p- was universaUy allowed to be Greece, Thessaly

was Ae most northern province. It is an exAn-,

sive vale, of uncommon fertility, completely sur-

rounded by very Idty mountains. On the norA,

OlVkpus, beginning at the eastern coast, divides

it from Macedonia. Contiguous ridges extend

to
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to the Ceuaunian mountains, which form the

northern boundary of Epirus, and terminate,

against the western sea, in a promontory called
’

Acroceraunus, famed for its height and for storms.

PiNDUS forms the western boundary of Thessaly,

and CEta the southern. Between the foot of

mount (Eta and the sea, is the famous pass of

Thermopylae, the only way, on the eastern side of

the country, by which the southern provinces can

be entered. The lofty, tho generally narrow ridge

of Pelion, forming the coast, spreads in branches

to (Eta, and is. connected by Ossa with Olympus.

The tract extending from E[Hrus and Thessaly to

the Corinthian isthmus, and the gulphs on each

side of it, contains the provinces of Acarnania,

.Etolia, Doris, Locris, Phocis, Bceotia, and Attica.

Many branches from the vast ridges of Pindus

and (Eta spread themselves through this country.

JEtolia was everywhere defended by moun-

tains with difficulty passable
;
excepting that the

sea bounds it on the south, and the river Ache-

Lous divides a small part of its western frontier

from Acarnania. Doris was almost w^holly

mountainous. The ridge of Parnassus effectually

separated the eastern and western Locrians.

Phocis had one hi^ly fruitful plain, but of small j^*™**®*^^^

extent. B(£0T1A consisted principally of a rich
’

vale with many streams and lakes ;
bounded on

the north-east by the Opuntian gulf, touching

soutfiward on the Corinthian, and otherwise

mostly surounded by the mountains Parnassus,

Helicon, Cithjeron, and Paunes. The two

latter formed the northern boundary of Attica ;

a rocky
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a rocky barren province, little fruitful in corn

and less in pasture, but producing many fruits,

particularly olives and figs, in abundance and

perfection.

. Southward of this tract lies the peninsula of

Peloponnesus, not to be approached by land

but across the Boeotian or Attic mountains, i^^hich

on each side of the isthmus, rise precipitous, ftom

the sea, and shoot into the isthmus itself. The

peninsula, according to the division of Strabo,

contains Achaia^ Argolis, Elis or Eleia, Arcadia,

Messenia, and Laconia. Arcama, the central

province, is a cluster of mountains, bearing, how-

ever, as on their shoulders, some plains, high

above the level of the sea. Lofty ridges, the

principal of which are Taygetus and Zarex,

branch through Laconia to the two most

southern promontories of Greece, T^narum,

and Male A. Between these the Eurot as runs

;

the

® Or Achaea. It is in some instances difficult to decide what

may be deemed the proper English orthography of Greek

names. There was a time when the PVench fancy of altering

forein names to vernacular terminations prevailed with our

writers. This inconvenient practice, utterly useless in a

language which neither declines its nouns, nor has any certain

form of termination for them, has long been justly exploded

with us ; and, excepting a very few, upon which custom has

indelibly fixed its stamp, we write Latin names only as they

are written in Latin. But the practice has prevailed of fol-

lowing the later Latin writers in their alterations of Greek

names, iasomach that in regard to many circumstance the

rule app^ts established. There are, however, still cifcum-

Btances in regard lo which no respectable authority is to be

found, and, for some, precedents viiry. In this uncertainty

of rule I have thought it best to approach always as near to

the Greek orthography as the tyranhy of custom, and, it

should be added, the different nature of the alphabets, will

permit.
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the vales are rich, but nowhere extensive. From sect.
I

CvLLENE, the most northern and highest of the '—J

—

Arcadian mountains, two other branches extend

in a soath>easterIy direction; one to the Argolic

gulf, the other, by Epidauhus, to the Scyl-

LAJAN promontory, the most easterly point of the

pieninsula. These include the vale of Argos,

remarkable for fruitfulness. Achaia is a narrow

strip of country on the northern coast, pressed

upon by the mountains in its M'hole length from

Coin NTH to Dyme. To avoid confusion, how-

ever, in the political division of the country, it

must be observed, that the Corinthian territory,

and the Sicyonian, were distinct from that pro-

perly called Achaia, and, till a late period, were

never included under the name Elis and

M ESSEN iA are less mountainous than the other

Peloponnesian provinces. The latter particularly

is not only the most level of the peninsula, and

the best adapted to tillage, but, in general produce,

the most fruitful of all Greece.

Like Italy, or more than Italy, in large pro-

portion a rough and intractable country, Greece

nevertheless injoyed many great and even pecu-

liar advantages. The climate is very various.

The summer-heat generally great: the winter-

cold in some parts severe : but the former brings

the finest fruits to perfection; the latter braces

and hardens the bodies of Uie inhabitants, while

the sea nowhere very distant, assists extensively

to

'* Pausaniaa, in a late age, attributes Corintbia and Sicyonia,

not to Achaia but to Argolis. Pausan. I.S.c. r
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CH^AP. to temper both. The long winding range of

^ coast abounds with excellent harbours. The low

Geog..da ' gTOunds afford rich herbage; the higher, com,

VeniM& ^tie, and oil; and of the mountains, all produc-

*“g pasture, some to a great extent were covered

with variety of timber; some formed of the

finest marble; some contained various valuable

metals. And this variety in the surface which

gives occasion to such various produce, affords at

the same time variety of climate in every season

of the year.

The first emigrants who took possession of this

country, if they retained the least relic of civility,

could want no inducement to settle themselves in

the rich and beautiful vales with which it abounds..

Even the most savage, for the habitation of a

family, would prefer a fruitful plain
; especially

where mountain-forests were every way at hand
for the resource of hunting, when the vale, ill-

cultivated or uncultivated, might no longer afford

subsistence. But perhaps the beasts of prey, with

which the old world has always been infested so

much more than the new, have contributed not a
little to the quicker progress of society and civili-

zation. The first inhabitants of Greece could

hardly subsist without mutual support against the

ravenous beasts of the woods and mountains,

which everywhere surrounded them. Lions had
mode their way into Europe; and, so late as the

Huod.i.r, age of Herodotus, the breed remaioed in a k>ng
.1*6.

jjjjg country, from the Achekws in

Acarnania to the Nestus in Thrace. In the time

of Hesiod and Homer, security against wild

beasts
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beasts was an in^ortant purpose of human societ3^ sect.

Some degree of political association would there- '—

^

fore from the first be necessary to settlers in*

Greece ; the inhabitants of every vale would con-

stitute a state more or less regular.

But the spirit of migration seems not soon to

have subsided among mankind. Many whole

hords, either dissatisfied with their settlements,

or, like the Arabs and Tartars to this day, without

a desire to settle, quitted the spots they had first

chosen, and wandered still in (juest of others",

and it appears to have been a universal practice,

when an eligible situation was overstocked with

inhabitants, which might soon happen where, not

only manufactures and commerce, but even agri-

culture was unknown or unpractised, to send out

colonies, often to parts very distant. An instance

occurs in holy writ, so illustrating many circum-

stances in early Grecian histoiy, that it may be

not improper to report it here. The patriarchs Ciencsi*,

Esau and Jacob, having acquired large property

in herds and flocks during their father’s life, found

their stock so increased by the inheritance on his

death, that, according to the phrase in our trans-

lation, ^ it was more than that they might dwell

together.’

MaAira Mir ovp xarei TfttUa xai retvTu,

raf Keel Ta^ a-t/tsCu, rut n ^etfiQa^ut oLfJtct xetl

TUP offAV TtM yjfyicreif/LPPUt tvp rij; uMorpieeg Kscrareco'tt.

n-po tup T^uixup jv ravra' to ri yap Ui^a^yup vf

^vXop xOtt Tup Kitvxupup xai At?Jyup' tlpvTai ^ «ri rng

kvfuWng irvy^att rovaXatop v’katupn.tta, 8trab. 1. 12. p.

The Arosterdam edition of 1707 has vpog for wpo rut Tpui'xup^

evidently an error of the press, and indeed corrected in

Latin version : tho, it should be observed, the Latin version

is by no means always to be trusted.

VOL. I. C
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CHAP, together.’ The land of Canaa*, whither their

> . grandfatherAbraham had migrated from Chaldasa,

could not bear them because of their cattle.’

In these circumstances it was the choice of Esau,

the elder brother, to emigrate. Land open to the

first occupier was readily to be found, and land,

perhaps for his purpose, preferable to that of

Canaan. Moving accordingly with his followers

and stock, he occupied mount Seir, and left the

land of his father, as an insignificant part of the

inheritance, to his younger brother,

sirab
!. In very early times we find Greece overrun by

r V'iJ '321. many different people, ofwhom the Greek writers

in the most inlightened ages could give no satis-

factory account. Some came by land from the

north
;
some by sea from the east or south

;
some

mixed amicably with the antient inhabitants;

some subdued or expelled them. The rich vales,

which without cultivation would give large sup-

port for cattle, were the coveted territories
;
and

these were continually changing their possessors.

'

Of the expelled, some wandered in quest ofunoc-

cupied vales; or in their turn drove out the

inhabitants of the first they came to, if they

found them weaker than themselves. Others

took to the neighbouring mountains ; and thence,

harassing the intruders, not unfrequently reco-

vered in time their old settlement in the vale.

When pressed by a superior force, any of them

quitted their possessions with little regret; ‘ tbink-

‘ ing,’ as Thucydides observes, ‘ that a livdihood

' might be had anywhere, and anxious for nothing

* more ; for being always uncertain when a more
'• powerful
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* powerful clan might covet their territory, they sect.

‘ had little incouragement to build, or plant, or •'—^—

-

‘ provide in any way farther than for present

‘ need.’

Greece thus, in its early days, was in a state of

perpetual maroding and piratical warfare. Cattle,

as the great means of subsistence, were first the

great object of plunder. Then, as the inha-

bitants of some parts by degrees settled to agricul-

ture. men, women, and children were sought for

sla\es. But Greece had nothing more peculiar

than its adjacent sea
;
where small ilands were

so thickly scattered, that their inhabitants, and

in some measure those of the shores of the sur-

rounding continents also, were mariners by neces-

sity, and almost by nature. Water-expeditions, riuicy.i.

therefore, wwe soon found most commodious for
’

carrying off spoil. The Greeks, moreover, in

their most barbarous state, became acquainted

with the value of the precious metals: for the

Phenicians, whose industry, ingenuity, and adven-

turous spirit of commerce, led them early to ex-

plore the farthest shores of the Mediterranean,

and even to risk the dangers of the ocean beyond,

discovered mines of gold and silver in some of Sirab. i .:i.

the ilands of the iEgean, and on its northern Timryfi.

coast. They formed establishments in several Hjru'iu”

of the ilands
;
and Tliasus, which, having itself

mines of both silver and gold, lay conveniently

also for communication with tlie most productive

of the continent, became the seat of their prin-

cipal factory. Thus was offered the most power-

ful incentive to piracy, in a sea whose innumerable

c 2 ilands
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ilands and ports afforded singular opportunity for

the practice. Perhaps, as Homer, not less than

the later Grecian authors, insinuates, the conduct

of the Phenicians towards the uncivilized nations,

among whom the desire of gain led them, was not

always the most upright or humane. Hostilities

would naturally insue
;
and hence mi^t first arise

the estimation of piracy, which long prevailed

among the Greeks as an honorable practice.

But whencesoever this opinion had its origin,

however deserving the utmost reprobation, and

however even unaccountable it may appear to

civilized people who have no intercourse with bar-

barians, it will yet be found that equal degrees of

civility and of barbarism have occasioned manners

and sentiments nearly similar in all ages and all

nations. It is not very long since robbery was

held in esteem among the native Irish ; and a

hospitable highland Scottish chief, proud of his-

fabled descent from kings and heroes, would have

boasted of his atchievements in that way: in

Sicily such sentiments even yet prevail ; and

among all the Arabian tribes, from the middle of

Asia to the end of Africa, the idea of union

betw’een honor and robbery has been transmitted

unaltered through hundreds of generations.

SECTION
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SECTION II.

Of the southern Provinces of Greecefrom the earliest Accounts

to the Trojan War. Crete: Minos. Sict/on. Corinth.

Argos: Pelasgian Dominion in Greece: Egyptian Colonies

in Greece: Danads: Acrisins: Perseus. Pisa: Cohnics

from Pkn/gia and Thessaly under Pelops. Hercules.

Atreus: Dominion of the Family of Pelops. Agamemnon.

Locedeemon.

Such was the wild and barbarous state of Greece

in general, when Crete, the largest of itsilands,

had acquired a polity singularly regular, attended

of course with superior civilization. In vain

however would we inquire at what precise period,

in what state of society, by what exertions of

wisdom and courage, and through what assist-

ance of fortunate contingencies, so extraordinary

a work was accomplished: for many centuries

elapsed before written records became common

;

and traditions are vague, various, and, for the

most part, inexplicably mixed with fable. Crete

is thus a great object for the dissertator and the

antiquarian. Curiosity is excited by those scanty

glimmerings of information, which have preserved

to us the names of the Cabciri, Telchines,

Curetes, Corybantes, Idjei Dactyli, with Saturn,

Jupiter, and other personages, either of this

iland, or connected with it in mysterious liistor}’.

Still more it is excited by that system of Jaws,

which, in an age of savage ignorance, violence, and

uncertainty among surrounding nations, inforced

. c 3 civil
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CHAP, civil order, and secured civil freedom to the

<— —

>

Cretan people; which was not only the particular

Ljculg. model of the wonderful polity, so well known

to us through the fame of Lacedasmon, but

appears to have been the general fountain of

i>.
6.si.t.2. Grecian legislation and jurisprudence; and which

ed. Scrran.
. i

°
i i i \

continued to deserve the eulogies ot the greatest

sages and politicians, in the brightest periods of

litterature and philosophy.

Arist.Poiit. The glory of this establishment is generally

hiTv!4*»o. given to Minos, a prince of the iland; whose

f 19 history was however so dubiously transmitted to

posterity, that it remained undecided among
Diodor. Sic. Grecian writers, whether he was a native or a

ii.5. c.79. foreiner. Some indeed attributed the final im-

provement only to Minos, referring the first

institution to Rhadamanthus, in a still earlier

age; and some have supposed two princes of the

name of Minos, in different periods. The evi-

dence of Homer, however, tho delivered partly

in the enigmatical language in which poetry often

indulges, appears to determine that Minos, the

only Minos w horn he knew, and, it may be added,

Aristot. Po- whom Aristotle knew, was not of Cretan origin,

C.10. ' but a chief of adventurers from Phenicia; that

Rhadamanthus was not his predecessor, but his

younger brother; and that he was himself the

great and original legislator. We are indeed

without materials for any connected history of

Plat, de Crete, even after the age of Minos; but there

Arfsto^Po- remains, from the most respectable authorities,

o 9I & 10. ^ general account of its polity. This will how'ever

not

2
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not obtain, from the liberal spirit of modern sect.

Europe, that full approbation which it earned '—

—

from antiquity. It rested upon two principles*;

that freemen should be all equal
;
and that they

should be served by slaves. The lawgiver there-

fore allowed no private property in land, nor

scarcely in anything. The soil was cultivated by

slaves, on the public account : the freemen ate

together at public tables, and their families were

subsisted from the public stock. The monarch's

authority, as, we shall find, generally through

Greece in the early ages, was, except in war,

extremely limited. The magistracies were wisely

adapted to the spirit of the government. A severe

morality was in some instances inforced by law.

The youth, in the course of an education parti- vht He

cularly directed to form soldiers, were restrained

to the strictest modesty and temperance
;
supc-

^

riority was the meed only of age and merit.

But while a comparatively small society thus

lived in just freedom, and honorable leisure,

a much larger portion of mankind was, for

their sakes, doomed to rigid and irredeemable

slavery.

It is difficult to account for the first establish-

ment of such a system, but upon the supposition

that a band of adventurers, from the polished

countries of the east, seizing the lands, like the

Spaniards in the West-Indian ilands, deprived the

antient inhabitants of arms, and compelled them

to labor. Accordingly we find it remarked that

the Cretan constitution was not that of a civil,

but of a military community; not so much of

c 4 a state
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CHAP, a state as of a camp**. Yet Homer enumerates

^ ^ five different hords in Crete, using different

v.i7b . . dialects ;
all apparently free

; for slaves are never

• reckoned among the people of a Grecian state

;

and all subject to the laws and government of

Minos. But thus one people, under three names,

Angles, Jutes, and Saxons, conquered our iland

;

and if we add the Danes, Norwegians, anS

Normans, who afterwards became its masters,

Ibid. 6c they were all members of one nation. Homer

also mentions the wealth and populousness of

Crete, the wisdom of the legislator, and his sin-

gular favor with Jupiter : but the account goes

no farther ; and after Homer the traditions con-

cerning Minos became peculiarly loaded with

fable.

Some circumstances, however, of principal

importance, seem to remain sufficiently warranted

Tiincyd.i.i. for historv. From a strong concurrence of testi-

Minos, &dc mony it appears that Minos was an able prince,

1^706
^ who availed himself of advantages open to him

from the command of a people formed to regular

Dion^vs. iTovernment, and not unacquainted with useful
Hal. Ami. ^

. . T . r 1

Rom. 1. 6 . arts. Against those pirates, who iniested every

part of the Grecian seas, he kept armed vessels

in constant employ; and his measures were so

vigorous and judicious that he established secu-

rity throughout the .Egean. Hence he has the

ikiod. J. 1. credit, among historians, of having been the first

Grecian

SrgatTow/Jow yup voXiTiUv KtfTwxw-

xoTuv. rlat. de Leg. 1 . 2. p. 666. Vid. & Plat de Leg. 1 . i.

p. 626. & Aristot Polit 1 . 7. c. 2. So Isocrates of the Lace-

dsemonian constitution : IIoXiTf bjAow Kartrfio’apLtOct rpatroTi^^'

hotxoviAifv, Archid. p. 66. t. 2. ed. Auger. .
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Grecian prince who acquired the sovereinty of SEc r

the sea. By means of his fleet, he extended his '—

^

authority far among the ilands : he was respected 4.

throughout the coast of the neighboring conti- Alhr-Polit*’

nents
;
and he left behind him a Avide reputation

for wisdom, justice, and power.

Before the reign of this great prince, as that i. i.c. 7 .

early and able historian Thucydides assures us,

such had been the excesses of piracy, that all

the shores, both of the continent and ilands of

Greece, were nearly deserted : the ground was

cultivated only at a secure distance from the sea,

and there only tOAvns and villages were to be

found. But no sooner was the evil repressed,

than the active temper of the Greeks led them

again to the coast : the most commodious havens

were occupied; the spirit of adventure and in-

dustry, which had before been exerted in robbery,

Avas turned to commerce ;
and, as wealth accrued, 1. 1. c. e.

towms were fortified, so as to secure them against

a renewal of former evils.

In earlier times, however, some settlements

had been made, capable of resisting piratical

attempts from the sea, or incursions of wandering

freebooters by land. Sicyon, on the northern

coast of Peloponnesus, claimed, in the civilized

ages, to be the oldest town of Greece. A town

implies not only an intention of settled occu-

pancy, but also some provision against occur-

rences, of whatsoever kind, that might renew the

necessity of migration. Some municipal govern-

ment is indispensable. The town then, having

more to apprehend than to hope from any political

connection
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CHAP, connection with the rude people from whom
it sprung, undertakes to suffice for itself, and

becomes an independent state. Thus, or at least

partly thus, it seems to h^ve been that the Greek

word, which we commonly translate citv, came

to signify, together with the town, its municipal

government; and when we read in Grecian

authors of a city founded, it is generally by the

same words implied that an independent govern-

ment was established. A long list of names is

transmitted, as of chiefs who ruled Sicyon with

that title which, in process of ages, acquired more

precisely the same import with our term of King.

But this list comes wholly unwarranted by Gre-

cian writers of best authority. The history of

the kings of Sicyon is moreover as uninteresting

as uncertain ;
and, till a very late period, the

state they governed made little figure in the affairs

of Greece.

The happier situation of Corinth, founded in

a very early age in the neighborhood of Sicyon,

perhaps prevented the growth of the elder town.

strab.i.8. Near the south-western point of the neck that

Li^Hist. joins Peloponnesus to northern Greece, and
^m.1.45.

jjjg same rich plain in which Sicyon

stands, a mountain-ridge, scarcely three miles

long, rises to a height, remarkable even in a

whcriei's country of lofty mountains. The summit is at

inioGMece, the northern extremity ; three sides are precipices

b. 6.
p. 44o.

giujQgt perpendicular; and, even on the fourth,

ojjV 13. ascent is difficult. Little beneatli the pointed

vertex is a plentiful source of pure water ; which,

so situated,' might help, the poets to the fancy

that
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that there the winged horse Pegasus, drinking, sect.

was caught by Bellerophon. ITiis most advan- «— <

tageous, and nearly inexpugnable post, by the

name of Acrocorinthus, became the citadel: and Hoimr.

^

’ Iliad. 1, 2.

at its foot grew the town of Corinth, which, as v.jro. &

early as Homer's time, was noted for wealth ?.

acquired by commerce. For by land it was the

key of communication between northern and

southern Greece; and by sea it became, through

its [)orts, one on the Saronic, the other on tlie

Corinthian gulf, the emporium for all that passed

betw een the east and the west, as far as Asia on

one side, and Italy and Sicily on the other; the Sirab, i. it,

passage round the southern promontories of Pelo-

ponnesus being so dangerous, to coasting navi-

gators, that it was generally avoided. Among
the early princes of Corinth were Sisyphus,

Glaucus, and Bellerophon or Bellerophoiites;

names to which poetry has given fame, but not

delivered down to us objects of history.

The pretensions of Sicyon, however, to supe*

rior antiquity among the cities of Greece, are not

undisputed
; for Argos, which w^as certainly the

first to acquire political eminence, has also been

esteemed, by some of the most judicious anti-

quarians, to have had the more plausible claim

to the earliest origin. It is said to have been Pausan.

founded by Inachus, son of the ocean; a title

which, in the language of the age, might possibly

imply that the bearer came from beyond sea,

nobody knew whence; or perhaps from the banks

of the Nile, which is said to have home, in early

times, the name of Ocean. But some Grecian Diod. 1. 1.

writers
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CHAP, writers have doubted whether luachus were evCT

\ i really the name of a man, or only of a small

. nver near Argos; and these attribute the found-

ation of the city to Phoroneus, whom the others

Flat. Ti- call son of Inachus. The age of Phoroneus was

indeed the term beyond which, as Plato assures,
ed. scrraiu

nothing was known of Greece; and the more

probable tradition concerning the origin of Sicyon

supposed its founder, iEgialeus, cotemporary and

even brother of Phoroneus.

The chronology of these times will, however,

be the subject of future inquiry; which yet, it

may here be confessed, cannot lead to certainty.

Blair’s It has been computed by chronologers, who have
Chronoio.

Credit with some of the most learned even
Tables.

present age, that Sicyon was founded

two thousand and eighty-nine years before the

Christian era, and only two hundred and fifty-

nine after the Flood : that the foundation of

Argos followed after a period of two hundred and

thirty-three years, and that the reign of Minos in

Crete was still four hundred and fifty years later,

Newton’s Sif Isaac Newton’s conjecture, far more con-
Chrono-

, . . .

sonant to the most authoritative traditions con-

cerning the train of events, is, that Sidyon and

Argos may have been founded nearly together,

about one thousand and eighty years before the

Christian era, and less than eighty before the

reign of Minos. Indeed from the traditions

preserved by the oldest poets, and all the inquiries

reported to us by the most judicious Grecian

prose-writers concerning the antiquities of their

,
country, it appears rather probable that scarcely

a wandering.
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a wandering hunter had ever set foot in Pelopon-

nesus^ so early as the period assigned by chrono-

logers, even to the founding of Argos.

But towns are not usually ht once built, and
a new state formed, by the natives of a country.

In the more common course of things they grow
so imperceptibly, that not a rumor of their origin

can remain. The accounts^ therefore, which

refer the foundation of the principal cities of

Greece to particular eras and particular persons,

iiiiuk them for colonies. Indeed, amid all the

darkness and intricacy of early Grecian history,

we find a strong concurrence of testimony to, a

few principal facts. It was a received opinion,

among the most informed and judicious Grecian

writers, that Greece was originally held by Bar-

barians
; a term appropriated, in the florishing

ages of the nation, as a definition for all people

who were not (/reeks. Among the uncertain

traditions of various hords, who in early times
j

overran the country, the Pelasgian name is

eminent. This name may be traced back into

Asia : it is found in the ilands
; and the people i

who bore it appear to have spred far on the

continent of Europe, since they are reckoned
j

among the earliest inhabitants of Italy. It was
j

generally acknowledged, as the accurate and !

Judicious Strabo assures us, that the Pelasgians ]

were antiently established all over Greece, and j

that they were the first people who became pow-
J

erful there. Consonant to this w'e find every

mention of the Pelasgians by Herodotus and *

Thucydides
;
from the former of whom we learn,

that
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I.
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that Pelasgia was ’ once a general name for the

' country. But a passage of the poet ^schylus

concerning this people, for its antiquity, its evi-

(lent honesty, its probability, and its consistency

with all other remaining evidence of best autho-

rity, appears to deserve particular notice. The

Pelasgian princes, he says, extended their domi-

nion over all the northern parts of Greece,

together with Macedonia and Epirus, as far as

the river Strymon eastward, and the sea beyond

the Dodonaean mountains westward. Pelopon-

nesus was not peopled so early : for Apis,

apparently a Pelasgian chief, crossing the Co-

rinthian gulf from ^tolia, and destroying the

wild beasts, first made that peninsula securely

habitable for men
;
and hence it had from him

its most antient name Apia.

It appears that, in a very remote period, some

revolutions in Egypt, whose early transactions

are otherwise little (inown to us, compelled a

large proportion of the inhabitants to seek forein

settlements.*^ To this event probably Crete

owed its early civilization. Some of the best sup-

ported of antient Grecian traditions relate the

establishment of Egyptian colonies in Greece

;

traditions so little accommodated to national

prejudice, yet so very generally received, and

so perfectly consonant to all known history,

that,

That such revolutions, and more particularly that such

migrations happened, appears not doubtful, tho ' the investi-

gators of Egyptian antiquities disagree about both the cir-

cumstances of these events, and the persons principally

concerned. See Shuckford's Connection of Sacred and Pro-

fane History, and Biyanfs Analysis of Antient Mythology,
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that, for their more essential circumstances, they sect.

seem unquestionable These settlers of course

brought with them many oriental traditions;'

which, in process of ages, through the unavoid-

able incorrectness of oral delivery, became so

blended with early Grecian story, that, when at

length letters came into use, it was no longer

possible to ascertain what w^as properly and

originally Grecian, and what had been derived

from Phenicia or Egypt. Hence the abundant

source*, and hence the unbounded scope of

Grecian fable. Hence too the variety of inge-

nious but discordant fancies of so many learned

men, concerning the truths which probably lie

everywhere concealed under the alluring disguise,

but which will also probably for ever evade any

complete detection.

With all the intricacy of fable, howwer, in

w hich early Grecian history is involved, the origin

of the Greek nation from a mixture of thePelas-

gian, and possibly some other barbarous hords,

with colonies from Phenicia and Egypt, seems

not doubtful. Argos, according to all accounts, Thucy«i“ ' ^
I. 1 C 5

was an Egyptian colony. We are told that the
‘ ‘

lirst chief, whether Inachus or Phoroneus, or

whatever may have been his name, brought the Pausaii.

wild natives of the neighborhood to submit to

his government, introduced some form of religion •

among them, and made a progress toward their

civilization.

They are confirmed by the concurring testimonies par-

ticularly of Herodotus, Plato, Aristotle, Isocrates, .Strabo,

and Diodorus Siculus, with the added evidence of the popular

poets vEschylus and Euripides,
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CH AF. civilization. We can little expect objects for his-

'—j—' tory among traditions concerning the early state

of such a colony. But the successors of Phoro-

neus have afforded ample matter for fable
;
which

yet we find universally tinged with some refe-

>i:8chji. rence to Egypt and the East. lo, daughter,

«t^ariL*id.
princes, but of which is not

agreed, had, according to poetical report, an

amour with the god Jupiter, was by him trans-

formed into a cow, in that shape travelled into

Egypt, and there became a goddess. Herodotus

gives no improbable account, if not of the origin

of this fiction, yet of the origin of its connection

with Grecian story; and, as it serves to mark

the manners of the age, it may be worth relating,

ir^rod. * Some Phenician merchants, he says, brought a

cargo of the manufactures of their country to

Argos. The Grecian women, eager to procure

toys and utensils which their own towns, yet

without manufactures, did not furnish, came in

numbers to the sea-shore. The Phenicians, to

whom women were in the East very profitable

merchandize, having allured or forced many into

their vessels, and among them lo, daughter of

the chief of the district, sailed away
Schoi, ad. Among the kings of Argos also we find another° ° ® in
iJiad. personage of great fame in poetry, the Egyptian

Danaiis,

“ That these were probable circumstances we may judge
from a similar story, related of different persons, by Homer,
Odyss. 1. 15. Mr. Bryant derives the story of lu from a very

difierent origin. His supposition, however, does not at all

impugn the credibility of Herodotus’ anecdote, who leaves it

wholly unaccounted for how the stolen princess should acquire,

in a forein country, the reputation of a goddess.
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Danaiis, whose fifty (laughters, it is said, married sect,

on the same day the fifty sons of his brother.'—.^—

^

^gyptus, king of Egj'pt, and all, exce|)t Hy-

permnestra, wife of Lynceus, killed their husbands

on the wedding-night. Of this family too we have

some circumstances related which characterize

the times. Danaiis, through whatsoever cause, isocrat.

for reports are various, finding his situation uneasy Jneom’

in Egypt, imbarked w'ith his family and what fol-

lowcirs he could collect, to seek a settlement.

Failing in an attempt to establish his colony in

tiie iland of Rhodes, he proceeded to Pclopon-

nesus, and landed near Argos, Avhere Gelanor Aischyi.

then reigned. Tlie favor with which he was vausm

received by the rude inhabitants, or which he had *•

the art quickly to acquire among them, was so

extraordinary, that it inspired him with the con-

fidence to demand the sovereignty of the state as

his legal right. Ilis claim, according to the tra-

dition transmitted to us, had no better foundation

than a pretended descent from the Argian princess,

whose story has been just related. But if an

Egyptian colony had before been established at

Argos, an Egyptian prince might have other pre-

J. 8. p. 371.

tensions to interest, or even to command there.

A different cause is, however, reported for his

favor witli the people. The Argians were so

uninformed that, upon the failure of spontaneous sirabo,

fountains, they often suffered for w ant of water

;

tho the ground on which the city stood, abounded

with excellent springs at little depth. Danaiis

taught them to dig wells. The boon was, in a

hot climate particularly, of high importance.

•VOL. I. D The
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CHAP. Xhe temper of the Greeks was warm: admiration

«' J .and gratitude became the ruling passions at Argos,

and produced an inclination toward Dawtiis

Pansan. ut SO violent, that Gelanor was constrained to ad-
“'*

mit him peaceably to plead his right to the sove-

reinty, before an assembly of the people, held

for the purpose, in the fields without the city.

The dispute, however, was so equally maintained,

that it became necessary to defer the decision

till the morrow. By daybreak accordingly, the

people were crowding out of the gate, when a

wolf from the neighboring mountains caught their

attention, while he attacked a herd, grazing near

the city-wall and killed the bull. This was taken

as an omen declaring the divine will : the wolf

was interpreted to signify the stranger, the bull

their native prince, and the kingdom was adjudged

to Danaiis. Whatever credit we ^ve to the

circumstances of these and similar stories, they

convey to us at least the idea which the succeeding

Greeks had of the manners, as well as of the

history, of their ancestors. Probably they are

not wholly unfounded : certainly they are not the

invention of adulation and partiality
;
and they

are the only memorials remaining to characterize

those early ages.

DanaS'
people of Argos, at the arrival df Danaiis,

according to .^schylus, Pelasgians, and
• Steph.

prince whose dominion extoided

over all Greece, including Epirus and Macedonia.

Probably the Egyptian colony of Inachus or

Phoroneus, little mimeroos, had been unable to

maiotBin itself in independency against the antient

chief
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j

chief of 80 extensive a territory. But Danalis sect.

made his establishment firm : be transmitted it as. '

—

J—
an inheritance to his posterity

;
and such was the

prevalence of his power abd fame in Peloponnesus,

that, according to Euripides, the people of that

peninsula, before called Pelasgians, received from

him the name of Danaans, which remained to

Homer’s age

Danaiis was succeeded in the sovereinty of Ptiusan.

Argos by Lynceus, his son-in-law, an Egyptian I'lcrodot!'’

born. Acrisius, grandson of Lynceus, most known

throagli the poets as father of the celebrated

Danae, would much more on another account

demand the notice of history, were it possible to

trace and connect the circumstances of his reign.

We learn, however, only from scattered mention

of him, that he acquired influence far beyond the

bounds of Peloponnesus, and that he gave form nefurc

- pooo,

the northern provinces of Greece, which will |
require more particular notice hereafter, as a

principal

Aanetof, 0 nrcimjxorTa Bvyartfvf vraTvpf

cK, "Apyoq uKicrn 'Ipatov w6?^ip'

TliXatryturai opofAet^fxnovf roirptr

popuip cOijx* ap*

Strab. 1 . 5. p. 221. & I 8. p. 371.
.^^chylus calls Danaus and his Egyptians barbarians,

and seems to consider the Pelasgians as true Greeks. Strabo,

in a later age, speaks of the Pelasgians as barbarians;

riEAfiuryot HUi oTiAoi fiafiaoot, b. 9. p. 410. But Ovid and

Virgil, both much versea in the antient Grecian traditions,

frequently use the Pelasgian name as synonimous with Crtxk ;

and by the higher authority of Euripides, we find Argos in

Peloponnesus called "Apyc? UiXeKryiKlp (Pheeniss. v. 265). and

the army of the Seven before Thebes, UthaerytKop rfariuji*®.

^Phoeniss. v. 107.)

and stability to a very imj)ortant institutir. in

D 2
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CHAP, prindpal efficient in uniting and holding together,

^ ».as one people, the various hostile tribes who oc-

cupied the country. By what means his power

became thus extended we are wholly uninformed.

Some confused traditions only, of troubles to-

ward the end of his reign, account for its decay.

Perseus, son of Danae, daughter of Acrisius, is

the first Grecian recorded to posterity, even in

poetry and fable, as great in deeds of arms. He
stands therefore at the head of the list of those

antient warriors, whose names the poetical genius

of their country has made so singularly illustrious,

but whose actions almost wholly elude the scrutiny

strab. of history. Perseus is the reputed founder of the
]. 6 |i 377 *

Paiisan.
' city of Mycenae, which he made the capital of

J. 2. c. 15. Argos was still governed by its

own chief magistrate, with the title of king, but

dependent upon the king of Mycenae, who is

Iliad, styled by Homer, King of many ilands, and of

ALL Argos: a term which, with that author,

implied the whole of Peloponnesus. The tragic

poets, to whose purposes the vicissitudes in the

fortune of the tw^o cities were little important,

strah. 1.7. have, as Strabo has remarked, frequently used

r. the names indifferently one for the other; but, in

^ history, we shall find it necessary to avoid the

confusion.

Isocrat. Cotemporary with Perseus was Pelops, son of

aicom. Tantalus, king of Phrygia, or, according to Pindar,

?. 8.^p.32i.
Lydia, in Asia Minor; who, it is said, pressed

oij^mp 1
unsuccessful war, quitted his country, with the

easiness usual in those early ages, at the head of

his partizans to seek better fortune elsewhere.

8 Defective^
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Defectively as the circumstances of this prince s s

story are transmitted, and mingled with romantic ’—

'

fable, yet some of the most important remain

strongly authenticated. It appears that the west-

ern provinces of Asia Minor preceded Greece

in arts and civilization. This, for which we have

many grounds of surmize, receives confirmation

from the judicious and candid Thucydides, who Thucjd.

relates that, while the Greeks were yet barbarous

and their country poor, Pelops, bringing with him

treasures to an amount before unknown, quickly

acquired an interest superior to that of any native.

We are farther informed by Polybius, whose testi- Poiyb.

mony, in itself weighty, is confirmed by Strabo and struk

Pausanias, that Pelops was attended into Pelo-

ponnesus by a body of 7\chaians from Thessaly,

whom he established in Laconia. But we learn

from Homer, that the Achaiaii name sjired far iiiad.

in the peninsula
;
for he calls the Argians, with all

'

the people of the north-eastern coast, Achaians

;

and he distinguishes the whole of Peloponnesus

from the rest of Greece by the name of Achaian

Argos. A large concurrence of tradition affirms sirabn,

that the Phrygian prince married Ilippodameia, oind 1.

4.^’

daughter of (Enomaiis, chief of Pisa in Eleia,

whom he succeeded in the sovereinty of that N.

territory
;
and that in the course of a long reign

he established his influence, not so much by wars,

as by thp marriages of his numerous issue, and

by his wise conduct, assisted, however, probably,

by some terror of his power, throughout the pe-

ninsula
;
insomuch that it derived from him the

D 3 name
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name which it retained so many ages, and which

is not yet wholly obsolete'^.

' Astydameia, daughter of Pelops, was married

to Sthenelus, king of Argos, son of Perseus.

Their son and successor Eurystheus is known for

his enmity to Heracles, or, as we usually write

with the Latins, Hercules, descended also from

both Perseus and Pelops. This hero, the Grecian

or the Theban Hercules, as he is often called to

distinguish him from some great men of otha*

countries known among the Greeks by the same

name, was bom at Thebes in Boeotia, of Alcmena,

wife of Amphitryon king of that city ; but, ac-

cording to poetical report, his father was the god

Jupiter. In vain would history investigate the

particulars of the life of this celebrated personage

;

whose great actions, consigned to fame by an

ingenious people in a romantic age, have been so

disguised with hetitious ornament, as even to have

brought his existence into question. But beside

a large concurrence of other testimony, Homer
leaves no room to doubt, either that there w'as

such a Grecian prince, or who and what he was.

He represents him, not that vagabond unattended

savage, which later poets have made him, whose

only

The Genoese and Venetians, in their conquests in the

Levant, totally changed the names of many principal places

of Greece and the Grecian seas ; and the French in all their

writings, and, what is worse, in some of the best maps extant,

have so mutilated and barbarized classical names, particu-

larly the Greek, that a dictionary is often wanting to explain

what the deformed appellations mean. The ino^m Greeks
retain the antient names almost universally, and generally

with little deviation, often none, from the classic^ ortho-

graphy.
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only covering was a lion's skin, whose only weapon

a club (an attire which he rather owes perhaps

originally to the statuaries) and whose singlcT

strength was equal either to the discomfiture of

hosts, or to the labour of a thousand hardy hinds;

but, on the contrary, a prince commanding armies,

which were the ministers of his great actions.

Yet while his own fame, and still more that of his

posterity, who became singularly illustrious in

Grecian story, forbid to pass him unmentioned,

scarcely more can be done than to assign him

his rank, as greatest among the heroes of that

peculiarly called the heroic age; who, }>rompted

by a spirit similar to what many ages after ani-

mated the northern and western nations, devoted

themselves to toil and danger in the service of

mankind and the acquisition of honest fame;

opposing oppressors, and relieving the oppressed,

wherever they were to be found, and bearing thus

the sword of universal justice, while governments

were vet too weak to wield it

The

'• Respice vindicibus pacatum viribus orbem,

Qua latam Nereus cairulus ambit humum.
Se tibi pax terree, tibi se tuta aequura debcnt:

Implesti mentis Solis utramque domum.
Ovid. Kpist. Deian. Here.

An ingenious attempt to elicit history from the poetical

traditions concerning the Grecian Hercules, may be seen in

Dr. Samuel Musgrave’s Dissertation on Grecian Mythology.

Remaining testimonies concerning the eastern heroes, whom
the Greeks called by the same name, are collected in Mr.

Bryant’s System of Antient M3rtliology. It is truly observed

by Dr. Musgrave, that the name Heracles bears all appear-

ance of bring originally Grecian, formed by the same analogy

as Diodes, Athenodes, and other Greek names. It is how-

ever wril known, that the Greeks continually altered foroio

D A names,
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CHAP. The hatred of Eurystheus, which pursued

>.—

'

Hercules through life, was continued, after his

death, to his children and friends. Compelled

Herodoi. to quit Pcloponncsus, they found a generous

Thucyd?^ reception at Athens. The Argian monarch in-

isOT-VaneK. vaded Attica, but, in a battle with the Athenians,

. 198. 1 . 1. defeated and slain. This event made way

.Strabo, for new honors and power to the family of Pelops.
I. 8 p 377 * •/ a

Diod. Sic. Atreus, son ofthat prince, and uncle of Eurystheus,
*'

had been intrusted by his nephew with the regency

of his Peloponnesian dominions during the Attic

expedition. On the death of Eurystheus, Atreus

assumed the sovereinty; the greatness of his

connections, and the popularity of his character

(such is the opinion which Thucydides professes)

sirab. precluding competition. The claims of the Perseid

Iliad; and Pelopid families, thus by right or violence,

simbn" united in the house of Pelops, extended over all

PailsaiN 5
“carly all Peloponnesus. Eleia had been

. i.Ai. 7
, inherited from (Enomaiis. Laconia, including,

C. 1. Iliiul,
r- -aj- •

J. ^!. V. 570. according to Strabo, great part of Messenia,

was occupied by the colonies from Phrygia and

Thessaly which had followed the fortune ofPelops.

Achaia, then called jEgialos, or .®gialeia, with

Corinth, w as of the particular domain of Mycenae.

Still several cities of Peloponnesus had each its

chief, presiding over its municipal government;

and

names, to accommodate tlitem to their own pronuntiation and

to the inflections of their laiigiisige: sometimes they trans-

lated them; and sometimes, by a less violent change, by
the transposition or alteration of a letter or two, reduced them
to bear intirely a Grecian appearance, with a meaning how-^

ever totally different from the original. Mr. Bryant has
collected instances of all these circumstances.
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and the degree of dependance of these upon the se^ct.

paramount soverein, was little fexactly defined '

by either compact or custom : but the superiority* iiiad. i.i.

of the head of the house of Pelops in rank, and sitb. 19 .

his claim to military command, appear to have

been undisputed. Under these advantageous f
circumstances the Argian scepter devolved to

y
Agamemnon, son or grandson of Alreus; for the iM>cr. Pa-

succession is variously related**. Tradition is,

however, uniform concerning a circumstance of

more historical importance; an accession of for- 15 . c.

tune, which brought all the southern part of

Peloponnesus under the dominion of Aga-

memnon.

The

Homer says that the scepter, presented from Japiter by
Mercury to Pelops, was given by him to Atreus, who at his

death left it to Thyesles, wJio bequeatlu*d it, with the sove-

reinty of all Argos and many ilands, to Agamemnon (i). He
mentions nothing of the murder of Chrysippus, eldest son of

Pelops, by Alreus, nor of any of those honors of domestic

discord between the surviving brothers, which in after-ages

filled the scenes of the tragic poets, and found place even in

the narration of gi-ave historians. 'J’he flight of Atreus from
his father's residence, on account of the death of Chrysippus,

is indeed mentioned by Thucydides (2), but nothing further.

The scholiast on Homer (3) reports, that Atreus, dying, be-

queathed his kingdom to his brother Thyestes, on condition

that he should resign it to Agamemnon, son of Atreus, on his

attaining manhood, and that Thyestes faithfully executed the
trust. -rEschylus, IStrabo, and Pausanias agree with the

scholiast (4) in calling Agamemnon and Menelaiis sons of

Atreus. ()thers(5) have supposed them his grandsons by his

son Plcisthciies, who died young. I’he general notoriety

only, it should seem, of the parentage of Agamemnon in

Homer's age could occasion his neglect to particularize it,

when he has so carefully recorded the pedigrees ofmany inferior

personages.

(1 ) Iliad. I. 2 . V. 103. (2) Thncyd. 1. 1 . c. 9 . (3) Iliad, I. 9. v. 107

(4) jEschyl. Agnmem. Strub. 1, 8. p.372. Fausnn. 1. 3. c. 1.

, (5) Clem. Alex, in Strom.
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CHAP. The city of lACEDiEMON, otherwise called

—J—' Sparta, was founded at a period beyond ^tain

Ynemorials. It appears from Homer to have been

among the most considerable of the remote ages,

but is little known for any remarkable personages

or events till the reign of Tyndareus; whose wife,

the poetical Leda, was mother of the celebrated

brothers Castor and Polydeuces, or, as the Romans

abbreviated the name, Pollux, and the still more

celebrated sisters Clytemnestra and Helen. The

brothers, afterward for their heroic deeds deified

and numbered among the signs of the zodiac, died

in early manhood. The sisters were married,

Clytemnestra to Agamemnon, and Helen to his

brother Menelaiis. Thus, by inheritance through

these princesses, a large and valuable domain

accrued to the house of Pelops. The command

of Lacedaemon was given to Menelaiis. But the

time to which we now approach being distinguished

by that very celebrated event the Trojan war, one

of the great epochs of Grecian history, it will

be necessary, before we proceed fiarther in the

account of Peloponnesus, to take such a view,

as remaining memorids will enable us to take, of

the rest of Greece.
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SECTION III.

Of ihc northern provinces of Greece from the earliest Accounts

to the Trojan War, Thessaly: Tempt: Deucalion's Flood

:

Centaurs : Jason : Argonautic Expedition. Ihrotia : Flood

of Ogyges: Thebes. JEtolia. Attica: Cecrops: Athens:

jEgeus: Theseus: Ariadne. Imffrovement of the Athenian

Government by Theseus. The Athenians the first civilized

Pemile of Greece.

Of the provinces without the peninsula, the two sect.

whose fruitfulness most attracted the attention of . .

emigrants, were Thessaly and B(EOTia
;
and

these were under very peculiar natural circum-

stances. Through the middle of the former runs

the river Peneius, which, receiving, in its course

along the plain, many smaller streams and the

overflowings of two considerable lakes, forces its

way into the sea, through the narrow valley of

Tempe, between the mountains Olympus and

Ossa. A country thus abounding with waters,

and inclosed by mountains, could not but be

subject to inundations. Herodotus, whom, on iicrodor.

this as on many other occasions, Strabo has not stL^

disdained to follow, relates a tradition that 'Fhes-
'

saly was originally one vast lake, w ithout visible

outlet
;

till an earthquake, rending Olympus from

Ossa, formed the valley of Tempe. Still, how-

ever, the frequency of smaller floods appears

to have cooperated with that fruitfulness of soil,

which invited rapine, in making Thessaly yet

more subject to revolutions in its population than

any
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CHAP, any other Grecian province; and hence perhaps

y—

t

» Homer was the better inabled to attribute to his

Hep. ^ liero, Achilles, the principal chieftain of those

parts at the time of the Trojan war, the honor of

liiad*
having a goddess for his mother, and for his father

a mortal indeed, but only second in descent from

Jupiter.

Thessaly was, however, unless we should

except Crete, the oldest object of poetical story

and popular tradition of any part of Greece;

and, had we means of investigation, were perhaps

the worthiest of historical curiosity. We read of

kings there, who extended their dominion south-

ward as far as the Corinthian isthmus, and who
Flat. Men. left moDumeuts of their wisdom that sui-vived

&Hip.Maj. almost all memory of their power. These will

xfnoph^ de require our future notice. Thessaly was always
vcnatc.i. famous for its horses, and for the turn of its

people to horsemanship
; which the story of the

Centaurs apparently indicates to have been earlier

known there than elsewhere in Greece. Whether

those poetical people were native Thessalians, or

forein invaders who settled in Thessaly, the tra-

ditionary character of the Centaur Chiron seems

to imply that they were a people superior in

acquirements to the southern Greeks of their

age*®. In Thessaly also, at the port of lolcus,

we

The most inquisitive and judicious of the antient

antiquarians appear to have been at a loss what to think
of the Centaurs. Strabo calls them t* (i), a
mode of expression implying his uncertainty about them,
while he gives them an epithet for which no reason appears.

. Hesiod

(1.) Strab. 1. 9. p. 439.
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we are told, was made the first successful attempt

to build a ship of size superior to what had before

been known; and thence sailed the celebrated

expedition of the .Argonauts. Tho we do not

believe all the romantic, and still less the impos-

sible tales, which poets, and even some grave

historians, have told of those famous adventurers
;

tho

SECT.
ui.

Hesiod (2) and Homer never speak of them as a savage race,

and seem to have known nothing of their equine fonn ; which,

if not an Egyptian invention, has been found out by tlie inge-

nuity of later ages. The scholiast on Homer indeed says

that, where Nestor, in the first book of the Iliad (3), speaks

of mountain beasts destroyed by Theseus, he means the

Centaurs
;
but this interpretation seems violently far fetched,

and as unwarranted as unnecessary, while the meaning of tlie

words in their common acceptation is obvious, and perfectly

consonant to every account of the state of things in that age.

Nor does the scholiast seem better founded in supposing that

the Centaurs are intended, in the second book of the Iliad (4),

under the description of hairy wild beasts of mount Pclion.

In the Odyssee (5) we find the Centaur Kurytion, whose very
name imports a respectable character, mentioned with the

honourable epithet ayaxXvrify not likely to be given i6 one of

a tribe fit to be described by the gross appellations of moun-
tain beasts and hairy savages. He behaved ill ; but it was
in great company ; and it is expressly mentioned as an extra-

ordinary circumstance, the consequence of accidental drunken-

ness. The story indeed seems to be intended by the poet

as an instance that persons of highest rank and most respect-

able character, if they yield to intemperance, reduce them-
selves for the time, to a level with the lowest and most pro-

fligate, and are liable to sufler accordingly. Pindar in his

3d, 4th, and 9th Pythian Odes, and 3d Nemean, describes

the Centaur Chiron as a most paradoxical being, which yet,

in tlie fourth Pythian, he has defined in two words, Swof,

a godlike wild l^ast. But even in Xenophon’s time, it .should

^m, the term Centaur did not of itself discriminate ilie

imaginary animal half man and half horse ; for that author,

wanting to particularize such animals, never calls tliem

simply Centaurs, but always Hippocentaurs, Horse-centaurs.

See Cyropsd. b. 4.

(2) Sc. Here. t. 184. (3) v. 268.

(4) V. 743. (5) 1. 21. V. 295.
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tho we are aware of the mixture of eastern

.tradition with early Grecian history, of the

unavoidable confusion of chronology through a

long course of oral delivery, and of the blending

of events of distant countries and different ages,

yet it seems unreasonable to discredit intirely the

Argonautic expedition; which on the authority

of antient writers, and with perfect consonance to

probability and the character of tlie times, may

be fairly related tlius. Jason, a young man of high

birth, high spirit, and superior bodily accom-

plishments, circumstances which excited ajealousy

that made his situation uneasy at home, was

ambitious of conducting a pirating expedition,

then an honorable undertaking, to a greater

distance than any had ventured before him.

With the assistance of the wealth and power of

his uncle, who was prince of the district, and of the

skill of a Phenician mechanic, he built a vessel

larger than had hitherto been common among the

Greeks. His own rank and character, together

with the fame of his ship, induced young men of

distinction from other parts of Greece to join in

the adventure. They directed their course to

Colchis, on the eastern coast of the Euxine sea;

a country in some degree civilized
;
according to

Herodotus, by an Egyptian colony, and abounds

ing in mines of gold, silver and iron. They

encountered many difficulties, and suffered some

loss ;
and their success upon the whole appears

doubtfid ; but, in one great object of the ambition

of the age, their chief at least was gratified : the

princess Media, daughter of the king of the

country,
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country, went off with him and passed into sect.

Greece. It was a practice of the Colchians, as . .

we are told by Strabo and Arrian, to collect gold f ^^^.499.

on mount Caucasus, by extending fleeces across

the beds of the torrents : as the water passed, the ‘hridat.

metallic particles remained intangled in the wool.

Hence, according to those informed and judicious

writers, the adventure was named the expedition

of the golden fleece.

Bceotia was under natural circumstances yet siruh.

more extraordinary than Thessaly. It is a vale,

full of subterranean caverns, and peculiarly sub*

ject to earthquakes. The surrounding mountains

pour ill their streams on all sides, forming rivers

and lakes, without any such advantageous and

permanent outlet as the valley of Tempe gives to

the waters of Thessaly. By the concussions of

the earth, watercourses were stopped, and the

stream found a new channel, sometimes under-

ground : even lakes were laid dry and new lakes

formed, and, with the cultivated country, towns

were overwhelmed by the waters. The flood of

Ogyges was probably an inundation in this

country, unusually destructive, which drove all

the inhabitants, that escaped with life, to seek

safety in the adjoining hilly jirovince of Attica.

The flood of Deucalion -was a calamity of the

same kind in Thessaly, or, according to Aristotle, Bristol,

rather in the western provinces about Dodona

and the river Acheloiis. Indeed the same season

might produce similar consequences in both

;

and the ignorance of aftertimes, confounding the

traditions of these inundations with the imperfect'

reports
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reports remaining concerning the general deluge,

produced that field for fable and poetical inven-

tion, of which Grecian ingenuity has made such

ample use.

ITiese natural calamities, to which Boeotia was

so liable, were not sufiicient to induce the inha-

bitants finally to desert a country of such fertility,

or to deter adventurers from endeavouring to

establish themselves there. Cadmus, leading a

colony, immediately from Phoenicia, but originally,

according to the supposition of many, from Egypt,

is said to have founded the celebrated city of

Thebes. It appears indeed that, in process of

ages, Boeotia, as well as Thessaly, became less

subject to those desolating inundations. A prin-

cipal relief was derived, according to Strabo, from

the accidental forming of a subterranean opening;

by which the river Cephisus, and the overflowings

of the lake Copais, formerly destitute of any

known vent, were discharged into the sea. No
part of Greece w^as more fruitful in matter for

fable and poetry than Thebes. The stories of

Cadmus himself, of Semele, Bacchus, Antiope,

Zethus, Amphion, Amphitryon, Alcmena, Her-

cules, Laius, Jocasta, CEdipus, Eteocles, Poly-

nices, may be red with pleasure and advantage in

the works of the Greek and Latin poets, but

scarcely elsew^here. From those stories, however,

we may collect that Thebes was, in that remote

age, one of the most florishing and powerful cities

of Greece The war which it sustained against

the
- - - - - Ti li’iytr iT*/4adi);

TaTf ip apaa-avp.

Sophoc. Oedip. Tyr. v, 1 1 2fl.
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the seven chiefs, authenticated to us by Hesiod sbct.

and Homer, and made illustrious by the tragedy. •

of iEschylus, and the epic poem of Statius,

is the first instance of a league among Grecian

princes, and of anything approaching to regular

war. 1. 14. V.114.

The ^Etolians were, in these early times, not ].ii”.24r.

inferior to their neighbors, in civilization, or in

consequence among the Grecian people. Poetry

has immortalized their heroes Tydeus, Meleager,

and others. Homer adverts, in two lines, strongly iiiad,

marked by that power, which he singularly pos-
* **

sessed, of expressing the deepest pathetic in the

simplest terms, to the catastrophe of the family of

GSneus, king of the country, as to a story well

known among his cotemporaries. Thoas, com-

mander of the iEtolian troops at the siege of

Troy, is represented, not only as a leader of Tii«d.

general merit, but for his eloquence remarkable.

Their towns, Calydon and Pleuron, were among strab.>.

the principal of Greece. Hereafter we shall find
^

great inferiority in the comparative progress of the

iEtolians. The adjoining people of Acarnania,

alone of all the Greeks, had not the honor of

partaking in the Trojan war; and, for some

centuries after that event, these western pro-

vinces had little communication with the rest of

Greece. Phocis, Doris, and Locris, are also

without objects of history; but Attica, were it

only for its subsequent fame, will demand some

notkee of its early traditions.

OoTGES has had the reputation of being the

first king of Attica; and chronologers have

•voL. I, E undertaken
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CHAP, undertaken even to fix the time of his reign. It

, ,
js set by some above two hundred, and by the most

Wes’; and u^odcrate a hundred and fifty years before the next
Chronui. event, and even before the next name of a man
HUt. of recorded in Attic history. But we have no assur-

Couiin ance that even the name of Ogyges was known to
nL-sprcaux.

authois." If anything can be

gathered from the traditions concerning such a

personage, reported by later writers of best autho-

rity, it is that, at some period too far beyond

connected history for any calculation of its date,

a flood, desolating the rich fields of Boeotia over

which he reigned, • drove many of the inhabitants

to establish themselves in the adjoining country

of Attica; hilly, rocky, and little fruitful; yet

preferable to the mountainous tracts every other

way surrounding their former settlements. Both
Strabo, Strabo and Pausanias mention a tradition, that

Paii’san. Hiiticntly there had been towns in Boeotia called
1 ^ Athens and Eleusis, which had been overwhelmed

by a deluge. But in the very early ages we find

the same names given to various places, often

widely distant; a circumstance probably owing

to the frequency and extent of migration, while

the variety of language over the world was little.

Thus, beside the Boeotian Thebes and the vast

capital of Upper Egypt, there were towns of

tlie same name in Pamphylia, in IMysia, and

Sir.. 1.0, in Thessaly : the name of Larissa was vet
1. p. 440.

^

vuaore

Ogyges, I believe, is not mentioned by Hesiod, ‘Homer,
lleiodoius, ’I'hucydides, Plato, Aristotle, or even Strabo; to
all of wboin, apparently, he must have occurred as an object
of mention, had his story been at all known in their tiines,

oi- at least, had it had any credit. *
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more common through Greece and Asia Minor
;

and, beside the Argos in Peloponnesus, there was.

an Argos in Thessaly, another in Acarnania, and

a fourth in Italy. Strabo says that Bccotia was

anciently called Ogygia‘^ From the time of

Euripides at least to that of Paiisanias, one of

the j^ates of Thebes in Bocotia was called the

Ogygian gate, and Sophocles calls the city PHuian.

Ogygian Thebes
; but the early Aeschylus gives

S(,i,ik ilrd.

the epithet Ogygian to Thebes on the Nile;

whence it seems most likely that Egypt w'as its Pers.‘v. 39.

original country.

With Ogyges, however, even rumor of events

in Attica ceases, till Cecroi)S became prince of

the province; leading thither, according to the loSo. n.

most received and probable accounts, a colony H-

from Egypt. According to every account, he

found the natives a wild and ignorant j)eoplc;

a circumstance far from adverse to his purj)ose

of forming a settlement. The country also, tho

not offering the most alluring prospect to the

vulgar covetousness of the age, w'as yet, to the

more informed and penetrating eye, far from un-

inviting. On the verge of a plain, watered by

two small streams, a haven presented itself,

commodious

“ He adds, that it was then under the government of

Cecrops. It is certainly a probable conjecture of the learned

Mr. Bryant, that the oriental manner of expression, by whicli

a name in the singular signified a people, as Israel olten

meant the whole people descended from the patriarch Israel,

may have led to much confusion in Grecian tiadition. The

name Cecrops, Cranaus, Cadmus, and others, open wide fields

for conjecture, in which, however, it were little proper for the

historian to expatiate^
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CHAP, commodious for the vessels of the time. Betweea

«— —

>

the streams, near their junction, about three miles

from the shore and five from the haven, a rock,

rising nearly perpendicular on all sides, had every

advantage for a fortified post. Precisely this

union ofcircumstances was what the early Greeks

most desired for the situation of a city. Such

was that of Argos, with its citadel Larissa and port

of Nauplia, Corinth, with the Acrocorinthus and

port of Lechienm, and many others
;
and £din-

borough, with its castle-rock and its port of Leith,

affords a perfect exemplification of it. Mountains,

but not of that formidable height common through

Greece, at some distance surrounded the plain

;

which, tho not of tiie first fertility, appeared yet

not adverse to cultivation. Cecrops occupied the

rock, and, how far by force, how far by persuasion,

we are not informed, he extended his dominion

over the whole tract afterward called Attica.

He divided this territory into twelve districts,

Strabo, 'with a principal town, or rather perhaps village, in

piutMchr where he caused justice to be administered

T**”* according to some salutary laws which he esta-

blished ; and he taught his subjects a more regular

and effectual mode of defence against the incur-

sions of the Boeotians, their only neighbors, from

which even their poverty did not exempt them

;

for in all times neighbor and enemy have, in the

language of politics, been nearly synonymous.

The fortress, which he made his residence, was

from his own name called Cectopia, and was

peculiarly recommended to the patronage of the

Egyptian goddess, whom the Greeks worshipped

by
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by the name of Athena, and the Latins of Minerva, sect.

Many, induced by the neighborhood of the port, '

—

J—
and expecting security both from the fortress and

from its tutelary deity, erected their habitations

around the foot of the rock ; and thus arose early

a considctable town which, from the name of the

goddess, was called Athenai, or, as we after the

French have corrupted it, Athens.

This account of the rise of Athens, and of the

origin of its government, tho possibly a village,

and even a fortress, may have existed there before

Cecrops, is supported by a more general con-

currence of traditionary testimony, and more

complete consonancy to the rest of history, than

is often found for that remote age**. The

subsequent

** In an ing;enious dissertation on Grecian mythology, by

Dr. S. Musgrave, it has been endeavored to prove that

Cecrops was a native Greek, and that the religion of Athens

was not derived from Egypt. Other works, however, of

deeper inquiry, abundantly support the contrary position;

particularly Blackwells Life of Homer, Monboddo on Lan-

guage, Bryant’s Antient Mythology (i), Pownall on the

Study of Antiquities, and Recherches sur TOrigine & les

Progrcs des Arts de la Gr^ce. That the Athenians were a

mixed people, we learn not only from many passages of

Herodotus, scarcely to be questioned, but also from the direct

testimony of Thucydides, which must be esteemed unques-

tionable. The early communication between Greece and
Egypt is also establudied beyond contradiction ; and that this

intercourse operated powerfuUy upon Grecian religion is not

reasonably to be doubted. Herodotus expressly mentions

not only the belief of gods, but the practice of religious cere-

monies imported from £g)'pt into Greece, and in his time

perform^ in the same manner in both countries (2). Wo
may easily conceive Attic vani^, in later times, hurt by the

idea that the founder of Athens was an Egyptian, and that

even their tutelary deity, whom the Athenians were fond of

« esteeming

{1} Sec partiealwiy vol; l. p.il83. (f) Herod. 1. S. c. 171,

• E3
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c II A p. subsequent Attic annals are far less satisfactory.

^ , Strabo declines the endeavor to reconcile their

K 9^
p 392. inconsistencies ;

and Plutarch gives a strong pic-

ture of the uncertainties and voids which occurred

to him in attempting to form a history from them.

^ As geographers/ he says, ^ in the outfer parts of

‘ their maps, distinguish those countries which

^ lie beyond their knowledge with such remarks as

‘ these. All here is dry and desert sand, or marsh

‘ darkened with perpetual fog, or Scythian cold

‘ or frozen sea; so of the earliest history we may
‘ say, All here is monstrous and tragical land,

‘ occupied only by poets and fabulists.’ If this

apology was necessary, even from Plutarch, for

such an account as could in his time be collected

of the life of Theseus, none can now be wanting

for omitting all disquisition concerning the four

or seven kings, for even their, number is not

ascertained, who are said to have governed Attica

from Cccrops to iEgcus, father of that hero. . The

name of Amphictyon indeed, w hose name we find

in the list, excites a reasonable curiosity: but as

it is not in his government of Athens that he is

particularly

esteeming their peculiar protectress, was borrowed. Both
facts militated with their title of Autochthones, which, in the

decline of their glory, comparing themselves with the nume-
rous Grecian states of later fame, and colonies of known date,

the flattery of their oratora taught them vainly to assume.

But Thucydides, if he had any respect for that title, had
certainly no faith in it; and when Herodotus, Plato, Strabo,

and Diodorus, who all travelled into Kgypt purposely to

inform themselves upon such subjects, agree in representing

the Athenian Minerva as the sanae goddess peculiarly wor^-

shipped at Sais in Egypt, it does not appear what can authorize

a modern to controvert it. up'vtp vtp) tx aXAa
^iXTtXovcrtff ovrat xal vtpl rovf nroMa yatp tu»

^wKup iipvp Strab. 1. lo. p.47^*
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particularly an object of history, farther mention of ^

him may occur more advantageously hereafter. '—v

—

Various, uncertain and imperfect then as the

accounts were which passed to posterity concern-

ing the early Attic princes, we are yet assured

l)y Thucydides, tliat Attica was the province of rimcvd.

Greece in which population first became settled,
~

and where the earliest progress Avas made tow ard

civilization. Being nearly peninsular, it lay out

of tlie road of emigrants and wandering free-

booters by land; and its rocky soil, supporting

few cattle, afforded small tem|)tation to either.

The produce of tillage was of less easy removal,

and the gains of commerce Averc secured Avithiri

fortifications. Attica therefore grew populous, not

only through the safety which the natives thus

injoyed, but by a conlluencc of strangers from

other parts of Greece: for Avhen cither forcin

invasion or intestine broil occiisioned anywhere

the necessity of emigration, the |)rincipai people

commonly resorted to Athens, as the only place

of permanent security, and where strangers of

character, able by their wealth or their ingenuity

to support themselves and benefit the community,

were easily admitted to the privilege of citizens. Thucyd. ih.

But, as population increased, the simple forms Timcy.i.

of government and jurisprudence established by 11,

Cecrops were no longer egual to their purpose.

Civil wars arose; the country was invaded by

sea: Erechtheus, called by later authors Erich-

thonius, and by the poets styled Son of the Earth,

acquired the sovereinty, bringing, according to

some not improbable reports, a second colony

E 4 from
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CHAP, from Egypt**. Eumolpus, with a body of Thra-

'——

•

cians, about the same time established himself
B C-

^

1035,. N.
**“ Eleusis. When, a generation or two later,

1487. B. ^Egeus, cotemporary with Minos, succeeded his

cun Leucr. father Pandion in the throne, the country seems

Or^Gr.
* *

to have been well peopled, but the goverrunent

stMbir,
constituted and weak. Concerning this prince,

1. 7. p. 321. however, and his immediate successor, tradition is

1. i.c. 38 . more ample; and, tho abundantly mixed with

994! N. yet in many instances apparently more

1283, B. authentic than concerning any other persons of

their remote age. Plutarch has thought a history

of Theseus, son of ^geus, not unfit to hold a

place among his parallel lives of the great men of

Greece and Rome; and we find his account

warranted, in many points, by strong correspond-

ing testimony from other antient authors of

various

” It is clear, as Sir Isaac Newton has observed, that

Homer describes (1) under the name of Erechtbeus, the same
prince whom the chronologers, and even Pauianias, would

distinguish from Erechtheus by the name of Ericbthonius.

The name of Ericbthonius, as an Athenian, is mentioned by
Plato (2); but with no more authority for inserting it in the

list of Athenian kings, than the name of Erinchtbon, which
«»ccurs in the same passage. On the contrary, as Newton
has farther justly observed (3), Plato himself has called that

prince Erechtheus, whom later writers call Erichthonius.

Isocrates says that Erichthonius, son of Vulcan and the

Earth, succeeded Cecrops, who died without male issue (4).

Nor is there any appearance of the second Cecrops and the

second Pandion being known to the earlier Grecian writers, or

even to Trogus Pompeius,!f we may trust his epitomizer (5).

Pauaanias indeed thought he had discovered authority for

them; yet the very manner in which he relates the suc-

cession of Athenian kings shows that what he reports was
before Httle known, and remained for him, in a very late age,

to investigate.

(1) Iliad. 1.2. T. 547. (2) Cridas. p. 110* L 3. ed. Serran.

(3) ChronoL p. 144. (4) liocr. Panathen. p. 510.

(a) Jnstia. 1. 2. v. 6 .
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various ages. The period aho is so important in sect.

the annals of Attica, and the accounts remaining '—

^

altogether go so far to illustrate the manners and

circumstances of the times, that it may be proper

to allow them some scope in narration.

Mge\xSf king ofAthens, tho an able and spirited

prince, yet, in the divided and disorderly state of

his country, with difficulty maintainedhis situation.

When past the prime of life he had the misfortune Piut. Thei.

to remain childless, tho twice married; and a

faction headed by his apparent heirs, the numerous

sons of Pallas his younger brother, gave him un-

ceasing disturbance. Thus urged, he went to

Delphi to implore information from the oracle

how the blessing of children might be obtained.

Receiving an answer which, like most of the

oracular responses, was unintelligible his next

concern was to find some person capable of ex-

plaining to him the will of the deity thus mysteri-

ously declared. Among the many establishments

which Pelops had procured for his family through-

outPeloponnesus, was the small town and territory

of Troezen, on the coast opposite to Athens, which

he put under the government of his son Pittheus.

To this prince ^geus applied. He was not only

in his own age eminent for wisdom, but his re-

putation remained even in the most florishing

period of Grecian philosophy; yet so little was

he superior to the ridiculous, and often detestable

superstition of his time, that, in consequence of

some fancied meaning in the oracle, which even

the

9 0 Ao{/sif, Lucian. vit. auct.
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the superstitious Plutarch confesses himSfelf unable

to comprehend, he introduced his own daughter

^ihra to an illicit commerce with ^igeus.

Before Cecrops, if we may believe traditidhs

received in the polished ages, the people of Attica

were in knowledge and civilization below the

wildest savages discovered in modern times. The

most necessary arts, and the most indispensable

regulations of society, were unknown to them.

Marriage was introduced by Cecrops: the culture

of com is said to have been of later date. But

the colonies from Egypt, Phenicia, and Thrace,

quickly made the Atticans a new people. At a

period far beyond connected history, we find all

the principal oriental tenets and maxims of society

firmly established among them. Marriage was

held highly sacred
;

virginity in mysterious re-

spect; infidelity in a wife deeply disgraceful; but

concubinage for the husband as lawful as it was

common
;
bastardy little or no stain upon children;

and polygamy, apparently, and divorces were

equally unknown. Aigeus had a wife living at

the time of his visit to Pittheus; and marriage

seems on that occasion, to have been intended

by no party. Aithra, however, proved shortly

pregnant; while the affairs of Attica, in the ut-

most confusion, required the immediate return of

jEgeus. His departure from Troezen is marked

by an action which, to persons accustomed to

consider

* not yvfatKt
^

^OfKov n (p^ov^ovfjLBpri I —A declaratioii which

^schylus puts into the "mouth of Apollo himself. ./Eschyl.

Eumen. p. STQ.ed. H. Steph.
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consider modern manners only, may appear unfit sect.

to be related but in a fable, yet is so consonant to

the manners of the times, and so characteristical

of them, as to demand tlie notice of the historian.

He led Jf^thra to a sequestered spot, where was

a small cavitv in a rock. Depositing llicre a

hunting-knife and a pair of sandals, he covered

them with a marble fragment of enormous weight

;

and then addressing -dithra, ‘ If,' said he, ‘ the

‘ child you now bear should prove a boy, let tlie

‘ removal of this stone be one day the proof of

‘ his strength ;
when he can eftect it, send him

‘ with the tokens underneath to Athens.’

Pittheus, well knowing the genius and the de-

gree of information of his subjects and fellow-

countrymen, thought it not too gross an imi)Osition

to re))ort that his daughter was ])regnant by the

god Poseidon, or, as we usually ctdl him, with

the Latins, ?Jeptunc, the tutelary deity of the

Treezenians. A similar exjiedient seems indeed

to have been often successfully used to cover the

disgrace wdtich, even in those days, would other-

wise attend such irregular amours in a lady of

high rank, tho women of lower degree appear to

have

“ The Greeks of tlic heroic age usually carried two wea-

pons of the sword kind, one called the other

very different one from the other, but commonly both l endercd

in English by the w'ord sword. The Xiphos was a laige

broad-sword ; the ]\Iachaira was but a large knife, and used

for the purpose of a knife equally and a weapon. IMutarch,

who is not always solicitous about accuracy, in describing

the depositing of the weapon by ;i’^geus, calls it the Xiphos:

the story which he afterwards relates induces the necessity

that it should become the Machaira. Eor authority tor the

distinction, Homer’s Iliad may be seen, b. 3. v. 271. b. 11.

V? 843. and b. 19. v. 252.
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CHAP, have derived no dishonor from concubinage with

‘—

V

—

i

their superiors. Theseus was the produce of the

singular connection of ^thra with .dEgeus. He
was carefully educated under the inspection of

his grandfather, and gave early proofs of un-

common vigor both of body and mind. When he

had attained manhood, his mother, in pursuance

of the injunction of iEgeus, unfolding to him the

reality of his parentage, conducted him to the rock

where his father's tokens were deposited. He
removed the stone which covered them, with a

facility sufficiently indicating that superior bodily

strength, so necessary, in those days, to support

the pretensions of high birth ;
and, thus incouraged,

she recommended to him to carry them to iEgeus

at Athens. This proposal perfectly suited the

temper and inclination of Theseus ; but when he

was farther advised to go by sea, on account of

the shortness and safety of the passage, piracy

being about this time suppressed by the naval

power of Minos king of Crete, he positivdy

refused.

The journey by land was more than four times

longer, and hi^ly dangerous. That age, says

Plutarch, produced men of extraordinary dexterity,

of extreme swiftness, of unwearied strength
; who

used those natural advantages for no good pur-

pose, but placed their injoyment in the com-
mission of insult, outrage and cruelty

; esteeming

the commendations bestowed upon modesty,

ri^teousness, justice, and benevolence, as pro-

ceeding from fear to injure, or dread of receiving

injury, aod little becoming the powerful and the

bold.
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bold. Strange as these principles may appear, sect.

we find them reported by Plato as not obsolete ^

in his time, baton the contrary held by many, Rep/*-

and even maintained in disputation. The picture

indeed seems that of all countries, where, with a

competency of inhabitants, a regular and vigorous

government is wanting. Five centuries ago, it

would have suited England, France, and all

western Europe. It agrees so perfectly with all

the accounts remaining of early Greece, and

particularly those of Homer, whose testimony is

unquestionable, and of Thucydides, the most

authoritative of any following writer, that we may
hence conclude the poetical stories of the golden

age, and the reign of Saturn, were not originally

Grecian, but derived from the East*’. It re-

mained for the idle learned, of refined and

luxurious times, to imagine that the savage state

is most favourable to general virtue among men.

The idea began to get vigor in the Augustan age :

Horace and Virgil found it advantageous for

poetry : it was buried under the ruins of the Roman
empire, and seems not to have florished again till

some time after the revival of learning in Europe;

where, in our western parts, the turbulence of

barbarism produced consequences remarkably

similar

• Hesiod's brazen age (i) so exactly corresponds with

Plutarch's account of the age of Theseus, that it seems evi-

dently a description of the same times in the same country.

But if the mythological passages with which it is connected

should appear to any to lessen its authority, Homer will

abundandy make good the deficiency: a passage in the i8th

book of the Odyssee, v. 139, is particularly to the purpoM.

(1) Op.ikDi.l. i.t.149.
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similar to what had been anticntly experienced in

G reece It is amid anarchy and desolation

that great virtues, as well as great vices, have the

strongest incentives to exertion, and the most

frequent opportunities of becoming conspicuous.

While governments were unable to repress out-

rages, individuals generously undertook the glo-

rious . task. Afterward societies were formed for

the purpose. Thus arose the Italian republics,

the free cities of Germany, and the corporations

throughout Europe ; and by the same necessity

the

“ The Gothic yet learned and elegant Muse of Spenser,

preferring the real to the imaginary picture, has thus described

the antient state of our iland.

The land which warlike Britons now possess,

And therein have their mighty empire raised,

In antique times was salvage wilderness.

Ne did it tlien deserve a name to have

;

Till that the venturous mariner that way.

Learning his ship from those white rocks to save,

Which all along the southern seacoast lay,

Threatening unheedy wreck and rash decay.

For safety sake that same bis seamark made,

And named it Albion. But later day.

Finding in it fit ports fur fisher s trade,

Gan more the same frequent, and farther to invade.

But far inland a salvage nation dwelt.

Of hideous giants and half beastly men.
That never tasted grace, nor goodness felt

;

But, like wild beasts, lurking in loathsome den.

And hying fast as roebuck through the fen,

All naked, without shame or care of cold,

By hunting and by spoiling lived then ;

Of stature huge, and eke of courage bold,

That sons of men amazed their sternness to behold.

They held this land
Until that Brutus, anciently derived

From royal stock of old Assarac's line,

Driven by fatal error, here arrived,

And them of their unjust possession deprived.

Faery Queen, b. 2. cant. 10. st. r, to
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the several towns of Greece were driven to form sect.

themselves into indopendent states. Through the '

—

greatest part of modern Europe, the feudal subor-

dination had efficacy enough to keep the other-

wise disjointed members ‘ of the several great

kingdoms united under one head
;

till the progress

of civilization and science inableil legislation to

form of the whole one harmonized and vigorous

body. In Greece, such a bond of union failing,

every towm sought absolute independency as

essential to freedom and equal government. In

iuodern Italy also, winch, in some material cir-

cumstances of the feudal connection, differed from

the rest of Euroi)c, independency was ardently

desired by the commonwealths, and they attained

it. The age of Theseus was the great era of those

heroes, to whom the knights errant of the Gothic

kingdoms afterward bore a close resemblance.

Hercules was his near relation. The actions of

that extraordinary personage had been for some

years the subject of universal conversation, and

were both an incentive and a direction to young ii|„f

Theseus in the road to fame. After having

destroyed the most powerful and atrocious free-

booters throughout Greece, Hercules was, accord-

ing to Plutarch, gone into Asia
;

and those piut, vit.

disturbers of civil order, whom his irresistible Ihucvd.

might and severe justice had driven to conceal
^

themselves, took advantage of his absence to

renew their violences.
. Being not obscure and

vagabond thieves, but powerful chieftains, who
openly defied law and government, the dangers to

be expected from them were well known at

Troezen.
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CH&F. Traezen. Theseus, however, persevered in his

- ^ - resolution to go by land : alleging that it would

be shameful, if, while Hercules was traversing

earth and sea to repress the common disturbers

of mankind, he should avoid tho.se at his door

;

disgracing his reputed father by an i^iominious

flight over his own element, and carrying to his

real father, for tokens, a bloodless weapon, and

sandals untrodden, instead of giving proofs of his

high birth by actions worthy of it.

Thus determined, he began his journey, with

what atendants we are not informed. He had

not, however, proceeded far, before he had occa-

strabo, sion to exercise his valor. Periphetes was a

biad!’ chief of the Epidaurian mountains, famous for his

Fittiareli!
robberies. Attacking Theseus, he fell by his

Pawn hfttrd. The Corinthian isthmus was a spot par-

1‘j c
favorable to the purpose of freebooters.

Simmis, who had his station there, also attacked

Theseus, and was slain. The neighborhood of

Crommyon, on the isthmus, was infested by a

wild sow of enormous size and uncommon fierce-

ness; or, as some have reported, by a female

leader of robbers, whose gross manners procured

her the appellation of sow. The name Phsea,

attributed to her by both, seems to favor the latter

opinion. Whatever the pest was, Theseus has

the credit of having delivered the countiy from it.

Proceeding in his journey along the mountainous

coast of the Saronic gulph, he still found every

fastness occupied by men, who, like many of

the* old barons of the western European king-

doms, gave protection to their dependents, and dis-

turbance
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turbance to all beside Mithin their reach, making

booty of whatever they could master. His valor,

however, and his good fortune, procured him the

advantage in every contest, and carried him safe

through all dangers, tho he found nothing friendly

till he arrived on the bank of the river Cephisus,

in the middle of Attica. There he met some

SECT.
HI.

people of the country, who saluted him in the

usual terms of friendship to strangers. Judging

himself then past the perils of his journey, he

requested to have the accustomed ceremony of

purification from blood performed upon him, that

he might with propriety join in sacrifices and

other religious rites. The courteous Atticans

reddily complied, and afterward entertained him

at their houses. An antient altar commemorating

this meeting, and dedicated to Jupiter, with the Pausan.

epithet of Meilichius, the friendly or kind, re- i>iut!r‘ch.

mained to the time of Pausanias**.

When Theseus arrived at Athens, Aegeus,

already approaching dotage, was governed by the

Colchian princess Medeia, so famous in poetry,

who, in her flight from Corinth, had prevailed on

him to afford her protection. At the instigation

of that abandoned woman, Theseus, as an illus-

trious but dangerous stranger, was invited to a

feast, where it was proposed to poison him ; but

on drawing his hunting-knife, as it seems w'as

usual, to carve the meat before him, he was

recognized

“ Pausanias travelled through Greece in the reign ot

M. Aurelius Antoninus, who succeeded to the Roman empire

in the year after Christ 161.

VOL. r. F
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CHAP, recognized by .®geus. The old king, embracing

«

—

i .his son, acknowledged him before the company,

and summoning an assembly of the people, pre-

sented Theseus as their prince. The heroic

youth, the fame of whose exploits, so suited to

acquire popularity in that age, had alreddy pre-

possessed the people in his favor, was received

with warm tokens of general satisfaction. But

the party of the sons of Pallas wtis powerful : their

disappointment was equally great and unexpected;

and no hope remaining to accomplish their wishes

by other means, they withdrew from the city,

collected their adherents, and returned in. arms.

The tide of popular inclination, however, now ran

so violently towards Theseus, that some even of

their confidents were drawn away with it. A
design which they had formed to surprize the city

was discovered to their adversaries
;
part of their

troops were in consequence cut off, the rest dis-

persed ; and the faction was completely quelled.

Quiet being thus restored to Athens, Theseus

sought every opportunity to increase the popu-

larity he had acquired. Military fame was the

mean to which his active spirit chie% inclined

him ; but, as the state had now no enemies, he

exercised his valor in the destruction of wild

beasts, and added not a little to his reputation

by delivering the country from a savage bull,

Uocrat
which had done great mischief in the neighbor-

iicien. hood of Maruthon. Report w'ent, congenial to
«ncoin.

. . /< 1 1 1 i-

°
Hioii. the superstition of the age, that this furious animal

Fiut.^ThM. was the minister ofvengeance of the god Neptune

h i“Tsr. against the people of Attica. Theseus took him

aliye,
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alive, and, after leading him in procession through sect.

the city, sacrificed him to Minerva If these.

anecdotes were no otherwise wwthy of notice,

they tend at least to characterize the times, and

to mark the circumstances which gave that great

estimation to bodily ability and personal courage.

But there seems another view in which they are

not wholly undeserving attention. In this age,

and particularly in this country, where happily

wild beasts dangerous to man are strangers, we

are apt to look upon stories of destructive bulls

and boars as ridiculous fables. Yet the testimony

which Herodotus gives to the authenticity of

them, in the first book of his History, must be

allowed a very strong one. He tells us that, not

long before the age in which himself lived, the

Mysians, then subjects of Croesus, king of Lydia,

sent a formal deputation to their monarch, to

request his assistance against a monstrous boar,

which made great ravages in their fields
;
and, in

their several attempts to destroy him, had done

them mischief but received none. How far indeed

boars w'ere terrible animals, we may judge from

a passage in Hesiod’s Shield of Hercules, where

they are described fighting with lions, and nearly

equal in the combat. But fire-arms give us, in

these times, a superiority over the brute creation,

which men in the early ages were far from

possessing.

“ Diodorus says, to Apollo, and he is followed by Plutarch.

It is of little consequence upon this occasion ;
only it may be

observed that Pau^nias is generally better authority than

either; more accurate than Plutarch, and more judicious than

Diodorus.

V 2
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possessing. To lliis day, when a tiger shows

himself about the villages of the unwarlike inha-

bitants of India, they apply to Europeans, if any

are near, for assistance, as against an enemy which

themselves are unable to cope' with.

An opportunity, how'ever, soon offered for

Theseus to do his country more essential service,

and to acquire more illustrious fame. The

Athenians, in a war with Minos, king of Crete,

had been reduced to purchase peace of that

powerful monarch by a yearly tribute of seven

youths, and as many virgins. Coined money was

not common till some centuries after his age;

and slaves and cattle were not only the principal

riches, but the most commodious and usual

standards by which the value of other things was

determined. A tribute of slaves, therefore, was

perhaps the most convenient that Minos could

impose
; Attica maintaining few cattle, and those

being less easily transported. The burthen was,

however, borne with much uneasiness by the

Athenians
; and the return of the Cretan ship at

the usual time to demand the tribute, excited

fresh and loud murmurs against the government

of .®geus. Theseus took an extraordinary step,

but perfectly suited to the heroic character which

he affected, for appeasing the popular discontent.

The tributary youths and virgins had been hitherto

drawn by lot from the body of the i>eople. He
voluntarily offered himself as one of them. Report

went, that those unfortunate victims were thrown

into the famous labyrinth built by Dsedalus, and

there devoured by the Minotaur, a monster, half-

man
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man and half-bull. This fable was probably no

invention of the poets, who embellished it in more

polished ages : it may have been devised at the
*

very time we are treating of, and even have found

credit among a people of an imagination so lively,

and a judgement so uninformed, as were then the

Athenians. The offer of Theseus, therefore,

really magnanimous, appeared thus an unparalleled

effort of patriotic heroism. AnUetit writers, who

have endevored to investigate truth among the

intricacies of fabulous tradition, tell us that the

labyrinth was a fortress, where prisoners were

usually kept, and that a Cretan General, its go-

vernor, named Taurus, which in Greek signilies a

bull, gave rise to the fiction of the Minotaur.

There appears, however, sufficient testimony that

Theseus w^as received by Minos more agreeably

to the character of a great and generous prince,

than of a tyrant, who gave his captives to be

devoured by monster^. But during this the

florishing age of Crete, letters were, if at all

known, little used in Greece. In aftertimes,

when the Atlienians bore the sway in litterature,

their tragedians, flattering vulgar prejudices, ex-

hibited Minos in odious colors ; and through the

popularity oftheir ingenious works, their calumni-

ous misrepresentations, as Plutarch has observed,

overbore the eulogies of the elder poets, even of

Hesiod and Homer. Thus the particulars of the

adventures of Theseus in Crete, and of his return

to Athens, have been so disguised, that even to

guess at the truth is difficult. For these early PiaeMinos

ages Homer is our best guide ;
but lie has mixed

F 3 mythology
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CHAi*. mythology with his short ttotice of the adventure

. ofTheseus in Crete. A rational interpretation ne-

3*0. vertheless is obvious. Minos, Sutptized probably

at the arrival of the Athenian prince among the

tributary slaves, received him honorably, became

partial to his merit, and, after some experience of

it, gave hint his daughter Ariadne in marriage.

In the voyage to Athens, the princess was taken

with sudden sickness ; and, being landed in the

iland of Naxos, where Bacchus was esteemed the

tutelary deity, she died there. If we add the

Supposition Aat Theseus, eager to communicate

the news of his extraordinary success, proceeded

on his voyage, while the princess was yet living,

no farther foundation w'ould be wanting for the

fables which have made these names so familiar.

What alone we learn with any certainty from

Athenian tradition is, that Theseus freed his

country from farther payment of the ignominious

and cruel tribute.

This atchievement, by whatsoever means ef-

fected, was so bold in the undertaking, so com-

plete in the success, so important and so interest-

ing in the consequences, that it deservedly raised

Theseus to the highest popularity among the

Athenians. Sacrifices and processions iVere in-

stituted in honor of it, and were cdbtinued while

the Pagan religion had existence in Athens. The
vessel in which he made his voyage was sent

piatPhs- solemn pomp to the sacred fland of

t T' ed
where rites ofthanksgiving were performed

scrtwi. to Apmth). Through the extreme venation in

which it wus held, it was bo anxioasly preserved,

thjit
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that in Plato's time it was said to be still the same

vessel; tho at length its frequent repairs gave

occasion to the dispute, which became famous

among the sophists, whether it was or was not

still the same. On his father's death the common

SECT.
HI.

voice supported his claim to the succession, and

he showed himself not less capable of improving

the state by his wisdom, than of defending it

by his valor. The twelve districts into Avhich Tiiacjd.

Cecrops had divided Attica, were become so suabo/^

many independent commonwealths, with scarcely

any bond of union but their acknowledgment of

one chief, whose authority was not always sufficient

to keep them from mutual hostilities. The incon-

veniencies of such a constitution were great and

obvious, but the remedy full of difficulty. Theseus, Timcyd.

however, undertook it, and eftected that change

which laid the foundation of the,future glory of

Athens, while it ranks liim among the most illus- (•>*

trious patriots that adorn the annals of mankind, riuurch.

Going through every district, with that judicial

authority which, in the early state of all monarchal

governments, has been attached to the kingly

office, and with those powers of persuasion which

he is said largely to have {lossessed, he put an end

to civil contest. He proposed then the abolition

of all the independent magistracies, councils, and

courts of justice, and the substitution of one

common council of legislation, and one common
system of judicature. The lower people reddiiy

came into his measures. The rich and powerful,

who shared among them the independent magis-

tracies, were more inclined to opposition. To

E 4 satisfy
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CHAP, satisfy these, therefore, he offered, with a disin>

i ]' i terestedness of which history affords few examples,

to give up much of his own power
;
and appro-

Isocr. Uc- printing to himself only the cares and dangers of

phiMrci"'”' royalty, to share with his people authority, honor,

Thes. wealth, all that is commonly most valued in it.

Few were inclined to resist so equitable and

generous a proposal: the most selfish and most

obstinate dared not, Theseus therefore proceeded

quietly to new-model the commonwealth.

Thucyd. He began with the dissolution of all the inde-

ruim'r'ciK ’ pendent councils and jurisdictions in the several

towns and districts, and the removal of all the

15. C. more important civil business to Athens ;
where

i334^b
cormcil-hall and courts of justice, in

the place (says Plutarch, who wrote about the

beginning of the second century of the Christian

era) where th^ now stand. This was the im-

provement of most obvious advantage: his next

measure has at least the appearance of a deeper

policy. Having observed that sense of weakness

natural to all mankind, which induces them to

look up to some superior being, known or un-

known, for protection”; having remarked the

effects, on the minds of his fellowcountrymen, of

the various opinions held among them upon this

universally interesting subject; having probably

adverted particularly to their superstitious attach-

ment to the imaginary deities esteemed peculiarly

tutelar of the respective towns; he wisely judged

that the civil union, so happily effected, would be

incomplete.

— riailic ;j»Tiova-’ Odyss. 1. 3. V. 48.
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incomplete, or at least unstable, if he did not sect.

cement it by an equal union in religious concerns.^ '

—

S—
He wisely avoided, however, to shock rooted pre-

judices by any abolition of established religious

ceremonies. Leaving those peculiar to each

district as they stood, he instituted, or improved rintaicii.

and laid open for all in common, one feast and

sacrifice, in honor of the goddess Athena, or

Minerva, for all the inhabitants of Attica. This

feast he called Panathenaea, the feast of all the

Athenians or people of Minerva; and thence-

forward, apparently, all the inhabitants of Attica,

esteeming themselves unitedly under the particular

protection of that goddess, uniformly distinguished

themselves by a name formed from tier’s : for they

were before variously called, from tlieir race,

lonians; from their country, Atticans; or from

their princes, Cranaans, Cecropians, or Ercch-

theids To this scheme of union, conceived

with

Herodotus reports, that the original inhabitants of

Attica were of the Pelasgian hord, and distinguished by the

name of Cranaans (i); that when Cecrops became prince of

the country, his subjects were called, from his name,

Cecropians; and that under the reign of Erechtheus the

name of Athenians first obtained. But it has been generally

held by later writers, that Cranaiis succeeded Cecrops in the

throne of Attica ; and that from him the people must have

had the name of Cranaans, as they afterward sometimes bore

that of Erechtheids from Erechtheus. Hence the modern
learned have supposed a fault in the copies of Herodotus, and

have proposed ingenious amendments (2). Perhaps, however,

we had letter leave the copies of Herodotus as we find them,

and pay a little more attention to an expression of Strabo,

where he is treating of the early history of Attica, o/n

0‘vyyfet'^aifTif woXAa Strab. 1. y.

P- 392.

(1) HeroHot. 1. 8, c. 44,

{’J) See Herodotus, b. 7. c. i4. note 71, 75.
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CHAP, with a depth of judgment, and executed with a

<— > moderation of temper, so little to be expected in

Vcnaf. c.'i* that age, the Athenians may well be said to owe

all their after greatness. Without it, Attica, like

Boeotia and other provinces, whose circumstances

will come hereafter under notice, would probably

have contained several little republics, united only

in name; each too weak to preserve dignity, or

even to secure independency to its separate govern-

ment; and possessing nothing so much in common

as occasions for perpetual disagreement.

Plutarch attributes to Theseus the honor of

having been the first prince ever known to have

resigned absolute power with the noble purpose to

establish a free government. All early tradition,

however, and even the narration of Plutarch him-

self, shows that the Attic monarchs, whatever

they might arrogate, were far from possessing

absolute power; and from the more accurate

Strabo it appears, as indeed from every account

of the Cretan constitution, that Minos has the

fairer claim to preeminence in patriotic glpry.

strnbo. It is emplialically said by Strabo, that the Cretan

lawgiver seems to have proposed the liberty of

the subject as the great object of his institutions;

and much of the noble liberality of Theseus’s

system has probably been derived from the Cretan

source. It may have been on better foundation

asserted by Plutarch, that Theseus was the &Bt

Grecian lawgiver who established a distinction of

Strabo, ranks; tho even this is cmrtradicted by Strabo,
1 . 8. p. 383.

gj^yg gQj, Qjf Xudtus, had before

divided the people of Attica nearly in the manner

ascribed
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ascribed by Plutorch to Thmus. The age and sect.
actions of Ion afe, however, of very uncertain

historical evidence
; And, except in Egypt, we arc

little assured of the etistence of any such political

arrangement before Theseus. Under that prince

something of the kind became the more neces-

sary, according to Plutarch, from the number of PJutarch.

strangers who, in consequence of public incouragc- Th«cyd.

ment, resorted to Athens, and, conformably to
®

antient custom, tverc admitted to the rights of

citizens. The whole commonwealth was therefore

divided into three classes
;
nobility, husbandmen,

and artificers. The executive and judicial powers,

with the superintendency of religion, were appro-

priated to the former. A share in the legislature,

extending to all, insured civil freedom to all ; and

no distinction prevailed, as in every other Grecian

province, between the people of the capital and

those of the inferior towns, but all were united,

under the Athenian name, in the injoyment of

every privilege of Athenian citizens. When bis

improvements were completed, Theseus, accord-

ing to the policy which became usual for giving

ati^tbority to great innovations and all uncommon
undeitakings, is said to have procured a declara-

tkm of divine approbation from the prophetical

shrine of Delphi.

Thus the province of Attica, containing a

triangular tract of land with two sides about fifty

mfies long, and the third forty was molded into

a well-

“ Barthelemi mftkes Attica less; but Stuart’s survey, in

the third volume of his Antiquities of Athens, gives nearly

^e measures in the text.
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CHAP, a well'United and well-regulated commonwealth^;

'—^—
' whose chief magistrate was yet hereditary, and

• retained the title of king. In consequence of so

improved a state of things, the Athenians began,

the first of all the Greeks, to acquire more civilized

Thucyd. manners. Thucydides remarks, that they were
*' * *' *’

the first who dropped the practice, formerly ge-

neral among the Greeks, of going constantly

armed
;
and who introduced a civil dress in con-

tradistinction to the military. This particularity,

if not introduced by Theseus, appears to have

been not less early, since it struck Homer, who

marks the Athenians by the appellation of long-

robed lonians **. If we may credit Plutarch,

Theseus coined money
;
which was certainly rare

in Greece two centuries after.

The rest of the history ofTheseus affords little

worthy of notice. It is composed of a number

of the wildest adventures, many of them con-

sistent enough with the character of the times,

but very little so with what is related of the

former part of his life. It seems indeed as if

historians had inverted the order of things
j
giving

to his riper years the extravagance of his youth,

after having attributed to his earliest manhood

what the maturest age has seldom equalled. He
is

**
’laorif Iliad, 1 . I3i V. 685. We may

wonder that the commentators on Homer, and particularly

that Mr. Wood, should have been at any loss to apply this

name 1aones; for the scholiast says that the Athenians arc

meant by it: he is supported by Strabo, b. 9. p. 392. and if

there could be any doubt of their authority, it would be

removed by the use which ^Eschylus has made of exactly

the same name, calling Attica *laow¥ y^iv, Pcrs. p. 133.
ed. H. Steph.
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is said to have lost, in the end, all favor and all

authority among the Athenians, and, tho his in-

stitutions remained in vigor, to have died in exile.

After him Menestheus, a person of the royal

family, acquired the sovereinty, or at least the

first magistracy with the title of king, and com-

manded the Athenian troops in the Trojan war.

SECT.
III.

Homer. U.

1. V. V. 56«.

SECTION IV.

Earltf People of Asia Minor and Thrace. Origin and Progress

of the Trojan State. Licentious Manners ofthe early Ages.

Early Hostilities between Greece and Asia. Expedition of
Paris : Rape of Helen : League of the Grecian Princes

:

Saa'ifice of Ipltigeneia: Difficulties of the Greeks in the

Trojan War: Troy taken: Return tf the Greeks: Con-

sequences of their absence: Assassination of Agamemmm.

Credit due to Homer*s Historical Evidence. Resemblance of

the Trojan War to Circumstances in modern History.

It appears, from a strong concurrence of cir- sect.

cumstances recorded by antient writers, that the '— —

*

early inhabitants of Asia Minor, Thrace, and

Greece, were the same people. The Leleges, iiimi,

Caucones, and Pelasgians, enumerated by Homer sil^abn/^

‘

among the Asiatic nations, are mentioned by

Strabo as the principal names among those, whom ^

at the same time he calls Barbarians, who in
I-

®

Ilrs. op. OC

earliest times occupied Greece. Homer speaks vi v. i.

of the Thracian Thamyris contending in song

with the Muses in Peloponnesus. But the Afuses

themselves, according to Hesiod, were of Pieria,

which, till it became incorporated with the Ma-

cedonian kingdom, was esteemed a Thracian

province ;
and the whole Thracian people were,
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CHAP, by wme antient writers, included wiAin the

.
^

^ Ionian ntbne; the general name, with all the

orientals, for the Greek nation. Herodotus as-

f 4 "c 35
antient hymns sung at the festival

of Apollo at Delos, were composed by Olen,

pausaii. a Lycian ; and Pausanias says that the hymns of

1. 5 c.
7^ Olen, the Lycian, were the oldest known to the

I

Greeks, and that Olen, the Hyperborean, who

seems to have been the same person, was the

inventor of the Grecian hexameter verse. It

seems a necessary inference that the language

both of Thrace and of Lycia w^as Greek. The

hymns of Thamyris and Orpheus w^ere admired

Plat de for singular sweetness even in Plato’s time : and

829.
Thracian Thamyris, or Thamyras, Orpheus,

Scrian**
MusflBus and Eumolpus, with the Lycian Olen,

were the acknowledged fathers of Grecian poetry,

the acknowledged reformers of Grecian manners

;

those who, according to Grecian accounts, began

that polish in morals, manners, and language,

which in after-ages characterized the Greek, and

distinguished him from the barbarian Olympus,

the father of Grecian music, whose compositions,

which Plato calls divine, retained the highest re*

putation evenin Plutarch’s time, was a Phrygian^*.

In the Grecian mythology w^e find continual re-

ferences to Asiatic and Thracian stories
; and

even

*0^ivc yip TiXiric f Karthft, r

Aristoph. Ranse. v. 1064.

3» xai 'OAt//*woc e Tovrtfp ^
xtixifAant Ssioratrd irh fiota ihrt Jimi PWfMtM Xofvi

irtp atf QfT». Plat. Minos, p, 318. t. s. ''0^vfATo; e

MagcnJow /natSijTi;—a^p^uyof EAAvnxqg xd) xoiAlif fMv^'txnt*

Plutarch, de Music.
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even in the heroic ages, which followed the mystic, sec t.

the Greeks and Asiatics appear to have commii-
nicated as kindred people. Pelops, a fiigitive'

Asiatic prince, acquired a kingdom by marriage
in Peloponnesus

; and Bellerophon, a prince of
Corinth, in the same manner acquired the king.
dom of Lycia, in Asia. Herodotus remarks that nerodo!**
the Lydian laws and maimers, even in his time,

very nearly resembled the Grecian; and the fcinciu.'

Lycians and Pamphylians were so evidently of &raho,

the same race with the Greeks, that he supposed
them the descendants of emigrants from Crete,

from Athens, and other parts of Greece. The
inhabitants of Thrace are not distinguished by
Homer for that peculiar barbarism which after*

ward characterized them : apparently they were
upon a level nearly in civilization with the other

people around the iEgean. But while Greece,

protected by barrier mountains and almost sur-

rounding seas, had neither disturbance nor alarm

but from the petty contentions of its own people,

Thrace, bordering on a vastextent ofcontinent, the

prolitk nourisher of the fiercest savages known in

history, had other difficulties to combat. Probably

among those general movements of nations, those

many mirations and expulsions which, according

to Strabo, followed the Trojan times, the hords sirai.o,

of the northern wilds, pouring down in irresistible

numbers from the snowy heights of Hsemus and

Rhodope, overwhelmed the civilized people of

the coast
; destroying many, drivii^ some to

seek securer settlements elsewhere, and reducing

the rest by degrees to their own barbarism.

Asia
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CHAP. Asia Minor, upon the whole less favorably

V ; .circumstanced than Greece, was yet far more

fortunately situated than Thrace; defended' on

three sides by seas, and on the fourth communi-

cating by land with those countries whence all

civilization came. But the western coast of Asia

Minor is universally described as one of the most

delicious countries in the world
; remarkable for

fruitfulness of soil, and particularly excelling

Pauian. Greccc in softness of climate. The governments

formed there, in the earliest times, mostly com-

manded a greater extent of territory than those

of Greece; an advantage which they seem to

have owed, not intirely to a higher degree of

civilization in the people, but much to the extent

of the Asiatic plains, less divided by mountains

and seas into small portions with difficulty acces-

sible from each other. But a country so happy

by nature could not, without a polity very superior

to what was then common, escape those miseries

which the passions or the necessities of mankind

were continually occasioning. The coast was

nearly deserted
;
people civilized enough to- culti-

vate the arts of peace withdrew from the ravages

of piracy to inland tracts, less fertile and less

favored by climate, but where, through the security

injoyed, some considerable sovereinties appear to

have arisen at a very remote period.

The first powerful settlement upon the coast,

of which we are informed, was that of Troy ; and

the sketch which Homer has left us of the rise

of this state, slight as it is and mingled with fable,

is yet perhaps the clearest as well as the most

genuine
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genuine picture existing, of the progress of popu- sect.

lation and political society in their approach to

Europe The origin of Dardanus, founder of

the Trojan state, has been very variously related

;

but we may best believe the testimony of Homer iiiad.

to the utter uncertainty of his birth and native
* “

country, delivered in the terms that he was the

son of Jupiter^®. Thus, however, it appears that

the Greeks not unwillingly acknowleged con-

sanguinity with the Trojans; for many, indeed

most, of the Grecian heroes also claimed their

descent from Jupiter. It is moreover remarkable

that, among the many genealogies which Homer

has transmitted, none is traced so far into antiqui-

ty as that of the royal family of Troy. Dardanus

was ancestor in the sixth degree to Hector, and iHad.
”

1 22 V. 216 .

may thus have lived from a hundred and fifty to
‘ ‘

two hundred years before that hero. On one

of the many ridges projecting from the foot of the

lofty mountain of Ida, in the north-western part Stmb. i.is.

of Asia Minor, he founded a town, or perhaps
^

rather a castle, which, from his own name, was

called Dardania. His situation commanded a

narrow but highly fruitful plain, w^atered by the

streams of Simois and Scamander, and stretching

from the roots of Ida to the Hellespont northw ard,

and

Thus it appears Plato thought. See his tliird Dialogue

on Legislation, p.68i. vol. 2.

Homer seems to have known nothing of Teucer, who is

said by Diodorus, and other later writers, to have been the

founder of the Trojan state; in the sovereinty of which,

according to them, he was succeeded by Dardanus, who
married his daughter. Virgil has chosen to abide by Monier's

^count. iEn. 1. 6. v. 650. & 1. 8. v, 134.

•VOL. I. G
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CHAP, and the .®gean sea westward. His son Ericli-

^ ^ thonius, who succeeded him in the sovereinty

of this territory, had the reputation of being the

richest man of his age. Much of his wealth

seems to have been derived from a large stock of

brood mares, to the number, according to the

poet, of three thousand, which the fertility of his

soil inabled him to maintain, and which, by his

care and judgment in the choice of stallions,

produced a breed of horses superior to any of the

surroundingcountries. Tros, son of Erichthonius,

probably extended, or in some other way improved

the territory of Dardania ; since the appellation

by which it was known to posterity was derived

from his name. With the riches the population

Flat, de of the state of course increased. Hus, son of

h3*‘p.68s. Tros, therefore ventured to move his residence

usl'p'lsss
mountain, and founded, on a rising

ground beneath, that celebrated city which was

called from his name llion, but which is more

familiarly known in modem languages by the

name of Troy, derived from his father. The
temptation however to attack, was augmented in

full proportion with the means to defend. Twice,

before that war which Homer has made so fiunous,

Troy is said to have been taken and plundered:

iiud. 1 . 5. and for its second capture, by Hercules, in the

Pindar. reign of Laomedon son of Hus, we have Homer’s
oijmp. 8

. i^Qtiiority. The government however revived, and

still advanced in power and splendor. Laomedon,

after his misfortune, fortified his city in a manner

so superior to what was common in his age, that

the walls of Troy were said to be a work of the

gods.
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gods. Under his son Priam the Trojan state was

very florishing and of considerable extent ; con-

taining, under the name of Phrygia, the countiy

afterward called Troas, together with both shores

of the Hellespont, and the large and fertile iland

of Lesbos^'.

A frequent communication, sometimes friendly,

but oftener hostile, was maintained between the

eastern and western coasts of the -®gean sea

;

each was an object of piracy more than of com-

merce to the inhabitants of the opposite country.

Cattle and slaves constituting the principal riches

of the times, men, women, and children, together

with swine, sheep, goats, oxen, and horses, were

principal objects of plunder. But scarcely was

any crime more common than rapes : and it seems

to have been a kind of fashion, in consequence of

which the leaders of piratical expeditions gratified

their vanity in the highest degree, when they

could carry off a lady of superior rank. How
usual these outrages w^ere among the Greeks, we
may gather from the condition said to have been

exacted by Tyndareus, king of Sparta, father of

the celebrated Helen, from the chieftains who
came to ask his daughter in marriage : he re-

quired of all, as a preliminary, to bind themselves

by solemn oaths, that, should she be stolen, they

would

SECT.
IV.

Iliad.

1 . 24. .544 .

Slfttb. J. J3.

Strabo (1) distinguishes the Trojan country by the name
uf Hellespontine Phrygia. It was divided by Mysia from the

large inland tract afterward called Phrygia, whose people are

mentioned in Homer’s Catalogue as allies of the Trojans coming

from afar (2).

(1) b. V. 13. p. 363. (2) Iliad. 1. 2. v. B6i. Strab. Llf. p. 564.

a 2
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CHAP, would assist with their utmost power to recover

•— her. This tradition, with many other stories of

Grecian rapes, on whatsoever founded, indicates

. with certainty the opinion of the later Greeks,

among whom they were popular, concerning the

manners of their ancestors^*. But it does not

follow that the Greeks were more vicious than

other people equally unhabituated to constant,

vigorous, and well-regulated exertions of law and

jtoberison’s government. Equal licentiousness, but a few
History of ®

. •! 1 1 1 Ti
ciisries V. ccntunes ago, prevailed throughout western Eu-

rope. Hence those gloomy habitations of the

antient nobility, which excite the wonder of the

traveller, particularly in the southern parts; where,

in the midst of the finest countries, he often finds

them in situations so very inconvenient and un-

comfortable, except for what was then the one

great object, security, that now the houseless pea-

sant will scarcely go to them for shelter Fr^m
the licentiousness were derived the manners, and

even the virtues of the times ; and hence knight-

errantry with its whimsical consequences.

The expedition of Paris, son of Priam king tf

Troy, into Greece, appears to have been a ma-
' roding adventure, such as was then usual. Wc

Iliad.
^

are told, indeed, that he was received very hospi-
**

tably and entertained very kindly by Menelaiis,

king of Sparta. But this also was consonant to

the spirit of the times ; for hospitality has always

been

** The story of the oath required by Tyndareus is men-
tioned by Thucydides (1, i. c. g.) in a manner that indicates it

to have been both antient and generally received.
^ So it was in the «outh of France, at least before the

Tcvolution. when this volume was written.
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been the virtue of barbarous ages: it is at this sect.

day no less characteristical of the wild Arabs *—

than their spirit of robbery; and we know that,

in the Scottish Highlands, robbery and hospitality

equally florished together till very lately Hos-

pitality, indeed, will be generally found to have

florished, in different ages and countries, very

nearly in proportion to the necessity for it
; that

is, in proportion to the deficiency ofjurisprudence,

and the w^eakness of government. Paris con-

cluded his visit at Sparta with carrying oft' Helen,

wife of Menelaiis, together with a considerable

treasure: and whether this was effected by fraud,

or, as some have supposed, by open violence, it is

probable enough that, as Herodotus relates, it was

first concerted, and afterward supported, in re-

venge for some similar injury done by the Greeks

to the Trojans.

An outrage, however, so grossly injurious to

one of the greatest princes of Greece, especially if

attended with a breach of the rights of hospitality,

might not unreasonably be urged as a cause

requiring the united revenge of all the Grecian

chieftains. But there were other motives to

ingage them in the quarrel. The hope of return-

ing laden with the spoil of the richer provinces of

Asia, was a strong incentive to leaders poor at

home, and bred to rapine. The authority and ximoa

influence of Agamemnon, king of Argos, brother

of Menelaiis, w-^ere also weighty. The spirit of

the age, his own temper, the extent of his power,

the natural desire of exerting it on a splendid

occasion, w’ould all incite this prince eagerly to

G 3 adopt
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CHAP, adopt his brother’s quarrel. . He is besides repre-

'— > seated by character qualified to create and com-

p^iiathcn. mand a powerful league
;
ambitious, active, brave,

ed.^Parii.
generous, humane

; vain, indeed, and haughty,

hXu sometimes to his own injury, yet commonly
passim. repressing those hurtful qualities, and watchful to

914. N. cultivate popularity. Under this leader all the

1193- B" Grecian chieftains, from the end of Peloponnesus

Op. & bi. to the end of Thessaly, together with Idomeneus
1.2. V. 269

. Crete, and other commanders from some of

the smaller Hands, assembled at Aulis, a sea-port

of Boeotia. The Acamanians alone, separated

from the rest of Greece by lofty mountains, and

a sea at that time little navigated, had no share

in the expedition. A story acquired celebrity in

aftertimes, that, the fleet being long detained at

Aulis by contrary winds, Agamemnon sacrificed

his daughter Iphigenia, as a propitiatory offering,

to obtain from the gods a safe and speedy passage

to the Trojan coast. To the credit of his cha-

racter however it is added that he submitted to

this abominable cruelty with extreme reluctance,

compelled by the clamours of the army, who were

persuaded that the gods required the victim ; nor
Pa^usan^^ wcTC there wanting those who asserted that, by

a humane fraud, the princess was at last saved,

under favor of a report that a fewn was mira-

culously sent by the goddess Diana, to be sacrificed

PiiMiir. in her stead. Indeed the story, tho of such &me,
Pyth. 2. j 11*^ ^

^hji. and so w^ranted by early authorities, that some

p!'2M*™d. notice of it seemed requisite, wants, it must be
ii. steph.

confessed, wholly the best authentication format-

ters of that very early age ; for neither Homer,

tho
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tho he enumerates Agamemnon s daughters, nor sect.

Hesiod, who not only mentions the assembling

of the Grecian forces under his command at 1. 9. r. 143.

Aulis, but specifies their detentions by bad wea-

ther, have left one word about so remarkable an

event as this sacrifice.

The fleet at length had a prosperous voyage, iiud. 1. 2.

It consisted of about twelve hundred open vessels,

each carrying from fifty to a hundred and twenty

men. The number of men in the whole arma-

ment, computed from the mean of those tw^a

numbers mentioned by Homer as the complement

of different ships, would be something more than

a hundred thousand ;
and Thucydides, whose Thucyd.

opinion is of the highest authority, tells us that
’ *

this is within the bounds of probability
;
tho, as

he adds, a poet would go to the utmost of current

reports. The army, having made good their land-

ing on the Trojan coast, were so superior to the

enemy as to oblige them immediately to seek

shelter within the city-walls
;
but here the ope-

rations were at a stand. The hazards to which

unfortified and sojitary dwellings M^ere exposed

from pirates and freebooters, had driven the more

peaceable of mankind to assemble in towns for

mutual security. To erect lofty walls around

those towns for defence, was then an obvious

invention, and required little more than labor for

the execution. More thought, more art, more

experience were necessary for forcing the rudest

fortification, if defended with vigilance and cou-

rage. But the Trojan walls were singularly strong

;

Agamemnon’s army could make no impression

G 4 upon
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CHAP, upon them. He was therefore reduced to the

'— method most common for ages after, of turning

* the siege into a blockade, and patiently waiting

till want of necessaries should force the enemy to

quit their shelter. But neither did the policy of

the times amount, by many degrees, to the art

of subsisting so numerous an army for any length

of time ;
nor would the revenues of Greece have

been equal to it with more knowledge
;
nor indeed

would the state of things have admitted it, scarcely

with any wealth, or by any means. For in

countries without commerce, the people providing

for their own wants only, supplies can never be

found equal to the maintenance of a superadded

army. No sooner therefore did the Trojans shut

Tiinryd. thcmsclves withiu their walls, than the Greeks
^ were obliged to give their principal attention to

the means of subsisting their numerous forces.

The common method of the times was to ravage

366
adjacent countries ;

and this they immediately

1. 9 . V, 329. put in practice. But such a resource soon

destroys itself. To have therefore a more per-

h V. 106. nianent and certain supply, they sent a part of

j
cultivate the vales of the Thracian

Chersonese, then abandoned by their inhabitants

on account of the frequent and destructive incur-

sions of the wild people who occupied the interior

of that continent.
.

Large bodies being thus detached from the

army, the remainder scarcely sufficed to deter the

Trojans from taking the field again, and could

not prevent succour and supplies from being car-

ried into the town. Thus the siege was protracted

f) to
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to the enormous length of ten years. It was sect.

probably their success in maroding marches and

pirating voyages that induced the Greeks to dc.

persevere so long. Achilles is said to have plun- j.s! p-esc.

dered no less than twelve maritime and eleven j. 9. i. 329.

inland towns. Lesbos, then under the dominion

of the monarch of Troy, was among his conquests

;

and the women of that Hand were apportioned

to the victorious army, as a part of the booty, iiiad.

But these circumstances alarming all neighbor-

ing people, contributed to procure numerous and

powerful allies to the Trojans. Not only the

Asiatic states, to a great extent eastw^ard and

southward, sent auxiliary troops, but also the

European westward, as far as the Paeonians of iiiad.

that country about the river Axius, which after-

ward became Macedonia. At length, in the 7^^' 330.

tenth year of the war, after great exertions of

valor and the slaughter of numbers on both sides, li. C.

among whom were many of the highest rank,

Troy yielded to its fate. Yet was it not then

overcome by open force : stratagem is reported by

Homer : fraud and treachery have been supposed ohjrs,

by later writers. It was, however, taken and

plundered: the venerable monarch was slain:

the queen and her daughters, together with one

only son remaining of a very numerous male

progeny, were led into captivity. According to

some, not only the city was totally destroyed, but wood on
.*^1 Ilomcr.

the very name of the people from that time lost.

Others, and among them Strabo, maintain, on strabo,

the authority of Homer himself, whose words

upon the occasion 'seem' indeed scarcely dubious, 1*20. v. ads'.

that
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CHAP, that .®neas and his posterity reigned afterward

. \ . over the Trojan country and people. That the

town suffered so as never more to recover any

thing approaching its former importance, appears,

in all views, likely. According to tradition

recorded by the geographer, the city of Scepsis

became the seat of government, under the joint

reigns of Scamandrius, son of Hector, and

Ascanius, son of vEneas, and their successors.

The final overthrow of the Trojan state and

Xcnopii.de name, if Xenophon's authority may confirm
Venat. c. 1. testimony, was produced by that, follow-

ing immediately from Greece, which obtained the

name of the ./EoHc migration, and w'hich will re-

quire farther notice hereafter.

Nothing apparently so much as the poetical

elegance of ingenuity, everywhere intermixed with

early Grecian history, has driven many to slight

it as merely fabulous, who have been disposed to

pay great respect to the early history of Rome

;

giving a credit to the solemn adulation of the

grave historians of Italy to their own countiy,

which they deny to the fanciful indeed and

inaccurate, but surely honest and unflattering ac-

counts remaining of elder Greece. Agamemncm,

we are told, triumphed over Troy: and the

historical evidence to the fact is large. But the

Grecian poets themselves universally acknowlege

that it was a dear-bou^t, a mournful triumph.

Few of the princes, who survived to partake of it,

Thnc^d. could have any injoyment of their hard-earned

piVt.'di*’ glory in their native country. None expecting

would detain them so long from

home,
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home, none had made due provision for the

regular administration of their affairs during such

an absence. It is indeed probable that the utmost
wisdmn and forethought would have been unequal
to the purpose. For, in the haJf-formed govern-
ments of those days, the constant presence of the

prince, as supreme regulator, was necessary to

keep the whole from running presently into utter

confusion. Seditions, therefore, and revolutions

were almost as numerous as the cities of Greece.

Many of the princes were compelled to imbark

again with their adherents, to seek settlements in

distant countries, without a hope of revisiting

their native soil. A more tragical fete awaited

Agamemnon. His queen, Clytemnestra, having

given her affection to his kinsman /Egistheus,

concurred in a plot against her husband, and tlie

unfortunate monarch, on his return to Argos, was

assassinated; those of his friends who escaped

the massacre, were compelled to fly with his son,

Orestes
; and, so strong was the party, which

their long possession of the government had

inabled the conspirators to form, the usurper

obtained complete possession of the throne.

—

Orestes found refuge at Athens; where alone,

among the Gredan states, there seems to have

been a constitution capable of bearing both the

absence and the return of the army and its com-

mander, without any essential derangement.

Such were the Trojan war and its consequences,

according to the best of the unconnected and

defective accounts remaining, among which those

of Hobm have always held the first rank. The

authority.

I. 1

'

c. 3(). al,

PUl. 'J'liea*

ges. p. li'l.

t.l.
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ZHAP. authority, however, of the great poet, as an

\ historian, has in modem times been variously

' estimated. Among the antients, it was less ques-

tioned. As it is of highest importance to the his-

tory of the early ages that it should have its due

weight, I will mention here seme of the circum-

stances which principally establish its authority :

others will occur hereafter. In Homer’s age, then,

it should be remembered, poets were the only

historians
;
whence, tho it does not at all follow

that poets would always scrupulously adhere to

truth, yet it necessarily follows, that veracity, in

historical narration, would make a large share of

a poet’s merit in public opinion
;
a circumstance

which the common use of w ritten records, and

prose histories, instantly and totally altered.

—

The probability, and. the very remarkable con-

sistency of Homer’s historical anecdotes, variously

dispersed as they are among his poetical details

and embellishments, form a second and powerful

testimony. Indeed the connection and the clear-

ness of Grecian history through the very early

times of which Homer has treated, appear very

extraordinary, w^hen compared with the darkness

and uncertainty that begin , in the instant of our

losing his guidance, and continue through ages.

In confirmation then of this presumptive evidence,

we have very complete positive proof to. the only

point that could admit of it, his geography; which

has wonderfully stood the most scrupulous inqui-

ries from those who were every way
,
qualified to

make them. From all these, with perhaps other

considerations, followed, what, we may add
. in the

fourth
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fourth place, the credit given to Homer’s history

by the most judicious prose-writers of antiquity;

among the early ones particularly by Thucydides,
’

aiid among the later by Strabo,

But the very fame of the principal persons and

events celebrated by Homer seems to have: led

some to question their reality. Perhaps it may
not be an irnproper digression here to bring to tlie

reader’s recollection a passage in the history of

the British ilands, bearing so close an analogy to

some of the most remarkable circumstances in

Homers history, that it affords no inconsiderable

collateral support to that poets authority, as

a faithful relater of facts and painter of manners.

Exploits like that of Paris were, in the twelfth

century, not uncommon in Ireland. In a lower

line, they have been frequent there still in our

days
;
but in that age popular opinion was so fa-

vorable to them, that even princes, like Jason,

and Paris, gloried in such proofs of their gallantry

and spirit. Dermot, king of Leinster, accord-

ingly formed a design on Dervorghal, a celebrated

beauty, wife of OTluark, king of Leitrim
;
and,

between force and fraud, he succeeded in carrying

her off. O’Ruark resented the affront, as might be

expected. He procured a confederacy of neigh-

boring chieftains, with the king of Connaught,

the most powerful prince of Ireland, at their head.

Leinster was invaded, the princess was recovered,

and, after hostilities, continued with various suc-

cess during many years, Dermot was expelled from

his kingdom. Thus far the resemblance holds

with much exactness. The sequel differs : for the

rape
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CHAP, rape of Dervorghal, beyond comparison inferior

—i—» in celebrity, had yet consequences far more im-

portant than the rape of Helen. The fugitive

Dermot, deprived of other hope, applied to the

powerful monarch of the neighboring iland, Henry

the second
;
and in return for assistance to restore

him to his dominions, offered to hold them in

vassalage of the crown of England^ The English

conquest of Ireland followed^.

^ Mr. Hume, in his History of England, has written the

name of the heroine of this story, Omacii. Dr. Leland’s

History of Ireland is here followed, with which Mr. Hume's
more abridged account, in all material circumstances, suffi-

ciently tallies. Lord Lyttelton, in his History of Henry the

second, both relates the facts and writes the names nearly as

Dr. Leland.
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CHAPTER 11.

Of the Religion, Government, Jurisprudence^

Science, Arts, Commerce, and Manners, of the

early Greeks.

SECTION 1.

Of the Progress of Things from the East into Greece, and of

the Religum of the early Greeks.

However less complete than we might sect.

wish the historical information remaining .

from Homer may be, we have yet, from his

masterly hand, a finished picture of the manners

and principles of his age, domestic as well as

political
;
which, sublime and magnificent as it is

in the general outline and composition, descends

at the same time to so many minute particulars,

as to leave our curiosity scarcely in anything un-

gratified. It belongs not to history to detail eveiy

circumstance of this entertaining and instructive

tablet, which yet abounds with matter not to be

left unnoticed.

But, in considering the first ages of Greece,

we find our view continually led toward those

earliest seats of empire and of science, which we

usually call collectively the East. And there so

vast and so interesting a field of inquiry presents

itself, yet, like forms in distant landscape, so con-

fused by aerial tints, and by length and intricacy

of
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CHAP, of perspective, that it is not easy to determine

^
where and how far investigation ought to be at-

tempted, and when precisely the voice of caution

should be obeyed, rather than that of curiosity.

Certainly to bewilder himself will not general-

ly be allowed to the historian as a venial error.

Sometimes, however, and without far wandering

from well-trodden paths, he may venture to search

for some illustration of his subject in that utmost

verge of history’s horizon.

In all countries, and through all ages, Religion
and Civil Government have been so connected,

that no history can be given of either without

reference to the other. But in the accounts re-

maining of the earliest times, the attention every-

where paid to religion, the deep interest taken in

it, by individuals and by communities, by people

polished equally and unpolished, is peculiarly

striking. A sense of dependency on some superior

Being seems indeed inseparable from man
;

it is

in a manner instinct in him*. His own helpless-

ness, compared with the stupendous powers of

nature which he sees constantly exerted around

him, makes the savage ever anxiously look for

some being of a higher order on whom to rely :

and the man educated to exercise the faculties of

his mind, has only to reflect on himself, on his

own abilities, his own weakness, his own know-

lege, his own ignorance, his own happiness, his

own misery, his own beginning, and his end, to

be directed, not only to belief in some superior

Being

* - - - IlavTic I'i 0ii?» avOptfvoi. Homer. Odyss.

1. 3. V. 48.
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Being, but also to expectation ofsome future state, s e ct.

through meer conviction that nature hath given <

him both a great deal more and a great deal less

than were necessary to fit him for this alone.

Religion, therefore, can never be lost among
mankind

; but, through the imperfection of our

nature, it is so prone to degenerate, that supersti-

tion in one state of society, and scepticism in

another, may, perhaps not improperly, he called

nature’s works. The variety, indeed, and the

grossness of the corruptions of religion, from

which few pages in the annals of the world are

pure, may well on first view excite our wonder.

But, if we proceed to inquire after their origin,

we find immediately such sources in the nature

and condition of man, that evidently nothing

under a constant miracle could prevent those

effects to which the history of all countries in all

ages bears testimony. The fears of ignorance,

the interest of cunning, the pride of science, have

been the mainsprings : every human passion has

contributed its addition.

A firm belief, however, both in the existence of

a Deity, and in the duty of communication with

him, appears to have prevailed universally in the Shucicford'i

early ages*. But religion was then the common
care of all men ; a sacerdotal order was unknown

: h".'

the
fory, V. i.

b.6. p. 89,

'
* ovr Ti; ^oyof xa« waTfio? Sri, vatriv

uq IK 0i®v Ta Kaflet, xaf QtoS, avwtrvxif' (pvaiq avrh

x«0 tavT^iv uvTapxtit, ipujjkuBtTifa fx v6vrov truTiipiaq.

Aristot. de muiido, c. 6.

Tlttfa ut^pavoiq vp^Top Popti^tTai rovq &tovq

Xcn. mem. Socr. 1 . 4. c. 4. s. 19.

VOL. I, H
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CHAP, the patriarch, or head of the family, was chief ift

religious as in civil concerns ; a preference to

primogeniture seems always to have obtained*:

the eldest son succeeded regularly to the right of

sacrificing, to the right ofbeing priest of the family.

When younger sons became fathers of families,

they also superintended the domestic religion,

each of his own household, and performed the

domestic sacrifices
;
the patriarch and his suc-

cessors remaining chief priests of the tribe. This

order of things passed, remarkably unvaried, to

Egypt, to Greece, to Rome, and very generally

over the world But, concomitant circumstances

differing in different countries, consequences of

course differed. In Asia, extensive empires seem

almost to have grown as population extended.

From earliest times the people were accustomed

to look up to one family as presiding over na-

tional concerns, religious equally and political,

by a hereditary right, partaking, in public opinion,

of divine authority. Ideas and habits w^ere thus

acquired, congenial to despotic government : and

in all the violent revolutions which that large

and rich portion of the earth has undergone^

the notion of attachment to a particular family,

as presiding by divine appointment over both

the religious and civil polity of' the nation, has

prevailed,

* This, it was, according to Homer, that gave Jupiter

himsell his right of supreinacy over his brothers ; and the

Fates and Furies were the vindicators of that right

:

OttrO aiiif ixorreti.

Iliad. 1 . 15. V. 204.
* This subject is treated diffusively, with many references

to the Scriptures and to heathen authors, in the sixth book
r:o?r:exion of Sacred and Profane History.'
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prevailed, and prevails very extensively to this day. sect.
We have no certain account when or how the . .

sacerdotal order of the magians arose. But it is

a remarkable circumstance, of which we are in-
formed by the most unsuspicious testimony, that lIiTOcfot.

by far the purest religion known among heathen
'

nations, remained in those countries whence all

migration has been supposed to have originated

;

with extent of wandering, savage ignorance grew..

We are not without information of peculiar
causes which made Egypt the great school of
superstition, while it w'as the seat of arts and
knowlege. A prodigious population was there
confined within a narrow territory

; whose sur-
rounding seas and deserts prevented extension
of dominion, and checked communication with
strangers. A more refined polity than prevailed
in Asia, and freer communication of rights, be-
coming indispensable, the powerful famihes shared J)io(lor. Sic.

with the monarch in the superintendancy of the
* ^

national religion. The priesthood, thus, and the
nobility of the nation, were one’; and, by a
singular policy, professions and callings were made
hereditary through all ranks of men; so that the
business of every man’s life was unalterably de-
termined by his birth. Priestcraft thus, among
the rest, became the inalienable inheritance of
puticular families; and learning was their ex-
clusive property. Natural wonders, more frequent
there than elsewhere, assisted in disposing the

people

• Diodorus compares the order of priests iu Egypt
•rder of nobles, the eupatiids, at Athens.

Tt.T O
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people to superstition®; while, with singular in-

terest to promote it, a sacerdotal nobility had

singular means. Thus the superstition of Egypt,

rising to an extravagance unknown in any other

country, was also supported by a union of powers

that never met elsewhere.

The circumstances of Greece differed very

materially. Its inhabitants were long barbarous,

often migrating, continually liable to expulsion,

and without regular government. Among wander-

ing savages, no idea could hold of a divine right

inherent in any family to direct either the religious

or the civil concerns of others. But if the ac-

counts of Grecian authors are to be believed, the

rude natives always readily associated with any

adventurers from the civilized countries of the

East. It was not difficult for these to explain

the advantages of a town, where the people might

find safety for their persons when danger threaten-

ed their fields
; and where, meeting occasionally

to consult in commiHi, they might provide means

for ready exertion of united strength, to repel

those evils to which the unconnected inhabitants

of scattered villages were perpetually exposed.

A man of knowlege and experience must preside

in council, and direct the execution of what had

been resolved in common. A town thus was

built and fortified, a form of government settled,

and an oriental, superintending, waS -honored with

the title of king. Many of the principal Grecian

cities, according to Grecian tradition, ht^ their

origin

* TS^cltH n irfjn rft Jt/fnrM « rtwt oXXoto-i awari Mf/iwttvu
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origin from a concurrence of circumstances like

these. Constantly the king exercised supremacy

in religious concerns
; he was always chief priest^

;

and he always endevored to acquire the repu-

tation of divine anthority for all his establishments.

But the government being notoriously formed by

compact, no idea of indefeisible right, inherent m
a soverein family, could readily gain : the com-

pact alone could be supposed or pretended to be

divinely authorized. The person of the king had

no privilege but by the gift of the people. His

civil consequence, therefore, depended upon his

abilities and conduct. His religious character

was otherwise estimated : not the person or family,

but the title and office, were held sacred. It is

remarkable that Athenian and Roman supersti-

tion, without any connection between the people,

should have agreed so exactly in the extraordinary

circumstance, that after the abolition of royalty

among both, and while the very name of king was

abhorred as a title of civil magistracy or military

command, yet equally the title and the office were

scrupulously retained for the administration of

religious ceremonies. It has been observed, that

a priesthood was first established among the Jews Shuckrord**

- , I
Cannexiun.

wbea thw governwent became a regular com- w«ri..ir-

monwealth. Such appropriation of religious 1^1^*

functions, if the ministers are confined to their

proper object, is perhaps not less advantageous ti>

civil

’ See every sacrifice in tbe Iliad and Odyssee
;
particularly

tiM minute detail oC Nesker'a sacrifice at Pylus. Odyss. b. 3.

V.404—
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:hav. civil freedom than necessary to the maintenance

—J.—< of religion.

enKiot.
‘

It was the opinion of Herodotus, that Homer

and Hesiod principally settled the religious tenets

of the Greeks ;
which before them were totally

vague, floating about partially as they happened

to arise, or to be imported by foreiners, particu-

larly Egyptians : and indeed if ever there was any

standard of Grecian orthodoxy, it must be looked

for in the works of those two poets. But the very

early inhabitants of Greece had a religion far less

degenerated from original purity. To this curious

and interesting fact, abundant testimonies remain.

They occur in those poems, of uncertain origin

and uncertain date, but unquestionably of great

antiquity, which are called the poems of Orpheus,

or rather the Orphic poems' ;
and they are found

scattered among the writings of the philosophers

and historians. All the Greek philosophers were

aware of the recent origin of that religion which

piai Cratyi.
jjj time was popular. Plato, among his

' doubts about the antient state of things, declares

an opinion that, in the early ages, the sun, moon,

stars, and earth, had been the only objects of reli-

gious worship in Greece, as they were, still in his

time, he adds, in most of the barbarous nations. In

another part of his works, we find recorded a dif-

ferent tradition of a very remarkable tenor. ‘ One

put. Poiit. God,’ he says it was reported, ‘ once governed

p.*69.t.S!.
, universe: but a great and extraordinary

‘ change

. • Particularly in the Hymn to Jupiter, quoted by Aristotle

in the seventh chapter of his Treatise on the World

;

Zi^ yiMT®, Zivc vraros, k. t. i.
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* change taking place in the nature of men and sect.
* things, infinitely for the worse (for originally »— —

j

* there was perfect virtue and perfect happiness
’

upon earth) the command then devolved upon

* Jupiter, with many inferior deities, to preside

* over different departments under him.’ Here,

in the same tradition, we find the original unity

of the Deity asserted, and an account attempted

of the beginning of polytheism. Plato declares

no opinion of his own upon it. Everything

however remaining from him upon religion, and,

\ think it may be added, upon morality, involves

the supposition of unity in the Deity ;
tho, w^arned

apparently by the fate of his master Socrates, he

shows himself extremely cautious of directly con-

tradicting any contrary belief.

But the notion of a great and deplorable change

in human nature and in the state of all things on

earth, thus shortly mentioned by Plato, remains

transmitted more at large by a much older author,

sketching the history of mankind from its origin :

‘ The first race of men,’ according to Hesiod, Ut-siod.

' lived like gods, in perfect happiness; exempt 109.

* from labor, from old age, and from all evil.

* The earth spontaneously supplied ^them with
*

fruits in the greatest abundance ^ Hying at

^ length without pain, they became happy and
* beneficent spirits, appointed by the divine wis-

‘ dom to the royal function of superintending the

‘ future

* Plato the first men trafKtit if ovx
irOtitv, ofil Tevf TU9 Start a7f4MTi fAuawm, Dc Lcf• !• ti. vid,

& Dicaearcb. ap. Forphyr.

H4
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HAP. ‘ future race of men, watching thdr good and

‘ evil ways.’ This, which he calls the golden

age, or golden race, plainly forein to all Grecian

history, bears an analogy to the Scripture account

of the terrestrial paradise, and the state of man

before the Fall, which is rendered still more

striking by the remarkable consonance of his

silver age to the scripture account of the ante-

diluvian world after the Fall. ‘ The second race

‘ of men,’ he proceeds, ‘ were like those of the

‘ golden age, neither in nature nor in moral cha-

‘ racter. They scarcely reached manhood in «
‘ hundred years

;
yet not thus less subject to pain

‘ and folly, they died early. They were un-

‘ ceasing in violence and injustice toward one

‘ another, nor would they duly reverence the

* immortal gods. Jupiter therefore hid this race

' in his anger, because they honored not the

‘ blessed gods of heaven.’ In speaking of the

third race of men, which he calls the brazen race,

the poet at length comes home to his own country,

Ch.i.9.f describing nearly that state of things which Plu-
' tarch has more particularly described in his life of

Theseus.

Aristotle, who lived in less apprehension of the

intolerant tyranny of the Athenian democracy,

declares his opinion upon the unity of the Deity

and the ori^n of polytheism, more explicitly than

his master Plato, and in a manner that does honor

Ariitot. de to his Strong understanding. * It is a tradition,’
BO .e.6.

, received from of old among allmen^

‘ that God is the creator and preserver of all

* things; and that nothing in nature is sufficient

‘ tio
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‘ to its own existence, without his superintending sect.

‘ protection. Hence some of the aniients have '

* held that all things are full of gods
; obvious

^ to sight, to hearing, and to all the senses ; an
' opinion consonant enou^ to the power, but

* not to the nature of the Deity. God, being Ari»tot.dr.

‘ One, has thus received many names, according
‘

* to the variety of effects of which he is the
*
cause.’

Such were the traditions of poets, and the

opinions of philosophers. There remains yet for

notice a testimony, not less remarkable or less

important perhaps than any of these, which has

been preserved inadvertently by a historian who

did not intend us this, tho we owe to him much
valuable information. Herodotus, after giving an

account of the origin of the names of the principal

Grecian divinities, proceeds to tell us, that, being

at Dbdona, he was there assured (apparently by

the priests of the farfamed temple of Jupiter) that,

antiently, the Pelasgian ancestors of the Grecian

people sacrificed and prayed to gods to whom
they gave no name or distinguishing appellation

;

‘ for,’ he adds, ^ they had never heard of any;
‘ but they called them gods, as the disposers and
* rulers of all things*’.’ It is hence evident,

that the Pelasgians can have acknowleged but

one

.. Iwn/fiiiit wffMa, Herod. 1 . 2. c.52.
^ Herodotus appears to Lave suppoised the Greek name

,
for God to have Men derived from a Greek verb si^ifyiog

tC^9lace or dispose: other Grecian authors haive imagined

other etymologies for it; but it fteen^jraUier proMble that it

had a more antient origin than any derivation within the Greek
language.
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^HAP.
II.

one God; for, where many gods are believed,

distinguishing appellations will and must be given

;

but the unity of the Deity precludes the necessity

of names.

'J'hat purer religion, then, according to this

unsuspicious testimony of Herodotus, was brought

into Greece by its first inhabitants. It was oc-

casionally nourished, and received accessions, not

probably advantageous to its purity, from Thrace ;

but the absurdities of Grecian polytheism, as we

are abundantly assured, were derived principally

from Egypt The colonists, who passed from

that polished country to savage Greece, would of

course communicate their religious tenets"*. The

rude natives, according to all traditions, listened

greedily to instruction on a subject in which they

felt themselves deeply interested; and thought

it an important improvement to be able to name

many gods, whose stories were related to them,

instead of sacrificing to one only, without a name,

of whose will they were wholly uninformed, and

of whose nature they had no satisfactory concep-

tion. Nor is the transition violent, for ignorant

people, from a vague idea of one omnipresent

Deity, to the belief of a separate divine essence in

different places, and in every different thing. On
the contrary, the populous superstitions of almost

all nations show it congenial to the human mind

;

which
** See Warburton's Divine Legation, Shuckford’s Con-

nexion of Sacred and Profane History,' Bryant’s Analysis of

Antient Mythology, and Pownal! on the Study of Antiquities

;

with the nunieiouB authorities hy them quoted.

** See on this subject, Herodotus, Plato, and Diodorus

Siculus.
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which wants exercise of its powers to inable it to sect.

exalt thought to the conception of one Almighty v—^

^

and boundless Being. Polytheism, therefore,

once disseminated, the lively imagination of the

Greeks would not be confined within the limits of

Egyptian instruction. Their country, with fewer

objects of wonder, abounded with incentives to

fancy, which Egypt wanted. Hence, beside J uno, h* rodot.

Vesta, Themis, whom they added to the principal
*

divinities derived from ' the marshy banks of the

Nile, every Grecian mountain acquired its Oreiids,

every wood its Diyads, every fountain its Naiad,

the sea its Tritons and its Nereids, and every Hesiod,

river its god ; the variety of the seasons produced

the Hours
;
and the Muses and the Graces were

the genuine offspring of the genius of the people.

Thus were divinities so multiplied before Homer's

time, that nobody any longer undertook to say

how many there were not.

And now the Grecian gods w^erc changed from

the One Almighty parent of good, not less in

attributes than in number. Jupiter, the chief

of them, was not omnipotent: omnipresence was Tiiad.i. 13.

not among his attributes
; nor was he all-seeing;

and as perfect goodness was nowhere to be found

m Homer’s heaven, so there was by no means

perfect happiness there. The chief of the gods * ^5-,1 1 1 , . ,
V. &

seems to have been supposed under both the ki4.v.443.

control and the protection of Fate
; he is described

under apprehension from his inferior deities
;

ho

was subject to various weaknesses
; liable to be

overcome by passion; and the goddess of mis-

chief, Ate, was said to be his eldest daughter, ii. 19. 91.

Consistently
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Consistently with such an idea we find the inferior

deities in general more disposed to disturi) than

'

assist the government of the chief ; who is re-

presented without the least confidence in their

wisdom and right intentions, placing his whole

dependance on his own strength only. Hence

alone also is derived their reverence for him;

not that he is wise and good, but that he is strong.

Minerva, the goddess of wisdom, speaks of the

soverein of the gods, calling him at the same time

her father, in the reproachful and debasing terms

of * raging with an evil mind, in perpetual oppo-

‘ sition to her inclinations.’ The same goddess

. is represented advising Pandarus to endevor to

bribe Apollo with the promise of a hecatomb, to

assist him in assassinating Menelaiis contrary to

the faith of a solemn treaty ;
and even Jupiter

himself joins with that goddess and Juno in pro-

moting so foul a murder, which was to involve

with it the basest treachery and the most offensive

perjury. We cannot but wonder to find the

goddess of wisdom and the soverein of the gods

thus employed. Yet the belief that villany, so

often seen triumphant, was frequently favored by

some superior power, or however that the meer

crime against the neighbor seldom or never of-

fended die Deity, appears by no means unnatural,

and certmnly has been extensively held’^. It is

worthy

** See Odyss. 1. 3. v. 373. & 1 . 16. v. 398. Aristoph.

Plaut. V. 38—38. Plat, de Rep. 1. 2. p. 362. t. 3. & de Leg.

L 10. p. 905. et bat pamculady Glaucon’s loog argu-

ment in favor oi injustice, in the second book of Plato •

Republic, which fee phdoeopher wife difficulty, and scarcely,
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worthy of remark, that a religion which acknow- sect.

leges only one God, has not taught the Turks to ^ \ ^

.reason more justly :
* Whatever the intention may"

‘ have been,’ says the elegant and judicious Bus- «*«**»

bequius, in the account of his embassy at the

Ottoman Court, ‘ if the event is prosperous,

* they look upon God as authorizing the deed in

proof of which he relates some remarkable occur-

rences in Turkish history, and a conversation

which he held concerning ,them with a Turk of

rank.

Thus imperfect as the chief of the Grecian

heaven is represented, still that the Greeks derived

their first notion of him from the power of a king

of Crete, is an opinion as unauthorized by the

oldest poets and historians as it is in itself im-

probable, not to say impossible. Homer’s invo- uiod.

cation to the Dodonaean Pelasgian Jupiter suffices

indeed alone to refute the idea. But that a king

of Crete, like Alexander and the Caesars in more

inlightened ages,may have assumed, or may have

been complimented with a title usually appro-

priated to the Deity is sufficiently likely. Whence
indeed the Greek name Zeus (which in the com-

mon form of invocation gave the Latin Jupiter)

was derived, is an inquiry that cannot end in

certainty. Plato says it is a name not easy to

be understood
;
and the fanciful explanation of it p. 369 . 1. 1.

which he has undertaken to give, tho adopted by

Aristotle, appears, like some other etymologies, Aristut de

utterly unworthy of the great names under M hose

authority it comes to us. It seems however fully

consistent with the analogy of letters, as well as

from
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HAP. from many circumstances highly probable, that

^ the Greek and Latin names for their Deity, as they

were variously inflected, Theos, or rather Theo,

Deo, Dia, Zeu* Jove, and the Hebrew which we

write Jehovah, tho in the oriental orthography it

has only four letters, were originally one name**.

Ideas concerning that Fate, wiiich was supposed

to decide the lot of go^L equally as of men, could

not but be very indeterminate, late was per-

sonified, sometimes as one, sometimes as three

sister beings. The three Furies, or avenging

deities seem to have been sometimes considered

as the same with the Fates, sometimes as attend-

ing

See Monde Priinitif AnalyFc et Compare, par M.
Court do Gebelin, \ol. i p. iC6. & Recherches sur les Arts
de la C vol. i. notes 96, 97, et 118. The Hebrew mn»
is, ill H language of such neai affinity as the Chaldee, very
diflerently written, being »»*. 1 his, with the preposition *T

or 1, expressing the possessive case, prefixed, approaches

veiy nearly to the Gieck Aii, and the l-.atin Dei, Dii, Divi.

It is to be observed, that the modern Greeks pronounce ^ like

the English th, in this, theue; and T when it follows

A or E, as our v consonant. The antient Lacedaemonians, as

we learn from the specimens of the Laconic dialect in the
Hel. 1. 4. Lysistiataof Aristophanes, and in Xenophon's Grecian Annals,
B. 4 . B. 10. pronounced X for 0, and if we might believe . the abbe

I'ourmount's account of inscriptions found in Laconia, inserted

in the if>th vol. of the Memoirs of the French Academy of

Inscriptions, they wrote so. Concerning the analogy of

letters, Sharpe on the Origin of Languages, and Pownall on
the Study of Antiquities, may be advantageously consulted

by those who have leisure and inclination for such inquiries.

It may perhaps be allowed me then here farther to observe

that, as in the language, or at least in the orthography, of our

Anglo-Saxon forefathers, God and Gt)od were one word,

written with a single o, so it may seem likely, that in the

Latin, the same \^ord Jvx may have been equally the name
ofthe god Jupiter^ and the term to signify Right; difference of

inHexion being adopted for the oblique cases, for the con-

venience of distinction, and, for .the same convenience, the
u.f.ua.1 addition to the vocative given to the nomiaative.
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ing powers. Either or both, for the superstition sect.

which occasioned a dread of naming them makes ^ ^

^

it difficult to distinguish, were often mentioned by
*

the respectful title of the Venerable Goddesses

They seem indeed to have been the only Grecian

deities who were supposed incapable of doing

wrong. Of evil spirits, in the modern sense of

the term, the G reeks appear to have had no idea.

But such was the acknowledged imperfection of

the Grecian heaven, that Hesiod expressly de-

clares it to have been the office of the Fates and

Furies ‘ to punish the transgressions of men and
^ GODs’^.’ It seems to have been supposed the

principal office of Jupiter to superintend the per-

formance of the decrees of Fate
;
and for that

purpose to keep a watchful eye over the w^ays

of both mortals and immortals. Fate therefore ii. ?. 2.

being but a blind power, and Jupiter a very im-
1.

perfect divinity, we shall the less wonder to find
^

it mentioned by Homer as possible, which yet

appears a strange inconsistency, that things con-

trary to fate may be done, not only hy gods but

even by men **. The
XifApat Stai, venerandae de®.
-

> Ti TtvafetiCaffi»K i(piiroverat*

Theogon, v. 220.
“ There is in the Prometheus of j^lschylus a very curious

passage concerning Necessity, the Fates, and tlie power of

Jupiter, in which the poet remarkably avoids explaining w^hal

fate is : Prometheus and the Chorus speak

:

Cho. Tif oup atmyxtif irtw olaKor^o^of

;

Prom. Mortal r
Cho. Tot/rwr 0 Z.tv^ iri*

Prom. OvKovp CLP

Cho. Ti yet^ Zijm tfX^p ati x^aTifr;

Prom. Toi/t oCk »p oZp fr^doio, ^tTra^n.

Proineth. Vinct. p. :34. ed. H*. Steph.

Herodotus relates a response of the Delphian oracle,

declaring
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The scheme of analysing the Deity, and esta-

blishing a symbol for every attribute, to be a

separate object of popular adoration, originating

probably with the priestly nobility of Egypt, was

certainly well adapted to their purpose of separat-

ing and setting themselves far above the other

classes. The complicated veil, thus thrown over

the original simple doctrine of reli^on, they re-

served to themselves to withdraw, and except, for

their own order, it was never moved. But, among
the early troubles of Egypt, some expelled nobles,

finding settlements for themselves and their fol-

lowers of the other classes, perhaps first in Asia

Minor and Thrace, and afterward, as Danaiis

and Cecrops, in Greece, to maintain their supe-

riority in .the new countries, it becam ; necessary

to look for associates, beyond.the scanty number

of antient Egyptian nobility who had emigrated

with them. This seems the most probable origin

of

declaring the subjection of the gods to the po>ver of l ate

;

Tsk ouKtarri m xa» 0c^. 1. 1. C. Ql.
This is the more remarkable for teing given as an apology
for tlie oracle, whenever it had the misfortune to make a
mistake or tell a falsehood, llie god of science being thus
fallible, ,we . shall not wonder if the wisdom of the goddess of
art was also imperfect. Notwithstanding veneration of
the Athenians for the tutelary deity of their state, .^schylus,
in his tr^^y named fropi Uie Furies, has nbt scrupled to
make Minerva, while she respects those horrible

as her superiors io age, ^knowlege ihat they were also very
much her superiors in wisdom:

|vir9^« ya^ si’

KatTot ytia.ntffv

AUschyU Eumenid. p. 303. ed. H. Steph.

Farther, however, than to illustrate and justify Homer, the

tenets of the age of iEschylus and Herodotus will rather be
ibr futii^re oonslderatioii.
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of the Eleusinian and other mysteries
;
the initia- sect.

tion in which, as far as the very imperfect liglits '—v

—

remaining will inable us to form conjecture, ap-

pears to have consisted, for its most important

part, in revealing to the initiated the antient

simple religion, and especially the unity of the

Deity.

Idol- try, as far as appears from Homer, was iiiad. i.?.

in his wane unknown in Greece; and even temples k9.^v.‘ 4()4,

were not common, tho those of Minerva at Athens,

Apollo at Delphi, and Neptune at iEgae, seem to

have been of some standing. Sacrifices were iiiud.

performed, as by the Jewish patriarchs, on altars

raised in open air : and prayers were addressed,

tho to many, yet to deities beyond the search

of human eyes. We find Nestor sacrificing to Oii^ss. i.s.

Neptune on the sea-shore*^; to Minerva before

the portico of his palace ;
and the terms in which

Hcmer mentions the fanes of Apollo at Delphi

and Minerva at
' ens, mark them to have been

roofless. A temple of Cybele, without a roof,

remained, to the time of Pausanias, in Arcadia, i. ti.c.44.

near the source of the Alpheius. The antient
^

Egyptian temples, made known from late obser-

vation, we find had spaces inclosed with columns,

without roof, and the form of the first Grecian

temples did not probably originate in Greece,

but were imported from Egypt or Syria. Our

venerable antiquity of Stonehenge appears to

have

“ Strabo says there was afterward a temple of Neptune at

or near the place (i) ;
but Homer mentions notbir^of it.

( 1 ) Strab. 1.8. p.S44.

,VOL. I.
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have been a temple of the rudest workmanship

indeed, but of the same kind
; and the sort of

resemblance which the pillars found in the distant

iland of Tinian, in the Pacific Ocean, bear both

to Stonehenge, and to the columns of the oldest

Grecian temples, a kind of midway form, between

the extreme rudeness of the former and the

finished elegance of the latter, may deserve ob-

servation*”.

Nor is there found in Homer any mention of

hero-worship, or divine honors paid to men de-

ceased, which became afterward so common*'.

Indeed tho invocations were occasionally ad-

dressed

* The very remarkable antiquity in Tinian is described,

and represented in an ingraving, in Anson's Voyage ; and I

have in my possession a drawing of it made on the spot by the

purser of the Gloucester, whose crew was, on the destruction

of that ship, taken aboard the Centurion. The purser, whose
name was Melichamp, had some skill in painting, and his

drawing of the columns in Tinian, and the view in Anson's
voyage, being taken from different points, and with different

accompaniments, vouch each for the truth of the other.

This manner of temple it seems is yet preserved in the
interior of Africa. ‘ The Bushreens' (Mahometan negroes
between the Senegal and the Gambia) ‘ have for their itiissura'

(thus the writer has proposed to mark their pronuntiation of
the Arabic word which we call mosk) ‘ a square piece of
* ground levelled and aurrounded with trunks of trees. Moski
* of this kind are very common, but having neither walls nor
‘ roof, are fit only for fine weather/ Park's Travels in

Africa, p. 252. ed. 4to. 1799.
** The terms and 0iror used by Hesiod (1),

seem but titles of compliment to his heroes, smalogous to

so common with Homer, or the phrase, 'l%at the people
revered their leaders as gods. All perhaps may show a
tendency to a worship not in their time practised, and might
even help to lead to it; as might also more particularly

Hesiod's doctrine, whencesoever derived, of the charge com-
mitted to the exalted spirits of the men of -the golden age
over the future race of mankind (2).

> nn A :Di. 1. 1 . r. 158, 159. (f) Op. Be Di. J. 1. . 120.
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dressed to numberless divinities, yet the great sect.

objects of worship and sacrifice seem to have. '—

^

been only Jupiter, Neptune, Apollo and Minerva

;

all, together with Fate itself, as Aristotle positively

assures us, originally but different names for the

One God, considered with respect to different

powers, functions, or attributes; as the divine

wisdom, the god of light and life, the creator and

ruler of all things*^. Grecian religion, therefore,

being raised without system on a foundation of

mistake, incongruities were natural to it.

The sum of the duty of men to the gods con- ijiad.

sisted, according to Homer, in sacrifice only.

That due honor was paid him by offerings on

his altars, is the reason given by Jupiter for his

affection for the Trojans, and particularly for

Hector. Songs to the gods, w^e are told, were

also grateful to them: ablution was often a nc- ». o*. v.

^ 1. y. V. 5 ii9 .

cessary ceremony before sacrifice or libation
;
but & ai.

without sacrifice nothing was effectual. Sacrifices,

promised or performed, are alone urged in prayer *•

to promote the granting of the petition, and the

omission of sacrifices due was supposed surely to

excite divine resentment. Here and there only,

as stars glittering for a moment through small

bright opening in a stormy sky, we find some

spark of morality connected with Homer’s reli-

gion.

** eTc moXvwvfAoq in, x. r. f. Aristot. de Mundo. c. 7.

or, according to iEscbylus (1),

ere/4ceT*r» fua,

Mr. Biyant, in his Analysis of Antient Mythology, has col-

lected testimony to the point from \ari0u3 heathen authors,

(1) Prom eth. Y. 293.
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; u A p. gion. Minerva recommends Ulyssw to the favor

— —' of the gods for being a good and just king ; and

those who give unjust judgments are threatened

Ig! v.38fi.
divine vengeance. Perjury, however, as the

crime most particularly affronting to themselves,

was what they were supposed most particularly

iad. disposed to revenge**. ‘ Jupiter,’ we are told,

will not favor the false;' and in another place,
14. V.38.

£ blessed gods love not evil deeds
;
but they

‘ honor justice, and the righteous works of men ;*

after which follows a remarkable passage :
‘ Even

‘ when the hardened and unrighteous invade the

‘ lands ofothers, tho Jupiter grant them the spoil,

‘ and, loading their ships, they arrive every one
‘ at his home, still the strong fear of vengeance
‘ dwells on their minds *.’ The whole of this

speech in the Odyssee forms a striking picture of

that anxious uncertainty concerning the ways of

God, his favor to men, and their duty to him,

which considerate but uninformed persons could

scarcely be without. Hesiod, who had evidently

communicated much less extensively among man-
kind than Homer, takes upon him with honest

zeal to denounce more particularly the vengeance

of the Deity against those who wrong their neigh-

” *0{iiM S’ ot a «Xirror Attfinut
9TI xiv TK ixvr

Hesiod. Theogon. v. 831.
** In translating quotations from Greek authors, I prefer

the risk of some uncouthness of phrase to those wide devia-
tions fiiom the original expression for which French criticism

allows large indulgence. Even poetry 1 have always ende-
vored to render, as nearly as possible, word for word. Our
language is certainly more favorable for this purpose than the
French. But Fope's translation, itself an admirable poem,
will seldom answer the end of those who desire to know with
any precision what Homer has said.
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bors. He threatens even whole states with famine

and pestilence, the destruction of their armies^

the wreck of their fleets, and all sorts of misfor-

tunes, for the unpunished injustice of individuals.

At the same time he indiscreetly promises peace

and plenty, and all temporal rewards from the

favor of the gods to the upright: concluding,

however, with some remarks not less worthy the

philosopher than the poet, which are the founda-

tion of that beautiful and well-known allegory the

Choice of Hercules, and which have been variously

repeated in all the languages of Europe

Among the Greeks afterward, of the most

polished ages, the belief was evidently popular,

that their early forefathers, on momentous occa-

sions, made human sacrifices; and yet neither

Homer nor Hesiod warrant it. But the sacrifice

of Iphigeneia, unnoticed by those poets of re-

motest antiquity, is mentioned by the next known,

Iho with wide interval after them, Pindar and

jEschylus. After these again, the philosophic

Euripides, the friend of Socrates, took a story of

the sacrifice of a daughter of Erechtheus, king of

Athens,

** The deficiency of Homer s religious niid moral system

remained to a late age in Greece. A very remarkable

passage in the second book of Plato's Republic (p. 3^4* ^•)

•shows how little in his time a virtuous and blameless life was

supposed a recommendation to divine favor, and how much

more importance was attributed to sacrifice and the oliser-

vation of ceremonies. In a still much later age, Lucian found

the discordance of Grecian religion with all morality, a very

just subject for satire, and he has ridiculed it with as much

reason as wit : A*"
0/*a^ow

KOI *H0’io^ov froXiV®*'? r»o’iK hnyvfiitt/r, u. r. •. Necyomant.

See also Plutarch's Life of Pericles, toward the end.

1
0
o

SEC
1.

Hesiod,

& J

I. 1. V. J

—290.

rii. 1. 8. 4

of this His

Pindar.

Pyih. 2?.

-Eitcljvl.

p. 220 . ed.

H. S:eph.
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Athens, for the subject of a tragedy, which we

find an eminent orator of the next age, the age of

Plato, Aristotle, and Demosthenes, recommending

to the admiration of the Athenian people. Nor

was this work, of which but a small fragment has

been preserved, the only one in which that poet

showed his favor to the kind of subject, and liis

opinion of its popularity ; for in his tragedy of

Hecuba, which fortunately remains to us, the

lovely Polyxena, daughter of the unfortunate

queen, is devoted to sacrifice. How the notion

should have arisen, and gained popular credit

between the ages of Homer and Pindar, seems

difficult to conjecture, and the more so as the

human sacrifices, celebrated by the most eminent

poets, are attributed to the times of which Homer

treated, or times even before them.

The different functions of the gods, and the

different and often opposite parts which they were

supposed to take in human affairs, were a plentiful

source of superstitious rites, as well as of advan-

tages to those who, in consequence either of office

or their own pretensions, were supposed to have

more immediate communication with any deity.

‘ Tell me which of the immortals hinders me !’

the anxious question of Menelaiis to the daughter

of Proteus, must have occurred often as a most

perplexing doubt in disappointment and calamity.

Without information which of the gods was ad-

verse, the expence of propitiatory hecatombs was

vain ;
for the number of Grecian ffivinities was,

in Homer’s time, far beyond the bounds of calcu-

lation, as we may leam frmn the address of

Ulysses
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Ulysses to the unknown deity of a river ; and
when afterward the number of worsliipped gods

was prodigiously increased, those unnameil and

unknown were not the less innumerable.

The opinion was general that die gods often

visited the earth, sometimes in visible shape, and
that they interfered in human concerns upon all

occasions. Numberless passages in various au-

thors prove that this belief continued long popular.

Throu^but Homer s poems the splendid actions

of men alu^ays, and sometimes those of little

consequence, are attributed to the immediate

influence of some deity. Thus Ulysses says, not
‘ If I shall overcome the proud suitors,’ but ^ If
^ God, through me, shall overcome tlie proud
‘ suitors.’ These opinions could not but have

powerful effects. They were sometimes an incen*

tive to bravery, sometimes an excuse for cowardice;

often they decided the fate of a battle. In the

sixth book of the Iliad, the Trojans are described

yielding before the Greeks ;
but, incouraged by

Hector, they stand and renew the ingagement.

This turn, the cause of which was not immediately

apparent, excited in the Greeks a sudden fancy

that some divinity was descended from heaven to

asidst their enemies, who in consequence recovered

the advantage. We might suppose, from the

liveliness of the poet’s description, that he had

been eyewitness to some such circumstance.

It is so easy, in times of general ignorance, for

men of some cunning to find means of cheating

the nmie dioughtless into an extravagant opinion

oftheir .idnhttes, and mankind is, through the un*

j 4 certain

SE(
1.

Odjss.
1. 5.*v.

Odyss
V. 4‘?0

1. 17.V.

I. 7. V.

& mull

lt)C. Hi

& Odj
Hind.
I. 2:J.v

& 872.

Odyss.
1. 19. V.

Hind.
i. 6. T.
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CHAP, certain foresight of reason, so interested in future

. . events, that no country has been without its sooth-

sayers. Those fixed oracles, afterward so im-

portant in Grecian politics, had apparently not,

so early as the Trojan war, any very extensive

0d.vss.u4- celebrity. The prophetical groves of the Pelasgian

i. i9.v.2i)6. Jupiter at Dodona were indeed not without fame ;

La'i. 401. but they were too inconveniently situated, beyond

79 vast ridges of mountains, in a remote comer of

So™ ^*12 country, for the Greeks in general to have

Strabo, mcans of consulting them. Delphi, mentioned

^ 42U. both in the Iliad and Odyssee by the name of

I a”', rs. Pytho, a name which continued long to be applied

to the temple and sacred precinct, must also have

had reputation for its prophetical powers, which

alone apparently could procure it those riches for

which it was already remarkable; and indeed

Agamemnon is said to have consulted it before he

imdertook the expedition against Troy. But it

was less usual, at great trouble and expence, to

consult a distant oracle, while the belief was yet

popular that individuals were everywhere to be

found so inspired by the deity as to have the

power of foretelling events, without depending

upon any particular temple or sacred place as a

peculiar residence of the god. Views of interest,

as w'e leam from Homer, often induced men of

abilities and experience really superior, to pretend

to such divine intercourse. Calchas, the great

niad. seer of the Grecian army before Troy, who is said
1, 1. T. ri. ^ known things past, present, and fiiture,

was also the chief pilot of the fleet
;
and the poet

attributes his knowledge, even as a pilot, not to

2 his
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his experience, but to the immediate inspiration sec
of Apollo. Augury, or the pretended science of s

divination by observation of various circumstances

of nature, highly respected in the most polished

ages of Greece, was already in some repute. It

appears however doubtful in what estimation

Homer himself held it. He makes Hector, the

most pious and the most amiable of his heroes,

speak of it with contempt*^: yet in the end he

makes the same Hector acknowledge the superior iiiad.

wisdom of Polydamas, who confided in augury.

The human soul was generally believed im-

mortal ; but it is a gloomy, discontented, nugatory

immortality that Homer assigns even to his

greatest characters*^. The Celtic bards and

Teutonic scalds far otherwise inspired contempt

of danger and ambition to die in battle. The

difference had been observed in Lucan's time,

and forcibly struck the lively imagination of that

poet*". Yet the drunken paradise of the Scandi-

navian

^ Where he utters that noble sentiment of patriotic

heroism

:

£k oivpof aptrof, afivpto^at vipi nrpnt^—Iliad. 1 . 12. V. 243.
" Hence those lines in VirgiTs invocation to Augustus ;

Nam te nec sperent Tartara regem,
Nec tibi regnandi veniat tarn dira cupido

:

Quamvis Elysios miretur Graecia campos,
Nec repetita sequi curet Proserpina matrem.

Georg. 1.39.
** £t VOS barbaricos ritus moremque sinistnim

Sacrorum, Druidse, positis repetistis ab armis.
Solis nosse deos & cceli numina vobis,

Aut solis nescire datum. Nemora alta remotis
Incolitis lucis. Vobis auctoribus umbrae
Non tacitaa Erebi sedes, Ditisque profundi

Pallida regna petunt : r^t idem spiritus artus

Orbe alio : longae (canitis si cognita) vitae

Mors
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CHAP, navian Oden, the Woden of our An^o-Saxon
’—J—' ancestors, often mistakenly considered as origi-

nating in a grossness of manners, and ideas

peculiar to the Teutonic hords, was really a notion,

as we learn from Plato, of the highest antiquity

among the Greeks. If it was known to Homer,

his taste indeed rejected it, but hisjudgement was

unable to clear away the various other absurdities

of popular belief, or to put forw'ard any rational

system. Some idea of reward and punishment

in a future life prevailed in his age ; but it was

impossible that it should be regulated by any just

criterion of moral good and evil, where morality

had so little connection with religion, and where

every vice found favor with the gods. As

Hesiod’s morality is more pure, so his notions of

a future state are less melancholy than those of

Homer.

SECTION II.

Of the Gvcemmetii md Jurisprudence of the early Greeks.

In painting the religion, government, manners,

arts, and knowledge of the age of Agamemnon,
Homer seems to give precisely those of his own
time. He nowhere marks any difference, and

there appears no good reason for supposing that

any

Mors media eat Certe populos quos despicit Aactos
Felices errore auo, quoa ille, timorum
Maximus, baud ur^t leti metus ! Inde niendi

In ferrum mens prona viris, animxque ciLpacea

Mortis, h ij^uaviun rediturae parcere vit«D.

Lucan. Pharsal. 1. 1.
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any coDBiderable difference was known to him, if sECi

indeed any existed. As a poet, he magnifies the '

—

strength of men of old
; but without at all attri-

’

buting, like many modern writers, the decay of
strength to any change of manners

; and we find

explained by Hesiod, what in Homer is only

implied, that, as the heroes of his poems were
mostly sons or grandsons of gods or goddesses, it

was consonant to the nature of things that they

should be indowed with very superior abilities to

the men of his own days, who were some gener

rations farther removed from such lofty origin

As late then as Homer s own time, the Greeks
had not arrogated to themselves any superiority

of national character above the people of the

surrounding countries
;
and in fact they seem not

yet to have excelled their neighbors in any circum-

stance of science, art or civilization. The term Thncyci.

Barbarian was not yet in use ; they had not a

name even for themselves collectively
;
and they

scarcely seem to have considered themselves as

unitedly forming a distinct nation
; a Peloponr

nesian esteeming a Thessalian, as such, little

more his fellow-countryman than a native of

Fhenicia or Egypt. The connection between the

inhabitants of the several states, which appears

alone to have had any great weight, was consan-

guinity. For this the Greeks retained long such

axegard
•* AZrm /M» OmTonTt wap*

A9»pareu y/iwrro Sior^ riwa,
Hes. Theogon.T, 1019.

And to the same puq)ose a quotation in the third book of
Plato’s Republic (i)

Ovwv fi'iTttXop atfAai

(1) Vol. 2. p.301.
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CHAP, a' regard as greatly to influence their politics. It

t tvas indeed natural that, while the tenure of cities

and countries was so very precarious, the opinion

of being descended from the same common

ancestors should bind men more strongly together

than themeer circumstance of possessing territories

bounded by the same mountains or the same seas.

There was hardly a leader in the Trojan war,

who was not connected by blood with many others.

This would not a little facilitate the forming of so

extensive a league ; and the league itself might

contribute to strengthen the connection. But

any tradition, however uncertain, or after what-

soever interval revived, of derivation from the

same forefathers, had, to a late period, remarkable

influence among the Grecian people.

Yet we find in Homer no trace of the divisions

of the Greek nation into Ionian, .Xolian, and

Dorian, which became afterw'ard of so great

consideration. The whole country was under the

dominion of those kindred chieftains ; every town

of any consequence having its own prince
; and

the subjects were a mixed people, strangers being

everywhere admitted to municipal rights with little

reserve. But the ancient Grecian princes were

Dionys. DOt absolute, as Dionysius of Halicarnassus

R^m'V s’
Temarks, like the Asiatic monarchs

; their power

was limited by laws and established customs.

This observation, supported by the higher au-

thority of Thucydides*®, is not only confirmed,

but explained in some detail, by the still superior

testimony

iiri wetrfm)
Thucyd. 1. i. c. 13.
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testimony of Homer. The poet himself appears sEC ’i

a warm friend to monarchal rule, and takes every <

—

opportunity zealously to inculcate loyalty. It is
’

a common expression with him, that ‘ the people
‘ revered their leaders as gods and he attributes

to kings a degree of divine right to respect and

authority :
‘ The honor of the king,’ says Ulysses in iiiwi.

the Iliad, ‘ is from Jupiter, and the allwise Jupiter

‘ loves him and again, ‘ The government ofmany
‘ is bad : let there be one chief, one king.’ It is

however sufficiently evident that the poet means

here to speak of executive government only

;

‘ Let there be one chief, one king,’ he says, but iiiui.

I V ‘'t

he adds, ‘ to whom Jupiter hath intrusted tlte

‘ scepter and the laws, that by them he may
‘ GOVERN.’ Accordingly, in every Grecian go-

vernment which he has occasion to inlarge upon,

he plainly discovers to us strong principles of odyu.

republican rule. Not only the council of prin- li e.'*! st

cipal men, but the assembly of the people also i'*24.v!4i

is familiar to him. The name Agora, signi- ^
fying a place of meeting, and the verb formed & &

from it, to express haranguing in assemblies of i. s. «. i/

the people, were already in common use ; and to

be a good public speaker was esteemed among

the highest qualifications a man could possess.

In the government of Phseacia, as described in the

Odyssee, the. mixture of monarchy, aristocracy,

and democracy, is not less clearly marked than in

the British constitution. One chief, twelve peers oiiyM.

(all honored like the chief with that title which
'' *

we translate King) and the assembly of the people,

shared
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CHAP, shared the supreme authority ’*. The universal

'

—

r— and undoubted prerogatives of kings were religious

supremacy, and military command. They exer-

cised alsojudicial power But in all civil concerns

their authority appears very limited. Everything

indeed that remains concerning government, in

the oldest Grecian poets and historians, tends to

demonstrate that the general spirit of it among

the early Greeks was nearly the same as among
Tacit, de Tcutonic ancestors. The ordinary business

*••11 of the community was directed by the chiefs.

Concerning extraordinary matters, and more

essential interests, the multitude claimed a right

to be consulted, and it was commonly found

expedient to consult them.

Thus much we learn with certainty of the

principles of government in Homer's age : and

we

* KimAvti

Auhxet yup xecra ^[lov

xpatFovai. T^iaxiu^'icaToc aM^,
Odyss. 1. 8. V. 387.

This phrase would seem to describe an oligarchal or aristo*

cratkal rather than a monarchal government, but that the

superior authority of the monarch is mar|ced in other pas-

sages. The titles both and were antiently given

to any powerful nien, without accurate distinction. The
former became afterward striody fppropriated as our title

King now is, but the latter continued long to be more loosely

applM ; as may be seen in the CEdipus Tyrannus of Sophocles,

V. 85^ 312^ 643^ & 930. Isocrates uses $airt}av( as exactly

synonymous with king, and as exactly synonymous with

prince, calling the king’s sons iraxlif, and his daughters

Kvag.60pom.p.3lB.t2«ed. Auger. .

** K(pf9i ^ (0! Tqf Ti

K^k TVk Ovo'tSf, oVai f4,v iipaTixak, xai rat

Aristot. Polit. 1. 3. c. 14. See aim Thucydides, b. u
c. 13.
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we are not less informed that the application of SEcr

them ivas very generally irregular and ineffica- '

—

cious. The whole tenor of the Odyssee shows

on how weak a foundation all political institu-

tions rested. It appears to have been univer-

sally understood that monarchies were in some
degree hereditary

; and the right of primogeniture

was strongly favored by popular opinion. Yet

Homer, advocate as he is for monarchy, seems od^ss.

plainly to admit a right in the people to interfere

and direct the succession. Telemachus was to

succeed unquestionably to his father’s estate ; but

the succession to the throne was legally open to

competition
;
there was always room for the pre-

tensions of the worthiest
;
which was but another

name for the most powerful. It has been said to

have been Homer’s intention, after having, in the

Iliad, set bodily abilities in the most brilliant light,

to show, in the Odyssee, the preeminence of

mental powers. Yet such was the state of things

in his age, that, to give mental powers any efficacy,

he has been oUiged to add a high degree, indeed Sec par-

a general superiority of bodily strength and bodily odyss!^

accomplishments. Hence even the most renowned

princes were reduced, in the decrepitude ofyears,

to resign the powers of royalty, and esteem them-

selves fortunate if they could retain the honors.

The government of the ilands over which Laertes,

and after him his son Ulysses, reigned, was, if we

may judge from Homer, at least as well regulated

as any of Greece
; and those princes are repre-

sented equally beloved and respected by the

people. Yet in the absence of the son, in the

vigor
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CHAP, vigor of manhood, the venerable character of the

'—ij;—I father was utterly unable to preserve its due autho-

K ii!v.49s.* rity. ‘ Tell me,’ says the shade of Achilles to

Ulysses in the Elysian fields, ‘ do the Myrmidons

‘ yet honor the illustrious Peleus ? Or is he set

‘ at nought since age hath enfeebled his limbs

;

' and I no longer his assistant exist under the

‘ light of the sun, such as in the fields of Troy

‘ I dealt death to the bravest while 1 fought for

‘ the Greeks ? If such I could return but for a

‘ moment to my father’s house, those should dread

‘ my strength and my invincible arm, who violate

‘ his rights, or obtrude upon his honors.’

It appears, nevertheless, that government and

the administration of justice had acquired consi-

derable strength and steddiness, through Pelopon-

nesus at least, since the age of Hercules and

Theseus . The political state of that country, in

the times which Homer describes, very much

resembled that ofthe kingdoms of western Europe

in the feudal ages. The chiefs, whom we call

kings, were as the barons who exercised royal

rights within their own territories ; all acknow-

leging the head of the Pelopid fieimily as lord

paramount. As the kings of Argos were able

men, the consequence of this subordination, how-

ever, checked for a time by the usurpation of

^gikheus, could not but be favorable to the

administration of justice, and the well-being of

the Peloponnesian people.

We find in Homer no mention of a republic,

nor is there reported by any other author any

tradition that, so early as his ag^ a government

existed
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existed in Greece, in which a single person did sect.

not preside with the title of king, and with the v

prerogatives alreddy mentioned as inherent in

royalty. Yet, within no long period after him,

monarchal rule was almost universally abolished,

even the title of King nearly lost, and the term

Tyrant substituted for it. This would appear a

change not easy to account for, had not Ilomer

himself shown that strong tinge of republican

principles in the constitution of the little states of

Greece, even while princes of acknowleged right

were at the head of them. There is in the Odyssee

a pointed expression to this purpose, which may
deserve notice : Ulysses, addressing himself as a

suppliant to the queen of a strange country, on

the coast of which he had saved himself from

shipwreck, says, ^ May the gods grant you and

^ your guests to live happily
;
and may you all

^ transmit to your children your possessions in

^ your houses, and whatsoever honors the
^ People hath given you’^’

While law's were yet unwritten they could be

but few and simple
;
and judicial proceedings,

founded upon them, little directed by any just

or settled principles for the Investigation of right

and wrong. ^ The people were assembled in the

^ market place, when a dispute arose between

^ two men concerning the payment of a fine for

^ man-slaughter One of them, addressing the

‘ bystanders,

y Of Tt Odyss. 1. 7* v. i.'jO-

** awop9^fAnov, which might be either manslaugbter,

or the very different crime, tho eimilar act, of murder : fur

Grecian law was yet little nice in distinctions.

Y*OL. I, K
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‘ bystanders, asserted that he had paid the whole

;

‘ the other insisted that he had received nothing

:

‘ both were earnest to bring the dispute to a

< judicial determination. The people grew noisy

‘ in favor some of the one, some of the other

:

* but the heralds interfering inforced silence
;
and

‘ the elders approaching, with scepters of heralds

‘ in their hands, seated themselves on the polished

* marble benches in the sacred circle. Before

‘ them the litigants, earnestly stepping forward,

' pleaded by turns ;
while two talents of gold lay

‘ in the midst, to be awarded to him who should

‘ support his cause by the fairest arguments and

‘ the clearest testimony Such is Homer’s ac-

count of a court of justice, and a lawsuit. The

defendant

^ In revising this translation, some years after it was first

made, I found I had unawares differed from the scholiast and

from all the moat received versions. But 1 learnt from Pope’s

note upon the passage, that tlie common interpretation,

which he has followed, is not undisputed; and his reason given

for preferring it 1 scarcely comprehend. A public reward

proposed either for the cunningesl pleader, or the cunniiigest

judge, on the decision of every cause, seems nearly an equal

absurdity ; nor does it appear to me that, consistently with

common sense, the two talents of gold can bo considered

otherwise than as the amount of the fine itself, the very

object in litigation. The words of the original perfectly bear

that interpretation. My version of the preceding line,

ToTatv tTTUT ^
1 submit with mote doubt to the learned in the language.

1'he spirit of the passage maicea me wish tliat it could be
supported, tho 1 cannot undertake myself intirely to defend it.

Pope, in his translation of this passage, and it is but com-
mon justice to Homer to mention it, has taken a very
unwarrantable liberty; describing the judges in terms of

ridicule, when the original authorizes no idea but of dignity.

If Pope's passion for satire bad not been irresistible, the

respect due to his patron lord Harcourt, whom it appears

he consulted upon the passage, should have guarded him
against joking so much out of season.

Iliud.

M8.v.49r.
—
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defendant first endevored to ingage in his favor sect
the people assembled occasionally about their *—

ordinary business. The plausibility of his story,

and probably some personal interest besides, for

the amount of the fine proves the litigants to

have been men of some consequence, procured

him immediately a party ; but not such as to

prevent his opponent also from finding strong

support. The voices of the people, therefore, not

being likely to determine the business, it was

agreed to refer it to the council of elders, who
assembled instantly, and decided summarily. It

is observable that in this business no mention is

made of a king ; and again in another passage of

Homer, where the vengeance of Jupiter is de-

nounced against those who give unjust judgments,

it is not the tribunal of kings that is spoken of, but

the assembly of the people*®.

What remains from Hesiod concerning the

administration of justice, also merits notice. A
lawsuit with his brother, in consequence of which

he remained deprived of part of his patrimony,

has given occasion to much of his poem intitled

Of Works and Days. The word which we tran-

slate King, is there only found in the plural, and

appears never intended to signify a monarch, but

only magistrates or nobles, such as the twelve of

Phaeacia, or the elders bearing scepters of heralds

in the sacred circle. Against those powerful men, iioMod.

whatever they were, who under that title, in his ^

countoy of Boeotia, held the administration of

justice,

* Iliad. 1. 16 , v. 3^7*

K 2
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justice, the poet inveys severely : his epithet for

. them, which he frequently repeats, is ‘ bribe-

devouring kings.’ In his Theogony we find a

more pleasing picture :
‘ The chief of the Muses,’

he there says, ‘ attends upon Kings. That King

* whom the Muses honor, and on whose birth

‘ they have looked propitious, on his tongue they

‘ pour sweet dew. From his mouth words flow

‘ persuasive. All the people look up to him

‘ while, pointing out the law, he decides in righ-

‘ teous judgement. Firm in his eloquence, with

‘ deep penetration he quickly determines even a

‘ violent controversy. For this is the office of

‘ wisdom in kings ; to repress outrage and in-

‘ justice, administering equal right to all in the

‘ general assembly, and easily appeasing irritated

* minds with soothing words. When such a king

‘ walks through the city, eminent among the as-

‘ sembled people, he is courted as a god, with
‘ affectionate reverence. Such is the sacred gift

‘ of the Muses to men
;
for poets and musicians

‘ are from Apollo and the Muses ; but kings are
‘ from Jupiter himself.’ It is remarkable that no
legal power is here ascribed to the people

; and
yet, but for the mention of the title of king, we
might imagine the description to be ofa demagogue
in sofhe of the subsequent democracies. The
whole passage forms a striking picture of those

middle times, between the barbarism whenOrpheus
governed brutes by song, or Amphion built city-

walls with his lyre, and the meridian glory of

eloquence and philosophy, which ought to have

produced a political quiet, unfortunately never

found in Greece.
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SECTION III.

Science^ Arts, and Commerce, among the early Greeks, Letters

:

Language: Poetry: Music. Husbamhy: Traffic. Ma^

sonry. Manufactures : Commerce. Art of War. Navi-

gation. Astronomy. Physic.

We have alreddy observed, as a remarkable cir-

cumstance in Grecian history, that its oldest '—

^

traditionary memorials relate, not to war and

conquest, generally tlie only materials of the

annals of barbarous ages, but to the invention or

introduction of institutions the most indispensable

to political society, and of arts even the most

necessary to human life. In no country whose

history begins at a later period, do we find the

faintest tradition, even a fable, concerning the first

institution of marriage: in Greece it was attri-

buted to Cecrops. In Greece, tradition mentions

the original production of the olive, the first cul- Piat- f*

ture of the vine, and even the first sowing of corn, l 6%>.

The first use of mills for grinding corn is also

recorded. The knowlege of the cultivation and

use of the olive, of the preparation of a lasting

food from milk by converting it into cheese, and

of the domestication of bees for their honey and Diod.

.

wax, was said to have been brought from the Pindar

banks of the river Triton in Africa by Aristseus

;

and so important was the information to the wild

tribes of hunters who first occupied Greece, tliat

Aristseus had the fame of being the son of Apollo,

the god of science; the herdmen arwl rustic

K 3 nymphs,
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nymphs, among whom he had been educated,

were raised in ideii to beings above human con*

•dition, and he was reported to be himself immortal.

The goddess of art, Minerva, according to the

oldest Athenian author from whom anything re-

mains to us, tho reputed the peculiar patroness

of Athens, was born in the same part of Africa

whence Aristaeus came. Music, poetry, several

musical instruments, many sorts of versification,

have moreover their inventors named in Grecian

tradition. Not to expatiate in the wide field thus

opened for inquiry and remark, one inference it

may not be alien from the office of history to

suggest. Opinions heretofore held by learned

men concerning the age of the world, chiefly de-

rived from the Hebrew Scriptures, have lately

been treated by some fashionable writers with a

degree of ridicule. Whether anything in those

Scriptures can authorize any calculation of the

years which have passed since the matter which

composes our globe has taken nearly its present

form, appears at least dubious*^. But if, neg-

lecting the arrogant and exploded absurdity of

Egyptian vanity, we form a judgement from the

modest and undesigning traditions ofearly Greece,

from the tenor of the oldest poets, from the

researches of Herodotus, Thucydides, Plato^

Aristotle, Strabo, even Diodorus Siculus, and in

general of the most inquisitive and judicious

Grecian prose-writers concerning the early state

of nations, all concur, and the latest and best

accounts

bee PuYvnaU’s Treatise on the Study ^ Antiquities.
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accounts even of Chinese litteraturego with them'“,

strongly to indicate that the centuries since the

Flood, or since mankind has existed in its present

'

state, are not likely to have been many more than

Sir Isaac Newton has supposed
;
and all remark-

ably accord with the Hebrew authors.

We might however perhaps judge with more
rational confidence on this subject, if we knew

more of the beginning of that art to which we are

indebted for all our acquaintance with antiquity.

But the investigation of the origin of Letters
was in vain attempted by the most learned among
the antients, who possessed means not remaining

to us. Yet the pursuit has been revived, and

anxiously urged among the moderns; two of

whom, incur own country, men of singular learn-

ing, unable by the most extensive and exact re-

searches to ascertain either how or where alpha-

betical waiting was invented, have yet deserved

highly of the litterary world by showing how and

where it might have been invented. For, the art

itself being so simple and familiar, yet the means

of discovering it so extremely difficult to imagine,

while its utility is so beyond all estimation, some

learned men, at a loss to conceive its invention

by human powers, have supposed it an immediate

communication from the Deity. But since bisho[)

Warburton, and the lord of session Monboddo,

have fihown the possibility, and even probability,

Aat we owe alphabetical writing to the genius ol

" Sep Gibbon’s History of the Roman Empire, c . 2^, with

tbc notes 23
, 23, 24, 25, and the authorities there quoted.

K 4
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Egypt, governor Pownall has gone farther, and

seems to have shown, in some degree, the process

‘of the invention from Egyptian monuments yet

remaining. Even to this apparent proof, however,

a very krong objection occurs : the learned among

the Egyptians themselves knew nothing of that

gradual rise of the art which it has been ende-

vored to investigate among the scanty relics of

their antient monuments. They attributed the

intire invention to one person, whose name has

been variously written, Thoth, Thyoth, Theuth,

Athothes, Taautus, and who passed with them for

a god*’. On the contrary, among the Assyrians,

who, with many other arts, possessed that of

alphabetical writing at a period far beyond con-

nected history, no tradition appears to have re-

mained by whom it was invented, or whence it

came : and it is a remarkable circumstance, tho

to found on it any positive inference, it must be

confessed, were hazardous, that, while many, both

Greek and Roihan writers, ascribe the invention

to the Syrians or Phenicians, the earliest occasion

upon which history or tradition mentions the Use
of Letters was the Delivery of the Decalogue to

the people of Israel.

Tho therefore doubt yet hangs about the ori^n

of this inestimable art, and some may still be in-

clined to suppose with Diodorus or with Pliny

that letters were of Asiatic birth, while- others

believe

* Through some analogy, familar it should seem, to the

Greeks and Romans, tho not now very apparent, the Egyptian

god. Thoth was often called by the former Hermes, by the

latter Mercurius.
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believe with Plato that they were invented in sec

Egypt, yet from that very remote age in which »—

^

th^ are known to have been used for the purpose’

of recording the divine law, we can trace their

history, or, at least, the history of their progress ^

westward, with some certainty* Indeed every i.2.i

known alphabet bears strong marks of derivation p. 274.

from one common source, whence Egypt, Syria,

and Assyria, had all profited before its advantages

were known to the rest of the worlds®. Accord-

ing to the report most generally received among

the Greeks, letters were first introduced into their

country by a colony of Orientals, who founded

Thebes in Boeotia
;
and the very near resemblance

of the first Greek alphabet to the Phenician, in-

deed sufficiently testifies whence it came^’. The shar^

name of Cadmus, by which the leader of the origin

colony became known to posterity, signified, it has

been

Astle, in his treatise on the Origin and Progress of

Writing, mentions that alphabets have been discovered among

the eastern nations, which cannot have been derived from that

ONE, which, he yet allows, ‘ has given origin to the far

‘ greater part of those now used in different parts of the

‘ globe (1).' The reasons however which he states for the

opinion seem not conclusive.

Since the first publication of the foregoing note, I have had

the satisfaction to observe that Gibbon's very extensive

inquiries have led him to a similar conclusion. Rom. Hist,

c. 24. And he adds (c. 42, note 36,) ‘ I have long harbored

a suspicion that all the Scythian, and some, perhajM mucli,

of the Indian science, was derived from the Greeks of

Baetriana.’

Concors pene omnium scriptorum opinio est Gnecas a

PhcuiicibuB literas esse mutuatas, & ante Cadmi aetatein

nuUas apud Graecos extitisse literas.—Mre perennius docu-

mentuin superest vel ex nominibus literarum, quae in utraque

lingua, Phoenicia videlicet & Gncca, eadem prorsus sunt.

Montfaucon Paleograpb. Graec. 1 . 2. c. 1

.

(1) Orig. & Prog, of Wrhiiig, c. 4. p. 48, 49, &c. c. 5. p. 64.
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CHAP, been observed, in the Phenician language, an

. . eastern man : and, till the overwhelming irruption

of Boeotians from Thessaly, about sixty years'

Thucjd. (according to Thucydides) after the Trojan war,
1. 1. c. 12. country Was called Cadmeis, and the people

Cadmeians^\

But we find strong reason to suppose that, in

the early ages, the diflference of language over

Asia, Africa, and Europe, as far as their inha-

bitants of those ages are known to us, was but

a difference of dialect; and that the people of

Greece, Phenicia, and Egypt, mutually under-

stood each other Nor does any circumstance

in

is the common name for the inhabitants of

Boeotia with Homer and Hesiod (1), as well as with ^chylus,
Euripides, and Sophocles. But this name seems not to have

been confined to those orientals who settled in that province,

Herodotus (2) speaks of Cadmeians who expelled the Dorians

from Ilistiajotis in Thessaly. History is not without other

examples of national names arising in the same manner;
among which that of the Normans is remarkable, and in

every point analogous to that of the Cadmeians: losing, in

their settlement in France, both the name and the language

of their original country, their new name of Normans was an

appellation descriptive of the relative situation of their old

country to their new, in words of the lost language. Homer
has used tlie Cadmeian name in two places with a difierent

termination, (3) ; and it has been observed that,

thus written, it bears a very near resemblance to the name of

a people of Canaan mentioned in the book of Joshua to have
been expelled by the Israelites* Upon a meer resemblance
of the orthography of names, however, little or nothing can
be founded. Similar changes of termination are common
with Homer for the purposesof variety and meter only,
" For the affinity of the early languages of Asia, Africa,

and Europe, Sharpe on the Origin of Languages, Monboddo
on the Origin of Language, and Pownall on the Study of

Antiquities,

(1) Iliad. 1. 4. . 388. & 391. U Odyas. 1. 11. v. 275. Scut. Here.

V. 13.

(2) Hcrock 1. 1. c, 54.

(2) Iliad. 1. 4. V. 385 fit Lf3. v. 680.
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in the history of the Grecian people appear more sec
difficult to account for, even in conjecture, than i

tlie superiority of form and polish which their"

speech acquired, in an age beyond tradition, and

in circumstances . apparently most unfavorable.

Tor it was amid continual migrations, expulsions,

mixtures of various hords, and revolutions of every

kind, the most unquestionable circumstances of

early Grecian history, that was formed that lan-

guage, so simple in its analogy, of such complex

art in its composition and inflexion, of such clear-

ness, force, and elegance in its contexture, and of

such singular sweetness, variety, harmony, and

majesty, in its sound. Alrcddy in the time of

Homer and Hesiod, who lived long before writing

was

Antiquities, may be referred to; and the opinion receives no

small confirmation from one of the most observant and Intel-

ligent of modern travellers, Voyage en Egypte & eii Syric

parM. C. F. Volney, cli. 6 . p. 77. t. 1. cd. 1787. 'i'hc

Greek and Latin languages are of acknowlcged oriental

origin. The Teutonic dialects, notwithstanding their coarse-

ness, have a manifest affinity with the Greek and Latin. The

Celtic dialects have, in many characteristical circumstances, a

close analogy to the Hebrew and its allied oriental tongues (1).

In the Welsh, the deficiency of a present tense to the verbs,

the having often the third person singular of the past tense

for the root, and the use of affixed pronouns and particles,

are remarkable# Its particular resemblance to the Arabic

in its innumerable forms for plurals of nouns is also remark-

able. Whence arose the strong characteristical differences

which distinguish the Greek and Latin from their parent

languages of the east; and how, among the western nations,

the Celtic, the most westerly, held the oriental character,

while the Persian, eastward among the orientals, acquired

a middle character between the more westerly Asiatic and

the Greek, are problems which excite curiosity, but whidi

scarcely the learning and diligence of a Gebclin will ever

solve.

(1) Sec major (now general) Valiancy's Essay on tlic AnliquUy of ihv

Iriili Language, and his Ciramiuar of llic Ibcruo-Ccitic.
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CHAP, was common, we find it in full possession of these

I. perfections ;
and we learn on no less authority

than that of Plato, that still in his time the diction

p.8«9. t. *. Xhamyras and Orpheus, supposed to have lived

long before Homer, was singularly pleasing.

The history of Grecian letters lies more

open to investigation. Manners and customs

have remained in the East remarkably unvaried

through all ages; and language has been, in the

same countries, proportionally permanent. The

Syriac and Arabic, to this day, bear a close affinity

to the Hebrew, even of the Pentateuch. Through

the Arabic, therefore, the Syriac, Samaritan,

Chaldee, and Hebrew, we have means of tracing

one language almost to the beginning of things.

In all these dialects we find that orthography has

always been very imperfect. It has been much
contested whether the antient orientals used any

characters to express vowels^. It is certain that

the modern Arabs, with twenty-eight letters in

their alphabet, acknowlege none for vowels
;
and

the

** Masclef's account of the Hebrew alphabet I prefer to

any that 1 have seen. The author seems to have been well

acquainted with the general character of eastern pronun-
tiation, and with the analogy between pronuntiation and
orthography in the eastern languages. Dr. Gregory Sharpe,
who has followed, with a view to improve upon him, evidently
knowing little of any language, but his own, except through
books, yet bold enough magisterially to contradict those who
had means which he could not have, has labored to form a
system upon the very mistaken supposition that elementary
sounds are, in the pronuntiation of all people, the same. For
supplying the deficient vowels, Sharpe’s proposal is preferable

to Masclef’s, because more simple ; the quality which alone

can make the merit of either, as both are equally unfounded
on any authority.—For authority, for the Arabic alphabet,

I follow RichardMn’s Grammar.
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the Pemans, with a very different language, adopt- se c

ing the Arabic alphabet, have added some con- ,

sonants wanting for their pronuntiation, and only

consonants. It should seem, from these circum-

stances, that oriental pronuntiation, and oriental

orthography have been settled by organs and

perceptions not very elegant and discerning.

Consonants indeed have been distinguished with

some accuracy each by its proper letter ; for con-

sonant sounds are mostly so separated by their

nature, and so incapable of being blended, that

the dullest ear easily discriminates them. But it

is not so with the liquid sound of vowels. In-

accurate organs of pronuntiation will confound,

and inaccurate organs of hearing will mistake,

especially in hasty utterance, those which, deli-

berately spoken by a good voice, appear, to a

discerning ear, strongly distinguished. The orien-

tals, therefore, in committing language to writing,

expressed vowels in those syllables only where the

vowel-sound, whether through length or accent,

was more particularly marked by the voice;

leaving it in others to be supplied by the reader’s

knowlege of the word. Thus in all the eastern

dialects, antient and modem, we find numberless

words, and some of many syllables, without a

single vowel written. It seems, however, to be

admitted that three of the Arabic letters, were

originally vowels^’; and there remains appa-

rently, ample proof that at least the three corres-

ponding
** Among many proofs that some of the Arabic letters

were originally true vowels, the older Persic writings in the

Arabic character, appear strong; for in them, we are told,

every
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chap, ponding Hebrew letters were also vowels But
—

'

neither in the Arabic nor Persian (which would

appear to us more extraordinary if the same abuse

was not familiar, tho somewhat less gross and

leas frequent, in our own language) is the letter

written a guide to be relied upon for the vowel to

be pronounced. Hence it seems to have been

thatj in all the oriental languages, those letters

liave ceased to support their reputation of vowels

;

and hence the comparatively modern resource of

points, which, without removing the voweltlctters

from their orthographical station, intirely supersede

them in the office of directing the voice

I have

every syllable had its vowel (1). The pronuntiation of the

i’ersic is more delicate, and its form more perfect than those

of the western Asiatic tongues, and in both it approaches,
nearer to the Greek.

Quas veteres Hebrsei Matres Lectionis voedrunt (2).

If any letter of the Hebrew alphabet was a vowel, H would
be such ; and we have the express testimony of Josephus to

three more: rClrt* Tavret ^ in (pupinla rioff'ap* (3). The
Arabic letters also, Alif, Waw, Ya, corresponding to the

Hebrew which we call Alef, Vau or Waw, Jod, the Matres
Lectionis, if they are not vowels, are nothing ; for it is com-
paratively seldom that Waw and Ya are sounded like our
V and

j
consonants. Beside these, the letters Ain and He cor-

responding to tlie Hebrew letters of the same names, are, one
always, the other sometimes, vowels. But these five vowel-

,

letters are very irregularly applied to the expression of vowel-
sounds ; or to speak familiarly to English ears, wordsdn the
Arabic continually, and in the Persian often, are not to be
pronounced as they are spelt, but in a manner widely different.

Moreover, tho there are five letters in the Arabic alphabet
really vowels, yet only three vowel-sounds can be discri-

minated by them ; for the letters Ain and He seem to have
no vowel«power8 that are not also possessed by other letters.

It seems to be now decided among the learned, that the

vowel-points of ^ Arabs and Persians were unknown till

after

(1) See* Kichardiciil's Dissertalion on Eastern Languages, p. 236 of
Sd. edit.

(2) Mascl. Gram. Heb. c. 1. Nam. 2. (3) De Bell. Jad. 1. 6. 3. 15.,
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I have been induced to enter the more minutely, sec

I fear tediously for some readers, into this detail,

because we seem hence to acquire considerable

light on some circumstances, otherwise unaccount-

able, in so curious and interesting a part of the

history of mankind as the history of Grecian

Jitterature. The lowest date assigned to the ar- Newto

rival of Cadmus in Greece is one thousand and \o!!y!y

forty-five years before Christ. Homer florished

not less than two hundred years after him. It has

been doubted whether Homer could write or read;

and the arguments adduced for the negative, in

Mr. Wood \s

after tbe age of Mahomet, and that the Hebrew points were

imitated from them. The idea of using points to rei)re!W?iit

vowels appears to have been suggested by the Greek marks

of accent. For when the Greek, through the Macedoniiiii

conquests, and still more through the Roman^ became a

universal language, marks, invented and first used in the

Alexandrine school, came into general use to direct all nations

to the proper accentuation. In our own language, and in the

Italian and Spanish, the useful practice has been followed, ami

indeed is now deemed indispensable, in grammars and dic-

tionaries. But when the Arabic, by the conquests of the

Califs, became scarcely less extended than the Greek had

been ; and its men of learning, in the leisure of peace, and

under the patronage of munificent piiiices, applied themselves

diligently to the study ofGrecian litterature,thc inconveniencies

of their own orthography would, particularly upon com])arison,

appear glaring. 'Fo remedy, therefore, the utter discord

between their vowel-letters written, and vowel-sounds pro-

nounced, and to remove the uncertainty of those syllables

where custom had established that no vowel should he

written, they took the Grecian marks of accent and aspira-

tion, and, with some alterations and additions, ‘applied them

to represent the sound of vowels, and to supply other defects

of their established orthography. Thus Uie French use the

Greek, marks of accent to disenminate the different sounds of

the letter e,‘ and to point out the omission of an ortliogra-

phical s. Still, however, tbe new marks for vowels being

only three, are very unequal to their purpose ;
and they have

moreover never obtained general use either in Arabic or

Persian writing.
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CHAP. Mr. Wood’s Essay on the Original Genius of

^
; Homer, seem scarcely controvertible. The earliest

Htau
‘
* Grecian prose-writers known to the antients them-

I’.T. selves, were Pherecydes of Scyrus, and Cadmus of

c^^Apion Miletus ;
mentioned by Pliny to have lived during

La'bo
*' Cyrus king of Persia, and at least

1.6. p. *49. two hundred and fifty years after Homer. No
Grecian state had its laws put in writing till about

the same period, when Draco was archon at

Athens, and Zaleucus lawgiver of the Epizephyrian

Hcrudot. Locrians**. The eariiest Grecian prose-writers
1. 9m c. 143.

*

whose works had any considerable reputation with

s’lribo,
‘ posterity, were Hecataeus of Miletus, and Phere-

Lai.’’
**" of Athens, who were about half a century

D'ony*. later. The interval, therefore, between the first

Kom. 1.1. introduction of letters, and any familiar use of

them was, by the most moderate computation,

between four and five hundred years.

Extraordinary as this very slow progress of so

highly useiul an art, among so ingenious and so

informed a people, may on first view appear, cir-

cumstances are known which may amply account

for it. The want of convenient and cheap ma-
terials for writing might almost alone suffice.

The practice of the art was necessarily confined

within very narrow limits, while, instead of the

pen

** If any should be inclined to suppose that what Plato

says of the laws of Minos king of Crete (1) bdng ingraved

on brazen tablets, for the use of his itinerant chief justice

Talus, was meant to be seriously taken, as reported on

historical authority (of which it does not, however, bear the

least appearance) still the testimonies of Josephus and Strabo,

so nearly concurring, should be decisive for the rest of

Greece.

(1 ) Flat. MinoSf p,3t0. t.Z.
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pen flowing on that cheap, commodious, and last-

ing material, paper, the graver w’as to be employed •

on plates of brass, or the chisel on blocks of
marble. But to this must be added the consi-

deration that the oriental characters, when first

introduced into Greece, would not be readily

applicable to Grecian speech. The oriental

dialects appear always to have had, as they still

have, harsh sounds, unutterable by the Greeks ”,

and characters to express them, of course useless

to the Greeks, while Grecian speech had sounds

not to be expressed by any oriental character”.

The

** Quas aures nostr* penitus refomiidant, as it is observed
by Jerom (1 ), and Grecian ears were still more fastidious than
the Roman. Even Josephus, tho himself a Jew, and zealous
for the honor of his nation, confesses that he dared not
attempt to express the harshness of Hebrew names in Greek
writing.

Analogous circumstances, if we only look to the nations
immediately surrounding us, are within our ready observation.

We have no characters to express the sounds of the French
J, or U, or final N ; nor is the pronuntiation of the two
latter easily acquired, unless in early years, by cither an English
or an Italian voice. The Spanish gutturals G, J, X, are equally

strange to us. Of the whole utterance of tlie Dutch and
German languages, tho so nearly related to our own, we may
say with Jerom, Aures nostras penitus reformidant. On the

other hand, our vowel I is peculiar to ourselves ; our sound of
Cif, familiar to the Spaniards and Italians, is unutterable

to the French; and our two sounds of 77/, familiar to the
Greeks at the farther comer of Europe, who express them by
their B and is unknown, and scarcely to be pronounced,
by any other European people. If then England was at this

day without letters, and an alphabet was acquired from the

French, our nearest neighbours, from whom a large proportion

of our language has been borrowed, it would not be the

business of a moment to apply that alphabet to our purpose.

How should we express our TJI, our CII, our 7, an^J ./, and

our di[dithoDg 01/.^ While hesitating about these, we should

find

(1) Hieron^in. dc Locis Hebraicis, voce Ramasics.
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c H \ V. The invention, therefore, of new letters, or Rt least

« « the invention of a new application of the old,

would be indispensable : works which, if quickly

completed, would still be long in gaining the ne-

cessary authority of popular use, in a half-polished

nation, wanting commodious materials, and di-

vided into independent states unnumbered. Nor

do these circumstances rest upon surmize. We
have a plain account of them in Herodotus, which

bears in itself every appearance of being well-

founded
;

and, assisted by what we know of

oriental orthography, and what we learn from

antient Greek inscriptions on marbles yet existing,

becomes in every part intelligible, and almost cir-

Hrrudot. cumstantial. Tlie Cadmeians, that author says,

at first used letters exactly after the Phenician

manner. But in process of time, their language

receiving alterations, they changed also the power

of some of their letters. Examples of Cadmeian

letters, thus accommodated to Grecian speech,

were remaining in the historian’s time : who
affirms that he saw them on some tripods in the

temple of Apollo Ismenius at Thebes, the inscrip-

tions on which he has transmitted to us. In this

state letters passed, he continues, to the Ionian

Greeks of Attica, and other neighboring provinces.

By these some farther alterations were made;
but the letters, he says, were still called Phenician.

The principal additions, which the melodious

sounds

find the French U superfluous; we have no such sound in

our language ; and, puzzled by their nasal utterance of the

final M and N, so strange and so disagreeable to an English
car, we should be at a loss to assign to those characters their
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sounds and accurate harmony of the Greek Ian- sei

guage required, were to the vowels. No syllable^ '

—

was suffered to be without its vowel written. Yet
all the nice discriminations of vowel-sounds in the

voice, even of those essential to the harmony of

the language, were not at last expressed by written

characters
;
tho in the end, instead of three dis-

criminating vowel-letters, probably received from

the East, the Greeks used seven vowel-letters of

different powers, beside many combinations of

vowels, called diphthongs; which, whatever com-

position of sound may be supposed in them, were

so far simple sounds that each could contribute to

the formation of but a single syllabic. From the

Greek was derived the Latin orthography, and

thence that of all western Europe among which

the English, being the most irregular and im-

perfect, approaches nearest in character to the

oriental*.

But

" The vowels of the earliest Greek alphabet have been

supposed only four, A, E, I, O, tho Y is said to be found

among the oldest extant inscriptions. The gradual additions

have been traced in inscriptions, and their history has been

confirmed from passages of Greek and Uoiiian authors (i).

The invention or introduction of particular letters by Pala-

medes, Simonides, and others, to whom it has been attributed,

is not ascertained on any authority (a). The vowels of the

antient Etruscan alphabet were only four, A, E, I, U (3).

But the Greek O, and the Etruscan U, like the Hebrew i

in the time of Jerom, and the Arabic and Persian j at this

day, were originally used both for the simple sound of G,

and for that which was afterwards distinguished by the diph-

thong OY; which had probably also a simple sound only,

as

(1) See Shuck forcl*i Connexion, b. 4.

(?) Montfaucon. Falieugrapli. Grsec. I. c. 1.

( 3) Gor. Mus. Etrusc. Prolcgom. p. 48. fit 1. 2. p. 405.

L 2
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CHAP. But during the centuries while the Grecian

'— alphabet was thus receiving its form, some very

remarkable changes took place also in the method

of writing
;
partly perhaps in consequence of the

delay in establishing the alphabet, and itself no

doubt a hindrance to the progress of letters among

AmIcoi) the the Grecian people. It seems not questionable

that, on the first introduction of letters into Greece,
Wriung,

oriental manner of arranging them obtained,

from the right toward the left. Afterward the

practice arose of forming the lines alternately

from right to left, and from left to right; and then

it became customary to begin from the left, and

return in the second line to the left again. At

length,

as it has now in the modern Greek, like the French ott, the

English oOf and the Italian u. Hence also it appears pro-*

bable, that the Greek termination and the Latin us had
nearl}^ the same enuntiatioii ; and hence perhaps, rather than
from any intended preference of the Latin ablative, the

Italians, in dropping the Sy have been led to substitute 0 for

the Latin u. If the orthography of our own language was
not almost too irregular for example, we might produce many
words in which o has the sound of u ; but it deserves observa-
tion, that our usual short sound of u, which is peculiar to our«.

selves, resembles so nearly the Italian short sound of 0, that
the Italians, and also the French, use the letter 0 to express it.

The Greek v we know for certain to have had a very difl'erent

sound from the Latin «, the long sound of which was in Greek
represented by the diphthong ov, and the short by the
vowel •. The modern Greeks also represent by their diph-
thong oy, the Italian vowel w, and our 00. The modem Greek y,
the Italian «, the French w, and the English u, have all

difierent powers. What precisely was the power of the
antient Greek v we cannot certainly know : but strong
national partiality only, and determined habit, could lead to
the imagination cherished by some French critics, to whom
otherwise Grecian litterature has high obligation, that it was
a sound so unpleasant, produced by a position of the lips so
ungraceful, as the French v.
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leng^, about the time of the Persian invasion, se

several centuries after Cadmus, this alternate ai- i

rangement was hnally disused, and the Greeks

wrote only from the left toward the right. In this

practice they have been followed by all the Euro-

pean nations, while the orientals still hold the

original method of arranging their characters from

the right toward the left.
.

After the general excellence of the Greek lan-

guage, the perfection which its Poetry attained,

at an era beyond almost all memorials, except

what that poetry itself has preserved, becomes an

object of high curiosity. In vain, however, would

we inquire for the origin of that verse which, tho

means no longer exist for learning to express its

proper harmony, still by a charm almost magical,

pleases universally. But it was the ignorance of

letters that gave poetry its consequence in the

early ages. To assist memory was perhaps the

original purpose for which verse was invented

:

certainly it was among its most important uses.

How necessary even such precarious assistance

was, and how totally the surer help of letters was

wanting, we may judge from the difficulty which

Homer ascribes to the exact recital of a catalogue

of names. Hence Memory was deified: hence iiMi

the Muses were called her immediate offspring. v.'sJ.

For this also, among other causes, poetry has in

all countries preceded regular prose composition.

Laws were, among the early Greeks, always pro-

mulgated in verse, and often publicly sung; a

practice which remained, in some places, long

L 3 after
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CHAP, after letters were become common**: morality

— was taught, history was delivered in verse : law-

• givers, philosophers, historians, all who would

apply their experience or their genius to the in-

struction or amusement of others, were necessarily

poets. The character of poet was therefore a

character of dignity : an opinion even of sacred-

ness became attached to it : a poetical genius was

esteemed an effect of divine inspiration, and a

mark of divine favor” : and the poet, who more-

over carried with him instruction and entertain-

ment no way to be obtained without him, w’as a

privileged person, injoying, by a kind of prescrip-

tion, the rights of universal hospitality. These

circumstances would contribute to improve and to

fix the language. But similar circumstances have

been common in other nations about the same

period of progress in art and science, without

producing a language comparable to the Greek**.

** n§i» Wok roiDg ewvf fih

iwjXaGwKTar wtrwep iv E»»daa». Aristot. Pr6bL
sect. 19. art. 28. Strabo informs us (1) that even in his time,
NopiWo? Law SINGBR was the title of a principal magistrate ^
at Mazaca in Cappadocia, where the code of the Sicilian

legislator Charondas was the established law.
** AvToS'i^aMTof i»^i* Bio( pifOi U

IlapJoiaf EKi^vcriK*

says the bard Phemius. Odyss. 1. 22. v. 348.
** According to all traditions, it was before Homer's time

that letters were communicated from Phenicia to Greece;
yet, upon the supposition that their use was familiarly known
to him, it would be extremely difficult to account for the
importance which he attributes to memoiy, and his total
silence about so invaluable an assistant to it. The pre-
sumption that Homer wrote, or that his poems^were written
for him upder his direction, is supported merely by the argu-
ment of necessity, the imagined impossibility that works like

^ his
(1) b. 12. p.5S9.
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The character of the Language of a people sec
must always considerably influence the character »

of their Music. Among the Greeks, Music had
evidently a readiness and intimacy of connection

wdth verse, which no modern Europeiin language

know^s, and which therefore we now in vain would

scrutinize. What indeed the music itself of the

antients ever was, we have little means of judging,

as none of it has been transmitted intellimbleo
to US

;
but that the very early Grecian music had

extraordinary

his could be composed amid the helpless ignorance of a people
'without letters, or that they could be preserved, even sup-

posing them so composed. Dr. Johnson, whose days wej’e

passed in a closet, who knew nothing but by tlie instrumen-
tality of letters, and could communicate bis knowledge only
by his i)en and ink, had full faith in that impossibility, and
soverein contempt for such a people. But Plato, who had
been accustomed to constant and extensive communication
among men, in an age when letters were well known, but the

common use ofthem still recent, and who had himself learnt

the philosophy of Socrates witliout their assistance, certainly

thought very differently on the subject (i); and 1 am much
more disposed, in regard to such a matter, to defer to the

authority of Plato than of Dr. Johnson.

With regard to the ypajut/Aara which the poet tells us were
sent by Bellerophon, from Corinth into Lycia, supposing Mr.
Wood wrong in holding it to have been a picture rather than

a letter, and that it was already usual in Homer's age to

write on tablets of board covered with wax, which we know
was the way in which the Greeks managed epistolary cor-

respondence some centuries after him, it would still remain
to be shown how volumes like the Iliad and Odyssee could
be preserved in writing. For myself, I will own that I believe

Mr. Wood right in his explanation of the yf»iJi.fAa,rct, It is

not a subject on which I would inlarge here, yet I will not

quit it without noticing a deficiency in our later dictionaries :

tiie word is used for a picture, by Plato (2), and by

Theocritus (3), and possibly by other writers, and this sens

of the word has been noticed by Scapula, yet has escaped

both SchreveliuB and Hederic.

(1) See Plato’s Phaedrus, p. 275. r. 3. (2) Dc Bepnb. I. 5. p. 472.

(3) Idyll. 15. V. 81.

h 4
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CHAP, extraordinary merit, we have Plato’s testimony in

'— —

<

very remarkable words**
; and Aristotle, generally

enough disposed to differ from his master, upon

this subject coincides in judgement with him **.

V 53
Homer’s time we find both stringed and wind

I. 18 .V.495 . instruments familiar*^. Poetry seems to have
Sc ftla

**

been always sung, and the accompaniment of an

instrument to have been esteemed essential**.

Farther of the music of Homer’s age we can only

judge from analogy.
^

Probably it was very inar-

tificial. But it appears a solecism to suppose that

those elegant perceptions and nice organs, which

gave form to the most harmonious language ever

spoken among men, and guided invention to the

structure of that verse which, even under the

gross disguise of modern pronuntiation, is still

universally charming, could have produced or

could have tolerated a vicious or inelegant style

of music. Extreme simplicity in music is perfectly

consistent with elegance, and the most affecting

music generally is most simple.

Considering the imperfection of civil govern-

ment, and the consequent insecurity of property,

greater advances had already, in Homer’s age,

been made in many Arts conducive to convenience

and

•• See note 38. sect. 4. chap. 1. of this History.
^

'OXt/x«tv fMXn ifjLo?ioyvpcivei;f vonT raf ip9ovfmrnt^»—Aristot. Polit. 1. 4.
^ The strings were, like those now used, of the guts of

sheep twisted, as we are informed by Homer in the Odyssee
1. SI. V. 408.

•• Thus it seems also* to have been with our rude Anglo-
Saxon ancestors ; for the great Alfred, as it is remarked by
bishop Percy in his Essay on the Minstrels, translates

Cantare by die words * be harpan 8ingan,'to sing to the harp ;

as if there was no singing without an instrument.
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and elegance of living, than might have been

expected. Agriculture, in various branches, —v-

appears to have been carried on with great regu-
*

larity. It is remarked by Cicero that Hesiod,

in his poem on husbandry, makes no mention of

manure : but Homer expressly speaks of dunging

land, as well as of plowing, sowing, reaping corn

and mowing grass. The culture of the vine also

was well understood, and the making of wine

carried through the different processes with much

attention and knowlege. This is evident from

various circumstances mentioned by Homer, and

particularly from the age to which wines were

kept : Nestor produced some, at a sacrifice, eleven odys$.

years old. Oil from the olive was in use : but

the culture of the tree appears not to have been

extensive. In Alcinoiis’s garden the vineyard is odys-i.

a principal feature by itself ; but the olive is only

found in the orchard, with the apple, the pear,

the pomgranate, and the fig*^. Pasturage has

generally

Tho thfi interpreters of the Greek and Latin languages

find in nothing more frequent and more insuperable difficulties

than in the names of plants, yet the fruits mentioned by
Homer, as the produce of Alcinoii&'s garden, seem certainly

to have been those which we know by the names of Apple,

Pear, Pomgranate, and Fig, Cousin Desprcaux, in his

Histoiy of Greece, has interpreted MqXimi to signify Oranges :

but the Orange, with many other of the more delicate fruits

of Asifi^ was, evidently enough, unknown, or at least unpro-

duced, in Greece, for ages after Homer. The Apple is still

common there, and still called MijXev ; and all the other

ordinary fruits preserve their antient names : Zvkw is still a

Fig, *£Xar« an Olive, Karant a Chesnut ; and with very little

alteration of the old words, ‘P«^i and Po»Ji a Pomgranate,

*A9rih a Pear, a Grape, *AfbraXi a Vine, a

Cherry, a Melon ; but an Orange is When
the Orange became known to the antient Greeks and Romans,

it
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c H A generally preceded tillage, and herds and flocks

'— constituted the principal riches of Homer’s time..

* Cattle, in the scarcity, or perhaps non-existence

of coin, were the most usual measure of the value

of commodities. The golden armor of Glaucus,

Iliad. we are told, was worth a hundred oxen; the
' ^ brazen armor of Diomed nine: the tripod, the

i.»3. t.708. first prize for wrestling at the funeral of Patroclus,

was valued at twelve oxen : the female slave, the

second prize, at four. When Eumseus, in the

m'v 100
C)dyssee, would convey an idea of the opulence

of Ulysses, he tells neither of the extent of his

lands, nor the quantity of his moveables, biit of

his herds and flocks only. But commerce seems

to have been carried on intirely by exchange. In

4fir
have a description of a supply ofwine

brought by sea to the Grecian camp, where it is

bought by some, says the poet, with brass, by

some with iron, by some with hides, by some with

cattle, by some with slaves.

The art of Masonry, appears to have been,

odysa. mean in Homer’s time. The opulent had
1.10. Y. 211. houses of stone, Homer calls it polished- stone,

perhaps meaning only squared and well-wrought

stone, with numerous and spacious apartments

for state as well as for convenience ; and it was

with no small state that they wer® waited upon

it was, like the Peach, Apricot, and others, called indeed

MaXor, Malum, but with a distinguishing epithet derived from

the country whence it was imported, MsXtr or some-

times, from its rich color, MsXtrxpwav'.
M. Barthelcmi (quoting for aumority Antiphon as cited by

Athenaeus, b. 3. c. 7. p. 84.) says that the citron was im-

ported from Persia into Greece a little after the Peloponnesian

war. Anacharsis, c. 59.
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in them by numerous attendants. A late ingeni-

ous and learned author has remarked that bathing,

always a favorite article of eastern luxury, was
in Homer’s time carried to a high pitch of con-

venience, and even of elegance
; and that it de-

clined after him, and remained in a ruder state

till it was restored, some centuries after, by Hippo-
crates, for medicinal purposes. It is indeed pro-

bable that luxury and arts declined generally after

Homer’s age, and from more than one cause.

For the present, however, it may suffice to observe,

that when Greece raised those sumptuous public

buildings which, for elegance of taste and excel-

lence of workmanship, the most informed and

refined of other nations have ever since studied

and never yet equalled, the private dwellings

appear to have been scarcely in anything superior

to those of Homer’s time.

Nevertheless Homer, as w'e have already re-

marked, claims nothing of that superiority in art

or science for his fellowcountryracn which they

afterward so justly made their boast. On the

contrary, he ascribes to Phenicia preeminence in

the arts, and to Egypt in riches and population.

Ornamental works in metals, in ivory, in wool,

we find were not uncommon in Greece in his

time : the art of gilding silver, or perhaps rather

of plating silver with gold, was already known;

and the same art of dying crimson, which became

so highly esteemed in the times of luxury and

refinement among both Greeks and Romans,

appears to have had its origin before Homer*".

* The expression aAiwtffvf» (Odyss. 1.6. v.5;j.) seems to

warrant this opinion.

SEC
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CHAP. We have in the Odyssee the following list of

—V—
'

presents to a lady :
‘ A tunic, large, beautiful,

Kil"’. *91. ‘ variegated ;
twelve golden hooks were on it,

‘ nicely fitted to well-bent eyes
; a golden neck-

‘ lace of elegant w'orkmanship, set with amber,

‘ and highly splendid ; a pair of three-drop ear-

‘ rings exquisitely brilliant:’ another ornament

for the neck is added, for which we want a name.

It rather appears, however, that these admired

works of art were not the produce of Greece.

1=0 In another place Homer describes a merchant

offering to sale a golden necklace set with amber;

but that merchant was a Phenician : a silver bowl

is described excelling all that ever was seen
;

‘ for,’ adds the poet, ‘ Sidonian artists made it,

‘ and Phenicians brought it over the sea and

when Hecuba was particularly anxious to make

an acceptable offering to Minerva, she selected a

veil from her store of the works of Sidonian

women. It seems indeed to have been a regular

1.6. ».*89
. part of the Phenician commerce to send toys for

ventures to the Grecian ports*’. Handicraft arts

were not yet become trades in Greece; even

P*3 *1^189
exercising them for themselves. Ulysses,

& Kq- not only in his distress was a skilful boatbuilder,

but in the height of opulence made his own bed-

stead, adorning it with gold, silver, and ivory.

Commerce, in the Homeric age, appears to

have been principally in the hands of the Pheni-

Heroiiot. cians. The carrying trade of the Mediterranean
1 . 1 . C. 1 .

was

. . - • 4>otrtxfC vav^XvTOi Sxi/Oov

TfSKrat, fiyom? wV ftiXawji*

—

Odyss. 1. 15. V. 415.
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wjas early theirs, and Sidon was the great seat of

manufacture. The Greeks were not without^—

—

traffic carried on by sea among themselves
; but

the profession of merchant had evidently not in

Homer s time that honorable estimation which

yet, according to Plutarch, it acquired at an early Piutardi.

period in Greece. While it was thought not un-

becoming a prince to be a carpenter to supply his

own wants or luxuries, to be a merchant for gain

was held but as a mean employment ; a pirate was *• c. 5.

a more respected character.

The Art of War is among the arts of neces-

sity, which all people, the rudest equally and the

most polished, must cultivate, or ruin will follow

the neglect. The circumstances of Greece were’

in some respects peculiarly favorable to the im-

provement of this art. Divided into little states,

the capital of each, with the greater part of the

territory, generally within a day s march of several

neighboring states, which might be enemies, and

seldom were thoroughly to be trusted as friends,

while from the establishment of slavery arose

everywhere perpetual danger of a domestic foe,

it was of peculiar necessity both for every indi-

vidual to be a soldier, and for the community to

pay unremitted attention to military affairs. Ac-

cordingly we find that, so early as Homer’s time,

the Greeks had improved considerably upon that

tumultuary warfare alone known to many barba-

rous nations, who yet have prided themselves in

the practice of war for successive centuries. Se-

veral terms used by the poet, together with his

descriptions of marches, indicate that orders of

battle
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CHAP, battle were in his time regularly formed in ranks

> and files. Steddiness in the soldier, that founda-

tion of all those powers which distinguish an army

from a mob, and which to this day forms the

highest praise of the best troops, we find in great

Iliad.
perfection in the Iliad. ‘ The Grecian phalanges,’

i. 4.v. 42r. gayg tjjg poet, ‘ marched in close order, the

‘ leaders directing each his own band. The rest

‘ were mute : insomuch that you would say in so

‘ great a multitude there was no voice. Such
‘ was the silence with which they respectfully

‘ watched for the word of command from their

‘ officers.’

Considering the deficiency of iron, the Grecian

troops appear to have been very well armed, both

for offence and defence. Their defensive armor

consisted of a helmet, a breastplate, and greaves,

all of brass, and a shield, commonly of bull’s hide,

but often strengthened with brass. The breast-

plate appears to have met the belt, which was a

considerable defence to the belly and groin : and

with an appendant skirt guarded also the thighs.

All together covered the forepart of the soldier

from the throat to the ancle
;
and the shield was

a superadded protection for every part. The
bulk of the Grecian troops were infantry thus

heavily armed, and formed in close order, many
ranks deep. Any body, formed in ranks and

files, close and deep, without regard to a specific

number of either ranks or files, was generally

termed a phalanx**. But the Locrians, under

Oilean

** Homer applies tlic term equally to the Trojan as to the

Grecian troops. Iliad 1 . 4. v. 332. and 1 . 6, v. 83.
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Oilcan Ajax, were all light-armed; bows were sect.

their principal weapons, and they never ingaged

in close fight^*.

Riding on horseback was yet little practised,

tho it appears to have been not unknown

Some centuries, however, passed before it was

generally ai)plied in Greece to military purposes

;

the mountainous ruggedness of the country pre-

venting any extensive use of cavalry, except

among the 'fhessalians, whose territory was a

large plain. But in the Homeric armies no chief

was without his chariot, drawn generally by two,

sometimes by three horses
;
and these chariots of

war make a principal figure in Homer’s battles.

Nestor, forming the army for action, composes

the first line of chariots only. In the second he

jilaces that part of the infantry in which he has

least confidence
;
and then forms a third line, or

reserve, of the most approved troops. It seems

extraordinary that chariots should have been so

extensively

•* Homer has been evidently far more conversant in

military matters than Hesiod. Yet there might be men of

Locris to whom the epithet which Hesiod gives

to the Locrians of Amphitryon's army (1), would be properly

applied.

^ No person of Agamemnon's time is mentioned by
Homer as riding on horseback, except Diomed, when, with
Ulysses, he made prize of the horses of Rhesus (2). A simile

in the 15th book of the Iliad (3) has been supposed to prove

that horsemanship was greatly improved in the poet's age.

It should however be observed that, in the former instance,

riding is mentioned familiarly, and not at all as a new or

extraordinary device ; and that, on the contrary, in the latter,

an exhibition of skill is spoken of, which attracted the attention

and excited the admiration of all the people of a large city.

( 1 ) Scut. Here. v. «5. («) Iliad 1 . 10. t.513. (3) r. 679.
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CHAP, extensively used in war as we find they were in

‘—v-^ .the early ages. In the wide plains of Asia indeed

we may account for their introduction, as we may
give them credit for utility : but how they should

become so general among the inhabitants of rocky,

mountainous Greece; how the distant Britons

should arrive at that surprising perfection in the

use of them, which we find they possessed when
the Roman legions first invaded this iland, espe-

cially as the same mode of fighting was little, if at

all practised among the Gauls and Germans, is

less obvious to conjecture**. There is however a

passage in Herodotus, which furnishes at least

some degree of solution for the difficulty. The
country north of the Danube, he says, abounded
with horses, very small, but swift and hardy.

Unable to carry men, they were commonly used

in chariots, and thus made highly serviceable.

In the early ages probably, through deficiency of

pasture at some seasons of the year, horses would
not generally attain any consider{d)le size in

Greece or in Britain; and the Asiatic practice of
using chariots in war, if through the Pbenician

commerce, or any other means, once communi-
cated, might thus readily obtain, even in our

De Bello distant iland. Caesar’s praise of the British chariot

i?4!’c. 9.
forces, ‘ that they possessed at the same time the

‘ celerity

** Anien (i) says, that the Gauls and Germans did not
use charts in war. Strabo says, that some tribes of the
Gauls did use them. But Caesar^ omission of all mention<S>f
the practice among those nations is ample proof that, if it
obtained at all, it was not extensive^

*

. - (1) Tict p. 58. ed. AnuleB'dt Ups. t7M. ' "
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* celerity of horse, and the stability of foot,’ is no sect.
vulgar praise; tho, to us at this day, it is not very > .

clear from his description, how such a method of

fighting should earn it.

The combat of the chiefs, so repeatedly de-

scribed by Homer, advancing to ingage singly in

front of their line of battle, is apt to strike a

modern reader with an appearance of absurdity

perhaps much beyond the reality. Before the use

of fire-arms that practice was not uncommon
when the art of war was at its greatest perfection.

Cassar himself gives, w’ith evident satisfaction, a De b, iiu

very particular account of a remarkable advanced 43.

combat in which, not generals indeed, but two

centurions of his army ingaged. The Grecian

chiefs of the heroic age, like the knights of the

times ofchivalry, had armor probably very superior

to that of the common soldiers
;
and this, with

the additional advantage of superior skill, ac-

quired by assiduous practice amid unbounded

leisure, would make this skirmishing much less

dangerous than on first consideration it may ap-

pear. The effects also to be expected from it

w^ere not unimportant : for it was very possible

for a few men of superior strength, activity, and

skill, superior also by the excellence of their de-

fensive armor, to create disorder in the close array

of the enemy’s phalanx. They threw their

w^eighty javelins from a distance, w hile none dared

advanced to meet them but chiefs equally well

armed with themselves
;
and from the soldiers in

the ranks they had little to fear, because, in that

close order, the dart could not be thrown w ith

VOL. I, M any
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CHAP, any advantage‘s®. Occasionally indeed we find

'—J—
» some person of inferior name advancing to throw

his javelin at a chief occupied against some other,

but retreating again immediately into the ranks :

a resource not disdained by the greatest heroes

Iliad. 1. 14 . when danger pressed. Hector himself having

thrown his javelin ineffectually at Ajax, retires

towards his phalanx, but is overtaken by a stone

of enormous weight, which brings him to the

ground. If from the death or wounds of chiefs,

or slaughter in the foremost ranks of soldiers, any

confusion arose in the phalanx, the shock of the

enemy’s phalanx, advancing in perfect order, must

be irresistible®^.

Another practice common in Homer’s time is

by no means equally defensible, but on the con-

trary marks great barbarism
;
that of stopping in

the heat of action to strip the slain. Often this

paltry passion for possessing the spoil of the

enemy superseded all other, even the most im-

portant

•• The vast force with which the heroes of old are reported

to have thrown tlieir javelins has been, I know with some,
almost an incredibility ; but those who have seen the Arme-
nian Philippo throw a stick (the man who communicated to

the Society for Incouragement of Arts the method of prepar-

ing Turkey leather) will know that Homer's descriptions

require little if any allowance for poetical exaggeration.

Philippo had been a horse soldier in the Persian service.
^ The expressions ifaXjxiiFOf,—Sx ^ iSo^i vbqijmx/uv (i),—04^

trx^u¥ iis tQvof •x«{iTo (2), applied to the cniefs : and
rupyijiiSir apvpoTtf (3), applied to the phalanx, mark

clearly the difference of the two modes of ingagement. The
manner ofa general ingagement in Homer's time may perhaps
best be gathered from the i3tli book of the Iliad : mat of the
close fight of infantry, in particular, from the action und^r dm
direction of Ajax, described in the 17th book.

(1) Iliad. 1. 15. V..571. 573. (2) Iliad, 1. 13. v. 165 & 1. 14. v. 408.

C3) Iliad. 1.15. V. 615. & 618.
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pbrtant and most deeply interesting objects of

battle. The poet himself was not unaware of the ,
'— —

'

danger and inconveniency of the practice, and iiiad.'

seems even to have aimed at a reformation of it. i’cl t.w.*'

We find, indeed, in Homer’s warfare, a remark*

able mixtuft of barbarism with regularity, Tho
the art of forming an army in phalanx was known

and commonly practised, yet the business of a

general, in directing its operations, was lost in the

passion, or we may call it fashion, of the great

men to signalize themselves by acts of personal

courage and skill in arms. Achilles and Hector,

the first heroes of the Iliad, excel only in the

character of fighting soldiers : as generals and i ia. v. loc.

directors of the w’ar, they are inferior to many.

Indeed while the fate of battles depended so much

on the skirmishing of the chiefa, we cannot wonder

that the prejudice should obtain which set the

able arm, in vulgar estimation, above the able

head. But the poet obviously means to expose

the absurdity and mischievous consequence of

that prejudice, where he makes Hector, in a late 1 . ss.t. 9».

repentance, acknowlege the superior abilities of

Polydamas. Yet Homer’s own ideii of the duties

of an officer, tho he certainly possessed very

extensive and very accurate knowdege both of the

theory and practice of war of his own age, was

still very imperfect. Of all the leaders in the

Iliad, unless we should except Ulysses and

Nestor, Agamemnon is represented as most

indowed with the qualifications of a general: and 1.5. v. 52s.

yet, coming forward in the midst of a doubtful

battle, when we might expect the able commander

M2 to
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CHAP, to show himself, we find nothing more from him
'—y-^\than exhortation to bold exertion. Merion, an

Iliad.' officer very high both in rank and estimation,
1 .13 . V. 846

. happening to break his spear in action, immedi-

ately quits his command to go to his tent and

1.4. V. 893.
provide himself with another weapon. Nestor

giving orders for an approaching battle, calls the

infantry ‘ the prop of war but his directions

arc almost confined to the charioteers, and even to

them discretionary: and, upon the whole, to show

the troops the way, more than to command them,

seems to have been the business of the chiefs.

Excepting indeed in the single circumstance of

forming the army in order of battle, so far from

the general, we scarcely ever discover even the

officer among Homer’s heroes. It is not till most

of the principal Grecian leaders are disabled by
wounds for the duty, of soldiers, that at length

they so far take upon themselves that of officers

as to endevor to restore order among their

broken phalanges : and even this is not done but

at the particular instigation of the god Neptune.
The introduction of a deity here may lead to

supposfe that the poet himself had ideas of the

business of officers superior to the practice of his

age. But after only general expressions con-

cerning the attention paid to restore order and
give efficacy to the phalanges*', we find a detail

of methods taken to make the most of the parti-

cular

^ etvT9i

Iliad. 1. 14. V. 37g.
At the same time,

Tfuxf J tTifuSst Sxo^ftii "BKTi/f.—y, 388.
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cular strength and skill of the ablest individuals,

as if that were a matter of greater importance.

We might, however, yet more wonder at another’

deficiency in flomer’s art of M^ar, were it not still

universal throughout those rich and populous

countries where mankind was first civilized. Even
among the Turks, who, far as they have spred

over the finest part of Europe, retain pertina-

ciously every defect of their antient Asiatic

customs, the easy and apparently obvious pre-

caution of posting and relieving sentries, so

essential to the safety of armies, has never

obtained. When, in the ill turn of the Grecian

affairs, constant reddincss for defence became

more especially necessary, it is mentioned as an

instance of soldiership in the active Diomed,

that he slept on his arms without his tent: but no

kind of watch w^as kept : all his men were at the

same time asleep around him : and the other

leaders were yet less prepared figainst sur[)rize.

A guard, indeed, selected from .the army, w as set,

in the manner of a modern grand-guard or out-

post : but, tho commanded by two officers high

both in rank and reputation, yet the commander-

in-chief expresses his fear that, overcome with

fatigue, the whole might fall asleep and totally

forget their duty^^. The Trojans, who at the

same time, after their success, slept on the field

of battle, had no guard appointed by authority,

but depended wholly upon the interest which

every one had in preventing a surprize :
‘ They

^ c.\horte<l

- - - ^vXaitnq ivtvuyx^u — lliucl. I. lo. v. (|(j.

M 3
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CHAP. ‘ exhorted one another to be watchful,’ says the

»
. poet. But the allies all slept

;
and he subjoins

the reason, ‘ For they had no children or wives

at hand.’ However, tho Homer does not ex-

pressly blame the defect, or propose a remedy,

yet he gives, in the surprize of Rhesus, an instance

of the disasters to which armies are exposed by

intermission of watching, that might admonish

his fellowcountrymen to improve their practice.

. 471. The Greeks, and equally the Trojans and their

allies, incamped with great regularity, and fortified,

if in danger of an attack frdm a superior enemy.

Indeed Homer ascribes no superiority in the art

of war, or even in personal courage, to his fellow-

countrymen. Even those inland Asiatics, after-

ward so unwarlike’*, are put by him upon a level

with the bravest people. He gives the Mysians

the character of persevering bravery^* ; and the

Lycians are included with the Trojans and Dar-

danians under a very honorable epithet, which

bespeaks them approved good soldiers in close

fight^*. The tumultuous noise in the Trojan

1.4.T.437. army, mentioned in the same passage of the Iliad

where the praise of steddy silence is given to the

Greeks, the poet himself expressly accounts for;

ascrilnng it, not to any inferiority in discipline,

hut to the variety of languages spoken among the

Trojan allies, which made the delivery of orders

and acting in concert, works of difficulty. Tents,

like
7* ’ACjojksirof AvSiwii

as i£schylus contemptuously calls them.

. Pers. p. 127. ed. H. Steph.
^ Iliad. 1. 14. V. 512.
”

’A5'X*/**X''7»k Iliad. 1, 15, V. 425, Sc al.
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SECT.
III.

like those now in use, seem to have been a late

invention. The antients, on desultory expeditions,

and in marching through a country, slept with no
shelter but their cloaks, as our light troops often

carry none but a blanket. When they remained
^

long on a spot they hutted. Achilles’s tent or hut i y. vVfisy!

was built of fir, and thatched with reeds : and it

seems to have had several apartments.

Navigation had been much practised, long

before Homer, in small open vessels, nearly such

as are still common in the Mediterranean
; and

the poet gives no hint of any late advancement

of ihe art. The seas, indeed, which nearly sur-

round Greece, are singularly adverse to improve-

ments upon that vast scale which oceans require,

and which modern times have produced. Broken

by innumerable headlands and ilands, with coasts

mostly mountainous, and in some parts of extra-

ordinary height, the Grecian seas are beyond

others subject to sudden and violent storms.

These united circumstances, which have made

the Greeks of all ages excellent boatmen, have

contributed much to prevent them from becoming

seamen. The skill and experience of the pilot,

in the modern sense of the term, are constantly

wanted : the science of the navigator is of little

avail : even the compass is comparatively useless

in the i£gean. The Mediterranean vessels now,

not excepting the French, which are mostly navi-

gated by Mediterranean sailors, never keep the sen

there but with a fair wind. The English alone,

accustomed in all their surrounding waters, to a

bolder navimtion, comnw^da^^rV^ in the

>Archipelago
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Archipelago to work to windward^’. Sails were

used in fair winds in Homer’s time
;

but the art

X)f sailing was extremely imperfect. The mariner’s

dependence was on his oars, which no vessel was

witliout. For in seas so landlocked, yet so tem-

pestuous, the greatest danger was to the stoutest

ship. Light vessels, which with their oars could

creep along the coast, watch the weather, make

way in calms, and, on any threatening appearance,

find shelter in shoal water, or upon an open beach,

were what Grecian navigation peculiarly required.

The Phenicians, for their commerce, used deeper

ships, accommodated to their more open seas and

longer voyages. But with such weapons only as

the antients knew, and in seas where calms as

well as storms were frequent, vessels of the galley

kind, which, by their oars, could attack, or oppose

attacks, on all sides, in all winds, or without wind,

were

^ Mr. Wood, in his Essay on Homer, has remarked an

analogous circumstance in the navigation of the Adriatic.

1 remember to have heard an English captain of a Turkey
ship, a man of knowledge and character, say, that he did not

scruple, in tolerable weather, to work to windward within

the Arches (as our seamen call the Archipelago, which is

itself a corruption of the modern Greek Aigiopelago) but he
made it a rule never to take off his clotlies, and, without leav-

ing orders to be called in the instant of any threatening

appearance in the sky, or any dubious sight of land, never to

quit his deck.

Since the first publication of this note, I have observed
that Mr. Gibbon derives Archipelago from "Ayior vfX«yo(,

Holy sea, so called, he says, from the"Aytor opo?, Monte santo,

Holy mountain, formerly Athos. All the modern people* of

the south of Europe have indeed been fond of saii^ting every-

thing. Thus tlie Sabine mountain, so well known from
Horace by its antient name Soiacte, is become with the

modern Italians Sant ^Oreste, and thus possibly some of the

modern Greeks may have converted Aiyiior wfXayoc into

"Ayof viAayo?.
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were alone fit for naval action. Without artillery ^ ^ t.

indeed, ships like the modern could scarcely at all
'

—

ingage. The term long ships, both with Greeks’

and Romans, commonly distinguished their ships

of war from vessels of burden, which were called

round ships. Mr. Wood has supposed that naval

actions were unknown in Homer’s time : but this

appears unlikely, and some terms used by the

poet seem to prove the contrary The Grecian Tiuicyd.

vessels were yet without decks : anchors also were
’

unknown; nor does there seem any foundation

for a common notion, that large stones were used

as anchors. It was usual to moor vessels to large

stones found or placed on the shore but when

any stay was made at a port, the vessel itself was

drawn out of the water upon the beach. For the

manner of antient navigation requiring that the

construction of the vessel should be adapted to

rowing more than sailing, the depth' of the vessel

must be small, and the hands to work it many.

Accommodations were therefore unavoidably

scanty
;
and health as well as convenience would

require that the crew should live ashore when not

wanted aboard. We may compute the size of

the largest vessels used in Homer’s age, from the

greatest number of men mentioned to have been

carried by any one vessel of Agamemnon^s fleet,

which was one hundred and twenty
;
or perhaps

still better from the crew of the Phaeacian vessel odyss. i. c.

appointed to carry Ulysses to Ithaca
;
they were

fifty-two, all rowers. This vessel had a moveable

mast,

Particularly Iliad. 1. 15. v. 380* 677 -

- - nir<7/4» T^ToroA»6o»o.

Odyss. 1 . 13. V. 77.
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CHAP, seasons, that the husbandman particularly would

>—,—

•

find it utterly unfit for his purpose. In climates,

’

therefore, where the sky was seldom long obscured

by vapors, the stars were soon found far more

accurate directors than the moon; while their

changes were far more reddily distinguished than

those of the sun. Accordingly Hesiod, in his

Treatise on Husbandry, marks the seasons for

various works by the rising and setting of the

stars ;
and we learn from his poems, and from

Iliad. Homer, that in their early age, the more remark-

et able stars of our hemisphere were alreddy classed

constellations, nearly in the same manner and

by the same names as at this day. Ignorance

of astronomy we find mentioned by A£schylus,

speaking, in the person of Prometheus, of the

state of mankind in the first ages, as a mark of

the deepest barbarism ; and observation of the

stars as the first thing necessary to civilized life''’

.

In our northern climate, the shortness of the

summer-nights and the coldness of the winter,

together with the greater frequency of obscuring

vapors, make the stars less objects for the

husbandman; while the greater variety in the

apparent course of the sun, if the exactness, with

which the year is now divided by more artificial

helps did not render it needless, would in a great

degree answer the same purpose
; and accordingly

we
y aMik own ;cii/AaTe( rix/iof,

OvT arBifAvhvf pvti xafri/MV

fiiCator* om artf ro

i(rrc lyw

Prometh. Viiact. p. 31. ed. H. Steph.
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we still often find among our husbandmen sur-

prizing accuracy in observing the sun. But the '

—

people of lower climates, deprived of the pleasant

moderation of our summer-days, live, in the hot

season, almost only in the night, and thus become

astronomers naturally and almost necessarily^*.

The knowlege of the cure of internal diseases

made, it should seem, in Homer’s age, no part of

the science of Physic. It is remarkable that the

poet nowhere speaks in plain terms of sickness.

Diseases indeed, and mortal ones, are mentioned,

but as the effect always of the immediate stroke

of the Deity, and not of anything in the common
course of nature. They seem thus to have been

esteemed utterly beyond the reach of human skill

to relieve. The epidemical sickness of the army

before Troy was occasioned by the darts of

Apollo, and could be removed only by the prayers

of Chrysis. That scanty knowlege of nature to

which the age had arrived, was applied only to

relieve the eftects of external violence upon the

human frame. Skill in surgery was in the highest

esteem"’; tho it seems to have gone no farther

than to the extraction of the instrument of a

wound, and the application of a few simples for

stopping haemorrhages, and assuaging inflam-

mations.
Praeterea tarn sunt Arcturi aidera nobis

Hcedorumque dies servandi, et lucidus anguis

;

Quam quibus, &c.—Virg. Georg, i. 207.
The learned Jesuit Ruaeus, the Delphin annotator on Vii gik

seems to have been too much of a Parisian to enter into Tiis

author's ide^ generally in the didactic parts of the Georgies,

and he has not known vidiat to make of the reference to the

stars as tlie husbandman's almanac.

^ yatp

Iliad.], 11 . V. 514.
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CHAP. matioHS. Charms asd incantations, therefore,

—.—' were sometimes called to its assistance, or even to

supply its place. Ulysses, when very young,

being wounded by a wild boar, the hsmonhage
was stopped by incantation'”.

SECTION IV.

Of the Matmere <f the early Greeis,

The mannebs of a people receive their tone

from a great variety of circumstances; climate;

soil; extent of territory; population; religion;

government, monarchal or republican, vigorous

and permanent, or weak and changeable; system

ofjurisprudence; administration of justice, ready

and certain, or feeble and irregular; science;

arts; commerce; communication with strangers.

We find accordingly the manners of the Homeric

age distinguished from those of following times

in Greece, by many^ diaracteristical lines; and

we nay observe throughout a strong oriental

tinge, which afterward very much faded away.

Mictions frcHU the East into Greece had ceased

before Homer: but the eastern merchants still

ingrossed the little commerce of the Grecian

towns. Afterward, • whether from a r^ublican

jealousy of foreiners ;
whether from a republican

industry with iucreased population; whether from

a republican frugally, with the naturally attending

dispositiou tp decry %em luxuries ; or whether

the propeusity to piracy among the Gredrs, with

increased naval strength^ comiQ^ee* the

intercourse
* ‘iwmif. Odysi. 1. 19. V. 457<
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intercourse between the two countries lessened.

The distinguishing features in the Homeric

manners are that licentiousness and that hospi-

tality
,
together with the union, at first view so

strange to us, of the highest dignities with the

meanest employments, which have prevailed in

the East so remarkably through all ages. These

are, however, not the peculiar growth of any soil

and climate. The two first are the seldom failing

produce of defective government; and the other

will everywhere be found in an unimproved state

of society. The resemblance borne, till within

this century, by the manners of the Highland

Scots to those of the Orientals, in these particulars,

is striking. But in Greece, tho the ties of blood

bad such weight with the people among them-

sdves, yet we find nothing of clanship, nothing of

that devoted attachment of vassals to the family

of a chi^, which distinguished many of the

Orientals, as well as our nmthern Highlanders.

While the claims of hereditary royalty were esta-

blished in general opinion, some respect would

adhere to the known posterity of a popular leader;

but superior personal qualities were always ne-

cessary to maintain even the possession of rank

and wealth.

SECT.
JV.

There is a passage in the Odyssee which hlus-

trates remaritably at the same time the govern-

ment, the morality, and the religion of the age.

It was proposed {unong t|ie suitors of Penelope
jj,

to kill her son Telemechus, and divide his property.

One only of diem hfssitated. * To kill a person

‘ of royal race,’ he lays, ^is no light matter.

‘Let
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CHAP. * Let US therefore coa»iilt the gods. If the laws

'—^1—»
‘ of the great Jupita;4,*pprove, myself will be

among the ,first both to persuade and to strike

‘ the stroke: but, if the gods forbid, I advise to

‘ forbear.’ The person thus represented seriously

expressing doubt whether the foulest murder

might not be committed with approbation of the

deity, is described of high birth, respectable cha-

racter, and superior understanding. But murders

were so common that, without peculiar circum-

stances of enormity, they scarcely left a stain upon

the character of the perpetrator. Some of the

favorite personages of the Iliad and Odyssee, as

the author of the Essay on the Original Genius

of Homer has observed, had been guilty of this

crime, and had fied their country in consequence
;

not, however, to escape public justice
; but to

avoid revenge from the relations of the deceased.

Private revenge we know was formerly almost the

only restraint upon the most atrocious crimes

against individuds in our own country, and still

Robertaoii’t more iu the rest of western Europe ; insomuch
”

’
that, in the weakness of public justice, private

revenge even received the sanction, and was put

under the guidance of the law’. Hence if was

that among the early Greeks, as in general

through the East, a numerous progeny was so

particularly esteemed a great blessing to. parents.

A numerous family was always a powerful family

:

it could do justice to itself; imd, ifunanimously

so inclined, injure o^ers with impunity. But

‘ cruelty, violence, and opression,’ says the

writer just mentioned, who bad studio oriental

manners
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manners from the life, ‘ are so evidently the result

‘ of defective governmeBt, that it is unnecessary

^ to look for any other general cause of the scenes

^ of this sort with which Homer abounds, in

* common with other antient writers, and agree-
* ably to the present manners of the East. For
* when every man is in great measure judge in
*

his own cause, vices of this class are not only

* more frequent, but less criminal than in a civi-

^ lized state; where the individual transfers his

^ resentments to the community, and private in-

* jury expects redress from public justice. Where
' the legislature does not engage for our personal
*
security, we have a right to use such means as

* are in our power to destroy the aggjessor who
* would destroy us. In such cases bodily strength

* and courage must decide most contests
;

while,

^ on the other hand, craft, cunning, and surprize,

' are the legitimate weapons of the weak against

* the strong. We accordingly find, that both the

* antient and the modern history of the East is a

^ contihued scene of bloodshed and treachery,’

These very just reflections may teach us to exer-

cise pur pity and spare our censure on human

nature in such unfortunate circumstances.

‘ Hospitali^,’ says the same writer, who had

injoyed such peculiar means of information on the

sulyect, ‘ prevails in most countries, and in the

‘ different provinces of each country, very much
‘ in proportion to the idleness, poverty, and in-

* secnrity which attend a defective police. It is

‘ some consolation, in so li^etched a state of

^ society, that this virtue should be most cultivated

vot. I. y ‘where

SEnr.
IV.
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CHAP. ‘ where it is most wanted. In Arabia, the

'—ij)—•.* rights of hospitality, ^properly called the Point

‘ of Honor of the East, are the happy substitute

‘ of positive law
;
which in some degree supplies

‘ the place ofjustice
;
connecting, by a voluntary

‘ intercourse ofgood offices, those vagabond tribes,

‘ who despise legislation, deny the perfect rights

‘ of mankind, and set the civil magistrate at de-

‘ hance. A strong instance of that sympathizinjg

‘ principle in the social constitution of our own
* nature, which the wisest government will in-

' courage, and which the most depraved cannot

‘ suppress.’ In confirmation of these judicious

remarks, we find it estabhshed as a principle in

V 347
Homer, that, ‘ to those not totally void of the

' feelings of humanity, the guest and the suppliant

* should be as; a near relation and he gives

them a divine right to kind treatment, ‘ the

ojjss. * stranger,’ he says, ‘ and the poor are from Jove.’
1 . 6. » 300. _ , ,r ,

&1.U.1.58. The uberties taken by suppliant strangers, and

r.8. v!s9s.«t the confidence reposed in them, were consonant

{'V.'*'***' these principles. Ulysses, saved alone from

shipwreck on an unknown coast, goes without

introduction to the palace of the king of the

country, which is represented singularly

and splendid, .enters the apartments, aj^ finding

the king and queen at supper, with . the principal

nobles, abruptiy addresses his supplication to tha

queen. Not only kindness but honor is imme-

diately shown to him
; he is lodged in the palace

;

and next day the king, recommending him to

favor in tin assembly of ’die people, declares at

the same time that he khtivis not who he is. It

seems,1
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seems, indeed, to have been a general point of

civility" not hastily to ask any stranger who he- '—

^

was. Telemachus and Mentor, landing in the P'b”-
' 5 . V. 4.

port of Pylus, find the venerable Nestor, prince

of the countiy, with the assembled Pylian people,

on the shore, in the midst of the ceremony of a

magnificent public sacrifice. The strangers are

no sooner perceived approaching, than the Pylians

crowd to meet them, salute in terms of friendship,

and invite them to partake of the feast which al-

ways followed a sacrifice, and which indeed seems

to have been an essential part of the ceremony.

They were, however, not left to the civility of the

multitude : Peisistratus, son of Nestor, advancing

before the rest, took them by the hand, and placed

them at table by his royal father and his elder

brother. When the meal was over, Nestor spoke

in these remarkable terms :
* Now the strangers

‘ have eaten to their satisfaction, it will be proper

‘ to ask them who they are, and whence they

‘ come. Strangers, who are you, and whence
‘ come you, navigating the watery ways ? Is it

‘
for any business, or do you roam at large, as

‘ pirates over the sea ; those who wander, risking

' their own lives, and bringing evil upon others ?’

Thu(7dide;l, than whom none could be better Timc^ri.

qualified to judge, believed this to be a faithful
'' '

picture of the manners of his ancestors
; and he

observes upon it, that Nestor’s question was in

the common way of inquiry, and not at all im-

plying doubt whether the strangers were worthy

of his ho^itality, or fit company for his table,

tho they might be Telemachus and ody”-

K 2 Peisistratus
^
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CHAP. Feisistratus afterward, going as hereditaiy gaests,

'— ''but not personally known, to Menelaiis king of

Sparta, neither announce themselves, nor does

any one inquire who they are. The kin^, only

informed by one of his household that unknown

strangers, just arrived in a chariot, are waiting

without, expresses displeasure at the mention of

a doubt whether they were to be treated in the

palace, or provided elsewhere
; orders that they

should be immediately introduced into the hall,

where he was sitting at a public supper with his

court, places them by himself at table, and then

tells them that, after th^ have supped, he will

ask them who they are, and whence they came.

Odjst. In the same manner, in a former part of the poem,
1. 1 . V. 119. Telemachus himself is represented expressing in-

dignation at the least delay of civility to a stranger

whom he observes at the gate of his father’s

palace
:
goes out himself to receive him, and tells

him that he shall first sup, and then declare bis

.ms'smiL
From these o^es of hospitality, once

performed, new and still more sacred rights arose,

which did not expire with the persons who gave

origin to them, but descended to all the posterity

of either party. A man was peculiarly bound to

show kindness to a hereditary guest
; to one who

bad

" The manners of chivalry had many things congenial with
those of heroic times. Sbakespearis scarcely copyingHomer
when he makes Belarios thus address Imogen, wandering in

the disguise of a boy

:

........... youth, come in

:

Discourse is heavy, lasting:, when we’ve supped,
We'll mannerly demand &ee of thy story.

.
• Cymbeline, act 3.
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had entertained any of his ancestors, or who had

been entertained by them.

How necessary this generous point of honor

was to alleviate the miseries to which mankind,

in that unsettled state of law and government,

were liable, we may gather from many lively

and affecting pictures scattered through Homer’s

poems**. Beside the general incompetency of

governments to secure internal order, the best

regulated were in perpetual danger of ruin from

forein enemies; and this ruin was cruel, was

complete. * These are the evils,’ we are told in

SECT.
IV.

the Iliad, ‘ that follow the capture of a town : the iiiad.

^ men are killed
;
the city is burned to the ground

;

^ the women and children of ail ranks are carried

^ off for slaves.’ ^ Wretch that I am,’ says the i.«2. r. r»(>.

venerable Priam, ^ what evil does the great

^ Jupiter bring on me in my old age ! My sons

^ slain, my daughters dragged into slaveiy
;
vio-

* lence pervading even the chambers ofmy palace

;

* and the very infants dashed against the ground
* in horrid sport of war. I myself, slain in the

^ vain office of defence, shall be the prey of my
^ own dogs, perhaps in my very palace-gates !

*

Where such was war, the manners of warriors,

even of the noblest characters, could not be wkh-
<mt stains of barbarism and illiberality. We find,

in the Iliad, men of highest rank, meeting in

battle,

** There is a remarkable one, evidently taken from the

poet's own a^, in a simile in the l8th book of the Iliad,

V. 207. See also Andronmlie’s speech, Iliad, b. 22. v. 487:
and Nestor's account of hia maroding expedition into Eleia,

11. b. 11. V. 670.

^ 3
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J. 8 V. 161.

I. 1I3.V.247.

1. 23. V. 473.

1. 6. V. 56.

battle, address each other in language the most

grossly insulting : they threaten, they revile, and

sometimes jest in a very unseemly manner on die

misfortunes of their adversaries. ‘ You whom
‘ the Greeks so honor above others,’ says Hector

to Diomed, ‘ are no better than a woman. Go,
‘ wretch !

’ Then follows the reason of this per-

sonal anger :
‘ You think to storm our city, and

‘ carry off our women in your ships.’ After this

the added threat will not appear unreasonable.

‘ My arm’ continues Hector, ‘ shall first send

* you to the infernal deities.’ With minds thus

heated, and manners thus roughened, it is no

wonder if we find chiefs of the same nation and

army use j;;reat illiberality of language one to

another. Of this, not to mention a dispute so

extreme as that betweenAgamemnon and Achilles,

Hector in a speech to Polydamas, and Oilean

Ajax to Idomeneus, afford remarkable examples.

It was little usual to give quarter. ‘ Why so

‘ tender-hearted?’ says Agamemnon to Menalaiis,

seeing him hesitate while a Trojan of high rank,

who had the misfortune to be disabled by being

thrown from his chariot, was begging for life:

* Are you and your house so beholden to the

‘ Trojans? Let not one of them escape destruc-

‘ tion from our hands ; no, not the child within

‘ his mother’s womb. Let all perish unmourned

;

‘
let not a vestige of them be seen remaining.’

The poet gives the sanction of his own appro-

bation to this inhummiftjf} in a prince by no means

generally characterized isfauman :
‘ It was justly

< spoken,’ says Homer; * and he turned his

* brother’s
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* brother’s mind.’ Menelaiis, accordingly, pushed sect.

away the noble suppliant, and the king of men v ^

himself was the executioner who put the unre-*

sisting wretch to death. Hector, in whom we find

so many amiable qualities, was not less infected

with this barbarous spirit of his age. When he

had killed Patroclus, and stripped him on the

spot of his rich armor, he postponed the most

pressing and most important concerns, equally his

own and his country’s, to the gratification of weak

revenge ; losing sight of all the greater objects of

battle, while he struggled for the naked corse,

with intention to complete its contumely by giving

it to be devoured by Trojan dogs
;
and to make

his vengance lasting by depriving it of those

funeral rites which, in the opinion of the times,

were necessary to the repose of souls after death.

We must not therefore wonder that the common
Greeks should delight in wounding the dead body

of Hector himself, when he was soon after slain; 1.22.376

nor ought we to attribute peculiar ferocity to the

character of Achilles, for the indignities with

which he treated it
;

since both the morality and

the religion of his age, far from condemning such

conduct, evidently taught him to consider it as

directed, not indeed by humanity, but by social

affection, and iiiforced by that piety, such as it

was, which the gods of his country required.

When the unfortunate monarch of Troy came

afterward, in person, to beg the body of his heroic

son, we find the conduct of Achilles marked by a t. 24.v. 5»«.

superior spirit of generous humanity. Vet, in the

very act of granting*the pious request, he doubts if

,
N 4 he
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CHAP, be is qoite excusable to the soul of his deputed

friend, for remitting the extremity of vengeande

which he had meditated^ :^nd restoring the cot»

iiiaj. to receive the rites of burial. Agreeably to diis

1. 1». v.ire,
gpjjjt Qf warfare, the token of victorywas the

head of the principal person of the vanquished

slain, fixed on a post. The milder temper of a

more civilized age abolished this custom, and it

became usual for the conqueror to suspend only

a suit of armor on a post ;
which, thus adorned,

was termed a Trophy. Perhaps fire-arms have

contributed to humanize war. The most cruel

strokes to individuals are now generally in a great

measure the result of chance ;
for it seldom can

be ascertained from what hand precisely they

come, and revenge thus wants its object. Other

favourable circumstances it is true have assisted ;

but this, it may fairly be presumed, has had its

share in making revenge alien to modern warfare.

While such were the horrors of war, continually

threatening, not frontier provinces of extensive

realms, but every man's door, we may wonder at

any progress that civility and the arts of peace

had made among mankind ; that wealth, grandeur,

elegance, or almost anything beyond mere neces-

saries of life, were thought worth any pains to

acquire. But, amid the alarms of violence aiid

oppression, the spirit of hospitality, so generally

diffused, often alleviated misfortune; and, even

in the crash of nations, many individuals, if

they could save only their lives from the general

ruin, were at no loss for resources. This exten-

sive communication of the rights of hospitality

was
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of powerful tfect to hiraaoize a savage

to excite a relish for elegance in style of '

—

li^g, and to make the more refined joys of

society more eagerly sought, as well as more
easily obtained. There was in Homer’s time

great difference in the possessions of individuals

;

some had large tracts of land with numerous herds

and fiocks
;
others had none. This state of things

is generally favorable to the arts ; a few, who have

a superabundance of wealth, being better able,

and generally more willing to incourage them

than numbers who have only a competency. The
communication of the rights of hospitality would

also assist towards the preservation of property to

those families who had once acquired it. A
sort of association was thus formed, which in

some degree supplied the want of a regular ad*

ministration of law. ¥^ithout some security thus

derived we scarcely should have found distinction

of rank so strongly marked as it is in Homer. A
man of rank, it appears, might be known by his

gait and manners, under every disguise of a mean

habit and mean employment. This could never

be without a wide distinction existing through

successive generations. A youth is described,

elegant in his dress, and delicate in his person

;

‘ such/ says the poet, ‘ as the sons of princes 06ya.

* usually are.’ It is remarkable that the youth,
*-^^'^***^-

thus described, was in the employment of a shep-

herd. Strength, however, and activity, always

go to the description of Homer’s men of rank

:

but luxury, such as it was in those days, never is

mentioned as unbecoming a hero; tho it was

more
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CHAP, more particularly the privilege of the aged®^

. j Hie wealthy, as we hasre alreddy observed, had

houses of freestone, spacious, and with many

apartments on different floors ;
and we find all

the offices to be expected in a great family per-

formed with much regularity The directions

?^o“v.i49. which Penelope’s housekeeper gives to the menial

servants, for the business of the day, might still

serve in the East without variation: ‘ Go quickly,’

she said, ^ some of you sweep the house, and

‘ sprinkle it; and let the crimson carpets be

‘ spred upon the seats ;
let all the tables be well

‘ rubbed with sponges, and wash carefully the

‘ bowls and the cups. Some of you go imme-

‘ diately to the fountain for water.’ No less than

i.*2.v.4?i. twenty went on this errand. The whole number

•• The speech of Ulysses, himself in disguise, to his father

Laertes, digging in his garden, is remarkable;

Ov^ T* T0» JowAfioF iiVopaaaO*!

XWot xai fAiyiOos* gao-iXS* lotjtaf.

Totovru Ji towetf, iflr** TioiJraiTo Ti,

EvhutVM fAUXttKUi* $

Odyss. 1. 24. V. 254.

The commentators have observed a difficulty in this passa^;

but it is only a grammatical difficulty ;
the sense seemspt^jffi-

ciently obvious, yet the passage is scarcely to be trang^d

with more exactness than we find in Pope's version, in which
however the characteristical word remains unAitk^

;

and the term monarch is used for whi<^ ,is not

intended here for so strict a sense, being put as a general

term for a nobleman, or man of high rank :

—

Nor speaks thy form a mean or servile mind,-

I read a monarch in that princely air

;

Thp same thy aspect, if the same thy care,

fibft sleep, fair garments, and the joys of wine,

These are the rights of age, and should be thine.

Pope’s Odyss. b. 24. v. 301

.

•* See the reception of Telemachus at Pylus and at Sparta,

in the 3d and 4th books of the Odyssee ; as well as the con-

duct of Ulysses’ household, in various parts of the poem.
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of maid-servants were fifty : not, however, all em-

ployed in household business; for we find fifty

also forming the establishment of Alcinoiis ; of

whom, ‘ some, ' says the poet, ‘ ground at the

‘ mill,’ (an employment of great labor, while

handmills alone were in use) •and some turned

‘ the spindle, or threw the shuttle.’ Men-servants

waited at meals; and those of Ulysses’ house-

hold are described as comely youths, handsomely

clothed, and always neat in their appearance.

Servants of both sexes seem to have been all

SECT.
IV.

slaves.

Itappears, indeed, as we have alreddy remarked,

that since the age of Hercules and Theseus, con-

siderable progress had been made in establishing

the powers of government over Peloponnesus at

least, and giving security to the country. No
apprehension of such dangers as Theseus found

in the w ay from Troezen to Athens, is mentioned

in the account of Telemachus's journey from

Pylus to Sparta. Without attendants, Telemachus Od^«.

and Peisistratus set out in a chariot drawn by

two horses. They carry with them provisions

for the day. In the evening they arrive at Pherae,

where they are entertained by Diocles, a chief of

the country. The next evening they arrive at

Sparta
;
and their return affords no more variety

of story.

Homer has left us many pictures of his heroes

in their hours of relaxation, with the goblet cir-

culating. It has indeed been veiy antiently

observed, that he shows himself strongly disposed

to social and convivial injoyment. Horace has

aggravated
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aggravated the remark into a reproach**. Yet,

allowing for the peculiarities of the manners of

the heroic ages, most of which are still found in

the East, there is great elegance in Homer’s con-

vivial meetings. Once he makes express mention

of drunkenness : but the anecdote forms a strong

lesson to deter from that vice; showing, by a

terrible example, that persons of highest rank and

most respectable character, if they yield to in-

temperance, reduce themselves for the time to

a level with the lowest and most profligate, and

are liable to every indignity. But, at the feasts

of the great, the song of the bard seldom failed to

make a principal part of the entertainment. The

bard indeed seems to have been a person of im-

portance in the household establishment of every

wealthy chief. His knowlege and memory, in

the deficiency of books, were to supply the place

of a library : his skill in music and poetry was to

convey instruction in the most agreeable manner,

and inform even when pleasure was the only

apparent object. In one instance Homer attributes

' extraordinaiy authority to the bard. .£gistheus

could not accomplish his purpose of possessing

himself of the person of Clytemnestra, and the

principal sway in the Argian government, till he

had removed the bard, whom Agamemnon had

appointed to be chief counsellor to the queen in

his absence.

Women, in the Homeric age, injoyed more

freedom, and communicated more in business and

amusement
Laudibus arguitur yini yiDOsus Homerus.

Herat V. 6. Epist 19. 1 . 1.
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amusement among men, that in after ages has sect.

been usual in those eastern countries
;
far mor^ '

—

than at Athens in the florishing times of the

commonwealth. In the Iliad we find Helen and

Andromache frequently appearing in company

with the Trojan chiefs, and entering freely- into

the conversation. Attended only by one or two

maid-servants, they walk through the streets of

Troy as business or fancy lead them. Penelope,

persecuted as she is by her suitors, does not

scruple occasionally to show herself among them

;

and scarcely more reserve seems to have been

imposed on virgins than on married women.

Equally indeed Homer’s elegant eulogies and odysser,

Hesiod s severe sarcasm prove women to have Hesiod,

been in their days important members of society.

The character of Penelope in the Odyssee, is the
^

completest panegyric on the sex that ever was

composed
;
and no language can give a more

elegant or a more highly-colored picture of con-

jugal affection than is displayed in the conversation

between Hector and Andromache in the sixth

book of the Iliad. Even Helen, in spite of her

failings, and independently of her beauty, steals

upon our hearts, in Homer’s description, by the

•modesty of her deportment and the elegance of

her manners. On all occasions, indeed, Hoqncr

shows a disposition to favor the sex : civility and

attention to them he attributes most particularly

to his greatest characters, to Achilles, and still

more remarkably to Hector. The infinite variety

of his subjects, and the historical nature of his

poems, led him necessarily to speak of bad women :

but
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CH A p. but even when the black deed of Clytemnestrfi
^—-V.
—

'
palls for his severest reprobation, still his delicacy

toward the sex leads him to mention it in a

manner that might tend to guard against that

reproach, which would be liable to involve all for

the wickedness of one*®. With some things of

course
“ Pope, who was as little disposed to favor the sex as he

was formed to be favored by them, has remarkably extended
and aggravated his author's invective in translating the speech
of the injured Agamemnon to Ulysses in the Elysian fields

:

ilhfTetf

H» Ti, uar cticr^of X**'*’ ****

OilXvTfp^i yvtect^tf ttai n x* tvipyif tjiff'tf,

rru ... OdysB. 1 . 11. V. 433.
The meaning is simply this : ‘ Clytemnestra's wickedness has
* been so extreme, that it will communicate infamy to
* womankind through all futurity : even the good will not
‘ escape reproach for it.' But in the translation which Pope
either made or adopted, Agamemnon pronounces the whole
sex peijured, and doubts if a single virtuous woman will ever
be found:

Xliy deeds,' he says, ‘ disgrace
The peijured sex, and blacken all the race

;

And should posterity one virtuous find,

Name Clytemnestra, they will curse the kind/

Pqje's Odyss. b. 1 1. v. 540.
Another strong instance of this turn in Pope, and where he
has gone more out of his way to show it, occurs in his note
to the 450th verse of his translation of the ninth book of the
Iliad. A strong instance of the contrary disposition in
Homer, with proof that it remained to him in blindness,
and probably in old age, appears in a beautiful and affecting
address to the virgins who attended the festival at Delos,
for which the Hymn to Apollo has been composed'; and the
passage is^authenticated by Thucydides

:

X^^iri ^ wiw* S|Kiro Km /ur^virOi
Mwaa:6\ oww6Ti nir Tif mipvTvr

irtiguratf (tTnt To^aTil^io;

eifig Uirof ioifSp

'Ep9^ wXtfra$f Km rtyrifTi^Ot fAuXtra;
'T/Attf ^ fAoAa orowai

Tvpxif amfy •ifui h Xiy In trmmaXni^,
Thucyrf. 1. 3. c. 104.

Virgins, joy attend you all ! Remember me hereafter : and
‘ when
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course widely differing from what prevails in

disUmt climates and distant ages, we yet find in

general the most perfect decency, and evm elel

gance, of manners in Homer’s descriptions of the

intercourse of men and women. Helen’s conver-

sations on the walls of Troy, in the Iliad, and in

her court at Sparta, in the Odyssee, afford re-

markable examples. One office of civility, indeed,

which we find usually performed by women in the

heroic age, may excite our wonder : the business

of attending men in bathing seems to have been

peculiar to women ; and, in compliment to men
of rank, was performed by virgins of the highest

rank. When Telemachus visited Nestor at Pylus,

the office of washing and clothing him was assigned

to the beautiful Polycaste, the virgin daughter of

the venerable monarch. When Ulysses appeared

as an unknown stranger in his own palace, the

queen Penelope, uninformed who or what he was,

merely in pursuance of the common ceremonies

of hospitality, directed her young maids to attend

him to the bath. Ulysses refused the honor, and

desired an old woman; but the poet seems to

have thought it necessary that he should apologize

very particularly for such a singularity. Repug-

nant as these circumstances appear to common
notions of eastern jealousy, yet customs not abso-

lutely dissimilar are still found among the Arabs.

Indeed the general sentiments of the Turks to-

ward

Odyssre,
I.19.V.S17,

Ives’s

Journey
acro'<<i llte

UoSLTf.

Sir James
Porter's

Observa-
tions oil the

Religion,

Luwb,&c. of
the Turks.

‘ when any stranger from afar coming here shall ask, O
‘ Virgins, who is the sweetest poet that attends your fesUval,

‘ and witli whom are you most delighted ? do you all kindly

‘ answer, with one applauding voice, Our favorite is the Blind

‘•Man, who lives in rocky Chios/
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CHAP, ward the female sex are a strange compound of

>— the grossest sensuality with the most scrupulous

decency. For the oedit of Homer, and of his

age, it should be observed that, among all his

variety of pictures of human passion, not a hint

Occurs of that unnatural sensuality which after-

ward so disgraced Grecian manners.

It was customary in the heroic age, as indeed

at all times in Greece, for ladies of highest rank

to employ themselves in spinning and needlework,

and in at least directing the business of the loom

;

which was carried on, as till lately in the highlands

of Scotland, for every family within itself. It was

praise equally for a slave and a princess to be

skilful in works of this kind. In Homer’s time,

washing also was employment for ladies. The

princess Nausicaa, the ydung and beautiful

daughter of the opulent king of Phaeacia a coun-

try famed more for luxury than industry, w'ent

with her maids, in a carriage drawn by mules, to

a fountain in a sequestered spot at some distance

from the city, to wash the clothes of the family.

It is matter of no small curiosity to compare

the manners and principles of the heroic age of

Greece with those of our Teutonic ancestors.

There are strong lines of resemblance, and thtte

are strong characteristical touches by which they

stand distinguished. Greece was a country hold-

ing out to its possessors every delight of which

humanity is capable : but where, through the in-

efficiency of law, the instability of governments,

and the character of the times, happiness was

extremely precarious, and the change frequent

from
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from the height of bliss to the depth of misery.

Hence, rather than from his natural temper,

Homer seems to have derived a melancholy tinge

widely diffused over his poems He frequently

adverts, in general reflections, to the miseries of

mankind. That earth nourishes no animal more niad.

miserable than man, is a remark which he puts

into the mouth of Jupiter himself. His common
epithet for war and battle is ‘ tearful With Maiiefs

the northern bards, on the contrary, war and AutiquilLs.

battle were subjects of highest jqy and merriment:

and this idea was supported in fact, we are well

assured, to a most extraordinary decree. Yet Robertson’s

there was more generosity and less cruelty m the

Gothic spirit of war than in the Grecian. Whence
this arose

;
what circumstances gave the weaker

sex so much more consequence among the Teutonic

nations than among the Greeks ; how the spirit

of gallantly, so little known to this elegant and

polished people, should arise and gain such uni-

versal influence among the fierce unlettered sa-

vages of the North; that gallantry which, with

many fantastical and some mischievous effects,

has produced many highly salutary and honorable

to mankind ;
will probably ever remain equally a

mystery in the history of man, as why perfection

in the sciences and every elegant art should be

confined to the little territory of Greece, and to

those nations which have derived it thence.

•• See particularly ia the Odysiee, b.4. v. 93. b, 8, v.523*

b. 11. V.620. b. 18. V. 129.

Iliad, 1 . 8. V. 388.
Iliad, 1 . 13, v.765.
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CHAPTER HI.

History of Greece from the Trojan War to

the Return of the Heracleids ; and of the

Grecian Oracles, the Council of Amfhic-

TTONs, and the Olympian Games.

SECTION I.

Restoration of Orestes to the Throne if Argos, Conquest of

Peloponnesus bp the Dorians under the Heraekidsy com-

monly called the Return of the Heracleids, Distinction (f
the Greek Nation into Jonky MoliCy AttiCy Doric,

chap. ^ I
^AKIN

G

Homer as our faithful guide for

» j A the history of this early age, we may con-

clude that no great revolution, nothing of any

extensive consequence, happened in Greece, after

the troubles insuing from the Trojan war had

subsided, to the time when he composed his

poems. The most important events which he has

recorded, posterior to the return of the Greeks

from Troy, relate to the kingdom of Argos.

Od^'ssce, Oi^estes, son of Agamemnon, after living seven

years in exile at Athens, in the eighth found

means to revenge his father’s death and recover
1.S4.V.SS. his inheritance. He killed the usurper .^gistheus;

and his guilty mother Clytemnestra perished in

the tumult. Mounting then the throne of Argos,

he became a very powerftil prince, and reigned

with great reputation. Here the history of Homer
ends;
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ends ; and the manner in which these events are

mentioned by him appears strongly to indicate

that the period of his life would not admit of his

tracing history much farther

It was, according to Thucydides, (whose simple

affirmation carries more authority than that ofany

other writer, and upon this occasion has been

universally followed) about eighty years after

the destruction of Troy that a great revolution

happened, which changed the population of a

large part of Greece, and in its consequences,

that of a long extent of the western coast of Asia

Minor. The children and partizans of the great

Hercules had been invited from Athens, their

first place of refuge from the persecution of

Eurystheus king of Argos, to settle in Doris.

jEpalius, chief of that province, in gratitude for

important favors received from Hercules, is said

to have adopted Hyllus, eldest son of that hero,

by Deianeira, daughter of (Eneus king of iEtolia,

and to have bequeathed his principality to him.

Thus fortunately raised from the condition of

suppliant exiles to that of soverein princes, the

posterity of Hercules were however not to be

satisfied with a scanty command over herdmen

among the wilds of (Eta and Parnassus. Esteem-

ing themselves direct heirs of thefamily of Perseus,

they never ceased to claim the dominion of Pelo-

ponnesus, and particularly of Argos, of which the

superior

* His residence, after be was become blind, as he says him-

self in those lines of the Hymn to Apollo which have the

testimony of Thucydides to their authenticity, was in the iland

of Chios. Thucyd. 1 . 3. c. 104.

O2

Thuevd-
1. 1. c. 12.

Strabo,

1. 9. p. 4 i7
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superior policy and fortune of tbe family of Pelbps

had deprived them. Twice penetrating through

the isthmus, they w’ere compelled to retreat with

loss. But at length Temenus, Cresphontes, and

Aristodemiis, said to be great-grandsons of Hyllus,

associating Oxylus, an .£tolian chieftain, their

kinsman, crossed the Corinthian gulph from

Naupactus, at the head of an army, with which,

exceptting the mountainous province of Arcadia,

they overran the whole peninsula. Tisamenus,

son of Orestes, forced from Argolis and Laconia,

made however a stand in Ailgialeia
;
and main-

taining himself there, the country acquired from

his followers the name of Achaia. Of the rest the

lleracleids became complete masters. Temenus

took possession of Argos, Cresphontes of Mes-

senia, and, Aristodemus dying, his twin-sons

Eurysthenes and Procles were made joint kings

of Lacedajmon : Corinth was given to Aletes,

also a descendant of Hercules, and Eleia was

allotted to Oxylus. Sicyon and Phlius were after-

w'ard added to the Argian dominion
;
tbe former

by Phalces, son of Temenus
;
the other by Rheg-

nidas, son of Phalces.

Of the particulars of this important revolution,

the struggles likely to be maintained by princes

so established in their possessions as the Pelopids,

and so ccmnected by various ties of consanguinity

end political interest, or the causes why little

stnt^le. was made, scarcely any information re-

mains to us. It appears, indeed, that the Hera-

cleid chiefs had interest within the Peninsula:

Strabo*

1.8. p. 366.
for, as we are informed by Strabo, I.aconia was

betrayed
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betrayed to them. They seem also, in their

outset, to have judiciously disclaimed all hostile — —

'

mtention against the people of Peloponnesus, pro-

fessing that their aim was only to recover their

rights from princes who had usurped them. Far-
ther than this even Pausanias was unable to raiisan.

gather. Nor are we more informed of the time
**

employed in the conquest. But that the conquest

was in the end complete, and that an entire revo-

lution took place, not only in the government, hut

in the population also of the whole peninsula,

except Arcadia, are facts amply authenticated.

As soon as the division of. the conquered country

was agreed upon, the Ileracleid princes, binding c

themselves by solemn oaths mutually to sup[>ort

one another in their respective allotments, exactcid

ingagements upon oath to the same purpose from

all their subjects. But their Dorian and Aitolian

followers had not conquered rich and extensive

[irovinces for others, to return themselves to their

pristine poverty upon their native mountains. It

was, perhaps, a necessary policy to reward them

with establishments in the newly ac(juired terri-

tories.
^
A general oppression of the old inhabi-

tants followed
:

great numbers emigrated ; the

rest were mostly reduced to slavery
;
and in the

end the Heracleids, and their immediate parti- Ivkih.

zans, remained sole lords of the soil throughout

Peloponnesus, excepting Arcadia and Achaia.

This great change in the population of Greece,

and the importance which the Dorian name

acquired by it, among other consequences, occa-

sioned a new distinction of the Grecian people,

O 3 and
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and brought forward to public attention some old

ones, which in the time of Homer and Hesiod

appear to have been little noticed. Concerning

the hords who in earliest times occupied Greece

under various names, Dryopes, Caucones, Aones,

Leleges, Pelasgians, and others, the diligent and

judicious Strabo seems to have been unable to

discover how far they were different people.

They seem all to have spoken one language : for,

in the civilized ages, no trace or memory of a

dialect not Grecian was to be found in any, the

most mountainous part of the country. They

appear also to have been much intermixed ;
but

the Pelasgian name prevailed on the continent,

and the Lelegian in the islands
;
the former in-

cluding, at one time, as Herodotus assures us, all

people of Grecian race. The Athenians and

Arcadians, in whose country, within reach of

tradition, there had never been any complete

change of population, continued always to refer

their origin, in part at least, to the Pelasgians,

Revolutions, depriving the other Greeks of means

to trace their ancestry so high, gave them at the

some time new eras whence to begin their account

of themselves, in consequence of which the old

fell more reddily into oblivion. The Pelasgian

name thus grew obsolete at an early period, and

the Greek nation became distinguished into two

hords, called Ionian and .£oIian. Yet neither

have we any certain information how this distinc-

tion arose; tho tradition mentions JEoIus and

Doras, sons of Hellen the son of Deucalion, and

I<xi and Achscus sons of Zuthus, another son of

3 Hellen,
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Hellen, as the patriarchs of the Grecian people^ sect.

from whom the appellations of their principal \ -

divisions were derived. The history of thest^

princes, however, is uncertain in extreme; and

tradition of better authority gives reason to sup-

pose that the appellations had another and an

earlier origin. Before the return of the Heracleids Homer,

the Achaian name was common to all the Pelo- de^iljg.

ponnesians. The Ionian name had been still more
®ad

comprehensive
; having included the Achaians ’Umc

and the Boeotians, who, together with those to

whom it was afterwards confined, would make
nearly the whole of the Greek nation ; and among
the Orientals it was always the general name for

the Greeks.

But whatever may have been originally the dis-

tinction of the Grecian hords, it became, in the

course of ages, more than nominal ; since, tho

their settlements were intermixed, and their

language fundamentally one, each people pre-

served its peculiar dialect. Attica was con-

sidered as the orginal settlement of the lonians

:

its antient inhabitants were usually distinguished Hom. ii.

by that name ;
and the country was called Ionia.

Colonies migrating thence into Peloponnesus, Hcrodot.

occupied the province afterward named Achaia, *•

but previously iEgialos and jEgialcia
; and the

Ionian colonists were called ALgialian Pelasgians*

The people of the rest of Greece, within and

without the isthmus, were esteemed of the .Slolian

hord :
yet, according to Pausanias, the dialect of pausan.

Argos, before the return ofthe Heracleids, was the

same as the antient Attic. Of the farther division,

o 4 however.
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CHAP, however, of the Grecian people, which afterward

'— arose, we have from Strabo a clear account. The

?8L^'38S.
inhabitants of the mountainous tract about .Par-

nassus, under the name of Dorians, who, accord-

Herodot. ing to Herodotus, had migrated thither from
i. i.c. 56 .

jijjg jjjg antient Atticans, from the

barrenness of their country, and their consequent

poverty, little subject to invasion
;
and thus, while

the other .dEolians, from their frequent revolutions

and intermixture with foreiners, acquired a new
dialect, the Dorians alone retained their manners

isocrat. and language unaltered. When under the Plera-

strab^ra. cleids they became masters of Peloponnesus, the
p. 864,365. fonner inhabitants were mostly either expelled or

reduced to slavery ; excepting those who under

Tisamenus maintained themselves in Achaia, and

the Arcadians, who, with their mountains, preserved

their freedom. The exiles passed to Asia Minor,

and overpowering there the Asiatics, as they had
been themselves overpowered by the Dorians,

they established colonies all along the western

coast of that country. Four distinctions of the
4* 8 » 333. ^

Grecian people now arose out of the original two.

The Dorian name prevailed in all the establish-

ments of the Heracleids, and was preserved by all

the colonies founded by their descendants, in

Asia, Italy, Sicily, and wheresoever else. The
Athenians also rose to such preeminence above all

other people of Ionian race, that their name, like-

wise prevailed over that of their hord
; and thus

the two ori^nal dialects of the Grecian language

acquired the new names of Doric and Attic, while

the two other principal dialects, which various

circumstances
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circumstances had contributed to alter, retained

the antient appellations of ^olic and Ionic. But

all the Greeks without the isthmus, except the strabo. i. s.
* aoo .10*1

Athenians and Megarians, claimed iEolian origin.

The Megarians, tho of iEolian race, yet being a

Dorian colony from Peloponnesus, chose to retain

the distinction of the Doric name. The Ionian Herodot.

name was rejected in Greece, and retained only

by those lonians who migrated into Asia and the

ilands
; and to them the dialect called Ionic was

peculiar.

1>. 392. 393.

1.1. c. 143.

SECTION II.

On§in and Progress of Oracles,

The history of a people divided, like the Greeks, sect.

into many little states, each exercising complete '—

—

sovereinty within its own territory, cannot be

traced in so connected a manner as that of those

nations whose parts are united under one system

of government. Historians have therefore found

it convenient, after giving a summary account of

the remoter ages, to select two commonwealths,

Athens and Lacedaemon, as main channels in

which their narrative should run ;
contenting them*

selves with but occasionally relating the more

important transactions of the rest. While the

same method is followed here, equally from neces-

sity and choice, the business of the historian, it

should seem, were veiy incompletely executed

should he omit to investigate, with some accuracy,

the circumstances which principally contributed

to
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CHAF. to keep so many independent and eternally warring

- • states, without any express league, and often with*

out any very obvious common interest, stiU in some

measure united, still always to esteem themselves

one people, so as to acquire (for they had them not

in the early periods oftheirhistory) singularly strong

lines of distinction from all the rest of.mankind,

Tho, among the consequences of the great

revolution affected by the Heracleids, a separation

in national pride, opposition in national preju*

dices, and even national antipathies, might be

liable to arise among the Grecian people, the

Dorians yet fortunately brought with them, from

their former country, habits, opinions, and attach-

ments, not only tending to correct the mischievous

effects of political jedousies among the several

independent states which they established in Pelo-

ponnesus, but also to preserve and even increase

the intercourse, and strengthen the connection

with the rest of Greece. The province of Doris

was chiefly composed of the northern branches

of the lofty ridge of Parnassus, at the southern

end of which Delphi was situated. The oracle

of that place had been for some time increasing in

reputation among the people of the neighboring

rut. de provinces ; and it was not without the incourage-

t‘l'p.686. D>^t of some responses, which admitted a ftivor-

able into^retation, that the Heracleids had

ingaged in their enterprize. Their Ml success

therefore could not Ml to extend the fame and

increase the credit of the oracle. The great bond

indeed that first united, and afterward for ages

principally held the Greeks together^ 'was their

religion
;
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religion ; of the early state of which, and some sect.

principal circumstances in its rise and progress, *—

—

from among those which can be sufficiently ascer-

tained for history, it has been alreddy endevored

to give an account. Some inquiry will now be

necessary concerning those reputed means of re-

gular communication with the deity, less known

in earlier times, but which, in the period to which

we are approaching, became political engines of

singular force, and had their effect on almost

every important occurrence. It were indeed a

very vain attempt to pursue, through all its intri-

cacies, the history of institutions founded upon

ignorance, and raised by deceit, at an age far be-

yond the reach of written memorials ;
and ever

afterward, during their existence through many

centuries, covered from common observation with

the utmost caution of interested ingenuity favored

by political pow^r. But* as the subject is both

curious in itself, and important to the history

before us, it shall be endevored here to reduce

under one point of view, what can be collected

from antient writers, principally tending to illus-

trate the early circumstances of oracles.

Superstition was formed into a system in Egypt

at an age prior to our first accounts of it* Vast

temples were built, innumerable ceremonies esta-

blished ; the same body, forming the hereditary

priesthood and llie nobility of the nation, directed

with a high hand the belief and consciences of

the people; and prophecy was not only among

their pretensions, but perhaps the most indis-

I>ensable part of their office. Wc have alreddy
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CHAP, had occasion to remark how usual it was with

the Phenician traders, then the general carriers of

frS?'k the Mediterranean, to steal women. It happened

that the master of a Phenician vessel carried off

a woman-attendant of the temple of Jupiter at

Thebes on the Nile, and sold her in Thesprotia

;

a mountainous tract in the north-western part

of Epirus, bordering on the Illyrian hords. Re-

duced thus unhappily to slavery among barba-

rians, the woman however soon became sensible

of the superiority which her education in a more

civilized country gave her over them
;
and she

conceived hopes of mending her condition, by

practising upon their ignorance what she had

acquired of those arts which, in able hands, im-

posed upon a more inlightened people. She gave

out, that she possessed all the powers of prophecy

to which the Egyptian priests pretended ;
that

she could discover present secrets and foretel

future events. Her pretensions excited curiosity

:

she chose her station under the shade of a spread-

ing oak, where, in the name of the god Jupiter,

she delivered answers to numbers who came to

consult her; and shortly her reputation, as a

prophetess, extended as far as the people of the

country themselves communicated. These simple

circumstances of her story were afterward, ac-

cording to the genius of those ages, turned into

a fable, which was commonly told in the time of

Herodotus, by the Dodonsean priests. A black

pigeon, they said, flew from Thebes in Egypt to

Dodona, and perching upon an oak, proclaimed

with human voice, ‘ That an oracle of Jupiter

‘ should
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* should be established there*.’ The Dodonatans, sect.

concluding that a divinity Spoke through the ^

—

agency of the pigeon, obeyed the mandate, and

the oracle was established. The historian accounts

for the fiction thus : The woman, on her arrival,

speaking in a forein dialect, the Dodomeans said

she spoke like a pigeon : but afterward, when she

had acquired the Grecian speech and accent, they

said the pigeon, who from her darker complexion

was called the black pigeon, now spoke with a

human voice. The trade of prophecy being both

easy and lucrative, the office of the prophetess

was readily supplied both with associates and

successors. A temple for the deity and habi-

tations for his ministers were built; and tlius,

according to the evidently honest, and apparently

well-founded and judicious account of Herodotus,

arose the oracle of Jupiter at Dodona, the very

place where tradition, still remaining to the days

of that w riter, testified that sacrifices had formerly

been performed only to the Nameless God.

In consequence probably of the success of

Dodona, oracles were, in remote ages, attempted

in various places ^ Olympia, as we learn from

Strabo,

* Homer, (Odyssee, 14. 328. & 19. 297.) iEschylus,

(Prometh. Vinct. v. 827.) Plato, (Phasdrus, p. 275. t. 3.)

and Strabo, (1 . 5. p. 328.) call the prophetic tree Apyj.

—

Hesiod, (as quoted by the Scholiast upon the Trachiniae of

Sophocles, V. 1174.) Herodotus, 1 . 2. c. 55. and Lucian, (Dial.

Micyll. & Gall.) call it 1 do not suppose any con-

tradiction between them ; because 1 take to have hnen

a generic name, and a species. See note 8. in the first

section of the first chapter of this History.

* The learned M. Hardion, in his first Dissertation on the

Oracle of Delphi, (Mem. de I'Acad.des Inscrip.) undertakes to

prove
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CHAP. Strabo, before the establishment of its games,

-V—

>

was famous for the oracle of Olympian Jupiter

;

1. 8 . pi’353. 'which however ceased at an early period. The

pretension to the gift of prophecy, as a dispen>

sadon of the dei^ to certain individuals, being

found still lucrative, continued still to be common,

but it was often dangerous. For in gratifying

one great man, tho but by telling the simple truth,

the ill-will of another, or perhaps of the multitude,

Iliad. was excited. Thus Homer represents the seer
1. 1. T. 74.

^ of rank, afraid to declare

a truth which might offend Agamemnon *, and we
Euripides find in Euripides the reason expressly given for

^*'971!* preferring local oracles :
‘ Men are liable to be

‘ warped by fear, favor, or pity. Prophecies

‘ should be delivered by Apollo alone, who re-

‘ spects nobody.’ Whenever therefore means

occurred for establishing the belief that a deity

favored

prove from Herodotus himself, that Herodotus is wrong in

asserting the Dodonasan oracle to have been the oldest in

Greece. But the whole of his argument rests on a suppo-

sition that the Pelasgians, founders of the Dodonxan oracle,

originated from a handful of savages (une poignGe d^homnies,

ou, pour mieux dire, des brutes) first assembled under Pelasgus

on the mountains of Arcadia, long after the establishment of

the Delphian oracle. Nothing, however, in antient Grecian

tradition appears more certain than that the Pelasgian name
and people had a very different origin (1) ; nothing more
uncertain than the time when the Delphian oracle was first

established ; and scarcely anything more evidently fabulous

than those rraorts of the early consultation of it, on whose
authority M. Hardion has not scrupled to say, ‘ il est ik-
* OOKTXSTABLB qu'il fitoit ^tabli m^me avant le deluge de
^ Deucalion.' The first account of the consultation of the

Delphian oracle to which Strabo seems to have given any
credit was that of Homer, who mentions a response to

Agamemnon before the Trojan war. See Strabo, b. 9. p. 417.

(1) See chap. 1 , lect. S. 6c 4. of tliii Hist.
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favored any particular spot with his peculiar grace

and frequent presence, and would deign there to

communicate with mortals who knew how duly

to invoke him, priests and soothsayers would not

neglect the opportunity. The faithful delivery of

the divine mandate no longer then depended on
the credit of a single person, but a college of

priests became its warrant ; while the supposed

sanctity of the place protected all within its pre-

cinct, and the number of the associated attendants

added to the security of those ingaged in any

office of the prophetical function. Through such

inducements many oracles were in early times

established, which, like Olympia, succeeded for a

time, and decayed. But the oracle which held

its reputation, and extended it, we may say, over

the world, was Delphi. Of this celebrated place

so many fables are related, some of them referred

to times long before, according to any authentic

account, an oracle existed in Greece, that the

writer whose subject calls for some elucidation of

the matter, finds no small difficulty to determine

what not to reject of all that has been said upon

it. Indeed on this mythological ground, where

even the antiquarian and the professed dissertator

should tread with caution, the historian cannot

but hesitate at every step. He will certainly

not attempt to lead his reader a regular journ^

through it ; but he may point out to lum a few

spots of the firmer soil, which, witliout risk of

material deception, may inahle him to form some

general idea of the whole.

On
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€HAP.
III.

Strabo*

K9.p. 418,

Strabo,

1.9. p.4l9.

t)io(1or.

1. 16. e. S6.

Pausan.

1 10. c. .5.

Schol. in

Pint. Aris-

toph. V.9.

On the southern side of mount Parnassus, with-*

in the western border of Phocis against Locris,

'and at no great distance from the seaport towns

of Crissa and Cirrha, the mountain-crags form a

natural amphitheater, difficult of access; in the

midst of which a deep cavern, discharged, from

a narrow orifice, a vapor powerfully affecting the

brain of those who came within its influence. This,

we are told, was first brought to public notice by

a goatherd, whose goats, brouzing on the brink,

were thrown into singular convulsions; upon

which the man going to the spot and cndevoring

to look into the chasm, became himself agitated

like one frantic. These extraordinary circum-

stances were communicated through the neighbor-

hood; and the superstitious ignorance of the age

immediately attributed them to a deity residing

in the place. Frenzy of every kind, among the

Greeks, even in more inlightened times, was

supposed the effect of divine inspiration, and the

incoherent speeches of the frantic were regarded

as prophetical*. A spot therefore to which

herdmen only and their goats had hitherto been

accustomed to climb over the rugged sides of the

mountain, now became an object of extensive

curiosity: it was said to be the oracle of the

goddess Earth : the rude inhabitants, from all the

neighboring parts, resorted to it for info^^^tion

concerning futurity ; to obtain which any one of

them

* Ut alia nos meliua multa quam Gneci, sic huic prsestan-

tissimse rei divinationi, nomen nostri a divis, Graeri, nt Plato,

interpretatur (in Phsedro) a furore dixerunt. M. T. Cic. de
divinatione, 1. i.s. i.
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them inhaJed the vapor, and whatever he uttered sect.

in the insuing intoxication, passed for prophecy. . —

—

But the function of prophet, under these cir-

cumstances, was not a little dangerous: for

many through the superinduced giddiness, fell

into the cavern and M'ere lost. An assembly of

the neighboring inhabitants was therefore con-

vened; in which it was determined that one

person, appointed by public authority, should

alone be permitted to receive the inspiration and

render the responses of the divinity
;

and that

the security of the prophet should be provided for

by a frame placed over the chasm, through which

the maddening vapor might be inhaled with safety.

A virgin was preferred for the sacred office
;
and

a frame was prepared, resting on three feet,

whence it had the name of tripod. The place

bore the name of Pytho, of uncertain origin, but

attributed in aftertimes to some adventures of the

gods there, which gave it a mystical dignity
; and

thence the title of Pythoness or Pythia became

attached to the prophetess. To obtain the in-

spiration which, it was supposed, not only inabled,

but forced her to reveal the will of the divinity,

the Pythoness was placed on the tripod. A sacred

estimation thus became attached to the form of

that machine, insomuch that thence, according

to Diodorus, arose the partiality which induced

not the Greeks only but the Romans to prefer it

for every utensil, whether for sacred or domestic

purposes, to which it could be applied.

The importance of the oracle being increased

by this interference of public authority, a farther

YQT T p establishment
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CHAP, establishment became necessary. A rude temple

> .was built over the cavern, priests were appointed,

ceremonies were prescribed, sacrifices were per-

formed. A revenue now was necessary. All

therefore who would consult the oracle hence-

forward, must come with offerings in their hands.

The reputation of the place no longer then de-

pended simply on the superstition of the people:

the interest of the priests became its guardian.

f'*voracie
according to probable conjecture, the

deDciphes, chsuge of divinities supposcd to preside at Delphi,

fiardioii. The profits produced by the prophetical abilities

of the goddess Earth beginning to fail, it was

asserted that the god Neptune was associated

Pausan. with her in the oracle. After this the goddess
'

Themis was said to have succeeded her mother

.®»chyi. Earth in the inheritance. Still new incentives to

‘ public credulity and curiosity became necessary.

If the attempt to sift fact from fable may in any

case be indulged to the historian, the hymn to

Apollo, transmitted to us as the composition of

Homer, seems to offer so probable an account of

the next and final change in the property of this

celebrated place, that it may be permitted to

introduce it here.

Apollo was a deity of great reputation in the

ilands and in Asia Minor, but hitherto of little

fame on the continent of Greece, when a vessel

from Gnossus in Crete came to the port of Crissa
;

and the crew landing, proceeded immediately up

the neighboring mountain Parnassus to Delphi.

Presently a wonderful story was circulated, ‘ Tliat

^ this vessel, being bound to Pylus on the coast
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* of Messenia, had been forced by a preternatural sect.

* power beyond that port, and while the asto- '

—

* nished crew were perfectly passive, had l)een

‘ conducted with surprizing exactness and expe-

* dition to Crissa : that a dolphin of uncommon
* magnitude had accompanied the vessel, appa-
‘ rently with authority, and, on their arrival at

‘ Crissa, discovered himself to the crew to be the

‘ great and beneficent god Apollo
; ordering them

‘ at the same lime to follow him to Delphi, where
‘ they should become his ministers.’ The pro-

ject succeeded beyond expectation. Sacrifices and

petitions to Themis and Neptune had plainly for

some time been wrong : Apollo was now the pre.

siding power of the place; and under this god,

through the skill of his new ministers (for Crete,

as we have seen, was earlier civilized, and had

probably more intercourse with Egypt than the

rest of Greece) the oracle recovered and increased

its reputation. Delphi, which had the advantage

of being really near the center of Greece, was

reported to be the center of the world
;
miracles

were invented to prove so important a circum-

stance, and Navel of the Earth was among the

titles which it acquired Perhaps at this time

the Pythian games had their origin in the prize

offered for a hymn in honor of Apollo, to be per-

formed by the voice accompanied by the cithara.

The first victor, Pausanias informs us, was a PanMn.

^ , i.ia. c.r.
Cretan.

* Strabo, 1 . 9. p. 419.' Mr. Bryant has accountod fi>r this

title ingeniously, and perhaps justly, in bis Analysis ol Antient

Mythology, vol. 1. p. 240.
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CHAP. Cretan. It was not till some ages after that

’— —

'

.athletic exercises were introduced, in imitation of

the Olympian.

Delphi, however, prospering through its oracle,

became early a considerable town. Situate as it

was among barren mountain-crags, the rich vale

Whciiet’. of Crissa was at hand for its supply
; the Boeotian

iiitoGrcpre, plain was not far distant, and the neighborhood
b.4vp.3i6.

^ convenience.

Before Homer’s time, if we may credit the hymn
to Apollo, the temple of that deity was built of

stone, with some magnificence. But the Dorian

conquest seems to have been the fortunate cir-

cumstance that principally spred its fame and

inlarged its influence
;
which quickly so extended,

that nothing of moment witliin Greece was under-

taken by states, or even by private persons who
could afford the expence, without first consulting

the oracle of Delphi
;
particularly in circumstances

of doubt, anxiety, and distress, Delphi was the

refuge. A present upon these occasions was al-

ways necessary ; and prmces and opulent persons

endevored to conciliate the favor of the deity by

offerings of great value. Afterward vanity came
in aid to superstition, in bringing riches to the

temple. The names of those who made consider-

able presents were always registered
;
and when

statues, tripods, 'or other ornaments of valuable

materials or elegant workmanship were given, they

were publicly exhibited in honor of the donor.

But the wealth and growing estimation ofDelphi
had also another source, of which information

remains only so far as to assure us of the fact,

with
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with far less explanatioo of circumstances than

for its importance might be desired. In the

general insecurity of property in the early ages,*

and especially in Greece, it was highly desirable

to convert all that could be spared from immediate

use into that which might most easily be removed
from approaching danger. By a compact under-

stood among men, with this view, the precious

SECT.
II.

metals appear to have obtained their early esti-

mation. . Gold then and silver having acquired

their certain value as signs of wealth, a deposit

secure against the dangers continually threatening,

not individuals only, but every town and state in

Greece, would be the next object of the wealthy.

Such security offered no where in equal amount
as in those temples which belonged not to any

single state, but were respected by the common
religion of the nation. The priesthood, not likely

to refuse the charge, would have a large interest

in acquiring the reputation of fidelity to it. Thus
Delphi appears to have become the great bank of

Greece, perhaps before Homer, in whose time its

riches seem to have been already proverbial.

Such then was found the value of this institution,

that when the Dorian conquest drove so large a

part of the Greek nation into exile, the fugitives,

who acquired new settlements in Asia, established

there their own national bank, in the manner of

that of their former country, recommending it to

the protection of the same divinity : the temple

of Apollo at Branchidse became the great deposi- iierodot,

tory of the wealth of Ionia.
*' *'

P3 Of
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CHAP. Of the management of the prophetical business

. . of Delphi, some information remains, bearing the

Diod. Sic. ‘appearance of authenticity. The Pythoness was
1 . 16. c. S6.

gjjQggjj fjom among mountain-cottagers, the most

unacquainted with mankind that could be found.

It was always required that she should be a virgin,

and originally she was taken very young. The

purity of virgin innocence, to which the Greeks

always attached an idea of mysterious sanctity,

made a girl most fit, in vulgar opinion, to receive

the influence of the God
;
and ignorance, which

evinced purity of mind, was at the same time

very commodious for the purposes of the priests.

Once appointed, she was never to quit the temple.

Ibid. But unfortunately it happened that one Pythoness

made her escape : her singular beauty inamored

a young Thessalian, who succeeded in the

hazardous attempt to carry her off. It was

afterward decreed that no Pythoness should be

appointed under fifty years of age
;
but that in

simplicity she should still be the nearest possible

to a child ; and that even the dress appropriated

to girls should be preserved to her. The office

of Pythoness appears not to have been desirable.

Either the emanation from the cavern, or some

art of the managers, threw her into real convuh

sions. Priests, intitled prophets, led her to the

sacred tripod, force being often necessary for the

purpose, and held her on it till her frenzy rose to

whatever pitch w'as in their judgement most fit

for the occasion. To secure themselves was not

difficult; because those noxious vapors, which

6 have
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have been observed in caverns, in various parts of sect.
the world, are so much specifically heavier than ^ .

the wholesome air, that they never rise above a

certain height*. But Pythonesses are said to pintnrch.

have expired almost immediately after quitting

the tripod, and even on the tripod. The broken

accents, which the wretch uttered in her a<Tonv, ^ iio.

11 11 .11 C? J? Siralu),

were collected and arranged by the prophets, and 1. ?». p.419.

then promulgated, till a late period always in

verse, as the answer of the god. There were

however a few days only in the year on which the

god might be interrogated; and those variable

within the power of the priests. Previous sacri-

fices were moreover necessary, and if the victims

were not favorable the Pythoness would in vain

solicit inspiration. Thus the priests had it always

in their power to deny answers, to delay answers,

or to give answers direct, dubious, or unintelligible,

as theyjudged most advantageous for tiie credit of

the oracle. With frequent opportunities there*

fore of arrogating the merit of true prophecy, the

oracle generally avoided the risk of being con-

victed of false
;
tho such misfortune happened to

many oracles less ably conducted, to the no small

advantage of Delphi
;
which thence acejuired the Sir:i >0,

reputation, delivered to us in words not advan-

tageous to the general character of those fixed

seats of prophecy, of being the least fallacious of

all oracles. But if princes or great men applied

in a proper manner for the sanction of the god to

any

• See Berg^man’s Physical and Chemical Essays, in Cullen's

Translation, v. i. p. 83,

P4
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CHAP, any undertaking, they seldom failed to receive it

—
' in direct terms, provided the reputation of the

bracle for truth was not liable to immediate dan-

ger from the event.

SECTION III.

Of the Origin and Constitution of the Council of Amphictyons.

When the Delphian sanctuary had acquired that

extensive importance which resulted from the

circumstances just related, and the wealth accu-

mulated there offered so tempting a prey to the

unscrupulous among the leaders of the numerous

states around, composed intirely of a military

people, it w as little fit that the charge should be

trusted wholly to the Delphian citizens, or even

to the united government of the Phocian people.

What indeed that government was in early times,

w e have no information. When it first becomes

known to us, the Phocians were divided into no

less than two and twenty village states, nearly

independent. But among the dark confusion and

fanciful falsehood of antient tradition, we have
Ch.i fec.4. seen large assurance that the people inhabiting to
of this Hist. fir rr-. 1 1 1

°
the northward of mount Cbta, and along the coast

of the iEgean sea eastward as far as the Helles-

pont, were, in early times, more enlightened than

the southern Greeks : who in after-ages acknow-

leged obligation to instructors from that country,

ill religion, morality, legislation, and their vehicles

music and poetry. We may gather also that

the numerous barbarians of the extensive inland

country,
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country, continually harassing the more civilized sect.

inhabitants of the coast, drove some to seek securer —
settlements elsewhere

;
and by preventing the

cultivation of the arts of peace, reduced the rest

to become barbarians like themselves. Greece

possessed advantageous barriers against these

eVils, in its several ranges of almost impassable

mountains, stretching across the country from sea

to sea. The southern parts, therefore, with the

ilands, afforded refuge for those inhabitants of

the northern coast, who had means of transporting

themselves, and effects to subsist on
;
and Thrace

thus shared with Egypt and Phenicia in the

honor of civilizing Greece. Thessaly, however,

bordering on the barbarian hords, and by the

fruitfulness of its soil, singularly tempting invasion,

was in elder times peculiarly subject to revolutions.

Yet, among the uncertain and romantic traditions

remaining to us concerning Thessaly also, there

appears good foundation for belief that it was, at

a very early period, governed by princes more

powerful and more informed than their cotem-

poraries of southern Greece. Among these the

name of Deucalion is famous. But whatever

truth or whatever error of tradition may have

mixed that name with the circumstances of a

deluge, and whether the deluge was that which

destroyed the whole world, or one which wasted
'

only a part of Greece, there seems no reason to

doubt the existence of a king of Thessaly of the

name, a principal potentate of his time. The

dominions of that prince are said, on his death, to

have been divided between his sons ;
the country

northward
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CHAP, northward of the pass of Thermopylae forming a

kingdom under Hellen, and the country south-

ward another, under Amphictyon, who afterward

added to it the province of Attica Both these

princes were of great fame, but very uncertain

history. From Hellen is said to have originated

the name Hellenes, the general denomination by

which the Greeks of after-ages designated them-

selves. To Amphictyon is attributed the insti-

tution of the council of Amphictyons, which, de-

fective and obscure as remaining accounts of it

are, will demand some attention

Ages before letters began to record the trans-

actions of the Greeks, a regular establishment

had been made of an assembly of deputies from

the provinces northward and southward of mount
(Eta, to consult on the common interests of their

constituents. Their ordinary place of meeting

was a temple, dedicated to the goddess Ceres,

near

’ In Homer's lime no common name for all the Greeks

had obtained general acceptation. In the want of such we
find him evidently at a loss. But in the 37th line of bis

catalogue, be plainly ineanc to include the whole nation under

the two names Panhellenes and Aciiaioi: the former

seemingly intended tor the northern Greeks, the latter for the

southern. Thus also in the Odyssee be apparently intends

the northern division of the country by the name Hellas^
and the southern by the name Arc os (1), where under the

two he means evidently to include the whole of Greece. The
appellation Danaoi appears to mark the southern Gre^i
only, or however chiefly. Strabo tells us (2), that Argos
was antiently a name including all Peloponnesus; that the

epithet Aciiaic, used by Homer, was deriv^ from the Phthiot

Achaians, who came into the peninsula with Pelops, and set-

tled in Laconia ; and that Danai was a n^ie which the Pelo-

ponnesian Pelasgiaiis received from the Egyptian Danaiis.

(1) OHyss. I. 1. r.'344. 1 4 v.726. & 8X6. & Kl5. .80.
(8) J.7.p.365. I.8.p.S71.
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near Ae mouth of the river Asopus, at that pass sect.

of Thermopylae, afterward so &mous. These '

—

deputies bore the title of Amphictyons, it is said,'

from the founder of the institution*. Strabo sirabo,

attributes the regulations which became the basis

of the constitution of this assembly to Acrisius

king of Argos, grandfather of the hero Perseus,

rejecting, as of no authority, all accounts of tlie

assembly before the age of that prince. The

conjectures of the Grecian chronologers, with

which, however, the geographer shows himself

everywhere little satisfied, placed Amphictyon a

century and a half earlier than Acrisius. Sir Newton**

Isaac Newton supposed them cotemporary, and

about a centuiy older than the Trojan war. If ^

we admit the English philosopher’s chronology,

the supposition of a league of the most pow erful

princes of the northern with the most powerful

prince of the southern part of Greece, will carry

no apparent improbability, nor docs it seem easy

otherw ise to account for the interference of a king

of Argos, unmentioned by any tradition as a

conqueror, in the regulation of an assembly of

states at Thermopylae That a connection and

a beneficial

* It appears to have been the most received opinion of the

most judicious antiquarians among the antients, that the

Amphictyonic council had its name from Amphictyon son of

Deucalion, tho the obvious application of the word, with a

very small alteration, as a description instead of

an arbitrary appellation of the persons who composed tlie

assembly, led some to suppose that this was the true name.

See Pausan. b. lo. c. 8.

® Sir Isaac Newton, as a matter of probability, not resting

on positive authority, supposes Amphictyon to have bc-eii the

founder of the assembly at Thermopylae, and Acrisius of that

at
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CHAP, a beneficial connection was formed, and that, by

— some means, the kings of Argos obtained a

superiority, is amply indicated by Homer, in the

ready acquiescence which he ascribes to all the

Grecian chiefs, as far as the utmost bounds of

Thessaly, under the authority of Agamemnon,

and the acknowlegement of it even by the proud

and powerful Achilles. Nevertheless from Homer

we have no mention of the Amphictyonic council.

Possibly and even probably it may have been the

policy of the Pelopid princes to repress its power,

which had been favored by the Perseid line, whom
they had expelled

;
and so, in Homer s time, it

may have been insignificant and obscure. But

in consequence of the revolution produced in

Peloponnesus by the return of the Heracleids,

and the equality asserted by the several princes

who obtained settlements there, the power or

influence which the Pelopid princes, and especially

Agamemnon, had held among the northern pro-

vinces, fell immediately ;
and the principal sway

in the assembly, and the principal interest in

supporting it, reverted again to Thessaly.

The constitution of this famous assembly, ob-

scure in its origin through extreme antiquity, is

not accurately known to us even in those ages

from which we might expect accurate informa-

tion. We find, however, that every state of

the Amphictyonic confederacy sent at least one

representative,

at Delphi. But we shall have occasion in the sequel to

observe ground for assigning to the Delphic assembly, or

more properly the Delphic session of the Arophictyons, a much
later origin.
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representative, who bore the title of Pylagore**.

Eacti member had an equal vote on every occasion '—v—
in which the authority of the council was exerted

;

and no Amphictyon derived any legal privilege

or authority from the rank or estimation which

his constituents held among the Grecian states,

but all were properly peers. The meeting was

opened with solemn sacrifices to Ceres. After-

ward an additional representative was sent by

every state, with the different title of Hieromnemon,

indicating that his office was more particularly to

superintend all concerns of religion. The form

of the Amphictyonic oath has been preserved to

us
;
not that of the earliest times, but probably

not very different in tenor. It ran thus :
^ I swear ^scMn.

, .11 1 A 1 • . . Or. de fal.

‘ that I Will never subvert any Amphictyonic city : Leguu

* I will never stop the courses of their water,

‘ either in war or peace. If any such outrages

* be attempted, I will oppose them by force of

‘ arms, and destroy those cities which are guilty

' of such attempt. If any devastations be com-

‘ mitted in the territory of the god, if any shall

‘ be privy to such offence, or entertain any design

* against the temple, I will use my hands, my
‘ feet, my whole force, to bring the offending party

‘ to condign punishmen ’ An awful imprecation

was

What remains from antient authors upon the subject has

been largely collected by Dean Prideaux in his treatise on

tlie Oxford Marbles, and Dr. Leland, in the preliminary

Discourse to his History of Philip king of Macedonia, lias

added what has been imagined by modern writers. In the

sequel of this history occasion will occur to notice the con-

nection of the Amphictyonic council with the {M>IiticaI in-

terests of the country, as they arise ;
whence ill usl ration,

still imperfect, yet perhaps the best to be obtained, may
result.
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CHAP, was subjoined :

‘ If any shall violate any pm of

—vA-* / this solemn engagement, whether city, private

* person, or nation, may such violators be ob-*

‘ noxious to the vengeance of Apollo, Diana,

‘ Latona, and Minerva the Provident. May
‘ their land never produce its fruit; May their

‘ women never bring forth children of the same
* nature with the parents, but offspring unnatured

‘ and monstrous : May they be forever defeated

‘ in war, in judicial controversies, and in all civil

‘ transactions ; and may their families, and their

‘ whole race, be utterly destroyed : May they

‘ never offer an acceptable sacrifice to Apollo,

‘ Diana, Latona, and Minerva the Provident, but

‘ may all their sacred rites be forever rejected.’

The first part of this oath is pointed to what was

really the most important business of the assembly,

and which seems to have been with great wisdom

and humanity proposed as the principal end of

the institution, the establishment and support of

a kind of law of nations among the Greeks, that

might check the violence of war among them-

selves, and finally prevent those horrors, that ex-

tremity of misery, which the barbarity of elder

times usually made the lot of the vanquished.

The view of the founders seeps evidently to have

gone farther
;
to bring all disputes between Am-

phictyonic states before this tribunal, and totally

to stop war among them, or to punish it as private

war and rebellion “. To this however, after the

return of the Heracleids, amid the jealous claims

of

n«f> tS» rit'A/tfuervanHit

h'lmf offM wjit livir. Strab. 1. 9- P* 420.
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of every Grecian city to absolute independency,

the Amphictyonic council was never equal. Re-,

volutions in early times reduced it to obscurity.

Afterward the Delphian oracle, and the Delphian

treasure were committed to its superintendency,

whence no small additional importance accrued

to it. Nevertheless the members seem wisely to

have avoided the attempt to exert an authority,

which they wanted power effectually to support.

Contests between states were, however, always

esteemed proper objects of its jurisdiction : but

the superintendency of the religion of the Greek

nation was more particularly its office. Its au-

thority to fine any Amphictyonic state, and, in

case of noncompliance with injunctions, even to

levy forces, and to make w^ar on the disobedient,

were allowed. Of disputes between private

persons it never condescended to take connisance.

Its proceedings were generally conducted with

prudence and dignity
;
and its decrees, notwith-

standing its deficiency of power, were highly re-

spected.

SECTION IV.

Early Dissensions of the Hcrackid Princes, Unsettled State

of Pehpormesus, Origin of the Grecian Games, Institution

of the Olympian Festival by Ipkitus King of Elis,

The Return of the Heracleids, as the

Dorian conquest is commonly termed by Grecian

writers, produced a revolution in Peloponnesus

so complete that, except in the rugged province

of Arcadia, nothing remained unaltered. The

Argian
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CHAP. Arpan princes of the family of Felops had ac-

V - qiiirftd such superior power, and a legal pre-

eminence which they claimed, in whatever way

acquired, was so generally admitted, that under

them one government in some degree pervaded,

not the peninsular only, but all Greece : the ad-

ministration of law gained consistency, civility

advanced, and arts began to show themselves.

But the Dorian conquest reduced Peloponnesus to

that ruder state in which the new lords of the

country had lived among their native mountains

:

arts and civility fled with the old inhabitants to

florish in another soil. The first care of the con-

quering chiefs was to secure their acquisitions

against any attempts of the former possessors

:

their next seems to have been to prevent any one

among themselves from acquiring that superiority

over the rest, which alone could insure the quiet

of all. In the very partition of the country a

Paasan. CRUse of future discord arose. Aristodemus died :

Haricot followers, to whom Laconia was allotted,

L 5. c. 5*. thought they had an equal claim to the fairer

portion of Messenia; a less mountainous and

more generally fruitful country, of which they

were deprived, as they supposed, only through

the inability of their infant sovereins, sons of their

deceased leader, to assert their rights. The
boundaries also of the several allotm^s were,

in the haste of division, not everywhere accurately

ascertained
;
and early disputes about these led

to hostilities. Within the several governments

moreover, for many years after so violent a revo-

lution, the unsettled state of things would often

call
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Call for the strong arm of powefto repress outrage s e ct.

and inforce order. Violence would arise some,- '—

—

times on the part of the princes
;
and a con<|uering Thuryd.

people, rude, but highspirited, was little disposed riutaJchV

to admit patiently any exertion of authority not

perfectly warranted by established custom. Thus,

in every state, internal dissensions were seldom,

interrupted but by external w'ar ;
and any long in-

termission of this the situation of Arcadia sufliced

to prevent : sheltered by their mountains in their

property and their freedom, the Arcadians, bor-

dering upon all, were the natural enemies of all.

Peloponnesus thus was relapsing into a state of

anarchy and barbarism like that in which it had

existed before Pelops and Hercules.

From very early times it had been customary

among the Greeks to hold numerous meetings for

purposes of festivity and social amusement. A
foot-race, a wrestling match, or some other rude

trial of Ixidlljt strength and activity, formed ori-

ginally the principal entertainment
;
so for only

perhaps more respectable in its kind than our

country wakes, as it had more immediate reference

to that almost ceaseless warfare w^hich prevailed

in elder Greece^ It was probably the connection

of these Games with the warlike character, that

occasioned their introduction at funerals in honor
I. v.fioO.

of the dead; a custom which, we learn from

Homer, was in his time anlient. But all the

violence of the early ages was unable to repress

that elegance of imagination which seems con-

genial to Greece. Very antiently a contention Socr. 1. 3.

for a prize in poetry and music was a favorite

VOL. i. Q entertainment
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CHAP, entertainment ofethe Grecian people; and -when

. . qonnected, as it often was, with some ceremtmy of

religion, drew together large assemblies of both

sexes". A festival of this kind in the little iland

of Delos, at which Homer assisted, brought a

numerous concourse from different parts by sea

;

Hts'iod. and Hesiod informs us of a splendid meeting for

??!
* m. the celebration of various games at Chalcis in

Euboea, where himself obtained the prize for

poetry and song. The contest in music and

poetry seems early to have been particularly con-

nected with the worship of Apollo. When this

was carried from the ilands of the .£gean to

Delphi, a prize for poetry was instituted
;
whence

arose the Pythian games. But it appears from

Od;u.i.8. Homer that Games, in which athletic exercises

and music and dancing were alternately intro-

duced, made a common amusement of the courts

of princes
;

and before bis time the manner of

conducting them was so far reduced to a system,

1. 8. ». *58. that public judges of the games are mentioned as

a kind of established magistrate. The Games,

thus improved, greatly resembled the tijts and

tournaments of the ages of chivalry. Men of

high rank only presumed to ingage in them ;
but

a large concourse of all orders attended as spec-

tators: and to keep regularity among these was

perhaps the most necessary office bf the' judges.

But the most solemn meetings, and which drew

together

’laevic

AvToTf ovp vuiitatrt Kal aAe^ot0’»r«

^ Ti not

orat ayutx.

Hymn. ad. Apoll. ap. Thucyd. 1. 3. c. 104.
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together peopleofdistinguished rank and character, sect.

oftien from distant parts, were at the funerals -i':

of eminent men. The paramount sovereins of

Peloponnesus did not disdain to attend these **

;

which were celebrated with every circumstance of

magniticence and splendor that the age could

afford. The funeral of Patroclus, described in

the Iliad, may be considered as an example of

what the poet could imagine in its kind most

complete. The games, in which prizes were there

contended for, were the chariot-race, the foot-race,

boxing, wrestling, throwing the quoit and tlie

javelin, shooting with the bow, and fencing with

the spear. And in times when none could be rich

or powerful but the strong and active, expert at

martial exercises, all those trials of skill appear to iiiad.

have been esteemed equally becoming men of the odyswc.^

highest rank; tho it may seem, from the prizes

offered and the persons contending at the funeral

of Patroclus, the poet himself saw, in the game

of the caestus, some incongruity with exalted

characters.

Traditions are preserved of Games celebrated Wtstoiuh.
*

^
Oiviupic

in Eleia, upon several great occasions, in very Guuhs.

early times, with more than ordinary pomp, by

assemblies of chiefs from different parts of Greece.

Homer mentions such at Elis under king Augeas, iiiki

1. 11.V.697.

cotemporary

** Agamemnon speaks of having frequently attended such

meetings:

bti ah
Zvnvvl»i T§ rip», temi

Odyss. 1 . 24. V. 87.
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CHAP, cotemporary with Hercules, and grandfather of

> one of the chiefs who commanded the Eleian

la^'v.cas. troops in theTrojan war; and again at Buprasium

in Eleia, for the funeral of Amarynceus, while

Nestor was yet in the vigor of youth. But it

1 .23 . v.6». does not at all appear from Homer that in his

time, or ever before him, any periodical festival

was established like that which afterward became

so famous, under the title of the Olympiad or the

Olympian Contest, or, as our writers, translating

the Latin phrase, have commonly termed it, the

Olympian Games. On the contrary, every men-

tion of such games, in his extant works, shows

them to have been only occasional solemnities

;

strui)o, and Strabo has remarked that they were distin-
1. 8. p. 355.

ijy a characteristical difference from the

Olympian. In these the honor derived from

receiving publicly a crown or chaplet, formed of

a branch of oleaster w'as the only reward of the

victor : but in Homer’s games the prizes were not

meerly honorary, but intrinsically valuable
;
and

the value was often very considerable. After

Homer’s age, through the long troubles insuing

from the Dorian conquest, and the great change

made in the population of the country, the customs

Paiisaii. and institutions of the Peloponnesians were so
‘

altered and overthrown, that even memory of the

antient games was nearly lost.

In this season of turbulence and returning

1 . 5. c. 4. barbarism, Iphitus, a descendant, probably grand-

Newton’a son of Oxylus (tho SO deficieot were the means of
ciiroiioi.

transmitting information to posterity, that we have

no
Korivav Aristopli. Plut. v. ,586.
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no Assurance even of his father’s name) succeeded sect.

to. the throne of Elis. This prince was of a »-

genius that might have produced a more brilliant Pdui.'iii.

character in a more inlightened age, but which
'

was perhaps more beneficial to mankind in the

rough times in which he lived. Active and enter-

prizing, but not by inclination a warrior, he was

anxious to 6nd a remedy for the disorderly

situation of his country, and to restore that more

improved state of things which, by the accounts

of antient people, once had being there, but now
was only to be found beyond the bounds of Pelo-

ponnesus. Among all the violences of domestic

feuds and forein wars, superstition still maintained

its dominion undiminished over the minds of

the Peloponnesian Dorians: the oracle of Delphi

was held in no less reverence by them than by

their forefathers among the woods and crags of

Parnassus. To that oracle, therefore, Iphitus

looked for support in the project which he medi-

tated. He sent a solemn embassy to Delphi to

supplicate information from the deity of the place,

‘ How the anger of the gods, which threatened

‘ total desbruction to Peloponnesus, through endless

‘ hostilities among its people, might be averted?’

He received for answer, what himself, as a judi-

aous critic has observed, had probably suggested, wvuonthe

‘ That the Olympic festival must be restored : for

‘ the neglect of that solerapity haid brought on

‘ the Greeks the indignation of the god Juj)iter,

‘ to whom it was dedicated, and of the hero llcr-

‘ cules, by whom it had been instituted : and that

‘ a cessation of arms must therefore immediately
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CHAP. ‘ be ptoclaimed for all cities desiioas of partaking

‘ _in it ’ This response of the god was jmto-

mulgated tliroughont Greece; and Iphitus, in obe-

dience to it, caused the armistice to be proclaimed.

But the other Peloponnesians, full of respect for

the authority of the oracle, yet uneasy at the

ascendancy thus assumed by the Eleians, sent

a common deputation to Delphi, to inquire con-

cerning the authenticity of the divine mandate

reported to them. The Pythoness, however, sel-

dom averse to authorize the schemes of kings and

legislators, adhered to her former answer; and

commanded the Peloponnesians * to submit to

‘ the directions and authority of the Eleians, in

‘ ordering and establishing the antient laws and

' customs of their forefathers.’

Supported thus by the oracle, and incouraged

by the ready submission of all the Peloponnesians

to it, Iphitus proceeded to model his institution.

Jupiter, the chief of the gods, being now the

acknowledged patron of the plan, and the prince

himself, under Apollo, the promulgator of his

will, it was ordained that a festival should be held

at the temple of Jupiter at Olympia, near the

town of Pisa in Eleia, open to the whole Greek

nation
;
and that it should be repeated at the

termination of every fourth year : that this festival

should consist in solemn sacrifices to Jupiter and

Hercules, and in games celebrated to their honor

:

and

” Diasertation on the . Olympic Games, by Gilbert West,
Esq. whose account has been here principalty followed. It

has been chie^ furnished by a fragment of Fhlegon, pre-
served in the Cfhronicon of Eusebius, but derives occasional
support from Strabo, Pausasiae, and other writers.
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and as ‘Wars might often prevent, not only indi-

vidoals, but whole states, from partaking in the

benefits with which the gods would reward those

who properly shared in the solemnity, it was or-

dained, under the same authority, that an armistice

should take place throughout Greece for some

time before the commencement of the festival,

and continue for some time after its conclusion.

SECT.
IV.

For his own people, the Eleians, Iphitus procured

an advantage never perhaps injoyed, at least in

equal extent, by any other peoj^c upon earth.

A tradition was current that the Heracleids, on stnbo, 1. s.

appointing Oxylus at the same time to the throne

of Elis, and to the guardianship of the temple of

Olympian Jupiter, had, under the sanction of an

oath, consecrated all Eleia to the god, and de-

nounced the severest curses, not only on any

who should invade it, but also on all who should

not defend it against invaders. Iphitus procured

universal acquiescence to the authority of this

tradition ; and the deference of the Grecian people

toward it, during many ages, is not among the

least remarkable circumstances of Grecian history.

A reputation of sacredness became attached to

the whole Eleian people as the hereditary priest-

hood of Jupiter, and a pointed difference in cha-

racter and pursuits arose between them and the

other Greeks. Little disposed to ambition, and

regardless even of the pleasures of a town-life,

their general turn was wholly to rural business

and rural amusements. Elsewhere the country

was left to hinds and herdmen, who were mostly

slaves : men of property, for security, as well as

<l 4
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CHAP, for pursuits of ambition and {^eusure, redded ia

<—.—' fortified towns. But the towns of Elein, £U»

itself the capital, remained unfortified. In re-

Poijb.

^
publican governments however civil contention

p. 3^1 337. would arise ; nor could the progress to a connec>

tion of domestic party-interests with forein in-

terests be intirely obviated, and so on, sometimes,

to forein wars. But to the time of Polybius, who
saw the liberty of Greece expire, they maintained

still ,their general character and their apti^t

privileges, whence they were then the -wealthiest

people of Peloponnesus, and yet the richest of

them mostly resided .upcm their estates, and many
without ever visiting Elis.

Pa^Qiaiu At the Olympian festival, as established by

Iphitus, the foot-race, distinguished by the name
of Stadiou, was the ouly game exhibited : whether

the various other exercises, familiar in Homer’s

age, had fallen into total oblivion, or the barbarism

and poverty, superinduced by the violent and

lasting troubles which followed the return of the

Heracieids, forbad those of greater splendor.

Afterward, as the growing importance of the

meeting occasioned inquiry concerning what had

been practised of old, or excited invention con-

cerning what might be advantageou^y added new,

the games were multiplied. The Diaulos, a more
complicated foot-race, was added at the ^urteenth

Olympiad; Wrestling, and the Pentmhlon, or

game of five exercises, at the eighteenth; Boxing

at thn twenty-third; the Chwiot-race was not

restored fill the twenty-fifth
; of eoume not till a

hundred years after the insfitufion of the festival :

2 the
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the wd the Horse-race were added

in tb? tbirty-tlurd. Originally the sacrilices, pro-

cessions, and various religious ceremonies must
have formed the principal pageantry of the meet-

ii^. Afterward, perhaps, the games became the

greater inducement to the prodigious resort of

company to Olympia ; tho the religious ceremo-

nies still continued to increase in magnificence as

the festival gained importance. The temple, like

that of Delphi, became an advantageous reposi-

tory for treasure. A mart or fair was a natural

consequence of a periodical assembly of multitudes

in one place; and whatever required extensive

publicity, whatever was important for all the

scattered members of the Greek nation to know,

would be most readily communicated and most so-

lemnly, by proclamation at the Olympian festival.

Hence treaties were often, by mutual agreement,

proclaimed at Olympia
;
and sometimes columns

were erected there, at the joint expence of the

contracting parties, Avith the treaties ingraved.

Thus the Olympian meeting in some degree

supplied the want of a common capital for the

Greek nation ; and, with a success far beyond

what the worthy founder’s imagination, urged by

his warmest wishes, could reach, contributed to

the advancement of arts, particularly of the fine

arts, of commerce, of science, of civilized manners,

of liberal sentiments, and of friendly communica-

tion among all the Grecian people.

The advantages and gratifications in which the

whole nation thus became interested, and the

particular benefits accruing to the Eleians, excited

attempts
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CH4f. atten^ts to establish or improve other similar

- - meetings in different parts of Greece. Three of

these, the Delphian, Isthmian and Nemean, tho

they never equalled the celebrity and splendor of

the Olympian, acquired considerable fame and

importance. Each was consecrated to a different

deity. In the Delphic, Apollo was honored:

the Delphian people administered to him;; die

Amphictyonic council patronized the institution.

Neptune was the deity of the Isthmian festival,

which had its name from the Corinthian isthmus,

near the middle of which stood a temple of the

god, overlooking the scene of the solemnity. The
Corinthian people directed. At the Nemean,

sacred to Juno, the Argians presided. These

meetings were all open, like the Olympian, in

war as in peace, to all Grecian people. They
were also held at intervals of four years, each

taking its year between the Olympian meetings
;

so that every summer there was a festival common
to the Greek nation, with an armistice inabling

all who desired to attend.

appendix to the third chapter.

Of tie Chronology rf Greeim History '.

NO circumstance of Grecian history has been

more labored by learned men, and yet none re-

mains more uncertain and unsatis&ctory, than its

Chronoloot. I would most willingly have

avoided all disoussion of a sid^ct wUch has

alreddy
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akeddy filled so many volumes, and to only touch

upon which must considerably interrupt the tenor
^

of a narration in its nature too much otherwise

liable to interruption. The very names indeed

of Scaliger, Selden, Lidyat, Marsham, Prideaux,

Petavius, Calvisius, Perron, Usher, Newton,

Jackson, and lastly the indefatigable Frcret, might

more than suffice to deter from the attempt to

throw new light on a matter which they have

successively handled, and on which they have so

little agreed. But as history cannot hold together

without some system of chronology, and as the

result of my researches will not permit me to

accept what has of late most obtained, it appeared

an indispensable duty of the office I have under*

taken, to risk the declaration of my opinion, not

without some explanation of the ground of it.

This indeed might have been done, without inter-

ruption of the history, by a preliminary disserta-

tion : but to be intelligible I must then have been

more prolix, and much repetition would have

been unavoidable. The history itself will now assist

the iUustration I propose of its chronology
; in

which, however, far from undertaking to make all

clear and luminous, my aim will be no more than

to assist the reader, whose studies have not been

particularly directed this way, amid darkness and

difficulty, to avoid gross error, and chuse the best

ground to rest upon.

When a nation is first emerging from barbarism,

all views are directed to the future : transactions

past are of so little consequence, that a point

whence accounts of time may originate is not an

obvious
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CH waot, and thed^ieacy is beyqnd remedy

i—^ . before it is felt. It was probably not l(mg before

Homer that the Greeks began to be attwtive to

genealogy; for the poet is unable to trace the

pedigree of any of his heroes, except the royal

family of Troy, beyond the fourth geoeration

upward. Yet the genealogies of eminent men have

]:^rhaps been everywhere the first assistants to-

ward ascertaining the dates of past events ; feeble

at best, and in the early days of Greece the more

so through the general ignorance of writing, toge-

ther with the continual troubles of the country,

which made it difficult, by any means, to preserve

certain accounts of pedigrees through a number of

generations. When arts and learning were first

springing in Peloponnesus under the benign in-

fluence of a more settled polity, the return of the

Heracleids violently stopped their progress,

checked and dissipated tmtient traditiem, and

through expulsions, migrations, and varicHis poli-

tical troubles to a great extent and of long con-

tinuance, prevented the means of communicating

even recent transactions with any exactness to

posterity. When again die darkness superin-

duced by that revolution began to dear, we find

hereditary monarchy superseded, in most the

Gredan states, by republican government and

animal magistracy. This very much weakened

the old means of ascertaining dates; because,

among gmiealogies, none dbuld be so obvious to

general knowlege as those of princes. Yet, on

die other hand, had the republican forms become

at once feguior and permanent, new means would

have
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have been o|fened, capable offar greater accuracy : appen-

for it tnig^t then have been possible to ascertain \
^

the year by the name of the magistrates of the

time in different principal cities. In the unsettled

state .of governments, however, and the deficiency

of writing, registers of magistracy were little

regularly kept: the year was differently divided

in the several states of Greece, and inaccurately

calculated in all of them
;
and no era had been

established whence to reckon years. Little indeed

was chronology likely to acquire consistency,

while compositions in prose for public use were

unknown. The oldest Grecian prose-writers, pi.'"- Nat.

known to the antients themselves, were Cadmus i.r. c. .se.

of Miletus and Pherecydes of Scyrus, mentioned TOn^Apioii.

by Pliny to have lived during the reign of Cyrus

king of Persia; nearly, therefore, about the time

when laws were first ptit in writing among the

Greeks, by Draco, at Athens, and by Zalcucusfor

the Epizephyrian Locriaus, and not till some cen-

turies after the Heracleid revolution. In the next

generation Ilecatasus of Miletus composed a his-

torical work in prose, which had some reputation

with posterity
;
and about the same time Phere- Dioiiyj*-

I A i_ • n t ... 1
Ha!. Anllf|.

cydes, an Athenian, wrote of the antiquities and uom. 1. 1.

antient genealogies of his own country. The

name of Acusilaiis of Argos has been transmitted

as an earlier author : but the work of Pherecydes

was the first composed in prose, on the continent

of Oreece, which retained any considerable credit.

It was long extant, and was generally esteemed

the most valuable upon its subject
;
yet how little

satisfactory it was, whoever has but looked into

•what
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c HA K what remains from Strabo, Plutarch and Pausanias,

. may judge. Herodotus, who lived about half a

century after the Athenian Pherecydes, is the

oldest Greek prose author preserved to us.

—

Former histories were but dry registers of facts,

like that curious and valuable monument of our

own antient history, the Anglosaxon Annals.

Herodotus first taught to give grace to detail in

prose narration ;
and at once with such success,

Cic.de ^g. that he has had, from the ablest writers in the

& de'^brat. most polished ages, the titles of father and pruice
1. 1. c, 36.

history But we gain little light from him

concerning the chronology of antient times, farther

than by some genealogies, and even those not

undisputed. The preface of the judicious Thu-

cydides, a few years only later than Herodotus,

affords the clearest and most authentic information

remaining,

** Grseci ipsi sic initio scriptitarunt ut noster Cato, ut

Pictor, ut Piso. £rat enim historia nihil aliud nisi annalium

confectio—sine ullis omamentis monumenta solum temponim,

hominum, locorum, gestarumque renim reliquerunt. Itaque

quails apud Graecos Pherecydes, Hellanicus, Acusilas fuit,

aliique permulti, tails noster Cato & Pictor & Piso. M. T.

Cic. de Orat. 1. 2. c. 12.

In that very valuable collection the Anglosaxon Annals,

which, however dry and jejune, is perhaps the fairest monu-

ment of early history that any European nation posaessea, we
find remarkable proof of the difficulty of giving grace, to prose

in an uncultivated language. The author of Annals of

the years 938 and 942, and also the author of that of the year

975, if he was a different person, has been a man of geniui

apparently aware of the dulness of the preceding compilation,

and determined to relieve it by a more spirited style o:

narrative ; but, unable to satisfy himself in prose, he has done

it in verse ; and in verse which, tho, from antiquity of dictior

Qr corruption in transcription, obscure in a phrase or two

has nevertheless been deservedly the admiration of all whe

in any degree understand the language of our Anglosaxoi

ancestors.
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remaining, for the connection of Grecian history afpen'-

from the Homeric age to the times immediately <—

^

preceding the Persian invasion ; and at the same

time strongly shows the deficiency of authorities,

even for the history itself, and far more for its

chronology. Still in Thucydides’s time no era

had been determined whence to reckon dates : the

common method was to compute backward, either

from the time present, or from some well-known

period not distant, and that often not without great

latitude. Thus Herodotus describes the time of

events by saying they happened so many hundred

years before his time
;
which scarcely fixes them

within halfa century. The more exact Thucydides

commonly reckons backward from the year in

which the Peloponnesian war was concluded.

A little after Thucydides, in the time of Socrates,

Hippias, an Eleian, published a catalogue of the

victors in the Olympian games. This, if we might

trust the specification of an Olympiad by its

number, as it stands in our copies of Xenophon’s xcn. lui-

Grecian annals, would appear to have been early

adopted as a commodious chronological scale

But we are informed by Plutarch, that the cata-

logue of Hippias had little reputation for accuracy

and we find it still long before the Olympiads

came

" There seems too much reason to doubt the authencity

of that specification. See Marsham. Can. sxc. i6. cap. dft

primo Olymp. p. 504. & Dodwell^ Annal. Xenoph. & Dissert,

oct. de Cyclis Lacon. sect. 19.

Tows /Air ovp ;(A^l1^or in, tows

fx Tvp ’OXw/AWionitifK apmyo/MPovf* up rip apuy^atp^p o4'*

‘imriup *HXiro)», isr* whpof iffAUfAiPPp apuyttaiov w^osw*r»»#

PluU vit, Num®.
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cMie into general dse for the purpose of dating.

'— Ephorus, the disci{de of Isocrates, in his chrono-

logical history of Greece from the return of the

Heracleids to the twentieth year of the reign of

Philip king of Macedonia, digested his calculation

of dates by generations only
;
and even the famous

Arundel marbles, said to have been composed

sixty years after the death of Alexander, make

no mention of Olympiads, but reckon backward

by years from the time present. The first sys-

tematic use of the Olympian catalogue, for the

purpose of chronology, was by Timams Sieulus,

in his general history, published soon after Ure

date of the Arundel marbles. That historian

endevored to correct chronology by comparing

the succession of kings and ephors at Sparta, of

archons at Athens, and of priestesses ofJuno at

Argos, with the list of Olympian victors. liis

work is unfortunately lost. About forty years

later, Eratosthenes, librarian of Alexandria under

Ptolemy Soter, digested a chronological system

by the Olympiads, so much more complete than

Blair’s any before known, that he has had the reputation
Freface.

jjgjjjg father of Scientific chronology. But

both his work and that of Apollodorus the

Athenkm, who followed him, are also lost. What
therefore were his grounds of calculation for the

Dionys. earlv ages, and what those canons which Dionysius

Rum. the Hahcamassian approved, we cannot know.

But we know that those canons had not universal

approbation. Plutarch speaks of them most dis-

respectfully even where they relate to times

bordering
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bordering upon certain chronology Stflibo, per-

haps the ablest of the antient antiquarians, has

followed Homer with evident satisfaction, tracing

him, both as geographer and historian, step by

step, and verifying his accounts by his own ob-

servation and reading; but he hesitates where

Homer leaves him, and gives abundant proof that

he had no faith in that chronology which under-

took to arrange history, either before or after the

times of which Homer treats, till the Persian

invasion Pausanias reports contradictions in

regard both to the arrangement of times, and

the arrangement of pedigrees in antient Grecian

history, and freely confesses his inability to re-

concile them**. But Plutarch’s testimony against

the chronologers is most explicit: ‘Thousands,’

he says, ‘ continue to this day cndevoring to

^ correct the chronological canons, and can yet

‘ bring them to no consistency.’ It seems as if

ioubts had decreased in modern times in propor-

tion,

Tw Kgouroir avTov (tow EoXwoc) w*oi

Tor^ iXf Eyw owtw,

i^oFTOft- • ow fcoi ^^opixor^

TKTt XtyofAipoif xavowiv, owf /Awpoi axgt itt

MVTpJi ojbi^yow/AiFov ^FavTOEi KaTorvtrat ayTtXoyiof. Plutarch.

V. Solon.
“*• See particularly his remarks upon the variety of tra-

ditions concerning the origin of the Olympian Games.

Doubt seems scarcely to have ceased with him concerning

the history of that festival itself, even where the regular

computation by Olympiads begins : 'Earn Jlir t« wa^at»

yap rotavra XiyiTcsi xad ov warv wtn^trat.

^Eyyvrao'u n i*«8St5« *OXvfaWi^9tt

uari t5« w 5 KogoiCos ra^^op 'HXiIof, tvp mr^raatmp

oivof TouTi li^ow neu Tov aywiof ’HXiroi. Strab. 1. 8. p. ^^5*
** *0» IMP jJi 'EXXxrwi' XiyM ra wXiopa, WX

twl ToK yiptaip ilffi. Pausan. I. 8. c. />3.

• VOL. I. *

APPEN-
DIX.

Plut. V.

Solon.
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iiL^*

lion, not to the acquisition of means for discover-

—

V

—

'

ing truth, but to the loss of means for delating

falsehood

The chronology, at present most received, has

been fonned principally from those famous marbles

brought from the Levant for the earl of Arundel,

and now in the possession of the university of

Oxford, together with some fragments of the

chronologers Eratosthenes, Apollodorus, and

Thrasyllus, preserved chiefly in the Chronicon

of Eusebius, and the Stromata of Clemens Alex-

andrinus. Those marbles, whose fame has so

^nuch exceeded their worth, have been proved in

some instances false
; and what can we think of

the authority of the chronologers, when such au-

thors as Strabo, Plutarch, and Pausanias, coming

after them, never deign even to quote them, but

endevoring to investigate *the same subjects, de-

clare that they were unable to satisfy themselves,

and report the uncertainties that occurred ? The
cbonology built on such frail foundations is also

in

** This appears very remarkably in some observations of
the veiy learned Freret on the Arundel marbles : ‘ Quand h.
*
rautorite tjue doit avoir la Chronique de Paros, je crois

* qu’elle peut etre assez grande pour Thistoire des tenqw
‘ heroiques; cette Chronique 6tant la seule qiii nous soit

restee un peu enticre de toutes celles que les ancites avoient
* publices. Mais il s'en faut beaucoup que la Chronique
‘ ait le meme degrc d'autoritfe pour lliistoire generale &
politique de la Grece De quelque part que soient

* venues les mfeprises il est sur qu'il y en a plusieurs dans la
* Chronique de ^ros, &c/ Mem. de I’Acad* des Ingcrip.
t. a6. What is this but saying, ‘ You may trqst the marbles
‘ for what their author could not know, the Uiey are certainly
‘ false in what he might easily have learnt, and ought to
have reported with accurate fidelity/ One of the instances

of mistake, mentioned by Freret, 'relates to so remarkable an
event of so late a date as the battle of Leuctra.
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in itself improbable, and even inconsistent ivith

the most authentic historical accounts. All these

considerations together urged the great Newton to

attempt the framing ofa system ofChronology, for

the early ages of Greece, from the best historical

traditions of political events, compared with the

most authentic genealogies; and he endevoretl

to verify it from accounts of astronomical obser-

vations. He never finished this w’ork for publi-

cation, or it would probably have come to us less

open to objection. Being printed after his death,

it had for some time, however, great credit. But

of late the favor of learned men, has inclined

much to the former system ;
which, in our own

country. Dr. Blair, in his Chronological Tables,

has implicitly followed
; | and, in France, the

wonderful diligence of the very learned Freret has

been employed in the endevor to prove, that the

real chronology of early Greece was still more

at variance with all remaining history than even

that which Blair has adopted**. To explain

therefore what I have to urge in apology for my
preference of Sir Isaac Newton’s system, it may

be necessary to lay before the reader a synopsis

of the more received chronology, which I shall

give from Blair’s Tables.

The

APPEN-
DIX.

** Since the publication of the former edition of this

History, a deeply studied. Treatise on Chronology has been

publish^ by the very learned Doctor Wiiliain Hales, oi

Dublin, who thinks he has discoyered ground for setting

the earliest recorded events in Greece at a greater distance

from times of connected history, and from one anolijer, than

any before him. 1 reckon this notice of the work due to

Doctor Hales and to the reader ; but all farther, risking the

repetition of my former opinions, I must leave for public

judgement.
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CHAP. The deluge, according to archbishop Usher,

>- « whom Blair has followed, was two thousand three

hundred and forty-eight years before the Christian

era. The kingdom of Sicyon is said to have been

founded only two hundred and fifty-nine years

later. The list of kings of Sicyon is carried up to

that period; but the next historical event in

Greece is the founding of Argos by Inachus, two

hundred and thirty-three years after the founding

of Sicyon by JEgialeus. I shall not inlarge upon

the absurdity of the pretence to establish Ae date

of such an insulated &ct, and of tracing a suc-

cession of kings so far beyond all connected

accounts of transactions in the country ; because

it has been a supposition, not less received, that

Phoroneus and £gialeus,sons of Inachus, founded

Argos and Sicyon nearly at the same time. We

Tm xa
indeed Plato’s testimony that, earlier than

p. the age of Phoroneus, nothing was known of
ej. SerriD.

After the founding of Argos the Flood

of Ogyges is the next event of any importance ; it

is supposed to have happened sixty years later.

Whether any person of Ae name of Ogyges ever

Greece appears, however, very uncertain,

this Hist. The term Ogygian, used in after ages to express

extreme antiquity, time beyond certain knowlege,

seems, from the use which Homer makes of it, to

have been not originally Grecian, and, if we may
trust .Sschylus, it was Egyptian **. After Ogyges

a void follows, which chronology would ascertain

to

” It seems not likely that Homer would have called the

distant and fabulous iland of Calypso Ogygia from the name
of a Grecian prince. iEschylus calls the capital of Uppei

Egypt Ogygian Thebes. iEschyl. Pers. v. 39.
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to be just two hundred and eight years. Then

Cecrops founded Athens. Dates thus void of all

connection with history are not for the historian to

comment upon. With Cecrops, however, we

find ourselves approaching to a train of historical

events, so far connected that the memory of man

might possibly reach from one to the other, and

link tradition sufficiently for some conjectural

calculation. Deucalion is said to have been

cotemporary with Cecrops. Amphictyon, son of

Deucalion, is the reputed founder of the council

which bore his name. Cadmus was cotemporaiy

with Amphictyon. Danaiis came into Greece

only eight years after Cadmus. The connection

is then less satisfactorily supported during near a

century and half to Acrisius : it holds afterward

better, through eighty years, to the Argonautic

expedition. And here at length a crowd of

remarkable personages and many important

events break upon us in probable succession

:

Pelops, iEgeus, (Eneus, Augeas, Neleus, Tynda-

reus, Eurystheus, Hercules, Jason, Theseus, and

that Minos mentioned by Hesiod, Homer,

Herodotus, Thucydides, Plato, Aristotle, and

Strabo ;
for the chronologers have imagined a

prior Minos unknown to all those authors. With

these persoimges we have the Argonautic expe-

dition, the wars of Thessaly, tlie wars of Hercules

in Peloponnesus, the Theban war, the war of

Minos with Athens, the establishment of the

Cretan maritime power with the suppression of

piracy, the reformation of the Athenian govern-

ment, the expulsion of the posterity of Peheus

from
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CHAP, from Peloponnesus, with the full establishment of

the power of the family of Pelops, and finally the

war of Troy. History regularly connects these

events, and the chronology which fixes the Argo-

nautic expedition to the year before Christ twelve

hundred sixty-three, places the expedition against

Troy less than seventy years later. Chronology

then continues to go hand in hand with history

as far as the return of the Hcracleids : but here

many ages of darkness insue. The next events

in Peloponnesus of any importance, and which

bring forward any considerable characters to the

notice of history, are the institution ofthe Olympian

games by Iphitus, and the legislation of Lacedaemon

by Lycurgus ;
and chronologers assert that this

interval, in which neither man acquired fame,

nor event had any consequence, was of no less

than two hundred and twenty years ; Freret makes

it two hundred eighty-three. Then follows another

void of one hundred and eight years to another

Iphitus, under whose presidency at the Olympic

festival Coroebus was victor, in whatever after

bore the tide of the first Olympiad. From this

era chronology begins again to approach toward

a connection with history; but for near two

hundred years it remains yet very uncertain. The
most important events of the most polished state

of Greece, the legislation of Draco, and even the

legislation of Solon at Athens, are of uncertain

date ;
tho the former is, on probable ground,

placed above a century and hdf after the first

Olympiad. Toward the sixty-fourth Olympiad,

above two hundred and fifty years after the victory

of
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of Coroebus, books were still so little common, appen-

and means of multiplying them so little known,

that Hipparchus, to promote the knowlege of

letters among the Athenian people, caused moral

sentences in verse, ingraved on marble, to be set

up in the public ways of Attica, for a kind of

public library. Herodotus, the earliest Grecian

prose-writer whose works remain to us, fiorished

about seventy years after. The Olympian cata-

logue was first published by Hippias the Eleian

not till toward the hundredth Olympiad. The

first history digested byOlympiads, that ofTimseus,

was above a hundred years later
;
and Eratosthenes,

called the father of antient chronology, did not

florish till about the hundred and thirty-third

Olympiad.

After this synopsis of that chronology which

has had countenance from so many respectable

names of modern and so few of antient times, it

may be advantageous to take a short view of the

means remaining, together with the means which

the antient authors themselves possessed, as far

as we can know them, for tracing events through

the early ages of Greece ; because, as the autho-

rity of the history itself depends upon those

means, from them also its chronology will derive

its best, and indeed only solid support. The

principal works of Hesiod and Homer, two of the

oldest, and the most valued among the oldest

authors known to the antients, have been for-

tunately transmitted to us. In what age tliose

authors lived is undecided
; but that it was some

centuries before prose-comjrositions for [>ublic use

R 4 were
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CUAF. were known in Greece was never doubted. In

<— their age accounts of great events were preserved

chiefly by memory, assisted with verse. In the

uncontested work of Hesiod, his poem intitled

Of Works and Days, there remains a summary

Chap. 1 . of things from the creation to his own time. He
this Hilt! begins with what he terms the golden age, which

seems a tradition derived from the East concerning

the terrestrial paradise, and the state of man
before the fall. He proceeds to the silver age,

which, on comparing it with the account of

Moses, appears not less evidently a relic of

tradition concerning the antediluvian world. The

brazen age follows, in which he describes pre-

cisely that savage state of the western nations of

which Plutarch gives an account more in detail

in his life of Theseus. In speaking of the suc-

ceeding generation, whom he calls the race of

heroes, the poet coniines his description more

pointedly to his own country : he mentions the

wars of Thebes and Troy by name. The next

race of men to these, he says, was that with which

he himself lived, and this he calls the iron race.

The golden race, he tells us, were exalted after

death to a superior state of being ; the silver race

were hid in his anger by the immediate hand of

the Deity; but no such intervention of super-

natural power is mentioned in the account of the

brazen, the hero'id, and the iron race; it is

simply said that such races succeeded one

another; and the latest historical event noticed

is the Trojan war. If any surmize concerning

the poet's own age can be fairly founded upon

7 this.
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this historical deduction, it must be that he was appen.

born in the time of the sons, and lived probably

with the grandsons and great-grandsons of those

who fought at Troy*^ Such then is the chro-

nology of Hesiod.

The chronology of Homer does not go so high,

but it is continued lower. Homer reckons time

upward no farther than he can trace the genea-

logies of his heroes ;
which all end in a god, a

river, or some unaccountable personage, in the

second, third, or at most the fourth generation

beyond those of the Trojan war. The royal race

of Troy forms the only exception : Ju{)iter was

ancestor in the seventh degree to Hector.

Negative proof surely cannot be stronger against

that

^ This is sir Isaac Newton's supposition, tho he has

understood the golden and the silver ages or races to relate

particularly to Greece, as well as the brazen, the heroic, and
the iron ; an opinion which 1 must confess ap}>ears to me
wholly unwarranted.

Having thus ventured to controvert so high an authority,

it has afforded me gratification to find support from the very

learned Dr. William Hales of Dublin, in the first volume
of his very elaborate Treatise on Chronology, published since

the last edition of this History. But Dr. Hales supposes

Hesiod's golden age to have extended beyond the fall, includ-

ing the age of those families of Seth's line, called, in the

book of Genesis, ‘ sons of (Jod.' To tliis I can give neitlier

absolute, assent, nor absolute denial, doubting if Hesiod
himself had information on the subject sufficiently precise to

lead him to intend warranting either ; and it is enough for me
that he has, in his golden age, so clearly marked the state of

man, as described by Moses, before the fall. The Doctor

farther contends, that Hesiod's silver age followed the deluge.

1 will not say that the poet isgaged in his description of liio

silver age, completely prepar^ to ke^ it clear of all allusion

to times following the deluge ; but the learned Doctor has

omitted to account for thn termination of the silver age by
‘ the Deity in his wrath,' and I am not aware to what

other event in the known history of the world, that expression

is Applicable.
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CHAP, that antiquity to which some of the Grecian'
111 ^— towns in late ages pretended. Homer’s Grecian

chronology begins thus scarcely before the age of

Pelops, a generation or two earlier than the

Theban war
;
and it ends with the restoration of

Orestes, great-grandson, or, according to some,

great-great-grandson of Pelops*®, to the throne

of Argos. Within these limits Grecian history is

regular and probable
;
and chronobgy, according

to every opinion of the learned who have ende-

vored to illustrate it, sufficiently tallies with the

course of events. But this luminous period stands

most odly insulated. That it should have been

preceded by times without history is not wonder-

ful
;
but that it should have been followed by so

many centuries of utter darkness as thronologers

have imagined, appears most unaccountable. It

would be of some importance both to the history

and to the chronology of early Greece, if it were

possible to ascertain the great poet’s own age.

Tho, therefore, the variety of opinions upon this

subject makes any discussion of it hazardous, it

yet appears a part of the duty of the office I have

undertaken, not to avoid the declaration of my
own ;

and in hope of elucidating, in some degree,

^d confirming the account which I have ventured

to give of that dark period which begins where

Homer’s history ends, I will here bring under one

point of view some circumstances of proof, upon

which my oj^nion principaUy rests.

None of the early Grecian writers have under-

taken to fix the era of the Trojan war; but

Herodotus

See note 13, chap. i. of this History.
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Herodotus affirms that Homer lived four hundred appf.n-
J)IX

years before his own age He does not inform ;

—

us how that period was calculated; but many tV.”c!'53.

things remaining from other early authors, and

among them the dates reported by Thucydides,

tend to make the assertion probable, and it has

indeed been generally admitted. For the time

then from the Trojan war to the poet’s age, there

is evidence within his remaining works which

seems to mark it strongly. * Four passages appear

to speak to it in some degree affirmatively : three

of them indeed but loosely, and rather by impli-

cation than directly
;

but the fourth in pointed

terms. In the Odyssee a conversation is intro-

duced concerning subjects for poetry, where it is

remarked that ‘ those subjects are preferred for

‘ celebration, in which, through the recency of

‘ the transactions, the hearers have a nearer in-

‘ terest.’ Now this would stand contradicted by

the poet’s practice, ifthe events which he celebrates

happened as some have imagined, five, four,

three, two, or even one century before the people

for whom he composed were born. In the

Odyssee again, we find another remarkable passage

concerning subjects for poetry :
‘ the gods i. s. v. wb.

‘ wrought the fate , of Troy, and decreed the de-;,

‘ struction of men, that there might be subjects

‘ for

” In quoting the authority of HerodotuB, I refer to tliHt

only of hie general history. I am not incUnid to give any

credit to die life of Homer attributed to him. The arguineiiU

against its authenticity appear to me muchstronger than those

ill its favor ; and not least the internal evidence of die work

itself. The first note of Wesseling’s edidon may deserve the

notice of those curious on the subject.
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‘ for poetry to future genantions.’ Had the poet
'—“—

'

lived after the return of the Heracleids, that re-

volution would have furnished subjects far more

neariy interesting to hearers, in any part of ather

Greece itself, or the Grecian settlements in Asia

Minor, than the war ofTroy. These two passages,

therefore, seem strongly to indicate that he lived

not long after the times of which his poems prin-

cipally treat The third passage may perhaps

prove that he did not live absolutely in those

times : speaking in his own person of the Trojan

iiitci.
war, he says, ‘ 1 have these things only by report,

I. ». 486 . t jmj jjQj my knowledge which, however,

would be very superfluous information to his

auditors, if he did not live so near those times

that, in his old t^e, it might be doubted if his

early youth had not been passed in them. It has

been often observed that Homer shows himself,

upon all occasions, remarkably disposed to extol

the ftimily of .£neas, and singularly careful to

avoid what might give them offence
; whence it

has been inferred that the posterity of that chief

existed and were powerful in the poet’s age;

Bor indeed can the circumstance be otherwise

accounted for. One passage, however, appears

to speak- pointedly to the purpose : the god Nep-

tune is introduc^ declaring propheticahy that

i.so.T.m ' .£neas shall reign over the Trojans, and the

‘ sons of his sons, and those who shall be born

‘ after them.’ In it^' most natural interpretotion

this passage seems to mark precisely the Bumbei

of generations from .^neas to his descendant;

cotemporar}
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cotemporary with the poet ; and with any other

interpretation the sense is dubious and incomplete,

in a manner not usual with Homer.

These are then, I believe, the only passages,

within Homer’s extant works, that speak at all

affirmatively to the age in which he lived. Th^
are not conclusive, and yet united, they are strong.

But the negative evidence, which his works afford

in confirmation of them, is such that, but for the

respect due to those who have thought differently,

and still more perhaps to those who have doubted,

I should scarcely hesitate to call the -whole to-

gether decisive. For had the return of the

Heracleids preceded the times in which Homer
florished, is it conceivable that, among subjects

which so naturally led to the mention of it, he

should never once have alluded to so great an

event, by which so total a change was made of

the principal families, and indeed of the whole

population of Peloponnesus, and of all the western

coast of Asia Minor with the adjacent Hands ?

His geography of Peloponnesus is so minute and

so exact, that Strabo has chosen to follow him

step by step for the purpose of tracing, from re-

motest antiquity, a complete account of that

peninwla. That in so particular a description of

the country, before the Dorian conquest, he should

have been so correct that no subsequent inquiry

should convict him of any error**, and yet that he

should not take the least notice of any of the

great changes in the property, the government,

and

** TmXtin tara tvh not rmit ainyyvt riwtvt «•>

mtUfyuf wtlwrfiftnct fut rw Ktytila, AXtsirm
* * *
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and the partition of the country which that reYo-

lution produced, if he had lived to see them, is not

easily imaginable. How naturally, upon many
occasions, would some such pathetic observation

have occurred concerning the Pelopid, the Neleid,

and other families, as that which in his catalogue

in the Iliad he makes u{)on the catastrophe of the

royal family of iEtolia*’! How naturtdly too,

especially as he mentions the wars of Hercules

both in Greece and in Asia, would some compli-

ment have fallen to the descendants of that hmt),

had they been in his time lords of Peloponnesus,

instead of exiles on the mountains of Doris ; and

how almost unavoidable, from an inhabitant of

Chios, some notice of the acquisitions of the

posterity of Agamemnon and Nestor in ^olis and

Ionia, had he lived after the ^olic and Ionic

migrations ? Such subjects being open to him for

compliment to all the princes both of the Pelopid

and Heracleid families, would he have neglected

all, and paid particular attention only to the

extinct family of £neas, the enemy of his nation ?

With these strong circumstances many others meet.

To complete the evidence which the poet himsdf

furnid^

ii mttima, iax/niava* H ’AiMintt AtXauu it

Kq^io'o'oro* xeet xirJj ivofpiwTHP. ,

Strab. 1.’ iif'p. i6,

Aiyu ^ ruvra rei rt vvr kuI 'O^ipnv Xiyo/mm'

ravra ixcboic, hei rw
KM ovfipofiap i/*^9 Ton vo^iJpvTos ii^rov xaropBova^at rxv

mapovirap wpoQitriv, otav i iiAvt^flov roT^; ovtw of vtrivOiw

TUP at^up Aoyo»$. AtV t« ti tpla'>^npy xeu r»
TBapetrt^tprat wop wpoo^Kti mponowtTp* Strab. 1. 8. p. 337*

** Ov yap ET* Oir^ ftiyaXnropoq vi/i{

Oiy Of PT avrof '«}». Sapp ^apBof MiXtaypof.

Tu (0oarr») eti vapT iTSTaXTo apampLtp AtruPioTat.

Iliad. 1 . 2. V. 643.
'
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furnishes concerning the time in which he lived, aiten

we must add his ignorance of idolatry, of hero- '—.1^

worship, of republics, of tyrannies, of a general

name for the Greek nation, and of its division

into Ionian, iEolian, and Dorian : we must add

the form of worship which he describes, without

temples as without images : we must add the little

fame of oracles, and his silence concerning the

council of Amphictyons : we must add his fami-

liar knowledge of Sidon, and his silence concern-

ing Tyre: and lastly, we may add the loss of his

works in Peloponnesus, whose new inhabitants had

comparatively little interest in them, and their

preservation among the colonists in Asia, who

reckoned his principal heroes among their ances-

tors. All these circumstances together appear to

amount almost to conviction that Homer lived be-

fore the return of the Heracleids’®. All together

afford

** In a late anonymous publication, intitled Critical Ob-

servations on Books antient and modern, in which much
learning is displayed, Wood’s opinion concerning the age of

Homer has been violently controverted, and the author has

endevored to prove that the great poet lived still later than

has been generally su))posed. 1 have considered IxLs argu-

ments with attention, hut cannot see any force in any of

them. He asserts (i) that ‘ there are such internal testimonies

‘ in Homer’s poems of refinement, as stand in direct contra-

‘ diction to the roughness of his manners, and prove that

* either the one or the other could not be the real state of

‘ his own times.' But Wood, who had conversed extensively

in the East, knew that what thus appear contradictions to a

learned Englishman thinking in his closet, are not incom-

patible there. * Pope,' the learned critic continues, ‘ hasjustly

< observed, that Homei'sinvocation ^ xxfof oLr aicovaf^p,

‘ Ti »3ji4ir (2) shows that he lived long after the siege of

‘ Troy.' Thucydides, incomparably a greater authority than

Pope, has said nearly the same thing : Isit the question still

remains,

(1) p. 62 . (2) II. 1 . 2. T.W.
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AP. afford also strong proof that the editots of the

. Rha|>sodies

remainfi, What is long? Perhaps the oOi n might t)e

not unreasonably taken to imply that the poet's birth was so

near the time of the Trojin war that, in his old age, if he had

not declared the contrary, it might have been imagined that

he pretended to know the events he describes from having

been a party concerned ; for it is little usual to contradict

what could not be supposed. The proofs endevored to be

drawn from Paterculus and Aristotle, and from the mention

of the Gygsean lake, have not more precision. That from

the word fietfia.^o^uw9 (1), is at variance with what follows

about the names Miletus and Mycale (2). The learned critic

hs^ very much over-hastily quoted Strabo as asserting that

*• Miletus was at soonest built by Codrus, a hundred years

‘ after the UJiing of Troy (3).' Strabo indeed says, that

Neleus, who according to o^er authors, was son of Codrus,

founded Miletus, MiXiflov fKrtfft (4) : but it appears from two

other passages of Strabo himself that an older town of the

same name, and on or near the same spot, had its origin from

a colony of Cretans under Sarpedon, brother of Minos (5),

and Pausanias bears corresponding testimony (6), ‘ Again,'

says the author of the Critical Observations, ‘ the mention
* made in the Odyssee of various articles of luxury and
^ elegance betrays a later age than is usually assigned to the
* poet, and shows that he must have lived in more civilized

* times than can be consistent with the rough and simple

* manners which he feigns.’ 1 think not Arts florished in

Egypt and Phenicia before Homer’s age ; but nothing in his

works implies that Greece was in his time considerably ad-

vanced either in arts or in civilization beyond the times of his

principal heroes. Two circumstances only mark some little

advancement ; and but little. The trumpet, as appem from

a simile, was known to him, tho never mentioned as in use in

the times which he describes. From two simili^ it should

seem also that horseman^ip was improved. I believe another

instance cannot be produced. But the learned critic continues,
‘
'That most curious machine the formation of the Greek

* tongue in its several tenses, cases, and numbers, was all

* perfect and complete when Homer WTote.^lt was impos-
‘ sible ioT his language to have arrived at that summit of

* excellence to which little improvement or addition was
* made afterward, unless the spe^ers were also arrived near
* the summit of social life and civil government.’ The
learned critic seems not sufficiently to have adverted to the

common

(l) p.4£. («) p. 67. (3) p. 67. (4) Strtb. 1. 14. p.633.

(jS Strab. 1. 14. p. 573 & 634. <6) 1. 7. ti. «.
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RlM^ridies found them genuine, and gave them

so to flie world

^‘A^er Homer is a lung interval to our next

authorities for Grecian history. Pindar and

^schylus afford assistance; but they lived too

late to unite in any great degree the character of

historian with that of poet’^. Following poets

arc

(M)tnmon and known progress of languages. Tlicy arc often

found most complex in barbarous times, and simplify with

the progress of civilization. The Anglosaxon had cases and

a dual number, which it lost before the mixture of Norman

French had formed our present language; and the Greek dual

is scarcely seen but in the older authors. But the general

form and character of every language become fixt in bai-

barous ages, beyond the power of learning to alter. 'I'liose

of the Creek were indeed wonderfully happy ; but had they

not been so delivered dov^n from times of darkness, all the

philosophy of the brightest ages could not have added a num-

ber, a tense, or a case.

** It has not been the purpose here to give a dissertiilion

on the age of Homer, in which eveiy objection that ingenious

criticism might start should be discussed, but meerly to state

the principal grounds of an opinion resulting from more read-

ing and more consideration on the subject than many arc

willing to bestow. I have understood that a piLSsage in the

fifth book of the Iliad has been supposed to make strongly

against me. It is there said, ‘ that Diomed took a stone

‘ which two men, such as mortals now arc, could not carry.'

It appears to me that whatever objection might be drawn

from this passage is already answered in the beginning of the

second section of tlie second chapter of this History. If more

is wanted, I would beg to refer the reader to Nestor s asser-

tions, in various parts of the Iliad, of the superiority oi those

who florished in his youth, to Diomed or any others, the co-

ten]iporarics of his old age.
• "*^0 not more than three or four publications in Grecian

prose#^^ earlier date than the works of Pindar and ^^ischylus,

acquired any reputation, yet already in their time the Aoyiof,

prose-wriJer, api>ear8 to have been familiarly known as a

person capable of transmitting facts to posterity, as well as the

poet;
------ avx;»ifjt,et

OTov avhSp fjtavvn

Kal Aoyio»« ftal 'Aotior^,—Pindar.^ Pylh. i.

VOL. I.
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CHAP, are of course still inferior historical authority.

. Herodotus, therefore, the oldest Grecian prose
' author whose works remain to us, and who, ac-

cording to his own probable assertion, as we

have already observed, was four hundred years

later than the great poet, may be called the next

historian. Thucydides, Plato, Aristotle, Strabo,

Plutarch, and Pausanias, who in different ages

investigated the antiquities of their country, all

sufficiently inform us what uncertain authorities

intervened. Early in this dark period, however,

wc gain, by a strong concurrence of testimony,

one remarkable point, the Olympiad in which Co-

roebus w^on in the stadion, whence the Olympiads

were reckoned numerically, and which was there-

fore always called the first Olympiad. But un-

fortunately w e are not with any certainty informed

what principal characters w^ere cotemporary, or

even nearly cotemporary, with Coroebus. Not
only therefore the preceding times, till we meet

Homer’s chronology, or, which is nearly the same

thing, to the return of the Heracleids, remained

to be gathered from genealogies, but, for the most

part, the subsequent also till near the time of the

Persian invasion. In the computation by genea-

logies, exclusively of its inherent inaccuracy, great

difficulties occur. Even the succession of Lace-
daemonian kings, which should be our best guide,

has not been transmitted with certain correctness

;

and when we recollect the variety of opinions of

antient waiters, or those reported by Plutarcli

alone, concerning the age of so very remarkable
a personage as the lawgiver Lycurgus, the pre-

tensions
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tensions of chronologers to assign to each reign appi-n-

its exact number of years appear utterly absurd.

Tlie terms attributed to the perpetual archons of

Athens arc not better founded
; and the reasons

given by Sir Isaac Newton for supposing that the

seven decennial archons did not complete seventy

years, are cogent. Of the annual archons who
followed, accounts are very deficient. Probably

at their first establishment written registers were

not kept : for, as avc are well assured that the laws

of Athens were never committed to writing till the

archonship of Draco, it is not likely that letters

were applied much sooner to public purposes of

inferior importance. Letters became common,

and chronology acquired accuracy, about the same

time, and not long before the Persian invasion.

The first Olympiad, however, tliat in which

Coroebus won, is of universally acknowleged dale

seven hundred and seventy-six years before the

Christian era. In this point Sir Isaac Newton

and all following chronologers agree**. The re-

turn of the Ilcracleids happened eighty years after

the Trojan war. This assertion of the inquisitive

and judicious Thucydides has also found universal

acquiescence. The two great desiderata then of

Grecian

*• I do not understand tlie accusation of an iiigonious, but

vehement opposer of Sir Isaac Newtons Chronology, that

Newlou asserts a wilful forgery to liavc Ikjcu made in the

Olympic catalogue of forty Olympiads which liad no real ex-

istence (l). On the contrary, Newton admits all the Olympiads

of the catalogue, from Corcebus downward; and befon' t'oitf-

bus, if any Olympiads were celebrated, we are well a'^sinod

that no catalogue was kept.

(l) Dinserlaliou on the Chronologjr of ihc Olvmpfi'ds, hy U''- '5-

s 2
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CHAP. Grecian chronology are to know 1111131 principal

^ . persons were cotemporary with Corcebus, and to

trace the generations from his age upward to the

return of the Heracleids. If these could be ob-

tained, we should have a tolerably accurate chro-

nology as far as Homer’s genealogies will carry

us ; and beyond them, however curiosity may be

incited, the fruit of inquiry will scarcely pay the

labor.

Our principal information concerning the

Olympiads is from Pausanias
; who lived late,

but was a diligent and a candid antiquarian. He
travelled through Greece after the middle of the

second century of the Christian era, and it appears

that he examined the Olympian register on the

spot. He says that the Olympiads might be

traced back regularly to that in which Corcebus

won in the foot race
; but that even tradition,

concerning any regular and periodical celebration

of the games, went no farther. It is strongly

implied, by his expressions, that the written re-

gister of the Olympian victors was not so old

as Corcebus, but that the account of the first

Olympiads had been kept by memory only*^

Indeed it appears certain, from all memorials of

best authority, that writing was not common in

Greece so early. We are not assured that Corce-

bus was cotemporary with Iphitus, yet it appears

probable.

** Te cvnxU ttuf utium Iri Ta^ !n (l ),

ia Pausanias's e.xpression concerning the authority of the first

Olympiads of the catalogue, beginning with the victory of Coroc-
bus. With regard to later times, he speaks in plain terms of a
written register,

( 1 ) 1,5. c 8.
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probable. On the authority of a passage of

Phlegon preserved by Eusebius, but wholly un-

supported by older authors, the chronologers con-

iidendy state twenty-eight Olympiads between

the establishment of the festival by Iphitus, and

the victory of Coroebus under another Iphitus.

Pausanias evidently had no idea of such an in-

terval. Strabo’s account still more remarkably

contradicts the supposition. He affirms that the

JEtolians, who under Oxylus came into Pelopon-

nesus with the Heracleids, were the inventors of

the Olympian games, and celebrated the first

Olympiads. After then mentioning traditions

concerning the jirior establishment of the festival

as fabulous and unworthy of credit, he speaks of

that as the first Olympiad in which Coroebus won.

So far from giving the least countenance to the

supposition that two or three centuries intervened

between the return of the Heracleids and the

victory of Coroebus, it is rather implied, by his

expressions in that jiassage, that Coroebus was

cotemporary with Oxylus. This however is not

affirmed, and in another place Iphitus is mentioned

as founder of the festival
;
but other authors must

be resorted to for authority even for that short

interval which Newton has supposed between

Oxylus and Coroebus. With Newton, therefore,

I have no scruple to strike from my chronology

that period of above a century which has been

imagined between Iphitus and Coroebus. Iphitus,

according to Pausanias, was descended from

Oxylus, but in what degree that antiquarian could

not learn; there were even contradictory testi-

s 3 monies

APPEN-
uix.

StriilK), I. R.

3jj.

I'ansnn.

I. c. 4.
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CHAP, monies among the antient inscriptions and memo-
'— rials of the Eleians themselves concerning his

father’s name. Newton, deducing collateral proof

from another passage of Fausanias, supposes him

grandson of Oxylus, and places the Olympiad in

which Corcebus won under his presidency, only

fifty-two years after the return of the Heracleids.

Blair places Iphitus two hundred and twenty, and

Freret supposes him two hundred and eighty-three

years later than that event ;
and both maintain

the farther interval of one hundred and eight years

between his institution of the Olympian games

and that called the first Olympiad. If we search

history to know what occurrences filled this long

interval, w'e find none : nothing in the least to

contradict Newton’s supposition that only fifty-

two years, instead of three hundred and twenty-

eight according to Blair, or three hundred and

ninety-five according to Freret, passed between

the return of the Heracleids and the Olympiad in

which Corcebus w'on, except an account from

Pausan. Fausanias of what was not done. That anti-
1 . 6. c. 8.

relates that games, after the manner of

the Homeric age, were so long neglected, that

even memory of them failed ;
and that they were

recovered but by slow degrees after the time of

Cormbus. I know nothing else of equal or al-

most of any authority to direct opinion between

Sir Isaac Newton’s conjecture, and computations

so utterly unsupported by history as those adopted

by Blair, or made by Freret : computations, as

appears to me, virtually contradicted by Hero-

dotus, Thucydides, Flato, and Aristotle, and evi-

1 dently
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dently disbelieved by Strabo, Plutarch, and Pau- appen-

sanias. Not only they are utterly irreconcilable

to the history, imperfect enough indeed itself,*

which remains of those times
;

but, to strain even

genealogy to any kind of accommodation with

them, it has been necessary to add a supposition,

utterly unsupported by the authors alrovemen-

tioned, that there were two extraordinary per-

sonages kings of Elis of the name of Ipliitus, two

extraordinary personages of the name of Lycurgus

legislators of Sparta, and so of many others who,

at the distance of from one to two centuries one

from the other, bore the same name, did the

same or similar things, and acquired the same

reputation.

The inquiry then, such as I have been able to

make, on this dark and intricate subject, leads me

to the following conclusions. I have not the least

difficulty, with Newton, to reject, as fictitious,

that personage whom chronologers have inserted

in their catalogue of kings of Crete by the name

of the first Minos ;
because his existence not only

is unwarranted, but contradicted by what remains

from Hesiod, Homer, Herodotus, Thucydides,

Plato, Aristotle, and Strabo, concerning the only

Minos whom those authors appear to have know n

With scarcely more doubt and upon similar noir

. r l-' • L 1 •
cIj.I.

grounds I join in the rejection of Lrichthonius, oi iIuh Hui.

together

“ Diodaruft Siculus, in his fourth book, (c. 62.) moiitions

two kings of Crete of the name of ^liiios. But the traditions

of the Cretans themselves, reported in his fifth book, (c. 79 )

effectually contradict the existence of more than tliP cele-

brated personage of that name, acknowledged f>y the writers

mentioned in the text.

S4
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CHAP, together Avith the second Cecrops and the second

<— Fandion, from the list of kings of Athens. I can-

Chrono-’ not, however, hold with the great philosopher, that
ii>g3r,p.i37.

Qeianor king of Argos, and Danaiis the leader

of the Egyptian colony, were cotemporary with

Eurystheus, king of Mycenae ;
becjiuse the sup-

position is not only unsupported, but contradicted

by testimony equal to any concerning those times

;

indeed by the whole tenor of early historical

tradition. We come next to the period which

Homer has illustrated; and concerning this, con-

sidered by itself, the difference among authors

has been comparatively none. In proceeding

then to the dark ages Avhich follow, I have no

doubt in shortening the period from the return of

the Heracleids to tlie institution of the Olympian

festival by Iphitus. The number of years that

passed can be calculated only upon conjectural

grounds ;
but Newton’s conjecture, if not perfectly

unexceptionable, appears so far the most probable

as it is most consistent with historical tradition,

and even with what I hold to be the best chrono-

logical authorities, those of Strabo and Pausanias.

For the period then of a hundred and eight years,

between the institution of the festival by Iphitus

and the first Olympiad, or that in which Coroebus

Avon, 1 look upon it as meerly imaginary; its

existence being strongly contradicted by Strabo

and Pausanias, and supported by no comparable

authority. I am less able to determine my belief

concerning the dates of the Messenian wars
; nor

can I satisfy myself concerning those of Attic or

Corinthian history. In the former cases the busi-

ness
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ness was only to detect falsehood ; here wc have appkn.

the nicer task to ascertain truth. Upon the whole, >

—

however, Newton appears to have strong reason

-

on his side throughout. He seems, indeed, to

have' allowed too little interval between the legis-

lation of Draao and that of Solon ; and perhaps

this is not the only instance in which his shorten-

ing system has been carried rather to an extreme

:

but where centuries arc in dispute, we must not

make difficulties about a few years. It would be

of some importance, if it were possible, to deter-

mine the age of that remarkable tyrant of Argos,

Pheidon, the most powerful Grecian prince of his iim>fi.it,

time, the first who coined silver in Peloponnesus^ sir’aim.

the first who established a standard for the weights
*

and measures used over the whole peninsula, and

who, as head of the Heracleid families, and legal

heir of Hercules, claimed, and by the prevalence

of his power assumed, the presidency of the

Olympian festival. This last circumstance, were

the Olympian register perfect, should have put

his age beyond question
:
yet authors who pos-

sessed the best means of information are not to

be reconciled concerning it. Pausanias says that PaiiSriii.

Pheidon presided in the eighth Olympiad. But,

according to Strabo, the Eleians presided witliout stmbo.

interruption to the twenty-sixth ;
and, if the copies

'

of Herodotus are faithful, Pheidon must have Hernrlot.

lived toward the fiftieth Olympiad, 'where Newton ' *’

"

would fix him. But the copies of Herodotus arc

not without appearance of defect where Pheidon

is mentioned. The chronologers have been de-

sirous of imputing error to those of Strabo, which

assert
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chap, assert that Pheidon was tenth in descent from
>— Temenns

:

they would have him but tenth from

’Hercules ;
and thus they would make Strabo agree

with Pausanias and with the marbles. But this

does not complete their business
;
for Strabo will

stiO contradict the presidency of Mieidon in the

eighth Olympiad. Moreover that writer, as his

copies now stand, is consistent with himself
; and,

upon Newton’s system, consistent with Herodotus.

It can scarcely be said that Pausanias, as his

copies stand, is consistent with himself : at least

he is very deficient when it was clearly his desire

to give full information. I am therefore inclined,

with Newton, to suppose an error in the date

which stands assigned, as on his authority, for

the presidency of Pheidon. But when precisely

Pheidon did preside, it should seem even Strabo

could not learn to his satisfaction
; otherwise he

would probably have named the Olympiad, and

not have dated meerly by the pedigree. That
ready method, used by the Greek chronologers,

but greatly improved by the modem, for accom-

modating chronological difficulties by the suppo-

sition of two or more persons of the same name in

the same situation, and sometimes of the same

character and the same fame, in different ages,

has been employed to adjust the age of Pheidon,

with the success which cannot fail to attend it

;

hut we find no historical authority for the existence

of more than one king of Argos of that name.

Having so far then risked the declaration of

my own opinion, I shall not however presume to

impose it upon the reader in any instance. I

shall
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shall continue to insert in the margin Blair's dates

together with Newton's, after having thus given

the best preparatory assistance in my power to*

direct the choice between them; sorry that I

cannot better satisfy either my readers or myself.

Some farther observations will occasionally occur

in the sequel.

One circumstance more, however, it may be

proper to advert to here. The period of the

Grecian festivals being regulated by the revolutions

of the moon, the time of those festivals, compared

with the solar year, would vary, like the time of

Easter and the other moveable feasts of the

Christian church. But the Olympian festival

ordinarily falling within our month of July, the

Olympian year divided our year nearly in the

middle. When we come to times of more exact

chronology, this will be a circumstance to require

attention. For the ages with which we have been

hitherto, and shall for some space continue to be

ingaged, it is of little importance.
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CHAPTER ]V.

History of the Southern Provinces of Greece,
from the Return of the Hekacleids to the

Conquest of Messenia by the Lacedae-

monians.

SECTION I.

Recapitulation of Events in Greece. General Change of Go-

vernmentsfrom Monarchal to Republican. D^ercnt Kinds

of Government distinguished by the Greeks,

CHAP.
IV.

E have now taken a view, such as remaining
^ ^ memorials afford means for, of the first

population of Greece, and the rise of its principal

cities : we have seen one common war prosecuted

by a league of the chiefs of the different states,

under a prince in whom was acknowleged a

legal superiority over all, but without absolute

power : we have remarked a great revolution, that

changed the inhabitants and the government of

the southern part of the country, checked the

progress of arts and civilization, established new
divisions of the Grecian people, and broke the

former connection of the old. We have then

traced |be growth of three singular institutions,

which assisted powerfully to hold still in some

union a nation so divided, and prevent a relapse

into utter barbarism.

The
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The governments of the little states of Greece,

•in the first ages, we have observed, tho of no very

regular and certain constitution, were all limited

monarchies. Homer seems to have known no

SECT.
I.

other : he mentions neither a pure republic, nor

the absolute rule of one man. When, therefore,

the Heracleids possessed themselves of Pelopon- P)«t. de

nesus, they established everywhere that hereditary 13%. m.
limited monarchy, which was the only government

assimilated to the ideas and temper of their age. p- '• '•'•

The disposition toward a union of the whole nation

into one kingdom, under the powerful monarclis

of Argos, which had appeared before the Trojan

war, was checked by the extensive calamities and

confusion, which followed that expedition, and

still more by the equality established among the

Heracleid princes in Peloponnesus ;
and it was

soon after finally dissipated through the opposite

bias which the politics of the country universally

assumed. Those vigorous principles of democracy,

which had always existed in the Grecian govern-

ments, began to ferment ;
and, in the course of a

few ages, monarchy was everywhere abolished

;

the very name of King was very generally pro-

scribed
;
a commonwealth was thought the only

government to which it became men to submit

;

and the term of Tyrant was introduced to denote

those who, in opposition to these new political

principles, acquired monarchal sway. We arc

very deficient of means to trace this remarkable

revolution among so many independent little

states
;
yet enou^ remains whence to gather a

general idea of the rise of that j)oIiticaI system

which
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which obtained in ages better known
;
and, for the

particular history of every commonwealth, it has

been transmitted more or less perfect, nearly in

proportion to the importance of each among the

concerns of the nation.

But to have a just idea of the Grecian- govern-

ments, especially in the republican ages, it will be

necessary to hold in mind two circumstances by

which they were widely distinguished in character

from the principal states of modem Europe
;

first,

the narrowness of their several territories, and,

secondly, the universally established system of

slavery, through which the free population was

everywhere small, even in proportion to its terri-

tory. Already in that age which Homer has de-

scribed, slaves were common in Greece
;
but their

proportional numbers were afterward very much

increased. Among the many and great political

evils incident to the allowance of slavery, two are

eminent : First, a large, and generally the larger

part of the population, is excluded from any in-

terest in the country ; and, secondly, among the

free people, between the rich and the poor there

can be little community of interest. The rich,

where slaves abound, can dispense with the labor

of the poor ;
and the poor profit in no way from

the prosperity of the rich : an interference of

interest almost alone leads to any intercourse

between them. The consequences we shall find

formin§one of the most prominent features of the

insuing history.

But the several states of the monarchal age of

Greece were not more extensive or powerful than

the
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the feudal baronies of modern Europe; and yet sect.

when kingly sway was abolished, they were found »- ^
generally too large for the republican constitution/

which succeeded. For, in the narrowness of the

territory of every Grecian state, and the want of

a controling power over all, while the disposition

of the people was restless and wwlike, it was

generally impossible to cultivate, with reasonable

hope of injoymcnt, any land far from a fortified

town : in the poverty of governments, and non-

existence of taxes, the owners of the neighboring

fields must be the garrison. Nor was it only to

defend the narrow territory against hostile neigh-

bors, that it was necessary for every citizen to be

a soldier, but still more to hold a sure superiority

over the slaves, generally much more numerous

than the citizens. For persons thus always uniting

the civil and military character, some municipal

administration, adapted to both, would be indis-

pensable. The questions then arose. What should

be the relation of this government to that of the

capital ? What should be their common, and

what their separate rights? Under monarchal

supremacy the adjustment was easier : for, each

town preserving its municipal polity, the prince’s

superintending authority, his military command,

his presidency over the religion of the state, and

his power in general to direct the executive

government, would be as willingly acknowleged

by the inferior towns as by the capital. But, after

the abolition of monarchy, the people of the

capital generally claimed that sovereintj over the

people of the inferior towns, which the kings had

before
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CHAP, before held; a sovereinty, in their hands, una*

*

—

voidably invidious, and likely to be oppressive;

‘ because the interests of the parties were, in many

points, distinct, in some opposite. The people,

therefore, of the inferior towns, having arms in

their hands, and walls to protect them, and often

means for obtaining allies to assist them, seldom

failed to assert independency. In some provinces

a federal union was maintained. In two only,

Attica, through the constitution of Theseus, and

Laconia, through that which we shall find esta-

blished by Lycurgus, one constitutional supreme

authority pervaded the whole as one state.

The division of Greece then into little states

unnumbered, the variety of political customs

naturally arising among them, even while mo-

narchs presided, the various changes that took

place, according to circumstances, upon the abo-

lition of monarchy, the continual struggles, after-

ward, of discordant interests among the people,

and frequent revolutions insuing, gave occasion to

various distinctions and definitions ofgovernments,

which were afterward, with more or less accuracy,

adopted by the Romans, and from them have been

received into all the languages of modem Europe.

Afisjot- The Greeks distinguished, at least in theory, six

simple forms: four legal and admitted
;
two not of

acknowleged legality, but generally supported by

violence. The legal were Monarchy, Oligarchy,

Aristocracy, and Democracy ; the illegal. Tyranny,

and Assumed or Tyrannical Oligarchy.

But absolute Monarchy, as we have already

observed, was unknown among the Greeks as a

legal
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legal constitution. The title of King therefore sect.
implied, with them as with us, not a Right of.v

Absolute Power, but a Legal Superiority of

Dignity and Authority in One person above all

others of the state, and for their beneBt The
peculiar and most indispensable rights of Royalty Arislol.

were Religious Supremacy and Military Com-
mand. In the early ages Kings also commonly
exercised Judicial Authority. Rut Legislation

seems never to have been regularly within their 1-3.0. u.

single prerogative. After the general abolition of

Monarchy in Greece, if a Citizen of a Common-
wealth, through whatsoever means, acquired

Monarchal Power, his government was intitlcd

Tyranny, and himself Tyrant : names which

seem not to have been originally terms of Gom.Nop.

1 „ vil. Millii..!.

reproach ;
tho such monarchy was generally very

deservedly reprobated,

A distinction of families into ‘those of Higher

and Lower Rank, appears to have obtained very

early throughout Greece
;
and nowhere more than

at Athens, where, by the constitution of Theseus,

the Eupatiuds, *or Nobly Bohn, like the Difulor.Sic

Patricians of Rome, formed a distinct order of 'piV,! v^.

'

the state, with great privileges*. With the down-

fall of Monarchy, however, Hereditary Nobility

seems to have declined everywhere : and, tho

Family was always considered, yet Wealth became

the

*
*EyytitoiAuov avfyog Sfot h roT^ Sip^overi 9ia(pipoi>To^,

Mf jcXuQttu, >£. T. I. Plat, de Rep, 1 . 9. p. 576. Accordingly

be calU his republic Batff'tXivofJm woAif.

* Aristotle distinguishes the noble by the title of

Polit. I. 4. c. 4.

VOL. I. T
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CHAP, the principal criterion of Rank. But daily expe*

« ^y*
.riencf, among the Greeks, proving that Military

Force may always command Civil Authority, the

two were, in all their republics, united in the same

persons ;
every citizen being bound to Military

Service. Equally then the necessity of the

commonwealth, and the choice of the individual,

would decide that the rich should serve on horse*

iicrodot^^ back ; and thus was created, in the principal re-

Xeii.de He. publics, a Rank of Citizens determined by their

AnsuPoiit ability to serve in War on Horseback, at their own
1. 4. c. 3. expence. Such was the origin of Knighthood

in Rome, and since in the feudal kingdoms of

sirab.i.io. Europe. In many Grecian states, however, the

' noble, or the rich, or both together, held exclu-

sively the principal authority ;
and the government

was then denominated Oligarchy
; meaning a

government in which the supreme power is vested

in a FeWi WhSre the Few, as they became em-

phatically called, remained contented with the

prerogatives of the antient hereditary kings, leaving

rights to the people, so established as to secure

an impartial administration of equal law, it was

deemed a just and Constitutional Oligarchy’.

But, where contests arising, as often happened,

between the Few and the Many (which became

the distinguishing appellation of the lower people)

and the Few obtained the superiority, not without

a violent, and perhaps a bloody struggle, they

would not always, and sometimes could not safely,

be moderate in the exercise of power. Thus arose

Tyrannical Oligarchy.

Aristocracy,

' Thucyd. 1 . 3. c. 62.
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Aristocracv, Signifying government by the sect.
Better people, was a phrase of more dubious im-

.

. .

port, inasmuch as the question would always re-

' ‘

main, Who were the better people.? The Few,
whether legally, or by violence, or not at all
established in power, commonly assumed the title
to themselves*; and gave that of Aristocracy to
any government in which they, or persons of their
sort, held the principal power. Among the mo-
dems, generally the term Aristocracy has been
used as equivalent to Constitutional Oligarchy

;

an application of it apparently first proposed by
Aristotle, on account of the discredit which the
frequency of a tyrannical assumption of jiower by
the Few, brought upon the name of Oligarchy.

But, both before and after that philosopher, the
term Aristocracy was more received, among the
Greeks, as the proper appellation of those go-
vernments in which the supreme authority was
committed, by the people themselves, to persons

elected for their merit
; Oligarchy remaining al-

ways the ordinary Grecian term for governments
in which the noble or the rich presided, as a
separate order of the state.

Democracy signified Government by the Arislot.

People at large; all the Freemen of the state in c.”c.ir

assembly forming the Legal Soverein, Absolute,

and Uncontrolable. But as Democracy was be-

yond all other governments subject to irregular,

improvident, and tyrannical conduct, where un-

checked by $ome balancing power intrusted to a

few,

* K^aSu.

T 2
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CHAP, few, it became distinguished by the opprobrious

'— title of Ochlocracy, Mob-rule.

The states of Greece, whose government was

in any degree settled, had mostly some mixture of

two or more of these forms. A simple monarchy,

indeed, would be despotism and tyranny : a simple

oligarchy but the tyranny of an association, instead

of the tyranny of an individual
;
and a simple de-

mocracy scarcely above anarchy
:
yet those evils

we find frequently existing among the Grecian

cities. From the various mixture, however, of

these simple forms, decided whether by accidental

custom, or by the various prevalence of various

interests, arose new distinctions, and sometimes

new names. The mixture of oligarchy and de-

mocracy, in which the oligarchal power was su-

perior, yet the democratical sufficed to secure

freedom and equal right to the people, might,

pilin’ 4
^iccording to Aristotle, be properly distinguished

c.6.Asiq. from simple oligarchy by the more honorable title

of Aristocracy. That mixture where the demo-

cratical power prevailed, yet was in some degree

balanced by authority lodged in steddier hands,

is distinguished by the same great author by the

Poijb.1.6. name of Polity; and, according to Polybius, a

due blending of the three powers, monarchal,

aristocratical, and democratical, was necessary

to constitute what might properly be termed a
Kingdom *. It

* It is of importance, in considering antient, or indeed
any forein politics, to be careful not to be misled, and in

treating of them, not to mislead, by names;, and if our
Iwguage wants words to give the precise meaning of Gre-
cian political terms, it will be no matter of wonder to us,

when
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It may here perhaps be a digression neither in sec'

itself absolutely improper, nor intirely useless for *—!—

illustration of the subject before us, to observe^

that the British Constitution is compounded of

All the Legal simple forms acknowleged by the

Greeks, Monarchy, Oligarchy, Aristocracy, and

Democracy. Monarchy with us perfectly accords

with the Grecian idea of Kingly government.

The

when we consider that the several nations of modern Europe,
whose governments have mostly had a common origin, arc
unable, each in its own language, to express the |)o1itical

terms of its nearest neighbors. Thus the English is without
words perfectly synonymous with the French Gentilhomme,
Noble, Bourgeois, Boturier; and no forein language can
convert with precision our terms Noble, Lord, Commoner,
and many others. But in the Greek, beyond most languages,

political terms are found of undeiined import ; because, in the

several Grecian repubhes, often where names were the same,
things differed. Thus tlie term generally meaning the

lower people exclusively of the higher, and commonly not ill

translated either by the Latin Plcbs, or the English Com-
monalty, in the democratical state of Athens included all the

people, noble as well as plebeian. In the time of Isocrates,

the term 'Aftroxparfa seems hardly to have been appropriated

to any form of government. ^I'hat writer ackiiowleges only

three simple kinds, Oligarchy, Democracy, Monarchy ( 1 );

and he applies the term Aristocracy as a title of compliment

to the Democracy of Athens; distinguisliing it, as a well-

constituted Democracy, from those ill-formed, or unformed

governments, which might deserve the name of Ochlocracy.

Polybius, as may be seen in the beginning of his sixth book,

uses the term Aristocracy nearly in the same manner. 'I'he

term unqualified, appears always to have signified

Absolute Monarchy ; from which Polybius, conformably to

Plato’s use of tbe term, distinguishes limited or balanced Mo-
narchy by the title of Bavkhtia, Plato indeed gives to iiis

republic, in different places, the several titles of

atoAk, ’ApifTojtpaTia, and UoXiTf/a. Xenophon, in the begin-

ning of his Agesilaus, enumerates the ordinary forms of go-

vernment under the titles of Tvfanh,

BAtf’iXsia. The Lacedasmonian government, where royal power

was so excessively limited, is his example of the BaertPisU.

( 1 ) Panalli. p. 514. cd. Paris. Auger.

T 3
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t i*A p. The Lords form the Oligarchal part of the con-

— stitution

;

and the House of Commons properly

tlie Aristocratical ; being composed of persons

elected by the People to Legislative Authority

for Merit real or supposed. The Democratical

Principle, Equal Law, or, in the Greek term,

Isonomy, singularly pervades the whole
;
the pri-

vileges of the Peer extending in no degree to his

family, and the descendants even of the Blood

Royal being People, subject to the same laws,

the same burdens, and the same judicature with

the meanest citizen. Rights of Election, Trial

by .Jury, and Provincial Offices, together with the

Right of addressing and Petitioning either the

executive or any branch of the legislature, form

a large Democratical Power, more wisely given,

and more wisely bounded, notwithstanding some

defects, than in any other government that ever

existed*.

‘ The Right of Equal Law, the peculiar boast of the

English constitution, is derived from the Anglosaxon govern-

ment. It is declared more than once in the Anglosaxou laws

yet e.xtant ; but never was more emphatically expressed than
in a phrase of the laws of Edgar : Ic pille, saya the royal

Legislator, speaking with the authority of his Witenagemote,

fat aelc man py Folciuhtej* pypS, je eapme je eabigXi);
which, notwithstanding the general energy of the English

language, can scarcely be rendered in modern terns with
equal force. This it was for which our ancestors contended,

when, in the reigns of the early Norman princes, they so often

and so earnestly demanded the restoration of the Saxon laws:
and Uiis it was that gave origin to the judicium parium
AUT LEGEM TERRJE of Magna Charts, wtiich that famous
deed has sanctified as the birthright of every Englishman, the
Folkbight of the land.

(1) lulk Anglosai. D. Wilkins, p. 77.
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SECTION II.

Summary of^hc Histories of Crete, Argos, the Cataurean Con-
federacy, Corinth, Sieyon, Arhaia, Eleia’Arcadia.

We have seen that, in the large and valuable sk(’i.

iland of Crete, a regular free government, under '—
the presidency of an hereditary prince, was esta-

blished almost before Grecian history can be said

to begin. The naval power acquired by Minos
decayed after him, and the Argian princes gained

the superiority in the Grecitm seas, together with

the sovereinty of the smaller Hands nearest to the

continent of Greece. Yet Idomencus, grandson

of Minos, and commander of the Cretan troops

in the Trojan war, was among the most powerful

of the Grecian chiefs of his time. We are assured

by Homer that tliis prince was one of the few who o.ijs„ ,.,

returned safe from that ex]>edition; and no con-

siderable revolution in Crete seems to have been

known either to Homer or Hesiod. It must how-
ever have been soon, after them that monarchy

was abolished there. What caused the revolution,

or how it was effected, we have no authentic in-

formation : but some very important consequences

are strongly authenticated. The government esta-

blished in the room of monarchy could not main-

tain itself intire
; it fell into pieces, the principal

towns separating themselves into independent

commonwealths. The Cretan power and the

Cretan character then sunk together, never to rise

again. As a military people indeed, the Cretans

T 4 always
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CHAP, always supported a considerable reputation, and

'— » their naval skill became proverbial. But their

military prowess, except when, in later times,

exerted in hired service, was confined to wars

among themselves, and their naval exploits are

Strabo, unheard of but in piracy. While their laws, tho
i.io,p.48i.

greatly altered, held fame for what they had been,

their national character for want of probity became

infamous
;

nor ever, after the Trojan war, was

Crete of any considerable weight in the scale of

Grecian politics ^

Of the states on the continent of Greece, Argos
was among the first to abolish monarchy; or,

however, so to reduce its powers that w’e hardly

perceive among historians whether it existed or

Argian government is said to have be-

come republican so early as on the death of

Ceisus, son of Temenus, founder of the Heracleid

dynasty. But neither was Argos fortunate in the

change. In its defective history indeed we read

of scarcely anything but disorders, and those often

of extraordinary violence. In general we learn

that the higher and lower wnks were continually

at

A!yi>irvi> seems to have been an early proverb
of nearly the same import as our English, Set a thief lo catch
a thief. Polybius, in the fourth, and still more particularly

in the sixth book of his history, speaks strongly to the infamy
of the Cretan character, and even denies all merit to the
Cretan laws and constitution ; which were probably in his
time much altered from what, as he says, the ablest of the elder
writers, Ephorus, Xenophon, Callisthenes, and Plato, held in

high esteem. The change indeed is particularly remarked by
Strabo : Ilip) Kpm; 0/4.0X071™* xara rovs va^atovt

tTvy^uHV tCvojjiovfAttiif xa* TOt)^ UpifOVt ruv

£XX4ra;v - ^Ynpo» /niTiCfloXii lx*

sXirroi'. Strab. 1. 10. p.477.
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at variance, but the democratical faction was sect.

mostly superior : the priesthood had peculiar >

authority : sometimes tyrants raised themselveS

over all, and once the slaves got |)o.fsession of the

city, and iilled the magistracies. Originally an llcroUui.

ill-constituted government, no legislator ofsuperior
*’ ^

wisdom and probity ever acquired the power, no

fortunate train of circumstances ever occurred of

themselves, to unite liberty and administration

upon a firm and even basis. One famous tyrant,

Pheidon, lineal successor of the Ileracleids, a

prince of great abilities but no moderation, raised

himself, rather than his country, to a superiority i- ••

which ceased with him. Under its republican

government, impotent abroad as unhappy at home,

Argos finally lost that preeminence which under

monarchal rule it had obtained among the Orecian

states. Far from leading the affairs of Pelopon-

nesus, every little town of Argolis itself resisted

the Argian dominion : Mycenae long asserted in-

dependency : Asinaea, and even Nauplia, the

immediate seaport of Argos, were preserved
''

only by expulsion of the inhabitants ; llermione,
'

Troezen, Epidaurus, Phlius, Sicyon, and the iland

of .£gina, members of the Argian state under the

Ileracleid kings, but early separated after the

abolition of hereditary first-magistracy, always

maintained themselves as self-governed republics.

Cynuria, Thyrea, and Prasise, were conquered by

Lacedaemon.

It was apparently to resist the measures of the

Argian people for inforcing obedience from so

many towns, members of the Argolic kingdom,

revolting
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revolting from the republic, that an institution

was formed which has escaped the notice of extant

liistorians, but remains recorded by tfre geographer.

In the little Hand of Calaurea, at the mouth of

the harbor of Troezen, was held what he calls a

sort of Amphictyonic council*. Calaurea was

sacred to Neptune, whose temple there was among

the most venerated and inviolable ‘sanctuaries of

Greece ;
a commodious place of meeting therefore

for the councils of the oppressed. The assembly

was composed of deputies from the revolted

Argian cities, Hermione, Epidaurus, JEgina,

Nauplia, and Prasise
; but to these we find added

Athens and the Minyeian Orchomenus, a title by

which Orchomenus in Boeotia was distinguished

from the town of the same name in Arcadia. Of
the purpose of this meeting and of its transactions

farther than a common sacrifice to the god, we
have no direct information

;
but a common sacri*

fice implied some political connection, a defensive

alliance at least, between the cities in whose name

and for whose welfare it was offered. It seems

indeed not dubious that, tho the ostensible cere-

monies of the meeting were principally religious,

the ultimate object was political, and that the

institution had considerable political importance.

It is likely to have contributed much toward esta-

blishing the independency of the revolted Argian

towns. How AAens became ingaged in this con-

federacy we are not directly informed; but we
find Athens, from very early to very late times,

dways taking an interest in the troubles ofArgos,

and
; ‘A/tfunt/m Ti(. Strab. 1. 8. p. 374.
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and generally much connected with a party there sect.

Any ground for the association of the Boeotian <

Orchomenus is less obvious.
•

But when the independency of the revolted

Argian towns was established, and a connection

formed with the powerful state of Athens, and

with Orchomenus, perhaps the ally of Athens,

the confederacy would in its turn be formidable

to Argos; and thus, apparently, it became an

object for Argos itself to be a member of that

league which had been ori^nally formed for the

purpose of resisting its power. The opportunity

offered, when Nauplia was taken and its people

were expelled by the Argians. Whether the

Nauplians were become obnoxious, and the Ar-

gians had ingratiated themselves, or whether the

fear only of an overbearing power decided the

allied cities, the claim of Argos to send represen-

tatives for Nauplia to the Caulaurean council was

allowed, and Argos thus became a member of the

confederacy. A similar policy appears to have

prompted the Lacedaemonians, who, on reducing

Prasias under their dominion, or receiving it into

their protection, claimed to send representatives

for that town, and Lacedaemon accordingly was

added to the Calaurean league.

But this accession of the greater Grecian re-

publics, instead of giving permanent splendor and

importance to the Calaurean council, seems to

have been the immediate cause of its sinking into

insignificancy. While the purpose was to main-

tain a league among the Argolic tow'ns for general

defence, the council was equal to its object, and
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for its object respectable. But when, by the al-

lowed independency of those towns, this object

vanished, to regulate thejarring interests of Athens,

Argos, and Lacedaemon, which should have suc-

ceeded as the business of the meeting, was what

those states would scarcely submit to the votes of

deputies from the little cities of Epidaurus, Her-

mione, .Egina, and Orchomenus. The political

business of the assembly therefore ceased, and the

importance attached to the religious ceremonies

alone seems to have preserved it from utter ob-

livion. But as, among the circumstances of

Grecian history, nothing more marks the general

character of the national politics, so nothing will

more deserve the consideration of the modern

politician, than the various attempts toward fede-

ral union among the republics, and the inefficacy

of those attempts.

We have already remarked the fortunate si-

tuation of Corinth, by which that city became

very early the greatest emporium of Greece. It

was fortunate also in its constitution, which it

is said to have owed to Pheidon, a prince of un-

certain age, but who has been supposed nearly

cotemporary with Lycurgus. Monarchy, the ba-

lanced monarchy of early times, florished there,

without violence or commotion to ingage the no-

tice of history, longer than in any other of the

principal Grecian cities, Sicyon alone excepted.

At length the Bacchiads (a numerous branch of

the royal family, so named from their ancestor

Bacchis, fifth monarch in succession from Aletes)

put to death Telestes the reigning prince, and

assuming
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assuming the government in association, formed

an Oligarchy. But still the laws and the spirit,

of the old constitution were in large measure

preserved. An annual magistrate presided, with

the title of Prytanis, but w ith very limited pre-

rogatives
;
and tho oligarchies were generally

odious, yet Corinth florished under the Bucchiads.

Syracuse and Corcyra, Corinthian colonies, appear

to have been, under their administration, subject

to the mother-country. Afterward they acquired

independency : but the early power and wealth

of both, and still more the friendly connection of

Syracuse with the parent state, remaining through

many ages, prove the wisdom with which they

were settled. Syracuse re((uires a history by itself.

Corcyra founded early its own colonies Epidamnus

and Apollonia in Illyria. After the Bacchiads

had held the administration of Corinth during

some generations, they were expelled by Cypselus:

who, according to the Grecian w riters, in his ow'n

person restored monarchy, or, as it became popu

lar to phrase it, tyranny ;
tho, as superior wisdom

and virtue alone never were supposed to give a

claim to the titles of king or tyrant, it scarcely

appears by what right Cypselus bore either’. He

was in truth the head of a party, by the strength

and through the favor of which he ruled. De-

termined to rest his authority, and even his safety,

wholly on his good deeds and his power of at-

taching to himself the affections of men, he con-

stantly

• Little or nothing seems fairly to be gatlicrcd from the

loose invective, following a strange romantic story, which

Herodotus puts into the mouth of a man pleading with vehe-

mence the cause of a party. Herod. I.5. c. 9 -‘«
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CHAP, stantly refused the invidious, but not unusual, dis-

—
I tinction of a guard, to protect his person against

Poiit ' those attempts of the defeated faction, which,
J.S. c.ia. common violence of party in Grecian

commonwealths, might be enough to be appre-

hended. But tho his virtues, and particularly his

moderation and clemency, were eminent, he is

nevertheless by Grecian writers universally called

tyrant of Corinth, and his government tyranny.

His son Periander, who succeeded to his power,

is not equally famed for the mildness of his ad-

ministration
;
but for his abilities, learning, and

munificent incouragement of learned men, was

ranked among the sages celebrated by the title of

01. .55. *. the Seven Wise-men of Greece. Periander was

also succeeded by his son, whose reign, however,

bi. 48. 4>. was short. A commonwealth was then established

:

B C
^

585. b'.
which enough was retained of the oligarchy to

temper the turbulence and capriciousness of de-

mocratical rule ;
and Corinth, tho not the most

renowned, had perhaps the happiest government

of Greece. The local circumstances of the city

appear indeed to have influenced the disposition

of the people
;
directing it to commerce and arts

more than to politics, arms, or science ; tho in

these also they acquired their share of fame.

ThucjA
^

They, first among the Greeks, built vessels of that

61. so. 4. improved, construction for war (whose form is now

657 N certainly known) which we commonly dis-

01. 29 . 1. tinguish by the Latin name Trireme ; and the first

664 B.
recorded in any history was between

Corinth and its own colony of Corcyra. The

Isthmian games, comparatively a late establish-

6 ment,
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ment, tho boasting of great antiquity, were cele- sect.

brated within the territory and under the direction ^ ijl—

of the Corinthians, and brought them considerable*'"^

advantages. Luxury indeed was the unfailing

attendant upon wealth : but colonization and

commerce no less certainly produced naval power;

and Corinth, tho never singly formidable, was al-

ways respected among the Grecian states

Of all the cities of Greece, Sicyon, reputed

the oldest, had the good fortune to remain longest

under that mild and steddy government, derived

from the heroic ages, in which hereditary princes

presided, and fixed laws or customs, venerated

for their antiquity, and loved for their proved

utility, restrained the extravagant use equally of Aristot.

power in the chiefs and of liberty in the people,
f

So
‘

” Tho Pindar's business was panegyric, yet lie would

panegyrize upon the best grounds that his subject aflTorded

;

and he seems justly to have characterized Corinth in terms

of eulogy that would have bjpen but preposterously apphed to

niost of the Grecian cities :

- - - - - - - Ttfuo'ofA.ah

Tut oXClai' KopinOoi',

UfoBvpot uy?iU0K9v^»t,

*Er Ta Evtc/4,iu tutu,

. mTai Tf AtKU,

fiu0^9t, xul if*9-

Tfo^rof Etputu, TUfjtiut

^At^pua-t wXojJtov,

tv€ov?iov Qtpurof, Olymp. I3*

Let my lays

The fame of happy Corinth bear afar

:

Which as a gate to Neptune's isthmus stands,

Proud of her blooming youth and manly bands.

There fair Eunomia, with her sister-train,

Blest Peace and Justice, hold their steady reign

;

Who wealth and snailing ease on mortals show r,

From Themis' genial care drawing their natal hour.

Pye's Translation of the

Olympic Odes not translated by West.
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CHAP. So late as the age of Solon this constitution

. remained in full vigor, when, udder Cleisthenes,

Kn.^' ‘ a prince of superior merit, Sicyon florished singu-

.2.&1.10.
gjjjj gygjj jjgy leading situation among

the Grecian states. It was the misfortune of

Sicyon that Cleisthenes had no son. His only

daughter carried the moveable wealth of the

family to Athens, by marriage with Megacles,

head of the illustrious house of the Alcmaeonids

there. -No chief, of dignity above competition,

remaining, Sicyon was torn by contending

factions; and, under republican government,

importance abroad, and happiness at home, sunk

together.

Poijb. Achaia remained, during some generations,

united under monarchs, the posterity of Tisamenus

p. 383,
384

. Orestes. The tyrannical conduct of

Gyges, or Ogyges, the last prince of that race,

excited his subjects against him, and the twelve

principal towns became so^many independent and

inconsiderable commonwealths. A federal union

was preserved among them, but too imperfect for

Achaia to take any important share in the political

affairs of Greece.

The very singular circumstances of Eleia,

which in a great degree secluded its^people from

politics and war, have been alreddy mentioned.

But it was not possible, by any institutions, to

destroy that elasticity given by the Author of

nature to the mind of man, which continually

excites to action, often palpably against interest,

and which was strong in the general temper of

the Greeks. Mostly indeed attached to rural

business
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business and rural pleasures, the Eleians confined sect.

their ambition to the flattering preeminence^'—

^

allowed them in the splendid assembly ofprincipal

people from every Grecian state at the Olympian

festival, and the perhaps yet more flattering

respect in which their sacred character was uni-

versally held ;
which was such that the armies of

the most powerful states of Greece, having occa- sir.ibo,

sion to cross any part of tVic Eleian territory,

surrendered their arms on entering, in trust to

receive them again when they had passed the

borders* Yet restless spirits arose, not to be so

satisfied. Often the Eleians ingaged as auxiliaries

in the wars of other states
;
generally indeed on

pretence of asserting the cause of religion. But

in that cause itself they could not agree among

themselves. During some generations, while

monarchy subsisted in the posterity of If)hitus,

Eleia continued united under one government.

But at length the spirit of democracy prevailed

there as elsewhere in Greece, and with the same

effects. Every considerable town claimed inde-

pendency, or at least equality in confederacy

with the rest, while Elis asserted authority

over all
;

and Olympia became, for all, a

great object of contention. Situated within the smiKi,

territory of Pisa, on the northern bank of the

river Alpheius, which alone separated its precinct

from that city, the Pisa;ans insisted that the right

to the guardianship of the temple and super-

intendency of the festival was clearly theirs.

The Eleians, on the contrary, claimed it exclu-

sively. Wars arose between the two states : each

t. ».

VOL. I.
endevored ' ** *'

lICTOllot,

1.6. c. 127.

Slraho,

3 .08 .
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CHAP, endevored to gain allies; and at one time—i-
—i^,Pheidon, the powerful tyrant of Argos, interfering,

assumed to himself, as hereditary representative

of Hercules, the guardianship of the temple, and

StraljOj presidency of the festival. At other times the

ijitrstr’ Pismans prevailed, and they presided at some

Olympiads • but at length, tho at what time we

22
are not certainly informed, the Eleians destroyed

Pisa, so that scarcely a ruin remained; and

thenceforward, excepting in the hundred and

fourth Olympiad, when the Arcadians violently

interfered, they held the presidency undisturbed

while the festival existed". The other towns of

Eleia then mostly fell under their dominion.

Arcadia

We have no connected history of these events from any
one anlicnt author, and the scraps of information remaining

from writers of best authority are not easily reconcileable.

Pausanias affirms that the Eleians ingaged Pheidon, tyrant

oi' Argos, to protect them against the Pisxans in the cele>

hralion of the eighth Olympiad (i). According to that

report, to which Strabo gave most credit, where it appears

he esteemed none certain, the Eleians held the presidency oi'

the festival till the twenty-sixth Olympiad (2). He does not

say how or by whom they were then deprived of it; but in a
prior passage he relates that Pheidon, king of Argos, tenth in

descent from Teinenus the Henxcleid, and the most powerful

Grecian prince of his age, assumed to himself the presidency

of the Olympic festival (3). A similar account is given by

Herodotus (4). Strabo adds, that the Eleians, utterly dis-

satisfied, did not register that Olympiad, hut reckoned it

among what they termed Anolympiads; and that, upon
occasion of this violence of the Argian prince, they first de-

parted from their original principle of trusting wholly to their

sacred character for security, and applied themselves to the

practice of arms. With assistance from Lacedaemon, they at

lengUi defeated Pheidon, and acquired the territories of the

Pisatis and Triphylia. He assigns no dates to any of these

events. But Pausanias says that the Pisaeans, under their

prince Pantaleon, ejected the Eleians in the thirt3^-fourth

Olympiad,

(1) b. fi. c. 22. (2) Strab. I. 8. p. 355. (5; p. 355. (4) b. 6. c. 127.
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Arcadia was early divided into m.any small sect.

states, of which some retained long the regal fornK..v-rii^

—

of government; or, to use modern terms perhaps

more analagous to the circumstances, they were

under the rule of chiefs like the Scottish highland

lairds ; for the country, wholly inland, being mostly

very mountainous, and the people generally herd-

men, the towns were small, and their inhabitants

unpolished. Some improvements, however, would

come to them from their neighbors : some w^erc

suggested by necessity. When bordering states

increased in power, the scattered inhabitants of

Viountain villages w^re no longer equal to the

protection of their herds and their freedom : for

men, together with their cattle, were still prin-

cipal objects of plunder. Toward the frontier,

where the most formidable neighbor arose, the

land, tho high above the level of the sea, s[)re(l

more into plains, and afforded opportunity for

advantageous tillage. There nine villages uniting siraiio,

^

made Tegea a considerable city
;
and five others

Joined to form that of Mantineia.

Olympiad, and held the presidency of the festival till alter

the forty-eighth. He has not marked with precision the

time when the Eleians recovered it, and destroyed ]*isa; but

he says the Eleians called all those festivals, at which the

J^isajans presided, Anolympiads, and did not register them in

their catalogue. These discordancies and deficiencies, in the

accounts of two such authors as Stmbo and Pausania*^, d<^-

serve the consideration of those wh<» desire to know «hat

credit is due to the Olympic chronology for the tinies hcleic

the Persian war.

U -2
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History of Lacedemon. Legislation of Lycurgus.

The conquering Heracleids had scarcely decided

upon the division of Peloponnesus, when Aristo-

demus, to whose share Laconia fell, died, leaving

newborn twin sons, Eurysthenes and Procles.

The mother, it is said, through impartial fondness,

refusing to declare which was the elder, it was

determined that both those princes should succeed

to the throne of their father, with equal authorityf

and that the posterity of each should inherit the

rights of their respective ancestors. Laconia was

esteemed a territory of inferior value to both

Argolis and Messenia
;

yet, so early as the Trojan

war, we find Lacedaemon reckoned among the

richest and most powerful cities of Greece. The
divided royalty indeed, now established, was appa-

rently a form of government little likely to be

lasting in itself, or to give power or happiness to

the people, who lived under it: but as, in the

natural body, a fever often leads to a renewal of

the constitution, so still more, in the political,

advantageous establishments commonly owe their

very conception to violent disorders. Jealousy, as

might be expected, arose between the kings : but

hence it became necessary for each to court the

favor of the people : and while, in other Grecian

states, the tyranny of the one king drove the mul-

titude to assume, by violent means, the supreme
power to themselves, in Lacedaemon the conces-

sions
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sions of ihe two gave by degrees such importance srer.

to the people, that the royal authority scarcely ^

^

remained an object of either terror or envy. Tlius,

however, the powers of government were at length p
so weakened, that the worst of all tyrannies^||j^^J-’ ‘

^

anarchy, prevailed in Sparta. The evils of this > «•

lawless situation api)ear to have been sometimes i.^cur^j.

checked by abler princes, who led the contentious
‘

spirit of the people to exert itself in forein wars,

in which some successes were obtained. Little,

however, of importance occurs [imong the tra-

ditions concerning the Lacedaemonian state, till

Lycurgus, of the race of JVoclcs, succeeded his

brother Polydectes in the throne. Nor arc w c

informed with the certainty that might l)C ex-

|)ected, in what age, or even with what c()tcm|)0-

rarics, this extraordinary man lived. But the full

assurance we have of the subsistence, through

many centuries, of that wonderful phenomenon in

I)olitics and in the history of humanity, the Spartan

system, the establishment of which is by the

strongest concurrence of authorities referred tf)

him, may teach us that we ought not to refuse our

belief to a relation of facts meerly because lh(;y

are strange
;
and moreover, that the uncertainty of

the date of any event in those early ages, whet)

no regular method of dating was in use, is no

argument that the event itself is uncertain

According

The most judicious writers of antiquity have r.)rilrilui((!fl

to the perplexity about the age of I.ycurgiis. Scr 'f Imryflidj

b. 1. r. 18. IM.-Uo ill Minos, Xmophon r>i iIm‘ harc‘d.'»'moni:oi

f 'oniiuonwciillli, and Ai isU)lh' on (iovriimieiit I

m

aloslhcru s

and \polludurub tJie clironulogcrs undtitook lo detidc iqioji

ii .
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CHAP. According to that account which Plutarch

'—

v

.^—

'

seems to have preferred, Lycurgus was fifth in

•'descent from Procles, and tenth from Hercules.

When the scepter devolved to him by the death

•of his brother, the widow of that prince was

breeding. He was no sooner assured of this, than

he publicly declared that he held the throne

thenceforward upon trust only, to resign it to his

brother s child, if it should prove a son
;
and

dropping accordingly the title of king, he retained

the royal power as Prodicus, or protector only.

I proceed with this anecdote, which found credit

with the best antient historians, and may the

rather deserve notice as tending to account for

that veneration borne to the character of Lycurgus,

which inabled him to execute what an ordinary

legislator could not, without extreme imprudence,

Strabo, have attempted. The princess, we are told, more

solicitous to remain a queen than to become a

mother, caused private intimation to be given to

1. 3. c. 2. Lycurgus that, if he would marry her, no child of

his late brother’s should ever interfere with his

possession of the throne. The protector thought

it prudent, in the weakness of government, and

licentiousness of the times, to dissemble his

abhorrence of so atrocious a proposal. He only

insisted that the queen should not indanger her

own life and health by any attempts to procure

abortion,

it ; but Plutarch, in the beginning of his Life of Lycurgus,

sufficiently lets us know what credit is due to their decision.

Perhaps the best modern attempt to reconcile the discord

of antient authors on this subject, as far as the succession of

the Lacedaemonian kings only is concerned, may be found in

note 32, p, 31, of Wesscling’s Herodotus.
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abortion, and he would provide, he said, that the sror.

child when l)orn should be no hindrance to their »—^*-1—

•

mutual wishes. When she drew near her time ^

he placed trusty persons in waiting about her,

whom he directed, if she produced a girl, to leave

it to the women, but if a boy, to bring it imme-

diately to him wheresoever he might be. It

happened tliat he was supping in public with the

principal magistrates when the queen was de-

livered of a son, which, according to command,

was instantly carried to him. He received the

child in his arms, and addressing himself to those

present, ‘ Spartans,’ he said, " a king is born to

‘ you and immediately placed the infant in the

royal seat. Observing then the joy which pre-

vailed through the company, rather from atlmira-

tion of his prudence and uprightness than from

any cause they had to rejoice at the birth of a

son to the late king, he named the boy Charilails,

which signifies the peoples Joy

But notwithstanding the power and influence

which Lycurgus derived from his high birth and

high office, together with the esteem in which lu'

was held by all good men, it was not difficult,

amid the general lawlessness prevalent in Sparta,

for the brother of the queen-mother to raise a

strong faction against him. Finding it, therefore,

no season to attempt that reformation in the stiiU

which he wished, he determined, being yet a \ cry

young man, to indulge his appetite for knoul(jdg<’

by

” To Tour ‘

IMut.

\
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CHAP, hy visiting such forcin countries as were most

—
» celebrated for art and science

;
the only way, in

pX!* *^that early age, by which a desire of knowlege

pi'ull^c. could be gratified. Voluntarily, or involuntarily^

he left the administration of Sparta to his oppo-

nents, and passed to Crete ;
induced by its singular

laws and institutions, hitherto the most renowned

strabo,^^^ of Greece. There he formed an intimacy with

riuL iyc.' Thales, a poet of great abilities, whom he ingaged

so far in his designs as to persuade him to pass to

Sparta, and, by popular poems adapted to the

purpose, to prepare the minds of the people for

those alterations of government and manners

which himself was already meditating. It is said

A.iiaii that he also visited Asia Minor, where Homer's

1.1k C.14. poems were then popular, and that on his return

he first brought them into reputation in Greece.

The disorders of Sparta w^ere now grown to

a magnitude no longer supportable. The kings

were without authority, the laws without efficacy,

Hcrodot. the anarchy was extreme, and all ranks suffered.

Tiiucyd." Such is the account given by Plutarch, sufficiently

Xen.*^dc°’ consonant to what remains from earlier authors,

rep. Lac.
g^g scanty light afforded will inable us

to discern objects through the dark mist of anti-

quity, it appears that those disorders arose prin-

cipally from the ordinary source of sedition in all

the antient republics ; a tyrannical disposition in

the rich, and a spirit of opposition with a disin-

clination to industry in the poor
;
hardly failing

consequences of domestic slavery. At the same

time the laws, being unwritten, were uncertain

;

and regal power, weak through division, leaned

somctimcF^
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sometimes on either faction, and sometimes look

opposite parts, unable to hold the balance between

the two. In this situation of things the name of

Lycurgus was frequently mentioned : his approved

integrity, his unshaken courage, his extensive ge-

nius, his popular manners, and that power which

above all others he possessed of commanding the

minds of men, were recalled to public attention.

At length it was agreed, by kings and people, to

invite him to return to his country, and, in quality

of legislator, to reform the state. He joyfully

received the summons; but, in undcrtiiking so

arduous an office, he proceeded with the utmost

circumspection to avail himself of whatever the

temper and prejudices of the times offered, thfit

might contribute to his success. He had already

imperceptibly begun the business by the poems of

Thales
;
poetry being in those days, while letters

were little known, the general mean of popular

instruction, and often successfully used to excite

popular passion. But before he would exercise

ins new authority, he went to Delphi to procure

the opinion of a divine sanction to his institutions.

The directors of the oracle were in the highest

degree favorable to his wishes, and he carried

back that celebrated response, as Plutarch calls it,

in which the Pythoness declared ‘ That he was

‘ singularly favored by the gods ;
himself more

‘ god than man ; and that it should be given him

^ to establish the most excellent of all systems of

‘ government.’

Armed with this high authority, in addition to

that before derived from the voice of his country,

. ht'
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CHAP, he returned to Sparta ; having already, it should

>— I seem, formed his plan, not so properly for giving

'^laws to a state, as for totally new-modelling a

people, and making them other beings, different

from all besides of human race. But with ideas

of a boldness verging upon extravagance, he

never failed to observe the most prudent caution

in carrying them into execution. He began with

assembling the principal citizens, to consult con-

cerning a plan of reformation ; but at this meet-

ting he disclosed nothing of his own design. He
then took opportunities to advise with his more

particular friends privately: and with these he

was freer in communication, opening to each more

or less as he found them disposed. When he had

thus formed a party strong enough to support

his measures, the kings Archelaiis and Charilaiis

still strangers to his purposes, he summoned an

assembly of the people. As the multitude thronged

the Agora, that place in Grecian towns which

served equally the purpose of a market and a

general meeting for public debate, alarm was

taken at the appearance of Lycurgus’s confidential

friends in arms. Charilaiis observing a tumult,

unaware of the cause, and unprepared for defence,

immediately fled to a neighboring temple ; but re-

ceiving assurance that no violence was intended,

and being naturally of a complying temper, he

returned to the assembly, and joined his uncle’s

party. Archilaiis, with more inclination, was

thus left with means too inadequate to attempt

resistance, and Lycurgus proceeded unopposed.

He immediately committed the executive .power

7 of
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of the state to a senate composed of thirty persons

;

twenty-eight selected from among those leading

men in whom he could most confide, with the two *

kings as presidents. To this body be gave also,

the most important part of the legislative autho-

rity
;
for laws were to originate there only. To

the assembly of the people he intrusted meerly

the power of confirming or annulling what the

senate proposed, forbidding them all debate : the

members only gave a simple aflSrinative or nega-

tive, without being allowed to speak even so far

as to declare why they gave cither. To jhe

people, however, he committed tlie future election

of senators, confining only their choice to person.s

who had passed their sixtieth year.* The prero- AriM..i.

gatives of the kings consisted in being hereditary
^

senators, commanders in chief of the armies, and

high priests of the nation.

We find it mentioned by Plato that, when the j’'"*'

Heracleids established themselves in Pelopon- p. oui. t. a.

nesus, die lands, throughout their conquests, were

equally divided among their followers. If this

were so, the next measure of Lycurgus would lose

something of that appearance of extreme boldness

with which it strikes, as it is ordinarily reported.

All the evils that can arise in an unsettled ill-

constituted government from the accumulation of

wealth into few hands, were daily experienced in

Sparta : the poor suffered from the oppression of I’lm. Lyc

the rich ; the rich were in perpetual danger from

the despair of the poor
; and where laws neither

restrained nor protected, dark fraud, or open and

atrocious
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atrocious violence^ were the unceasing produce of

avarice, suspicion, and misery. To combat such

inveterate and complicated mischief, said Lycur-

gus, by ordinary methods of criminal courts and

penal laws, were replete with uncertainty, danger,

and even cruelty, to a degree that cannot be

foreseen. How much better were it, instead of

arming the hand of the executioner against the

effect, at once to remove the cause ! He had begun

his work by securing those of higher rank to his

party, and by the establishment of the senate had

plpced almost all legal authority in their hands.

Sut he did not mean a partial benefit : he would

extend the advantage of his laws equally to ail,

leaving no ^stinction but of age and merit. In

his present purpose he was sure of the most nu-

merous party, the poor
;
and these, headed by

himself, would immediately become the most

powerful. We have no tradition that this mea-

sure, so opposite to the strongest passions and

prejudices of mankind, produced any commotion.

The principal land-owners were persuaded to part

peaceably with their possessions, that they might

preserve their authority ; foreseeing probably that

resistance would but occasion the loss of both.

Thus was effected in Lacedaemon that extraordi-

nary division of lands, which allotted to every

family an equal share, and banished, according

to Plutarch’s expression, all distinction between

man and man, other than what arose from the

praise of virtuous, and the reproach of unworthy

deeds. The whole tcrritoiy of Laconia was di-

vided
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vided into thirty-nine thousand shares, nine thou- sfj

sand of whicli were assigned to the city of Sparta, >

—

the rest to other townships.

This regulation, however, would have been vain

but for another which attended it; Lycurgus

forbad absolutely all use ofgold and silver. Coin

he allowed, but of iron only ;
which was too

weighty and cumbersome, in proportion to its

value, for inordinate wealth to be easily either

accumulated or used*^. Among other objects

which the legislator thus attained, was the check

of forein commerce, and intercourse with strangers.

The Spartan money was derided through Greece

:

forein ships, henceforward, were little seen in the

ports of Laconia ; flatterers, fortune-tellers, and

pandars, says Plutarch, avoided the hostile terri-

tory; and all the trades subservient to luxury

were eft’ectually banished. The exchange only of

the superfluous produce of the earth against useful

forein commodities was permitted.

The next ordinance was not carried so quietly.

Following in some degree the Cretan model, poiyi

Lycurgus absolutely forbad that any man should ‘

live at home
;

strictly ordaining that all, even the

kings, should eat at public tables only, where the

strictest moderation and frugality should be ob-

served. His former law strftck at the root ol

luxury : this aimed at the destruction of every

scattered seed; at the annihilation of cvc.Ty use

of wealth, of the remotest desire to possess more

than

Iron mon«y was not absolutely peculiar to Sparta, but

that it was nearly so appears clearly from all the most autho-

ritative antioiit writers who have ineiitioiied il, und pHrlieo-

• larly from Polyhius, h G. p. 40if-
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than others. None of his innovations, we are

told, gave so much offence. In an assembly of

the people so violent an outcry was raised against

him that, apprehensive of the burst of popular

passion, and of the advantage that might be taken

of it by his particular enemies, he retired toward

a neighboring temple. A youth named Alcander,

ofone of the first families of Sparta, among others,

pursued him, and, as he turned, struck him in the

face with a stick, and put out an eye. Lycurgus

notwithstanding reached the temple
;
and finding

that the multitude were not so mad in their fury

as to forget the respect due in the opinion of the

times to the sanctity of the asylum, he exhibited

to them his lacerated countenance dropping with

gore
;
and when he had at length procured silence

and attention, spoke with such moderation of

temper, and such force of persuasion, that he

converted their rage into pity and remorse
;
inso-

much that, on the spot, they delivered up Alcander

to abide his judgement. Lycurgus drew advan-

tage from every circumstance. Instead of con-

demning Alcander to punishment, he brought him,

by gentle argument and ingaging behaviour, to

condemn himself; and in the end gained him,

from being his most violent opponent, to become

his most'strenuoul partizan. Persisting then in

his measure, he not only procured the establish-

ment of it, but he went farther. The more com-

pletely to insure equality, and to repress every

desire of superfluities, he directed that none should

refuse to lend whatsoever he was not immediately

using, and that any miglit take, even without

asking,*
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asking, whatsoever he wanted of his neighbor s ;

being only bound to replace it undamaged. Pri-

vate property thus was nearly annihilated.

Tliese extraordinary changes being effected, he

had little to fear from popular opposition to what

farther he might wish to establish : the principal

remaining difficulty was to provide for the per-

manency of what was already done. We are not

informed with any certainty what ])rogress letters

had made in Greece in Lycurgus’s time : but we

are told that he would have none of his law^s

written : he would have them considered as ora-

cl&; as emanations from tliat divine# response

which sanctified the voice of his country, tliat had

appointed him to the office of legislator : he would

have them ingraved in the hearts of the people
;

and, to effect this, he endevored so to direct the

education of the rising generation, that his insti-

tutions might be as a law of nature to them. In

abolishing distinction of rank, it w as his intention

not to depress but to elevate his fellowcountry-

men
;
to give every Lacedaemonian those advan-

tages which, in other states, a few only can injoy
;

to make the whole people one family ;
every

brother of which equally should receive the most

liberal education, and equally live in the most

liberal manner. The exercise of mecharfeal arts,

and even of agriculture, was totally forbidden to

free Lacedaemonians. Slavery therefore was ne-

cesssary, and slaves must be numerous. For the

law required that every Lacedaemonian should be,

in the strictest sense of the modem term, a gentle-

man, without business but that of the state
;
for

• whiclj*

SECT.
111 .
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CHAP, which, in peace and in war, it was the purpose of

'— education equally to fit every one who bore the

' Lacedaemonian name.

And here, as in everything else, Lycurgus

carried his views far beyond those of ordinary

legislators. Having directed the institutions al-

ready mentioned against internal evils, of which

wealth is elsewhere so plentiful a source, it was

necessary now to provide against external violence

:

and while, for the first purpose, he made his fellow-

countrymen a nation of philosophers, he would,

for the other, make them a nation of soldiers, su-

perior to* all the uest of mankind. Indeed the

large proportion of slaves in every Grecian state,

not less than the small extent of territory, made

this peculiarly necessary throughout Greece : and

piat.de hence both the. Spartan and Cretan legislators

I. ^ were induced to adapt their constitutions princi-

pally to a state of w arfare. Lycurgus began with

the care of children before their birth : he would

have none bom but strong and able men. In

other .countries great pains are taken to have the

more useful brutes perfect in their kind. In

England the science of breeding horses and dogs

of the most generous temper, and highest bodily

ability, has been carried to amazing perfection.

Lacedaemon is the only country known in history

where attention was ever paid to the breed of

men. Lycurgus, considering those from whom
the future race of Spartans were to spring as of

high consequence to the state, gave very parti-

cular directions for the management of the young

women. Instead of that confinement, and those

sedentary
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sedentary employments of the distaff' and the sect.

needle, to which the other Grecian ladies wwe in »

a manner condemned, he ordered that they should

be exercised in running, wrestling, and throwing

the quoit and the javelin ; that they should live

little within doors, and avoid those indulgences

which elsewhere make those above the lowest

rank of women generally so tender and helpless.

Thus, he thought, both themselves would better

support the pains of childbearing, and the children

born of them would be more vigorous. It was

customary among all the Greeks for the men to

appear in public quite naked at their athletic

exercises. Lycurgus directed that the young

w'omen should all, at certain festivals, appear in

public without any covering, dance thus in pre-

sence of the young men, and sing, addressing

themselves particularly to them That opinion

of the sanctity of wedlock, and that respect for

the purity ofthe marriage-bed, which were common

through Greece, he thought in many instances

inconvenient ;
and his morality was always made

subservient to his political purposes. To be un-

married, and without children for the common-

w^ealth, he caused to be accounted shameful : but

it was indifferent who was the father, provided

the

** This practice, as we learn from Plato, was not peculiar

to Sparta, having been before established in Crete (1). 'I’he

Athenian philosopher was so satisfied with it, that he would

introduce it in his republic; but he nevertheless gives us to

understand, that the Athenian people, in general, as well as all

the rest of the antient world, thought of it nearly as modern

Europeans would (2).

<1) Plat, dp Leg. 1 . A. p. 4;»2. (Si) Ibid- & P. 45f.

,VOL. I. X
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CHAP, the cliild was a fine one*^ For he reckoned all

children to belong not so much to. their parents

as to the state, the common parent of all
;
and con-

sidering jealousy as a passion often mischievous,

and always useless, he contrived to banish it from

Sparta by making it ridiculous. Nevertheless,

with a morality so loose, he insisted upon the

strictest modesty of general behaviour, both in

women and in men. Virgins went with uncovered

faces, but matrons veiled
;

their proper duty being

to please their husbands only
; and it was for-

bidden for any man to praise another’s w ife.

Promiscuous concubinage indeed, every politician,

independently of any moral consideration, would

prevent; and Lycurgus found means, in his

system, which, with any other, it would have been

impossible to have put in practice. He made it

disgraceful and criminal in young men to be seen
*

in company with young women, even with their

wives. The married youth was to continue his

exercises with the young men by day
;
he was to

sleep in the common dormitory at night : and it

was only by stealth, and with the utmost caution,

that he could visit his bride. Tho it was held

in itself right that he should visit her, yet shame,

public rebuke, perhaps stripes, were the conse-

quence of his being seen going or coming : inso-

much that it was held creditable for a man that

his wife should become a mother without having

ever been seen in company with her husband.

It is remarkable that, of all Ae people of Greece,

among

** Plato not only approved this, but proposed to carry tlie

principle to a still greater extreme.
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nmong the rough and warlike Spartans only we sect.

find the women free and respected as they were ^

among the northern nations
; and it appears still

more extraordinary when w'e consider what a mo-
rality was theirs. But desire of applause, and

dread of shame, were w^hat Lycurgus depended

upon as mainsprings of his most singular political

machine
;
and it seems to have been a very judi-

ciously conceived part of his plan, to place the

women upon that independent and respectable

footing, which inabled them to be powerful, as

they will always be willing, and generally just

dispensers of such rew^ard and punishment as

applause can give or reproach inflict

In all the Grecian republics of which we have

any information, w^e find the lives of new-born

children very little considered by the law : it w as
*

generally left to the parents to decide whether to

rear or abandon them. But the Spartan legislator,

considering the state as the common mother, and

individuals as comparatively without a right,

would not leave the decision to the parents. All

children, presently after birth, were examined by

public officers appointed for the purpose; the

well-formed and vigorous only were preserved;

those in whom any defect either of shape or con-

stitution

The legislator's idea appears to have been founded on

tlie common manners and sentiments of the heroic ago.5.

Homer represents Hector acknowleging fear of the reproacJies

of the Trojan ladies

:

TPSltAAAX fXxicrtn-fVXov;,

A* Kfi xatKoq ui i.\vg-Kix^ta

Iliad. I. 6 . V. 44:j.

X 2
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CH^AP. stitution appeared, were exposed without mercy

— —
» to perish in the wilds of mount Taygetus. And
that ignorance and prejudice might not, in Lace-

daemon, as elsewhere, corrupt what nature had

produced excellent, those who were judged worth

preserving to the commonwealth, were delivered

to the care of nurses, publicly provided, and pro-

perly instructed to cooperate judiciously with

nature in the rearing of infants. At the age of

seven years, the boys were removed to the public

schools; no Lacedaemonian being permitted to

educate his children otherwise than according to

the mode prescribed by law. The masters were

always chosen from among persons of the first

consideration, and the schools were common
places of resort for those of more advanced age

;

* all of whom, according to that principle of pa-

triotism which, above all things, Lycurgus took

pains to inculcate, considering themselves as

fathers not of their own only, but of all the

children of the commonwealtli, were attentive to

watch the behavior of all, and to assist in pre-

serving good order, and in promoting the acqui-

sition of valuable accomplishments.

The business of education was not so much to

give the knowlege of a great variety of things, as

to form the passions, sentiments and ideas, to

that tone which might best assimilate with the

constitution of the state ; and so to exercise the

abilities of both body and mind, as to lead them

to the highest possible capacity for the perform-

ance of everything useful
;
particularly of every-

thing useful to the commonwealth
;

for the love

of
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of their country was ever held out to the young

Lacedaemonians as the polar star, which should

influence all their actions, all their affections, all

their thoughts. Letters were taught for use only,

not for ornament. Indeed in Lycurgus’s time

()Ooks were scarcely known : but the spirit of his

laws remaining still in force when litteraturc had

arrived at meridian glory in other parts of Greece,

the Spartans, tho always famed for wisdom, never

became eminent for learning. In Spartan edu-

cation, however, great attention was paid to con-

versation : loquaciousness was reprobated
;

but

the boys were exercised at quickness in ref)ly

;

and a concise sententious style of speech, witli re -

partees and satirical jokes, was much incouraged.

But what, above all' .things, were equally most

valued as qualities, and most insisted on as ac-

complishments, were to be all-daring and all-

patient, and to be highly sensible to applause and

shame. It was with a view to these that Ly-

curgus established that incouragement to thiev-

ing among the Lacedajmonian boys, which has by

some been esteemed the disgrace of his institutions.

But those who select this circumstance for blame

will, upon due consideration,, be found to mis-

conceive the legislator. His fundamental prin-

ciple was, that the commonwealth was all in all

:

that individuals were comparatively nothing : that

they had no right of property, nor even of life,

but in subordination to the wants of the common

parent. He had in consequence nearly abol/shotJ

private property : he had in a manner annihilated

X 3 equally

SKCT.
111 .

Pint. I.ar.

iwiTfiHvfjL

illil.
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CHAP, equally honesty and dishonesty, by removing from

. his fellowcountrymen both want and riches. But

education was to make the Spartan boys, in the

highest possible degree, bold, vigilant, skilful, and

obedient soldiers ;
with a strong point of honor,

resting immediately on the desire of applause and

fear of shame to themselves, but ever ultimately

guided by the love of their country. With this

principle and these views, the legislator directed

that they should wear but one garment, which

should serve equally in winter and summer : that

they should sleep on no better bed than rushes,

which themselves should gather. The same plain

food he allowed to them as to the men
;
but in

very scanty proportion, unless they could steal it.

Xenoph. If they could rob a garden, or the messrooms,

sTAnabr kitchens, or larders of the men, undiscovered,

s ti.'ia. they were allowed to injoy the fruit of their b(Ai-

piut- vit.
jjggg gyii- w if detected in the attempt,

they were punished severely
;
not for theft, but

for aukwardness and unguardedness. The com-

monwealth, said the legislator, allows sustenance

to you as to the men, but it requires many duties

of you. Food shall be pven you ;
sufficient for

your support: but .would you indulge in what

more the appetite may crave, you must earn it.

Whatever you can acquire by improving, through

exercise in peace, that boldness, dexterity, and

vigilance, which hereafter may be useffil to the

commonwealth in war, is yours: the common-

wealth gives it you. This certainly was clearly un-

derstood; and it seems unquestionably to follow,

that
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that such acquisition of property, among the sect.

Spartan boys, had notliing of the immoral and <

disgraceful nature of theft in other countries.

Education among the Spartans could scarcely

be said to end. When boys approached man*

hood their discipline increased in strictness. To

check, says Xenophon, the boiling passions of that xm. Lac

(Titical period of life, the legislator augmented

their stated labors, and abridged their leisure.

Nor was there any remission but on military ser-

vice : there many indulgences were allowed ; in-

somuch that the camp was to the Lacedaemonians

the scene of ease and luxury; the city that of

labor, study, spare diet, and a discipline severe

almost beyond conception. To ingage in earnest ri.i. >ir

conflict with blows among one another; to stand V.2.

while stripes were rigorously inflicted, and bear

them without any external sign of a sense of pain

;

to support heat almost to suffocation, and to

indure extreme cold, travelling over the country

in midwinter, barefoot, and sleeping in the air

;

were among their regular exercises, from which

none were excused. Even cleanliness of person,

or, at least, any particular attention to it, was

discouraged in the city; but, in the camp, not

only neatness was required, but even ornament

in dress was approved.

Before the age of thirty, none were allowed to

meddle with public affairs of any kind
;
and, oven

after that age, it was not reputable for a man to

addict himself to either political or judicial lousi-

ness. But attendance upon the schools was every

man’s concern. Every man idso gave a portion

X 4
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of his time to military and athletic exercises; and,

as an amusement, hunting was greatly incouraged.

Poetry having been successfully used in promoting

the scheme of reformation, could not fail to find

hivor in the established system. Music followed

of course. Together they made a necessary part

of the ceremony and of the amusement of religious

festivals; which were frequent at Sparta as in

every other Grecian city. But all kinds of poetry

and music were not allowed : the style of both

was strictly under the restraint of the magistrate.

Their hours of leisure from these avocations the

Lacedaemonians mostly spent in assemblies for

the purpose of conversation ; which they called,

by a name peculiar to themselves, Lcskhe
; and

to these much of their time was given. Of private

business a Spartan could have but little. It was

highly disreputable for his family to ingross 1^
attention; and private study was scarcely less

reprobated. For Lycurgus, as Plutarch remarks,

would have his fellowcountrymen neither, desire

nor even know how to live by themselves, or for

themselves.

It is the observation of that experienced and

able politician Polybius, who saw the coi^tution

of Sparta expiring, after a longer existence than

any other commonwealth had then been known

to injoy, that for the purposes of. preserving civil

freedom and political concord within the state,

and of securing it against all violence from without,

the institutions of Lycurgus seemed to have been

conceived with more than human wisdom. Yet

what to modern eyes most strikingly sets that

extraordinary
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extraordinary man above all other legislators is, skct.

that, in so many circumstances apparently out of <— —

>

the reach of law, he controled and formed to his

own mind the wills and habits of his people. Thus

he prescribed sobriety
;
and the Lacedaemonians

were sober. Probably all legislators would pre-

scribe sobriety, if they could hope to make the

law effectual. But Lycurgus prescribed mirth to

his people ;
and they were merry ; nay, he pre-

scribed a particular kind of mirth : the English

proverb. Be merry and wise, was his rule
; and

the Spartans were ever famous for mirth guided

by wisdom. He prescribed a peculiar style of

conversation
;
and while Sparta existed, his people

were remarkable for that style which, even now, is

distinguished throughout Europe by the name of

Laconic. He prescribed respect to age. This is Xc-n. Alem.

a law of nature ; but no legislator ever succeeded •».

like Lycurgus, in making a whole people, through

many generations, uniformly obedient to it.

—

In other governments valuable institutions often

have resulted from fortuitous concurrences or

trains of circumstances; but in Lacedaemon all

was directed by the comprehensive mind of the

legislator, and in many instances wc may clearly

discover the process by which he produced his

most singular effects. With regard to mirth and

the style of conversation, for instance ; he com-

manded that, during meals, questions should be

put to the boys, to which ready but short answers

were required. This was equally amusement and

business for those of advanced years ;
and, in the

scarcity of both allowed to the Spartans, vvas not

likely
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CHAP, likely to be neglected. Great attention, therefore,

t • being given by those who superintended education,

among whom were all the first characters of the

state, both to the matter and manner of the

answers, informing, correcting, applauding, as they

found occasion, quickness and propriety in reply,

together with a manner of speaking at once grace-

ful, respectful, and determined, became habitual

among the Lacedaemonians. It appears at first

view very extraordinary that, prescribing modesty

to the Spartan youth, he should really make them

all modest. But this too was a regular conse-

quence of his institutions. In other states, birth

and possessions giving rank and authority, the

young and the profligate are continually seen

superior to the old and the worthy : there age can

never find its due respect. But in Lacedcmon

eminence and power were the meed of age and

merit alone. That strict obedience, therefore,

which was required of the young
;
that constantly

watchful eye which was kept over them by the

aged; not by a few appointed for the purpose,

but by all the elder persons of the commonwealth

;

together with the placing of all legal authority

exclusively in the hands of the old ;
all these cir-

cumstances united, naturally and necessarily pro-

duced that modesty in youth, and that reverence

for age, for which Lacedaemon became famous.

Xenopii.de In Other cities, says Xenophon, those of nearly

the same age keep company mostly together ;
and

in presence of equals respect and circumspection

least prevail : but in Sparta the laws of Lycurgiis

require that the young and the old constantly

2 associate.
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associate. Hence followed, what the Same ele- sect.

gant writer and experienced observer of mankind .

farther remarks, that whereas in other states the

great esteem it a degradation to be thought under

the restraint of legal power, in Spartti, on the

contrary, the greatest make it their pride to set

the example of humility, of respect for the magis-

trate,s, and of zealous obedience to the laws.

It has been a fancy of some modern authors,

that the institutions of Lycurgus were but the

revived usages of the heroic ages ; and of others,

that they were those of the rude Dorian high-

landers, improved and systematized. All antiquity

contradicts both opinions, and particularly the

writers of highest authority Xenophon not Xenu|Wi.

only refers every thing expressly to the legislator
j IjUC. &

but affirms that Lycurgus established his plan of

government upon principles diametrically opposite

to those of all other Grecian states, without any

exception for the Dorians, either in their new or

their old establishments; and Thucydides, and

Isocrates, and Plato, and still more Polybius, uocr.rana

speak strongly to the same purpose. On the

other hand again, it is urged, that to change at

once the manners and antient usages of a people,

by any effort of legislation, is impossible. In a

great nation we nlay grant it so
;
but in a small

commonwealth not : and certainly so the antient

lawgivers thought. We find it universally their

great

“ Not only Herodotus, Thucydides, Xenophon,

Aristotle, and Polybius, were evidently without such an idea;

but the discovery appears not to have l>ecn made so laic as

Plutarch’s tinit.
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:hap. great object to legislate for the manners ; and

7^' ^ hence all the political theories of the Greek phi-

losophers are calculated for limited and narrow

societies. Lycurgus, having had this principle,

almost alone, in common with all other Grecian

legislators, thought it necessary, for the preserva-

tion of his system, to prevent any extensive com-

• munication of his people with those of other, even

Grecian states. He therefore forbad forein travel,

and allowed the resort of strangers to Sparta but

under strict limitations. Forein commerce he

nearly annihilated, as we have already seen, with-

out an express law for the purpose.

We are not, with any certainty informed how

far the treatment of slaves among the Lacedae-

monians, such as we afterward hnd it, was pre-

scribed by Lycurgus ; but, slaveiy, indispensable

in every Grecian republic, was eminently so in

that of Lycurgus. In different states however

the condition of slaves varied
;
and the most re-

markable difference, and the most important, and

yet the least noticed among antient and modern

writers, was, that in some of them the slaves were

purchased barbarians, in some they were mostly

hucyd. the descendants of subdued Greeks. All the

wh. Lacedmmonian slaves, or almost aU, appear to

’trtte'

* * different

>au»an. accounts of the origin of those miserable men, who

were distinguished from other slaves by name as

by condition. The most received is, that Helos,

whether

“ Oi yaf nT( adm, aoXvt t««

iraXnt. Isoc. de Pace.
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whether ah Arcadian town or a rebellious de-

pendence of Lacedaemon is not agreed, being taken

by Soils, son of Procles, the inhabitants were,

according to the practice of the times, reduced to

slavery
; and were dispersed in such numbers over

T^aconia, that the name of Helot prevailed in that

country as synonymous with slave. It appears how-

ever probable that the Lacedaemonians, as perhaps

all the Peloponnesian Dorians, had slaves of Gre-

cian race before the reign of Soils
;
and we know

that after it they reduced numbers of Greeks to that

miserable state.
' But the institutions of Lycurgus

must necessarily have occasioned a considerable

alteration in the condition of the Lacedaemonian

SECT.
in.

slaves. For as husbandry and all mechanical

arts were to be exercised by them alone, their

consequence in the state was considerably in-

creased : but as private property was nearly anni-

hilated, every slave became in a great degree the

slave of every freeman. In proportion then as aumoi .

theirconsequence increased, it became necessary to

look upon them with a morejealous eye; and thus

every Helot was watched by thousands ofJealous

masters. Therefore, tho it were unjust to impute,

either to the command or to the intention of

Lycurgus, that cruelty in the masters, or that

misery of the slaves, which we find to have been

afterward really established by law, it is howev(;r

impossible to exculpate his institutions from them.

Never was human nature degraded by system

to such a degree as in the miserable Helots :

—

Every imaginable method was taken lo set them

at the widest distance from their haughty masters.

Even
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CHAP. Even vice was commanded to them: they were

^
^ compelled to drunkenness, for the purpose of

exhibiting to the young Lacedaemonians the ridi-

culous and contemptible condition to which men

are reduced by it. They were forbidden every-

thing manly, and they were commanded every-

thing humiliating, of which man is capable, while

beasts are not. A cruel jealousy became indis-

pensable in watching a body of men, far superior

in number to all the other subjects of the state,

and treated in a manner so singularly provoking

indignation and resentment. Hence that aboml-

Pint. vii. nable institution the Crypteia. The most active
Ljrcurg.

intelligent young Lacedaimonians were occa-

sionally sent into the country, carrying provisions,

and armed with a dagger. They dispersed, and

generally lay concealed during the day, that they

might with more advantage in the night, execute

their commission for reducing the number of

the Helots, by murdering any they met, but select-

ing in preference the stoutest men, and those in

whom any superiority of spirit or genius had been

observed. Notwithstanding, however, these in-

human and disgraceful precautions, Lacedaemon

was oftener in danger of utter subversionfrom its

slaves than from forein enemies.

Uerodot. Herodotus, as well as Plutarch, attributes to

piat.'vu.*' Lycurgus the honor of the Military code of

xwioplde Sparta, equally as of the Civil; and the higher

**p- authority of Xenophon goes far to confirm their

testimony. If the Spartan military was really put,

by the great legislator, upon the footing which the

soldier-philosopher describes, the improvement

since
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since Homer’s age was indeed extraordinary.— secjv

Probably, however, improvement did not cease v

with Lycurgus, but was continued, as experience

gave occasion, in the course of warfare little inter-

mitted through successive centuries. But that

fundamental law, which bade the Lacedaemonians

place their security in their discipline and their

courage, and notin fortifications, breathes the very

spirit of Lycurgus. Lacedaemon accordingly was

never fortified. The kings w ere commanders in

chief of the forces; and their authority, as the

nature of military command requires, was much
greater in the army than in the state, and ofcourse

greater in war than in peace, abroad than at

home*®. They were, however, still amenable to

the civil power, for any undue exercise of that

necessary, but dangerous extent of supremacy.

There remain to us two accounts of the com-

position of the Lacedaemonian Army, from authors,

both living when Sparta was in its highest glory,

both military men, both of great abilities, and both

possessing means of information such as few
,
not

themselves Lacedaemo^ans, could obtain. . In

general they agree
;
but on some essential points

they diffi^, in a manner not to be accounted for

but by the supposition of some error in the tran-

scription of their w’orks- According to Xenophon,

the legislator distributed the Lacedaemonian forces

into six divisions of foot, and as many of horse ;

each of these divisions in either service having the

title

Tovf apir» tum *£XAwv iroXirevoi^tvov^t ovkoi

fd,U vapa is Tov ToAf^iov 0a7iXtu'>i/.itovq. Isocr.

Nicocl. p. 118. t. 1.
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Polyb.
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title of Moi-a. The officers of each mora of

infantry, he says, were one Polcmarch, four

Lochages, eight Pentecosters, and sixteen Eno-

motarchs: the number of soldiers he leaves

unmentioned. Thucydides, without noticing the

mora, describes the Lacedaemonian infantry thus

:

‘ Each Lochus consisted of four Pentecostyes,

‘ and each pentecostys of four Enomoties
;
four

‘ men fought in the front of each enomoty : the

‘ depth of the files was varied, according to cir-

‘ cumstances, at the discretion of the lochage;

‘ but the ordinary depth was eight men.’ Thus

the enomoty would consist of thirty-two men, the

pentecostys of a hundred and twenty-eight, the

lochus of five hundred and twelve, and a mora

composed of four lochi would be two thousand

and forty-eight. But if the enomoty was of thirty-

two men, the pentecostys, according to Xenophon,

would be but sixty-four, the lochus a hundred and

twenty-eight, the mora only five hundred and

twelve, and the whole Lacedaemonian infantry

three thousand and seventy-two*'. If Plutarch,

however, may be trusted, the division of lands in

Laconia only, before the acquisition of Messenia,

provided for thirty-nine thousand families
; and a

w'riter of much higher authority, after the loss of

Messenia again, speaks of Laconia as having the

most numerous free population of any province of

Peloponnesus, unless it might be equalled by

Arcadia. . But the Lacedaemonians were not

generally admitted to the honor of going upon

service

Diodorus says the mora, in his orthography, fieTpa, was

of five hundred men. 1 . 15, c. 32. But his authority is little.,
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service beyond the bounds of Laconia till after sect.
•' III *

the age of thirty
: yet as the proportion of cavalry '—

•

was very small, and every Lacedaemonian was a

soldier, we cannot reckon the infantry much fewer

than forty thousand. In the Persian war we shall

find ten thousand employed in one army beyond

Peloponnesus, when a considerable force besides

was on distant service with the fleet, and while an

enemy within Peloponnesus would make a power-

ful defence necessary at home. Thus it appears

scarcely dubious that there must be some mistake

in the copies of Xenophon. I have thought it,

nevertheless, proper to be so particular in a detail

which cannot completely satisfy, not only because

of the well-earned fame of the Spartan military,

but also because of the high character of the

authors of these differing accounts, and farther

because the impossibility to reconcile them will at

least apiflogize for deficiencies which may appear

hereafter in relating operations of the Lacedae-

monian ^rces. For the military reader will have

observed, that the difference is not meerly in

names and numbers, but materially regards the

composition of the Lacedaemonian armies. This,

according to Thucydides, was formed with the

utmost simplicity, from the file of eight men, by

an arithmetical progression of fours ; and probably

for some purposes the file itself was divided into

four quarter files. Four files, then, made the

enomoty, four enomoties the pentecostys, four

pentecostyes the lochus, and, according to Xeno-

phon, four lochi the mora, which was thus analo-

gous to the modern brigade of four battalions.

•VOL. I. V Xenophon
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CHAP. Xenophon farther informs us that the mora was

^ f the proper command of the polemarch, and from

both writers it appears that the polemarchs were

general officers, subordinate only to the kings, or

commanders-in-chief. Upon the whole there

seems no reason to doubt the> exactness of the

account remaining from Thucydides. He makes

no mention of the mora ; the six divisions ofwhich

name comprehended, according to Xenophon, the

whole Lacedaemonian people
;
perhaps all between

the ages of twenty and sixty. The strength of the

mora therefore would vary as the population

varied. Moreover it was usual, according to the

importance of the occasion, to require the service

of all within the military age, or of those only

within a more limited age, as between thirty and

forty. Upon the whole then it appears probable

that the strength of the mora was indefinite**;

and it is possible that the smaller bodies may
have varied, and yet the principle of formation by

^
fours.

* ThucydideB's account of the communication of orders
through the Lacedaemonian armies agrees better with^^ own
account of their composition than what remains as XeJ^hon's.
Yet the investigators of Greek antiquiti^ have very ^nerally
inclined to the latter ; apparently tor n6 reason but because
they would have the command orthe pentecoster, penteconter,
or pentecontater (for thus variously the title is written) exactly
correspond to the original meaning of his name ; and on this
^adow of a foundation they assert that the enomoty, includ-
ing its o)mmander, was of only twenty-five men, tho it is so
clearly indicated by Thucydides that its average complement

Xen. HeU was uiiity two. Xenophon, in a passage not altogether so
he. c. 4. clear, having possibly been injured in transcription, seems

however decidedly enough to speak of the enomoty, on one
great occasion, as of thirty-six men. Nothing, we well know,
18 more common than for names to remain when things are
altered: if hereafter the meaning of the modem words

Colonel
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fours, indicated by Thucydides, may have been

generally maintained.

Subordination, in the Lacedsemonian discipline,

as Thucydides in pointed terms remarks, was

simple in principle, but multiplied in degrees, so

that responsibility for due execution oforders was

widely extended; the proportion of those who
had no command being comparatively very small

Upon the w^hole, indeed, there appears great ana-

logy between the composition of die Lacedae-

monian army and that of die modern European,

particularly the English, whether we take the

lochus of Thucydides, or the mora of Xenophon,

as a battalion. The resemblance in the formadon

was closer till of latte years, when the deep files

of the old discipline have been totally rejected.

Like the company, or subdivision of our battalions,

the enomoty appears also to have been the Prin-

ciple of Motion in the Lacedaemonian forces.

Whatever change was to be made in the extent of

the line, in the depth of the files, or in the posidon

of the front, the evolution seems to have been per-

formed within each enomoty by itself
;

the just

reference of these primary constituent bodies to

one another, and to the whole, being a second

business.

Colonel and Constable should be sought in their derivation,

vrhat strange error would result! The Pentacontarchia oi'

Arrian's time was a command not of fifty, as the name seems

to import, but of sixty-four men, and the Hecatontarebia of a

hundred and twenty-eight. Arrian. Tact. p. 39. ed. Amstel.

& Lipz, 1750.

**
7*f*’®*

o^•yow, to rfATotri^eo » Aoxilai-

fiopiofp xai to roZ ifuiiitov moT^Tt;

Thucyd. 1 . c. 66.
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CHAP, business. Farther than this, for want of accurate

I ' knowledge of the technical phrases, it is hazardous

to attempt explanation of those evolutions of the

Lacedaemonian troops which Xenophon has even

minutely described, and concerning which his

applause highly excites curiosity. Some other

circumstances, how^ever, he has related in terras

sufficiently clear. Lycurgus, he says, on account

of the weakness of angles, directed the circular

form for encampment; unless where a mountain,

a river, or some other accident of the ground

afforded security. A camp-guard was mounted

daily, precisely, it should seem, analogous to the

modern quarter-guard and rear-guard, to keep

order within the camp. A different guard for the

same purpose was mounted by night. For security

against the enemy, out-sentries and vedettes were

posted. An advanced guard of horse always pre-

ceded the march of the army. Xenophon has

thought it worth while particularly to mention that

the Lacedaemonians wore a scarlet uniform, and

the origin of this he refers to Lycurgus. The

Lacedaemonian troops were always singularly

well provided with all kinds of useful baggage and

camp-necessaries, and a large proportion of Helot

servants, laborers and artificers, attended, with

waggons and beasts of burthen. It appears,

indeed, to have been a principle of the Lacedae-

monian service, that the soldier should be as

much as possible at ease when off duty, and should

have no business but that of arms.

Other states which have florished by the wisdom

of their laws, and thegoodness of their constitution,

ha’^e
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have risen by slow degrees to that excellence

which has led them to power and celebrity
; and

fortunate circumstances have often done more for

them than their wisest legislators ; who have
indeed seldom dared to attempt all that them-
selves thought best. But for Lycurgus notliing

was too difficult, nothing too dangerous : he
changed every thing at once: new -modelled go-
vernment, manners, morals; in a manner new-
made the people : and yet with all these violent

alterations, these experiments in politics hazardous

to such extreme, no one consequence seems to

have escaped his penetrating genius
; no one of

his daring ideas failed in practice
;
he foresaw,

and he provided for everything. There was a

disease inherent in the vitals of his system, which

yet must not be imputed to him as a fault, since

human nature seems in few situations to admit

either remedy or preventive that may not prove

worse than the disease
:
palliatives alone can safe-

ly be attempted. For the military turn which

Lycurgus so much incouraged in his fellowcoun-

trymen, and the perfection of discipline which he

established among them, were necessary, not only

to that respectable independency which he wished

them to enjoy, but even to the security of their

existence as a people. He was, however, not

unaware that thirst of conquest, and ambition to

command, must unavoidably spring up and flf)rish

in a soil so prepared. Two prohibitions, which

had other more obvious purposes, apj)ear at the

same time to have been intended indirectly to

obviate the mischiefs that might be apprehended

y 3 from
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CHAP, from these passions : be forbad the Lacedaemonians

- * to ingage in frequent wars with the same people;

and he forbad them, from the moment when

victory was decisively theirs, to pursue a flying

enemy. Each of these prohibitions tended strongly

to prevent the complete conquest of any forein

territory : at the same time that the first had,

for its more obvious purpose, the prevention of

foreiners from acquiring the Spartan discipline

;

and the other, beside securing against the misfor-

tunes incident to rash pursuit, as it lessened to

opposing armies the danger of flight, was likely

to make victory often cheaper to the Lacedaemo-

nians than it would be, in parallel circumstances,

to any other people. Beside these, some insti-

tutions, perhaps already venerable for their anti-

quity, being favorable to his views, would receive

:ierodot. the sanction of his approbation. It was a sacred

rhocyi*’^' Irw at Sparta, that the full moon must be waited

len" Hei.
*^6 army could quit Laconia ; and, on

whatever forein service, it must return for the

observance of two reli^ous festivals, both within

the ordinary season of military operations, the

Hyacinthia at the beginning, and the Cameia

toward the end of summer. These then, with the

exclusion of wealth, were the curbs to which

Lycurgus trusted for restraining that ambition

which he could not but foresee must arise among
*iat. de his fellowcountrymen. Those other defects of the

sfp.sir. Spartan constitution, of which we are informed by

the comments of two great philosophers and poli-

ticians who saw it in decay, whether origmally

in Lycurgus’s establishment, or whether of after-

growth,,
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growth, will rather be objects for future consi- sect.

deration. » -

Lycurgus, then, having with invincible courage

and unwearied p>erseverance, and with penetration

and judgement still more singular, executed the

most extraordinary plan ever even devised by

man **; waiting awhile to see his machine in motion,

and having the satisfaction to find every part

adapted, and the whole move as he wished, his

next and last concern was to secure its duration.

Summoning an assembly of ^e people, he ob-

served, upon what had been done, ‘ That it proved

' upon experience good, and would, he hoped, go

‘ far toward assuring virtue, and of course hap-

‘ piness to his fellowcountrymen. He had yet

* one thing to propose, which however he would

‘ not venture upon till he had consulted the god

;

* for which purpose he would go himselfto Delphi

;

‘ but he must have assurance that nothing should

‘ be altered before his return.’ Immediately,

kings, senate and people, unanimously desired him

to go, and readily ingaged, by a solemn oath, that

rill he returned nothing should be altered. His

reception at Delphi was as favorable as before.

The oracle declared, ‘That the constitution of

‘ Sparta, as it now stood, was excellrait, and

‘ as long as it remained intire, would insure

‘ happiness

** It is aremark ofJohn James Rousseau, that the many plans

of government proposed by speculative men, however excellent

in theory, are generally slighted as me6r visions, impwsible

to he reduced to practice : but, says the philosopher veryjustly,

had Lycurgus been a legislator in speculation only, his scheme

would have appeared much more visionary than Plato’s.

Y 4
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‘ happiness and glory to the statp.’ Lycurgus sent

this response to Sparta, determined himself never

to return. He had now completed what he

esteemed sufficient for his life : his death was

wanting to bind his fellowcountrymen indissolubly

to the observance of his institutions
;
and a states-

man ought, if possible, he thought, to make even

his death beneficial to his country. Conformably

to this doctrine, which was not only not alien from

the spirit of the age, but consonant to the stoic

philosophy of aftertimes, he is said to have died

by voluntary abstinence from nourishment. Dif-

ferent accounts are, however, given, both of the

place and manner of his death. One tradition

says that he lived to a good old age in Crete
;
and

dying naturally, his body was burnt according to

the practice of the age, and the relics, pursuant

to his own request, scattered in the sea : lest, if

his bones or ashes had ever been carried to Sparta,

the Lacedaemonians mighthave thought themselves

freed from their obligation by oath to observe his

laws.

SECTION IV.

History of Messenia from the Return of the Heracleids, and

of Lacedaemonfrom the Legislation of Lycurgus, to the C(m~

fiction ofthe Conquest of Messenia by the Lacedaemonians.

It was not long after the full establishment of

Lycurgus’s institutions, before the increase of

vigor to the Lacedtemonian state, for external

exertion, became as apparent as the intwmal

7 change
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thange from boundless disorder to unexampled

regularity. The Spartans exulted in their new-

felt strength : the desire to exercise it grew irre-

sistible ;
and they became early marked by their

neighbors as a formidable people. Wars arose

with all the bordering states; but those with

Messenia, for the importance of their conse-

quences, will principally demand attention.

Messenia, as we have already observed, was

the least mountainous, and the most generally

fruitful province of Peloponnesus
;

but it seems

never to have been blest with a government ca-

pable of securing to its inhabitants the advantages

which the soil and climate offered. Cresphontes

the Heracleid, we are told, endevoring to support

himself by the favor of the lower people against

the arrogance of the leading men, an insurrection

insued, in which he was cut off with the greater

part of his family. According to some accounts

only one son, .^Ipytus, escaping the massacre.

This prince, however, ascended the throne
;
and

so far acquired fame, that from his name the

Messenian royal race were distinguished as the

iEpytidian branch of the Heracleid family. Hut

the Messenian history affords little interesting

before the wars with Lacedaemon, which, with

their consequences, form indeed almost tlie whole

of it. Concerning those wars hardly anything

remains from the older Grecian writers. Hero-

dotus, without giving us to know why, avoids all

account of them, tho he mentions the most im-

portant result, the conquest of Messenia. In a

very late age Pausanias endevored to sujiply the Paiisan. 1.4.

1 • c. 6. & al.

deiicicncy ^

Horodut.

I. I. c. 66.

6c seq.
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CHAP, deficiency; and he appears to have taken greav

>—

J

—

•

pains, by collating poems, and traditions preserved

by prose writers, with antient genealogies, and

temple records, to ascertain the principal circum-

stances of Messenian history. In many points

he is confirmed by scattered passages of authors

of high authority
;

and tlie consequences were

so remarkable and so important, and remain so

unquestionably ascertained, that Pausanias’s ac-

count of the wars themselves will reasonably' re-

quire some scope in a general history of Greece.

The assigned causes of the fatal quarrel are

objects of notice, as they tend to mark the manners

of the age. However the Greeks were politically

divided, they always maintained a community in

the concerns of religion. Some religious rites

indeed were held peculiar to particular cities, and

some even to particular families
; but some were

common to all of the same hord, Dorian, Ionian,

./Eolian, and some to the whole nation. There

?au3>u. was at Limnee, on the frontier ofMessenia against
.4.0.4.

Laconia, a temple dedicated to Diana: where

Messenians and Lacedaemonians, both being of

Dorian origin, equally resorted to sacrifice, and

to partake of those periodical festivities which

were usual at the more celebrated Grecian temples,

•usan. In a tumult at one of those festivals, Teleclus-

itrabo. king of Sparta^ son of Archelaiis the cotemporaiy
. 8.p. 362

. Lycurgus, was killed. The Lacedaemonians

were loud in complaint, that the Messenisins had

attempted to carry off some Spartan vir^nsy and

that Teleclus received his death in deeding
them. The Messenians averred, that the treaidhery

wac
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was on the part of t!ie Lacedaemonians ;
that the

pretended virgins were armed youths, disguisetl

with a purpose to assassinate the Messenian

chiefs whp attended the solemnity ; and that

Teleclus and his followers met a just fate in at-

tempting to execute their execrable intention.

On whichsoever side the truth lay, the Lacedae-

monians checked their resentment, till, in the

reigns of Alcamenes son of Teleclus, and Theo-

pompus grandson of Charilaiis (for we have no

dates of any authority for these events but what

the genealogies of the Spartan kings furnish

other causes of quarrel arose. Polychares, a

Messenian of rank, put out by agreement some

cattle, in which still consisted the principal riches

of the times, under the care of herdmen his own

slaves, to pasture on the lands of Eusephnus, a

Lacedaemonian, who sold both cattle and herd-

men, and pretended to Polychares that they had

been carried off by pirates. The fraud was how-

ever discovered by one of the slaves, who, escaping

from

* Pausanias indeed says that Polychares, who immediately

brought on the Messenian war, was victor in the fourth Olym-
piad. Pausan. I.4. c.4. We may believe that the name of

the victor in the fourth Olympiad was Polychares, and yet

perhaps reasonably doubt if he was the person who caused the

Messenian war, which, according to Newton's Chronology,
must have begun near a century later, about the twenty-

fourth or twenty-fifth Olympiad. Numbera are very liable to

suffer in transcription, and evident errors in the statement of

numbers occur in our copies of Pausanias. Hie great earth-

quake of Sparta is there said to have happened in the age of

Cimon and in the twenty-ninth Olympiad. We know from

Thucydides that it did happen in the age of Cimon, and we
may -therefore believe that Diodorus and the chronologers,

tho they disagree, do not err by many years when they assign

it to timer the fourth year of the 77tb, or the fourth year of

Jbe 78th Olympiad.
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from his purchaser, returned to his former master;

Eusephnus, thus detected, promised an equivalent

;

but the son of Polychares, being sent to receive

it, was assassinated. The father, full of grief and

indignation, went himself to Sparta, and laid his

complaint before kings and people. Finding

however no disposition to grant him any redress,

he returned inraged into his own country, and

retaliated by frequent assassination of the Lace-

daemonian borderers. Tliese outrages brought a

deputation from Sparta to the Messenian state,

to demand reparation. Two kings then reigned

in Messenia. Of these, Androcles was inclined to

give up Polychares rather than risk a war with

Lacedaemon. But Antiochus opposed a measure

which he affirmed to be equally mean and unjust
;

and such was the imperfect and unsettled state of

the Messenian government, that recourse was had

to arms for deciding the dispute. Androcles and

his principal partizans were killed, and Antiochus

thus became sole king of Messenia.

The Lacedaemonians highly exasperated, and

now without any view of peaceful redress, are said

to have taken a measure not incredible of their

age and circumstances, however impossible to

have happened in such large kingdoms as have

I’oijb. led the affairs of modern Europe. Without any

Strabo',
' of those formal declarations by heralds, which the

nations, even then among the Greeks, re-

juttin
' forerunners of honorable war, they

1 3. c. 4. prepared secretly for hostilities
;
and so extreme

was the animosity against the Messenions, ^ich
then pervaded their little state, an oadr was'^bi-

versally
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versally taken, That no length of time should se

weary them, no magnitude of misfortune should n !

deter them, but they would prosecute the war, •

and, it is added by some writers, would on no

account return to their families, till they had sub-

dued Messenia. This violent resolution thus I’uusin.

solemnly taken, Ampheia, a smidl town advan- i.

tageously situaCted for covering the frontier, became

their first object. A body of troops, led by their oi.V «.

king Alcamenes, entered it by night : the gates
‘

being open and no guard kept, as no hostilities

were apprehended. The place was taken with

scarcely any resistance; and all the inhabitants,

except a few who escaped by flight, were put to

the sword.

Antiochus dying, after having injoyed but for

a few months the monarchy of Messenia, was

succeeded by his son Euphaes. This prince

prepared wisely to resist the storm A^hich was

bursting on his country. While he avoided battles

with the Lacedaemonians, whose art of war and

practised discipline gave them a decided supe-

riority in the field, he provided so effectually for

the defence of the Messenian towns, that every

attempt of the enemy proved unsuccessful against

them. Thus secure at home, he took opportunities

occasionally to imbark some chosen troops, and

revenged the pillage committed in Messenia by

similar depredations on the coast of Laconia.

It was not till the fourth year of the war that he

thought his people practised enough in arms to

meet the Lacedsemonians in the field ; and even

ihen, resolved to put nothing to hazard, his aiip

was

I
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CHAP, was less to push for decisive victory, than to let it

appear that, whilewatching opportunities, he could

fece the enemy without disadvantage. In the

following year, however, the two armies came to

a general ingagement ; and with a fury of which

polished times, being without equal incentives, can

furnish no example. ‘ Recollect,’ said Euphaes,

speaking to his troops on the point of ingaging,

‘ it is not for your lands only, your goods, your
‘ wealth, that you are going to fight. But you
‘ well know what will be your fate if vanquished :

‘ your wives and children will be slaves ; and,

‘ for yourselves, death will be your fairest lot, if

‘ it comes without ignominy or torture : Ampheia
‘ may tell you this.’ Night, however, stopped

the battle ;
and next morning each army found

itself so weakened by the numbers slain, that both

shunned a renewal of the ingagement.

But tho the trial of arms was thus equally

maintained by the Messenians, yet their afiairs

were, in other points, declining greatly. The
open country had been so long the spoil of the

enemy, that the means of supporting themselves

within their garrisons began to fail ; their slaves

deserted; and disease, the common consequence,

especially in hot climates, of crowding together, in

towns, persons accustomed to breathe the firee air

and eat the fresh food of die fields, made havoc

among them. New measures became necessary.

Th^' drew their people, from all their inland

posts, to Itbome, a strong sitoathm near the COkst

;

which they preferred, because the LAeedilB|lio-

nians having nonaval force, it would alKl^'be

open “
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open to supplies by sea. Inlarging this place sect.

sufficiently to receive its new inhabitants, they v—

added at the same time, to its extraordinary na-
'

tural strength, every thing of which their skill in

fortification was capable. While these works

w'ere going forward, their doubts and fears directed

them farther, to ask advice of the Delphian oracle,

the common resource of desponding states, how

the blessing of the gods might be obtained to their

endevors. The answer might perhaps justify a

suspicion that the Delphian priests were corrupted

by the Lacedasmonians ;
for it was perfectly

adapted to produce discord and confusion in

Messenia. The Pythoness declared. That a

virgin of the blood of .®pytus must be sacrificed

to the infernal deities. The consequences were

no other than might be expected from an absurd

and cruel superstition. The lot fell upon the

daughter of Lyciscus. But a priest, gained by the

father, declared that the daughter was suppositi-

tious, and therefore not known to be of the blood

required by the gods. Lyciscus, however, still

feaijng for his child, took the opportunity afforded

by the doubts and confusion which the priest’s

declaration had occasioned, to carry her off, and

he deserted with her to Sparta. Double con-

fusion, doubt, and despondency now took pos-

session of the Messenian councU ; when Aristo-

demus, a man in whom superstition or ambition,

or perhaps both together, had stifled paternal

temleimess, offered his own daughter for the victim.

odier obstacles occurred. The virgin

wa#4iiNK>tbed to a young Messenian ci hipest

• rank
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c H A p. rank and estimation ; who, shocked with the-

i— » suddenness of the father’s dreadful purpose, in-

sisted vehemently that his daughter was not at

his disposal, but belonged to him to whom she

was betrothed. This, however, not availing, the

young man, agonizing with the thought of thus

tragically losing his beloved bride, averred that

the daughter of Aristodemus could not satisfy the

requisition of the gods, for she was no virgin,

being already with child by him. Insult, thus

added to opposition, inraged Aristodemus to mad-

ness
;
the savage slew his daughter with his own

hand ;
and, to vindicate the honor of his family

by demonstration of the falsehood of the lover’s

assertion, caused the body to be dissected. The

priests now demanded another virgin, the de-

ceased not having been regularly sacrificed. But

the wiser Euphaes, finding himself strongly sup-

ported by the Epytidian families, who were nu-

merous and powerful, persuaded the people that

the command of the oracle was sufficiently per-

formed, and no more blood required by the gods.

The horrid deed of Aristodemus is said so far

to have served his country, that the fame of the

oracle, and of the obedience paid to it, threw

some diffidence into the minds of the Lacedaemo-

nians ; insomuch that, for five years, the war was

almost intermitted. But in the sixth another

great effort was made. Theopompus led an army

toward Ithome, and Euphaes now, trusting in

the practised valor of his people, or perhaps still

more dreading the consequences ofconfining|tiem

in garrison, marched to meet him. A battleT'^^was

again*
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again fought, in which, as^iii the former, great

slaughter was made on both sides, without any

decisive advantage to either
;
only that the brave

and.worthy Euphaes, anxious by his example to

lead his people to victory, received a mortal

wound. The ambition of Aristodemus now was

gratified : Euphaes leaving no issue, he was raised*

to the throne by the voice of the people, in pre-

ference to all others of iEpytidian race.

The known bravery and activity of this prince

were such that the Lacedaemonians derived little

incouragement from the death of Euphaes ; and

their loss in the late battle was so great that, again

for four years, the operations of the war were

• confined to meer predatory incursions. This time

was judiciously employed by the new Messenian

king in strengthening his alliance with the Argians,

Arcadians, and Sicyonians; insomuch that, when

in the fifth year of his reign, the Lacedaemonians

marched all their forces against Ithome, he re-

ceived powerful assistance from those states. A
pitched battle was fought, in which the abilities

of Aristodemus, as commander-in-chief, were not

less conspicuous than his bravery had been w’hen

an inferior officer. The Lacedaemonian armies

excelled in heavy-armed foot. The Messenians

w^ere superior in light troops, who used chiefly

missile weapons. By a judicious disposition of

these, supported by the determined bravery of his

heavy phalanx, Aristodemus, after repeated and

w^ell varied efforts, succeeded in breaking the

Spartatt order of battle. Great numbers fell, both

on tho^fii^ and in the retreat. But, tho victory

•VOL. j. z
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was fairly on the side of the Mesaenians, yet tlie

excellence of the Spartan discipline prevented a

total rout. The Lacedsemonian chiefs, however,

found it necessary to lead the shattered remains,

of their army immediately into Laconia.

Now the Lacedaemonians in their turn sent to

Delphi to ask advice of the god. The Messe-

nians, still more interested in the event, again did

the same. Unintelli^ble responses were absurdly

and childishly interpreted
;
and for some time

there was an emulation between the two people

in superstition rather than in arms. Remorse for

his daughter's death meantime took possession

of Aristodemus. We are not informed of any

considerable subsequent misfortune, public oi*

private, that had befallen him, when he is said to

have killed himself on her tomb. The accounts,

indeed, of the conclusion of this war are extremely

defective ; they leave us almost wholly uninformed

of the steps immediately leading to the catastrophe.

The death of Aristodemus was probably among

them; for we hear of no Messenian leader of

eminent abilities after him. Spartan discipline

and Spartan perseverance therefore at length pre-

vailed. Ithome was besieged and taken. The

inhabitants and garrison, pressed with extremity

of famine, found opportunity to pass the Lacedae-

monian lines, and fled, as every one formed hopes

of safety and subsistence. Many had claims of

hospitality at Argos, at Sicyon, and in the Arca-

dian towns: and to those places accordingly

directed their steps upon this melancholy occasion.

Those who had been admitted to the mysteries of

Ceres,
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1. 8. p.

Ceres, or could trace their pedigree to the sacred sEdr.

families of that goddess, found refuge at Eleusis. ^ .

The miserable multitude, to whom no place of Paiiwu.

secure retreat occurred, scattered, some to find
‘

their former dwellings, others variously about the

country. The Lacedasmonians, having destroyed

Ithome to the foundation, proceeded to take

possession of the other towns without opposition.

They gave to the Asina?ans, who had lately been

expelled from their towns and lands by the Argians,

a tract on the Messenian coast, which to the days

• of Pausanias was still inhabited by their posterity. P"''son.

The other lands they left to the remaining Mes-

seniaiTs; exacting from them, together with an

oath of allegiance, half the produce as tribute.

Thus was this important territory added to the

dominion of Sparta.

Among the events of this w^ar, one is related,

which bears a strange appearance to modern

readers, and yet found credit with eminent antient
!;

writers. Their accounts indeed differ
:
yet all are

so far consonant to one another, to the manners

and circumstances of t^e times, and to other au-

thenticated events, that we cannot suppose them

unfounded. The absence, we are told, of the

Lacedaemonians from their homes, in consequence

of the rash oath taken at die beginning of the war,

was long suppbrted by their wives with Spartan

fortitude. But year elapsing after year, and

Messenia still unsubdued, the matrons at length

sent to the army, representing the unequal terms

on wMch the war was waged. The enemy, they

observed^ living with their families, new citizens

• z 2 'vere
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cfiiA p. were continually produced, to supply the decay

—^ of nature and the ravage of war : but the Spartan

women had passed years in widowhood; and

should the war continue, however victorious their

arms, the state would be as effectually annihilated

as it could be by a conquering enemy
;

for there

would be no rising generation. The complaint

was acknowleged to require serious consideration;

but remedy a[)peared difficult without incurring

the guilt of i)erjury, and thus drawing down the

vengeance of the gods for that supposed of all

crimes the most offensive to them. The difficulty

was, however, not to Lacedaemonians what it

would have been to any other people. It was

determined that those who had arrived at the age

for bearing arms since the commencement of the

war, none of whom fortunately had taken the

oath, should be sent home to cohabit promiscu-

ously with the marriageable virgins ; or, according

to some authors, with all the women. The insti-

tutions of Lycurgus were effectual to conquer

some of the strongest passions of human nature,

yet they were not equal to the annihilation of all

prejudice.^ When the war at length was happily

terminated, and things at Lacedaemon resumed

their wonted course, the innocent offspring of

these irregular embraces were slighted by the

other citizens. Being, however, not the less

high spirited for being less regularly born, some
disturbance was apprehended from their unea-

siness at the distinctions made to their disad-

vantage. It w'as therefore thought prudent to

offer them means of establishing themselves

without
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without ,the bounds of Peloponnesus. They

readily consented to emigrate; and under the

conduct of Pbalanthus, one of their own body,

they founded the city of Tarentum in Italy.

During near forty years Mcssenia remained in

quiet subjection. Those of its iinfortiinrite people

who submitted to the Lacedaunonian terms,

chose the least among evils presenting tlicmselvcs,

and rested under their hard lot. Put the suc-

ceeding generation, unexperienced in the cala-

mities of war, unexperienced in the comparative

strength of themselves and their confiuen)rs, yet

instigated by a share of that irresistible spirit of

independency which at this time so remarkably

pervaded Greece, and buoyed up by that hope of

fortunate contingencies, so natural in adversity

to generous minds, could not brook the comparison

of their own circumstances witli those of all other

Greeks. Their subjection was indeed too severe

and too humiliating to be by any possibility borne

with satisfaction, yet not suflicicntly depressing

to insure the continuance of quiet submission.

A leader therefore only was wanting of reputation

to attract and concentrate the maU^rials of the

rising storm, and it would burst with energy.

Such a leader appeared in Aristomenes, a youth

whose high natural spirit w as still elevated by the

opinion of his descent from Hercules, through a

long lUce of Messenian kings. When therefore

others were proposing a revolt, Aristomenes was

foremost to act in it. Persons were sent {)rivatcly

to the former allies of the state, the Argians and

Arcadians, to solicit assistahcc. Very favorable

z 3 promises
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promises « being received, Aiistomenes and hig

party immediately attacked a body of Lacedee-

monians at Derae. A very obstinate action

insued, which terminated without victoiy to either

party : yet the Messenians were so satisfied with

the behaviour of Aristomenes, that they would

have raised him to the throne. He prudently

refused that invidious honor, but accepted the

office of commander-in-chief of the forces.

The first adventure related of this hero, after

his elevation, sounds romantic ; but the age was

romantic, and his situation required no common
conduct, llis principal friend and constant com-

panion was Theocles, a man of birth among the

Messenians, and esteemed the ablest prophet of

his time
;
a character, in that rude age, apparently

indicating that he was a man of more than

common understanding, addicted rather to study

and contemplation than to active life. Such a

man, and the friend of such a man, would be

aware of the advantages to be derived from the

prevailing popular superstitions. There was at

Lacedaemon a temple called the Brazen House,

dedicated to Minerva, and held in singular

veneration. Aristomenes entered that city alone

by night
;
which was not difficult, as there were

neither w^alls nor watch, and the less dangerous

as no Grecian towns were lighted, and the Lace-

dasmonian institutions forbad to cariy lights.

Secure therefore in obscurity, he suspended

against the brazen house a shield, with an inscrip-

tion declaring, that Aristomenes, from the spoils

of Sparta, dedicated ^hat shield to the goddess.

2 Nothing
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Nothing theeariy Greeks dreaded more than that

their enemies should win from them the favor of a

deity, under whose peculiar protection they ima-

gined their state to have been placed by the piety

of their forefathers. The Lacedaemonians were

so alarmed, that they sent to inquire of the Del-

phian oracle what was to be done. The answer

of the Pythoness was well considered for the safety

of the oracle's reputation, but embarrassing to tlie

Lacedaemonians : it directed them to take an

Athenian for their counsellor. An embassy was

accordingly sent to Athens. But here too some

embarrassment arose : for the Athenians, far from

desirous that the finest province of Peloponnesus

should become for ever annexed to the dominion

SECT.
IV.

of Sparta, were nevertheless fearful of oft’ending

the god who gave the oracle. They took therefore

a middle way
;
and in complying hoped to make

their compliance useless. They sent a man named

Tyrta3us, w ho, among the lowest of the people,

had exercised the profession of a schoolmaster

;

supposed of no abilities for any purpose of the

Lacedaemonians, and lame of one leg. There

is something in these circumstances so little conso-

nant to modern history, that they arc apt at first

view to bear an appearance both of fable and of in-

significancy. But they come so far authenticated, Lycrg.

that it is impossible not to give them some credit.

It was partly from the admired works of Tyrtaeus
f,r. cr. ed.

himself, fragments ofwhich remain, that historians
StmliOi

afterwards collected their account of tlie Mes-

s«<fiian affairs ;
and it is still common, we know,

» ^
’

. for
•
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CHIP, for circumstances, in tfaem^vM the most tri^g,

to have consequences the most ui^>o(taiit.

The Messenian army was now reinforced by

Argian, Arcadian, Sicyonian, and Eleian auxili*

aries ; and Messenian refugees from various forein

parts came in, with eager zeal, to attach them*

selves once more to the fortune of their former

country. These combined forces met the Lace-

demonian army, which had received succour from

Corinth only, at Caprusema. The exertions of

Aristomenes, in the battle which insued, are said

to have exceeded all belief of what one man could

do. A complete victory was gained by the Mes-

senians ;
with so terrible a slaughter of the Lace-

demonians, that it was in consequence debated at

Sparta whether a negociation for peace should not

immediately be opened. On this occasion great

effects are attributed to the poetry of Tyrteus,

and probably not without foundation. We know

that even in these cultivated times, and in the

extensive states ofmodern Europe, a popular song

can sometimes produce considerable consequences-

Then it was a species of oratory suited beyond all

other, to the genius of the age. Tyrteus reani-

mated the drooping minds of the Spartan people.

It was thought expedient to recruit the number of

citizens, by infrancbising and associating some

Helots. The measure was far from popular, but

the poetry of Tyrteus persuaded the people to

acquiesce ; and it was determined still to prosecute

the war with all possible vigor.

Aristomenes meanwhile was endevoringtapqsh

the advantage he had gained. He did not venture

a regular
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a regular invasion of Laconia, but he carried the sect.

war thither by incursion. He surprized the town '—v—
of Pharae, bore away a considerable booty, and .

routed Anaxander king of Sparta, who had

planted an ambush to intercept his return. In

another irruption he took the town of Caryae

;

and, among other plunder, led off a number of

Spartan virgins, assembled to celebrate, according

to custom, the festival of Diana. Pausanias re-

lates to his honor, on this occasion, a strong

instance of the strictness •both of his discipline

and of his morality. On his appointment to the

command-in-chief, he had selected a band of

young Messenians, mostly of rank, who attended

him and fought by his side in all his enterprizes.

The Spartan virgins, taken at Caryae, being in-

trusted to a guard from this body, the young men,

heated with wine, attempted to force their chastity.

Aristomenes immediately interfered ;
but finding

it in vain that he represented to them how they

dishonored the name of Grecians by attempts so

abhorrent from what the laws and customs of their

country approved, he laid the most refractory

with his own hand dead upon the spot, and then

restored the girls to their parents. We have re-

marked <Mi a former occasion how common rapes

were in Greece. Law and order, we may suppose,

had made some progress since that period
;
yet

scarcely such as generally to insure the chastity

of women captives in war. But where the crime

of ravishing is most common, the virtue which

prompts to such dangerous exertion, as that re-

lated of Aristomenes, for the prevention of it, will

be
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CHAP, be most valued, will consequently become most
'— an object of renown, and thence will more be

caught at by aspiring minds.

Among the extraordinary adventures of that
hero we find it related that, in an attempt upon
the town of iEgila, he was made prisoner by some
Spartan matrons assembled there for the celebra-

tion of a festival ; who, trained as they were under
the institutions of Lycurgus, repelled the attack

with a vigor which the men of other states could
scarcely exceed. Hefe the softer passions, it is

said, befriended him; Archidameia, priestess of
Ceres, becoming inamored of him, procured his

escape.

It was now the third year of the war, when
the Lacedaemonian and Messenian forces met at

Megaletaphrus
; the latter strengthened by their

surbo"
' *' *^^**®® only, whose leader, Aristocrates

1.8. p. 36!s. prince of Orchomenus, was secretly in the Lace-
1.

4. dgemonian interest. On the first onset this traitor

gave the signal for his own troops to retreat;

and he artfully conducted them so as to disturb

the order of the Messenian forces. The Lace-

daemonians, prepared for this event, seized the

opportunity to gain the flank of their enemy.

Aristomenes made some vain eflbrts to prenjent

a rout : but his army was presently, for t^ most
part, surrounded and cut to pieces; and he was
himself fortunate in being able to retreat with a
miserable remnant.

The Messenians had not the resources of an
established government. A single defeat induced

instant necessity for resorting to the measure

practised'
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practised by Euphaes in the former war. •Aban-

doning all their inland posts, they collected their

force at Eira, a strong situation near the sea, and

prepared by all means in their power for vigorous

defence. The Lacedsemonians, as was foreseen,

presently sat down before the place; but the

Messenians were still strong enough to keep a

communication open with their ports of Pylus and

Methone

The enterprizing spirit of Aristomenes was not

to be broken by misfortune. Even in the present

calamitous situation of his country’s aft’airs, he

would not confine himself to defensive war. With

his chosen band he sallied from Eira, pillaged all

the neighboring country on the side occupied by

the Lacedaemonians, and even ventured ifito

Laconia, where he plundered the town of Amyclae.

His expeditions were so well concerted, and his

band so small and so light, that he was generally

within the walls of Eira again before it was known

in the Spartan camp that any place was attacked.

The business of a siege commonly in those times

was very slow. The usual hope of the besiegers

was fo reduce the place by famine. But this was

a vain hope to the Lacedasmonians while Aristo-

menes could thus supply the garrison. The go-

vernment of Sparta, therefore, finding their army

ineffectual to prevent this relief, proceeded to the

extremity

SECT.
IV.

* Pausanias writes this name Mothone, wd among the

Greeks it so remains to this day; but the Italians, unable to

pronounce the Greek &, speak and write it Modona : the

French for the same reason call it Modon. The Italian name

of Pyfus is Navarinp. This was, according to Strabo, not the

residence of Nestor, that city being situated more northward,

not far from the river Alpheius.
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CHAP, extremity of forbidding, by a public edict, all

. culture of the conquered part of Messenia. Pro-

bably the Lacedaemonian affairs were at this time

ill administered, both in the army and at home.

Great discontents, we are told, broke out at

Sparta
;
and the government was again beholden

to the lame Athenian poet for composing the

minds of the people.

.

But the temper of Aristomenes was too daring,

and his enterprizes too hazardous, to be long

exempt from misfortune. His scene of action

was not extensive, so that in time the Lacedmmo-

nians learnt, by their very losses, the means of

putting a stop to them. He fell in unexpectedly

with a large body of Lacedaemonian troops,

headed by both the kings. His retreat was in-

tercepted ;
and in making an obstinate defence,

being stunned by a blow on the head, he was taken

’•usan.1.4. prisoner with about fifty of his band. The Lace-

e. p.S6r. daemonians, considering all as rebels, condemned

them without distinction (0 be precipitated into a

cavern called Ceada, the common capital punish-

ment at Sparta for the worst malefactors. All

are said to have been killed by the fall except

Aristomenes; whose survival was thought so

wonderful, that miracles were invented to account

for it. An eagle, it was reported, fluttering under

him, so far supported him that he arrived at the

bottom unhurt. • How far such miraculous assist-

ance was necessary to his preservation, we cannot

certainly know ; but the plain circumstances of

the story, tho extraordinary, have, as far as ap-

pears, nothing contrary to nature. Aristomenes

at .
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at first thought it no advantage to find himself

alive in that horrid charnel, surrounded by his

companions dead and dying, among the skeletons

and putrid dircasses of former criminals. He
retreated to ferthest comer he could find, and,

covering his Mfead with his cloak, lay down to wait

for death, which seemed unavoidable. It was,

according to Pausanias, the third day of this dread-

ful imprisonment, when he was startled by a little

rustling noise. Rising and uncovering his eyes,

he saw by the glimmering of light, which assisted

him the more from his having been so long in

perfect darkness, a fox gnawing the dead bodies.

It presently struck him that this animal must

have found some other way into the cavern than

that by which himself had descended, and would

readily find the same way out again. Watching,

therefore, his opportunity, he was fortunate enough

to seize the fox with one hand, ivhile with his

cloak in the other he prevented it from biting him
;

and he managed to let it have its way, without

escaping, so as 10 conduct him to a narrow bury.

Through this he followed, till it became too small

for his body to pass
;
and here fortunately a glimpse

of day-light caught his eye. Setting, therefore,

his conductor at liberty, he worked with his hands

till he made a passage large enough for himself to

creep into day, and he escaped to Eira.

The first rumor of the reappearance of Aristo-

menes found no credit at Sparta. Preparations

were making for pushing the siege of Eira with

vigor, and a body of Corinthian auxiliaries w’as

marching to share in the honors of completing the

conquest
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conquest of Messenia. Aristomenes, receiving

'— —

»

intelligence that the Corinthians marched arid

incamped negligently, as if they had no enemy

to fear, issued with a chosen body from Eira,

attacked them by surprize in th^'l^ght, routed

them with great slaughter, and cittied off the

plunder of their camp. Then, says Pausanias,

the Lacedaemonians readily believed that Aristo-

menes was living. Tradition says that this ex-

traordinary warrior thrice sacrificed the Heca-

tomphoneia, the offering prescribed among the

Greeks for those who had slain in battle a hundred

enemies with their own hands. It was after this

action that he performed that ceremony the second

time.

The Lacedaemonians now, for the sake of cele-

brating in security their festival called Hyacinthia,

which was approaching, consented to a truce for

forty days. Pausanias, who is not favorable to

their fame, reports that they incouraged some

Cretan mercenaries in their service to watch op-

portunities for striking a blow against the Messe-

nians, even during the truce
;
that Aristomeries was

actually seized in consequence
;
and recovered his

liberty only through the favor of a young woman
in the house where he was lodged, who cut his

bonds, and procured him the means of slaying his

keepers.

48.*. Through the unskilfulness of the age in the

7.^N.
places, and the varied efforts of Aristo-

27
^*. tnenes’s genius to baffle the besiegers, the siege,

*1. B. rather blockade, of Eira was protracted to the

eleventh year. A concurrence of circumstances

seemingly
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seemingly trifling, but which in the detail of them

by Pausanias, form an important lesson for military

men, at length decided its fate. In a violently

tempestuous night intelligence was brought to the

Laceda;monian commander, by a private soldier,

whom an intrigue with a Messenian woman had

led to the discovery, that the Messenian guard at

one of their posts, yielding to the weather, and

trusting that the storm itself would prevent their

enemies from acting, had dispersed to seek shelter.

Immediately the troops were silently cj^lled to

arms
;
ladders were carried to the spot, and the

Lacedaemonians mounted unresisted. The un-

usually earnest and incessant barking of dogs first

alarmed the garrison. Aristomenes, always watch-

ful, hastily formed the first of his people that he

could collect : and presently meeting the enemy,

managed his defence so judiciously as well as

vigorously, that the Laceda[imonians, ignorant of

the town, could not, during the night, attempt any

farther progress. But neither could Aristomenes

attempt any more than to keep the enemy at bay,

while the rest ofhis people, arming and assembling,

used their intimate knowledge of the place to oc-

cupy the most advantageous points for defending

themselves and dislodging the enemy. At day-

break, having disposed his whole force, and di-

rected even the women to assist by throw ing stones

and tiles from the house-tops, he made a furious

•charge upon the Lacedaemonians ;
whoso supe-

riority in number availed little, as they had not

room to extend their front. But the violence of

the storm, which continued unabated, was such

as
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CHAP, as to prevent the women from acting on the

^ roofs
;
many of whom were, however, animated

with such manly resolution for the defence of their

country, that they took arms Rnd joined in the

light below. There the battle continued all day,

with scarcely other effect than mutual slaughter.

At night there was again a pause; but it was

such as allowed little rest or refreshment to the

Messenians. Now the Lacedaemonian gejQpral

profited from his numbers. Pie sent half his

forces to their camp while the other half kept the

Messenians in constant alarm, and, with the return

of day, he brought back his refreshed troops to

renew the attack. The Messenian chiefs became

soon convinced that all attempts to expel the

enemy must be vain. After a short consultation,

therefore, they formed their people in the most

convenient order for defending their wives and

children, and most portable effects, while they

should force their way out of the place. The

Lacedaemonians, whose political institutions in

some degree commanded the permission of escape

for a flying enemy, gave them free passage. The

Messenians directed their melancholy march to

Arcadia. There they were most hospitably re-

ceived by their faithful allies of that country, who

divided them in quarters among their towns.

Even in this extremity of misfortune, the enter-

prizing genius of Aristomenes was immediately

imagining new schemes for restoring his country;

and taking vengeance on her enemies. He se-

lected five hundred Messenians, to whom three

hundred ^Arcadian volunteers joined themselves,

with
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with a fe^ution to attempt the surprize of Sparta sect.

itself, while the Lacedasmonian army was yet in v 1^^—

the farthest part of Messenia, where Pylus and

Methone still remained to be reduced. Every-

thing was prepared for the enterprize, when some

of the Arcadian chiefs received intelligence that a

messenger was gone from their king Aristocrates

to Sparta. This man they caused to be waylaid

on his return. He was seized
;
and letters were

found upon him, thanking Aristocrates both for

information of the expedition now intended*, and

for former services. An assembly of the people

was immediately summoned, in which the letters

and their bearer wm produced
;
and the leaders,

in the interest opposite to Aristocrates, worked up

the. anger of the commonalty to such a pitch

against their treacherous prince, that they stoned

him to death. To perpetuate his infamy, a pillar

was afterward erected, with an inscription, still foiys.

1 1 /* * 1 P

preserved in the wntinss both of rausanias and pim. de

Polybius, warning future chiefs of the vengeance vind.

of the Deity, which unfailingly sooner or later

overtakes traitors and perjurors.

The Pylians, Methonaeans, and other Messeni-

ans of the coast, judging it now vain to attempt

the defence of their towns, imbarked with their

effects, in what vessels they could collect, and

sailed to Cyllene, a port of Eleia. Hence they

sent a proposal to their fellowcountrymen in

Arcadia, to go ail together and settle a colony

wherever they could find an advantageous esta-

blishment; and they desired Aristomenes for

'vheir leader. The proposal was readily accepted

,voL. I. A A by
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by the people, and, as far as concerned them,

approved by the general
;
but excusing himself,

he sent his son Gorgus, with Manticlus, son of

his friend the prophet Theocles, to conduct the

enterprize. Still it remained to be decided to

what uninhabited or ill-inhabited coast they should

direct their course. Some were for Zacynthus,

some for Sardinia
;
but winter being already set in,

it was soon agreed to put off the determination

till spring. In the interval a fortunate occurrence

offered. After the abandoning of Ithome which

concluded the former w'ar, some Messenians,

joining with some adventurers from Chalcis in

Euboea, had wandered to Italy, and there founded

the town of Rhegium. These colonists had per-

petual variance with the Zanclaeans on the opposite

coast of Sicily; a people also of Grecian origin,

the first of whom were pirates, who settled there

under Crataemenes of Samos, and Perieres of

Chalcis. Anaxilas, now prince of Rhegium, was

of Messenian race. Hearing therefore of this

second catastrophe of his mother-country, he sent

to inform the Messenians at Cyllene, that there

was, in his neighbourhood, a valuable territory,

and a town most commodiously situated, which

should be theirs if they would assist him in dis-

possessing the present proprietors, his inveterate

enemies. The offer was accepted: the con-

federates, victorious by sea and land, besieged

Zancle ; and reducing the inhabitants to extremity,

an accommodation was agreed upon, by which it

was determined that the Messeniansand Zanclasans

should hold the city and country in common as

2 one
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one people, but that the name should be changed sect.

to Messene. <

—

Aristomenes for some time still indulged the Emmu-Ia.

hope, through some favoring contingency, to
‘ ’

avenge his country on the Lacedaemonians. But

going to Delphi, he found tixe Pythoness too wise

to prophesy him any incouragement. Yet tho he

was no longer to shine in a public situation, for-

tune was favorable to his private happiness.

Damagetus, prince, 0^ as he is styled by Grecian

writers, tyrant, of lalysus in the iland of Rhodes,

happened to be at Delphi inquiring of the oracle

whom he should marry; for it seems to have

been about this time that Delphi was in highest

repute; individuals often straining their circum-

stances to obtain its advice on their more inte-

resting private concerns. To a question in its

nature rather puzzling, the Pythoness gave a very

prudent answer, and at the same lime of uncom-

monly obvious interpretation. She directed

Damasetus to take the daughter of the man of

highest character among the G reeks. Aristomenes,

then on the spot, was unquestionably in reputation

the first of the Greeks, and he had a daughter

unmarried. Damagetus, therefore, made his pro-

posals, which were accepted ;
and Aristomenes

passed with him to Rhodes, where he is said to

have passed the rest of his life in honorable ease.

' The Lacedsmonians found themselves masters

of a country almost a desert. The Asinaeans,

indeed, ^hom, on the conclusion of the former

war they had planted in Messenia, still retained

A A 2 their
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Fauwan.
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Strabo,
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their settlement. To. the Nauplians, lately

ejected from their country by the Argians, they

now gave the town and territory of Methone.

The rest of Messenia they divided among them-

selves : and many of the miserable inhabitants,

who had been either unable or unwilling to seek

their fortune out of their native country, they

reduced to the condition of Helots.

Thucyd.1.6. Such is the account given by Pausanias
; for

Fiat.de*’ the matter, in some principal points confirmed,

t%. for the time of the settlement in Sicily, con-

f 6*p%68
tradicted by earlier and far more authoritative

writers. Numbers of the Messenians, unwilling

or unable to emigrate, remained in the country,

subjected to the harsh dominion of their con-

querors. Many years then after Aristomenes, if

his age is rightly assigned, they rose again in ^irms,

and maintained a war which put Lacedaemon a

third time to difficulty. Overborne at length by

superior force, a large part were reduced to the

condition and name of Helots. Then it was that

a fortunate number found means to escape from

the country, and under the patronage of Anaxilas

prince of Rhegium, established tliemselves in

Zancle, which had from them thename of Messena.
This new settlement of the Peloponnesian Mes-
senians, among many heavy misfortunes generally

florishing, has always been a great city, at one

time the capital of the Hand ; and an interesting

memorial of a brave and unfortunate people is

yet preserve in its name, with us commonly,

according to the Latin orthography, Messina, but

in
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iti its own countiy Messana, the original Doric

form unaltered, to this day. How far the dread- '

—

fill convulsion of the elements, which a few years

ago involved in common desolation Messina with

its antient rival Reggio, and violently changing

the face of nature to a great extent on both coasts,

may beyond all former calamities urge its final

downfall, or how far it may still more suflbr from

the political volcano, will be for the historian of

future years to tell.

Here we might naturally suppose the history

of Messenia ended. But we shall, in the se(iuel,

find its unfortunate people still taking part occa-

sionally in Grecian affairs, and at length, after

more than a century and a half, by a very extra-

ordinary revolution, becoming again the free

masters of their antient countiy.

During the long course of years from the first

hostilities with Messenia to the completion of the

conquest, Lacedaemon was not without wars vvith

other neighboring states, nor without jiolilical con-

vulsions at home ; but the chronology of that

period is so utterly uncertain, that it were a vain

attempt to arrange the facts reported, in scattered

passages, by antient authors of best credit.

Very early, we are told, a dispute arose concern-

ing the limits of Argolis and Laconia. The

Lacedaemonians ejected the Argians from Cynuria.

Then they asserted, with similar violence, a claim

to the territory of Thyrea, In the old age ol king

Theopompus, according to Pausanias, (therefore
^

between the fitst and second Messenian wars, tho

A A 3 Herodotus
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CHAP. Herodotus seems to refer it to a later date) the

^
^—

•

armies of the two states meeting, it was deter-

mined, in a conference of the leaders, that the

PwaTMin. right to the lands in dispute should be decided

Thucyd
^ combat between three hundred men from

j. 5. c. 41. each army. The rest of the troops on both sides

retired. The six hundred fought with such de-

termined valor, and such equal strength and skill,

that two Argians only, Chromius and Alcenor,

remained alive ;
with not a single Lacedaemonian,

as far as in the dusk of advanced evening they

could perceive, surviving to oppose them. Eager,

therefore, to relate their victory, they hastened

to the Argian camp. But, during the night,

Othryades, a Lacedaemonian, recovering from the

loss of blood under which he had fainted, found

himself, weak as he was, undisputed master of the

field. His strength sufficed to form a trophy from

the arms of his slain enemies, and he rested on the

spot. On the morrow the Argians learned with

astonishment that the Lacedaemonians claimed

the victory. Another conference was held, in

which neither side w’ould yield its pretensions.

The armies again met ;
and, after a most obstinate

conflict, the Argians were defeated. The mea-

sure which followed, reported by Herodotus, and

^lat Phaed. Confirmed by Plato, strongly characterizes both
t. 89. 1.

1, spirit of war and the spirit of government of

the times. The whole Argian people having cut

offtheir hair, (a common mark of public mourning)

it was decreed, with solemn curses against trans-

gressors, that ^ no man should suffer his hair to

‘ grow, and no woman wear ornaments of gold,

‘ till^
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‘ till Thyrea were recovered/ The animosity

which we shall find long subsisting between Lace- •—^

—

dsemon and Argos Avill, with the recollection of

these circumstances, not appear extraordinary.

The Lacedaemonians had also early and long

contentions with the Arcadians. These allied

themselves with the Argiaiis
;

M*ith whose assist-

ance the city of Tegea, formed, as we have before

observed, by an assemblage of the inhabitants of (
'll. 4. sfr.

nine villages, was fortified, and became capable n

of protecting the Arcadian borders against Luce- n. r.Hioi.

dmmonian inroads. None of the neighboring

people, in the earlier times, oj)posc(l Spartan in- '• “ ^

'

croachments with more valor, or more success,

than the Tegeans. After often suffering consi-

derable losses, the Lacedtemonians, however, at

length gained some advantages; and the circum-

stances of the times induced that politic people to

use the op{>ortunity for forming a close alliance

with the brave mountaineers ; who in the so(juel

proved highly serviceable to them in their more

extensive views of ambition.

As it is in the nature of human affairs thiit

things most advantageous shall have their inherent

evils, so the nice balance, established by the

Spartan lawgiver between the several powers ol

the government, naturally produced a constant,

and often violent struggle of factions. But as the

Laceda3monian institutions were unfavonihle to

litterature, as they strongly inforced secrecy on

politics, and as foreiners had little access to Si)arta,

we are very defectively informed of the internal

A A 4 transactions
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CHAP, transactions of that state. Authors of greatest

^ ^ credit are not to be reconciled concerning the

first establishment of those magistrates called

Repins
course of time, acquired almost

j.sis.’t.V a despotic authority. Herodotus, Plato, and Xeno-

prnatii’en. phon, refer it to Lycurgus ; Aristotle, Plutarch,

8.
others, to king Theopompus, who completed

Xen^pb^ de
couqucst of Messcnia. If magistrates

^ n
^ appointed by Lycurgus, the

Plutarch, tcuor ofthat lawgiver’s institutions will not permit
i-jcurg*

yg |.Q jsuppose that he meant to allow them powers

such as they afterward exercised. He certainly

favored oligarchy
;
and possibly the large autho-

rity which he committed to the senate might

sometimes be abused. But from the consent of

Grecian writers it appears that, if the ephors

were not first appointed under Theopompus, their

powers and privileges were, however, considerably

augmented under his reign. That prince either

found it necessary, for prevention of commotion,

to grant indulgence to the people
; or convenient,

for his own power, to raise an authority capable

of balancing the overbearing spirit of the senate

whence perhaps the saying reported of him, on

being reproached for transmitting the regal autho-

piutarch. rity diminished to his posterity, ‘that on the

Li
1^!****‘ ‘ contrary he should transmit it greater, inasmuch

‘ as he should transmit it firmer.’

AristPoiit. The ephors were five in number, elected from
1 . 9. c. 9. people and by the people

;
and the purpose

of

^ To such a balance, Plato, or whoever wrote the epistle

attributed to him, seems tu refer, where he calls the senate

and the college of Ephors <9ap/i«aKer

Epist. 8. p. 354. t. 3.
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of their office was at first ineerly to preserve to sect.

the people their constitutional rights against any

attempts of the kings or senate. The tribunes of &

Rome afterward, in the cause of their appoint-

ment, in the purpose of their office, in their original

powers and privileges, and in what they by de-

grees assumed, very remarkably resembled the

Spartan ephors; and the history of both goes

strongly to prove the inherent impotence of the

antient democracy, which, in two of the best con-

stituted commonwealths of antiquity, unable to

maintain its own rights, was reduced to the absurd

necessity of creating and supporting a tyrannical

magistracy to defend them.
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CHAPTER V.

Summary View of the State of the Northern

Provinces of Greece, and of the Establish-

ment of the early Grecian Colonies; with

the History ofAthens, from the,TROjAN War
to the first public Transaction with Persia.

SECTION I.

P'iew of the State of the Northern Prtfoinces of Greece after

the Trojan War. History if Athens from the Tryan War

to the Abolition of Royalty, and the Appointment of Here-

ditary Archons.

WHILE Lacedaemon, partly through the

internal vigor of its singular constitution,

partly by conquest, was raising itself to a preemi-

nence among the Grecian states, which, since the

expulsion of the princes of the house of Pelops

from the throne of Argos, none had obtained, a

rival power of very different character, and very

different institutions, was more silently growing

without Peloponnesus. But the divisions, whence

arose the weakness and insignificancy of the other

Grecian people, were among the circumstances

principally contrihuting to set Lacedaemon and

Athens at the head of the nation. During some

centuries after the Trojan war, we have no history

of the northern provinces, beyond confused ac-

counts
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counts of migrations and expulsions, which were sect.

frequent, and predatory wars, which were almost '—J—

»

unceasing. The principal revolution, of which

we are informed, was effected by the Boeotians, a 1124. B.

Thessalian people ; who, according to Thucydides,

about sixty years after the Trojan war, migrating

southward, Joined some of their own tribe before

settled in the neighborhood of Thebes, and, over-

powering the Cadmeians, conquered the whole

province, from themselves called Bceotia. Thebes

which, as Homer seems to indicate, had been

much reduced by the wars preceding the Trojan

times, became the principal seat of the Boeotians

;

and under them again rose to importance.

But the history of Boeotia, to a late period,

remarkably verifies an observation of the great

poet upon its circumstances at a very early day,

^ that none could live there without the protection

‘ of fortifications*.’ Military spirit is a plant

naturally fforishing in almost every barbaric soil.

Political wisdom, without which military spirit is

of very uncertain worth, requires much and careful

culture, and, even in circumstances the most

favorable, is of slow growth. The Boeotians could

conquer, but they knew not how to legislate ;

they could spurn the tyranny ot one, but they

knew not how to establish the equal liberty of all.

In the country which they had subdued, Thebes,

by its central situation, the natural strength of the

eminenco

• Mentioning the building of the walls of Thebes by Zethus

and Amphion, he adds :

- - - ^Ewe* ov y i^vifcifro

Na*iu£» lepUTCfv

Od>>s. 1 . n. V. J64.
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chap, epiinence on which stood the citadel, the largeness

'— —

»

of the town, its copious springs of purest water,

• and the fruitfulness of the surrounding plain,

residence of the chiefs
;
who proposed

thence to rule the other towns, in which they settled

their followers. But the rich acquisition, which

had been made by arms, was not without arms to

be preserved : the whole people must be still

military
;
and every township must suffice for its

own protection, at least against sudden attacks

from near neighbors, against whose spirit of war

and rapine military force only could give security.

With such necessary military power, some civil

power must be allowed for the internal govern-

ment of each municipality. The difficulty then,

the universal difficulty, as we have formerly

ch.4.s. i. observed, of Grecian legislation, was to provide
u Dili ist.

bonds by which all should be united,

so that each might be protected by the strength

of all, yet all be free.

We are very imperfectly informed of the

Boeotian constitution, yet we learn with certainty

that it was unequal to its purpose. Eleven

^ (when Thucydides wrote) presided,

with the title of Boeotarch, over the affairs of the

)iodor. whole people. Afterward, according to Diodorus

?auMD. ^nd Pausanias, they were only seven. Perhaps
. 9. c. IS.

ibe number varied, as the power of Thebes rose

or sunk, or as the smaller towns suffered or suc-

cessfully resisted oppression. The election of

these ^eat officers was annual
;

their authority,

like that of the kings of old, principally military
;

they commanded in chief the Boeotian armies.

The
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The political administi^tion was also in their sect.

hands, but under the control of four councils; —s.
—

>

how constituted we are not informed, nor whether

they possessed legislative as well as administrative

power. Deputies from all the Boeotian towns

sometimes met in one assembly, where the

Boeotarchs presided
;
but this seems to have been

rather convened on extraordinary occasions, than

a permanent or periodical council, for transacting

ordinary business, whether of administration or

legislation. In general every town legislated for

itself. All were thus truly separate republics ; and

while Thebes alw'ays claimed a right of presidency, Hcrodot.

at least of military presidency, a kind of protec- fi.ucj’d.

torship, over all, the rest would often insist that

each was united with the others only by voluntary

league, and competent to decide for itself con-

cerning: all its forein interests, as well as its inter-

nal administration. All the towns of Boeotia, not

less than of the rest of Greece, were divided

between an oligarchal and a democratical party

;

but in these early times, the oligarchal mostly

prevailing in Thebes, the influence of that leading

city sufficed long to give oligarchy a general pre-

ponderancy in Boeotian politics.

Such is the picture which remaining memorials

give of the state of Boeotia, from the Thessalian

conquest downward for centuries ;
and, in the

want of more particular accounts, it may serve to

convey a general idea of the state of the other

provinces north of the isthmus : each divided into

little self-governed townships ; each distracted

Ijetwecn
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CHAP, betweenanoligarchaland Ademocratical party, with

V— some connection maintained throughout the whole,

' but mostly still more defective than that of Boeotia.

Thessaly, by the extent and richness of its ter-

ritory, should have carried the greatest political

importance of p^haps any province of Greece.

The whole country besides could not raise such a

force of cavalry
;
and no other province, by the

superiority of its produce to its consumption, could

equally support expensive establishments, and

maintain distant warfare. But Thessaly was

divided, and subdivided, into little governments,

yet more than Boeotia, with connecting institu-

tions even more defective. Thus the history of

its people is reduced to confused accounts of con-

quest, of which no detail remains, over the

northern inhabitants of their own country, the

Thucyd.1.1. Perrhaebians and Magnetes, and of eternal pre-

1. 8.'c.27, datory war with the Phocians their southern

neighbors; whence arose a national animosity

that nearly involved the subjugation of all Greece,

when assailed, as will be hereafter related, by

a forein enemy.

We have already observed the favorable cir-

cumstances by which Athens became early

populous and polished beyond the otlier Grecian

cities. From the time of the Trojan war till after

the Dorian conquests in Peloponnesus, it affords

nothing important for history. But such a revo-

lution as that effected by the. Heracleids could not

be mthout material consequences to a neighbor-

ing state. The Athenian territory at that time

extended
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extended totbeCorinthianisthmus; where, to mark sect.

the limits, a pUlar had been erected, on one side v •

of which was ingraved, ‘ This is Peloponnesus, *^'*’35,

‘ not Ionia,’ for so Attica was then called : on

the other side, ‘ This is not Peloponnesus, but

* Ionia.’ But the people of the peninsula itself,

throughout the province that stretches along the

coast westward from the isthmus^ were of Ionian

race. When Tisamenus, with his Achaian fol-

lowers from Argos and Lacedaemon, had pro-

cured security to this country against the Ilera-

cleids, its narrow bounds were found unequal to

the increased population : the new comers pre-

vailed against the antient possessors, and the

Ionian families were mostly compelled to emigrate.

Athens, always hospitable to the unfortunate,

amid those extensive troubles through Pelopon-

nesus, prmcipally afforded refuge. Not only the i- 9 p- sss.

*®gialianIonians, but many Messenians also, under 1.u p ess.

Melanthus king of Pylus, resorted thither. The

Athenians were then ingaged in war with Boeotia

;

and on this account, and perhaps through some

dread also of the conquering Dorians, were the

more solicitous to accommodate all that offered, as

an addition of strength to the state. The charity was

not unproductive of reciprocal benefit. For the

armies of Athens and Boeotia meeting, the Boeotian

king proposed to decide the matter in dispute

between the two states by single combat between

himself and Thymoetes, then king of Athens.

Thymoetes, probably knowing himself inferior in

bodily strength and agility, declined the challenge.

But the temper of the times w’as favorable to that 1. 9. p. 393.

mode
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CHAP., mode of deciding political controversies*. Me*
<— liuithus therrfme, the Messenian prince, who had

Ilerodot. * his fortune to seek, offered himself for champion

of the Athenians, and was accepted: he was
1 . s. c. ts. victorious, and the scepter of Athens was bis

reward. TbymcBtes was deposed, and with him

ended the succession of the family of Theseus.

Tradition is ^tde accurate concerning* a war

which followed between, the Athenians and Pelo-

ponnesians. But a conquering people is com-

monly an overbearing people;' the protection

given by Athens to the refugees from Peloponnesus

would afford pretence; and the Dorians, we find,

soon after their estaUk^iment in the .peninsula,

made incroachm^ts on the Adienian frontier;

and.founded Ihe town of Megara on the northern

Strabo, coast of tbc SaTOhic gulph. When Codrus sue-

ceeded his father Melanthus in the kingdom of

Attica, Megara seems to have been already firmly

settled. Hostilities however continued, or were

B. c. recommenced ; and so large assistance came to

^4^ the M^u^s from Peloponnesus, dtat Athfns

itself was¥ ffireatened with subverdon. While

the hostile armies were encamped ;So near togedier

that a battle appeared unavoidaUe, die Ddpbipa

Ljeurg. oracle was consulted about tlm eveoL The
miswer of die Pythoness was imderstood tolmport

fV!*c.''ts.
Peloponntoians would be victorious, pro-

h'.’ e*t“’
did not kill the AtheHim king. Thni

Tustiii. response j^^rngpromulgated, Cjodots* in.tbe fa^mc
.V, irepirit

*
In the re»|lB ofthe HeracNdi, ac<?or^g to Strabo, the

possession of El^a was so determined kata^ ti w
*£^^sj'Arr. Strab. I. 8. p. 357.
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s|)irit of the age, determined to devote his life sect.

for the good of his country. Disguising himself »

in the habit of a peasant, with a fagot on his .

shoulder, and a hook in his hand, he entered the

enemy’s camp. Observing in one part a crow d of

soldiers, he pushed in among them
;
words arose

;

he struck a soldier with his hook; the- soldier

retorted with his sword, and Codrus was killed.

Inquiry being presently made about the tumult,

the body was found to be that of the king of

Athens; upon which the Peloponnesian chiefs,

dreading the accomplishment of the oracle to

their overthrow, hastily withdrew' their forces into

Peloponnesus. A i)eace with Mcgara seems to

have follow^ed \

The death of Codrus, while it thus fortunately

delivered Athens from the dangers of forein war,

was the immediate cause of internal sedition,

threatening nearly ecjiial evils. Medon, eldest Panson.

son of Codrus, was lame : and bodily ability still
^

held that high rank in popular estimation, that

his younger brother made advantage of this defect

to dispute the succession with him. Each found

strong support ; but the contention brought for-

ward a third party still stronger, which was for

excluding both, declaring they would have no ScIk.i

king but Jupiter. The most fatal consequences nhm

’

were

® 'The spot wliere Codms fell was preserved in memory,

or pretended to be preserved, in the time of Fausanias, and

shown near the altar of the Muses on the bank of the llissus,

opposite to the temple of Diana Agrotera, whose ruins yet

remain on the other bank. Pausan. 1. 1 . c. if). Sir George

VVheler'fi Journey into Greece, and Stuart’s Antifjuities of

Atliens.

B BVOL. I.
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CHAP, were to be apprehended, when fortunately a

'—^—- declaration of the Delphian oracle was procured

' in &vor of Medon, and the business was amicably

accommodated. It was determined that, after

Codrus, who had merited so singularly of his

country, none ought to be honored with a title

of which it was impossible for any living man to

be comparatively worthy : that, however, Medon
should be first magistrate of the commonwealth,

with the title of Archon, chief, or prince; and that

this honor should remain hereditary in his family ;

but that the Archon should be accountable to the

assembly of the people for due administration of

his high office. And as Attica then, through the

multitude of refugees, overabounded with inhabi-

Herodot. tants, it was agreed that a colony should be sent

S(r»b.’i.i4. to Asia Minor, of which Androclus and Neleus,
j>.^, 633

. yQyjjggp gQjjg Qf Codrus, should be leaders. Thus

was internal quiet restored to Athens as happily

as external peace. The restless spirits mostly

joined in the migration : the storm of contending

factions dispersed
;
and the affairs of the common-

wealth flowed so smoothly for some generations

after, that no materials for history remain.

SECTION II.

Orecian Hands: £aUc and Ionic Migrations: Grecian

Cokmies in Asia Minor, Thrace, Cyprus, Africa, Sicily,

and Jtidy.

WHiEB Athens tiius was injoyii^ repose, and the

ambition of Lacedsemon was yet confined within,

the narrow bounds of Peloponnesus, the theater

of]
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of Grecian action, or, we may say, Greece itself, sect.

was expanding very greatly, through those name- >—^!L_»

rous colonies which were poured forth in every

direction. Of the Grecian ilands, Crete almost

alone has occurred hitherto as an object of history.

The others of the iEgean sea were antiently held,

and perhaps originally, some by Phenicians, but

most by the people called Leleges, a branch, lifroiioi.

apparently of the Pelasgian hord, who, as well as stnii'

the Phenicians, exercised continual piracy. Minos

king of Crete expelled both, and planted colonies

of his own people in their room. Afterward the

power of the Cretan kings decaying, some of those

ilands became independent, and others were va-

riously subjected. Euboea, one of the largest and

most valuable in the G recian seas, never probably

was under the dominion of the Cretan kings, and

indeed was scarcely in the circumstances of an

iland
;
being separated from the coast of Boeotia

by a channel so narrow and shallow' that it is

in effect an adjoining peninsula. While the Ionic

Pelasgians of Attica spred southward into Pelo-

ponnesus, they had also extended their settlements

northward into this iland, where Chulcis and

Eretria are said to have been Athenian colonies

before the Trojan war. Those two cities, tho p.-nr.+i '

distinct governments, yet maintained such close

alliance as to form almost one state, ai^d became

veryflorishing. They held the neighboring ilands

of Andros, Tenos, and Ceos in subjection : they

extended the Grecian name northward by planting

the peninsulas of Pallene and Athos, together

with tho territory arouno Olynthus on the

p confines
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confines of Thrace and Macedonia; and they

established colonies in Italy and Sicily.

It has been supposed by some authors, but

apparently without good grounds, that, before the

Trojan war, migrations had been made from

Greece to Asia Minor. We have seen that tlie

earliest known people of the western parts of that

country differed little in origin or in language

from the inhabitants of Greece
;
and some of the

towns on the coast were held by people so unques-

tionably Grecian, at so early a period, that the

antiquarians of aftertimes, unwilling to allow any-

thing to be Greek that did not originate from

Greece, were at a loss to account for their esta-

blishment. Miletus, mentioned by Homer in his

catalogue, and Teos, and Smyrna, are said by

Strabo to have been Grecian towns before the

Trojan war. But the great iEolic and Ionic

migrations made a complete revolutiaa in the

state of that fine country, and gave it almost

intirely a new people. Of those extraordinary

and important events, no antient author having

left any complete account, it must be endevored

to connect the scattered information remaining

from writers of best authority, among whom

Strabo will be our principal guide.

Not the prosperity, not the policy, but the

troubles and misfortunes of the country gave

origin to the principal colonies from Greece. The

jEoLic MIGRATION was an immediate conse-

quence of the conquest of Peloponnesus by the

Heracleids. Penthilus, one of the sons of Orestes,

took refuge upon that oecasion in Euboea, whither

multitude^
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multitudes of Peloponnesians followed. Many
found settlements there

;
but the larger number,

joined by a powerful body of Boeotians, passed

with their prince into Thrace. He dying, his son

Echelatus led the colony across the Hellespont,

and made himself master of Troy
;
putting then,

it is supposed, a final period to that unfortunate

city, and to the name of its people. In the mean

time, Cleues and Malaiis, also of the race of

Agamemnon, had assembled a number of Pelo-

ponnesian fugitives on Mount Phricius in Locris,

near Thermopyl®
;
and, passing thence to Asia

Minor, founded the town of Cuma. Thus the

whole coast, from Cyzicus on the Propontis to the

river Hermus, together with the iland of Lesbos,

conquered by Grais son of Echalatus, became

settled by Peloponnesians and Boeotians, and

received the name of iEolis or jEolia. How long

the monarchy was maintained we find no infor-

mation. Very early however the iEolian towns

appear to have become, like those of the mother-

country, separate republics. An assembly at

Cuma, for a common sacrifice, but, as far as

appears, without any professed political object,

assisted to support some little connection between

the iEolian cities.

The great Ionic migration took place some-

what later, but produced colonies yet more

florishing. It was led from Athens by Androclus

and Neleus, younger sons of Codrus, upon the

occasion, already mentioned, of the determination

of the succession to the archonship in favor of

Medon. A great multitude followed: many

B B 3 Athenians,

Wood oil

Homer.

Strabo,

1.13. p.5H6.

Heredot.

I. 1. c. 149.

& iS7.

I. 9. c. 97.
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CHAP. Athenians, and almost all the Ionian and Mes-
y* « genian families which the Dorian conquest had

driven for, refuge to Athens. They seized the

finest part of the coast of Asia Minor, and,

iicredot. according to Herodotus, the finest country under

the most favorable climate in the world ; extend-

ing from the river Hermus southward to the

headland of Posideion, and including the ilands

of Chios and Samos. The Carian inhabitants

were expelled, the Grecian were associated^ and

twelve cities were founded, which became all very

considerable: Ephesus, Miletus, Myus, Lebedos,

Colophon, Priene, Teos, Erythr®, Phocaea,

Clazomenui, Chios, and Samos; to which was

afterward added Smyrna, acquired from the

i^olimis. Androclus fixed his residence at

Ephesus, Neleus at Miletus. The authority of

the former is said, by Strabo, to have extended

over all the settlements. But monarchal was early

superseded by republican government, with the

claim of separate sovereinty for every municipal

administration. A confederacy, however, appa-

rently better established than the ^olian, con-

nected the Ionian cities, with a regular general

Herod. 1 . 1 . council Called Panionion, or the Panionian Synod,

iirabo',
' Its sessions were originally held in a desert spot of

aidor.*^*‘ promontory of Mycale, and Neptune was the

15. c. 49. deity to whom it addressed sacrifices and looked

for protection. Afterward, among the wars of

the country, a situation in readier reach ofhuman

help being found requisite, a place was chosen,

still not within the walls of a town, but near

Ephesus. The territory thus acquired on the

continent
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continent of Asia Minor, scarcely anywhere sect.

perhaps extending forty miles from the coast up ^

the country, was, however, in length from the •

north of iEolis to the south of Ionia, hear four

hundred.

Still the Greeks acquired settlements south-

ward of this tract, within the bounds of that

corner of Asia which the great migrations had left

to the Carians, genuine descendants of the Leleges,

and which retained the name of Caria. Here i.7!c. p9.

the Trcezenians founded Halicarnassus, which

became much more considerable than the parent-

city. The adjacent iland of Rhodes had been stiob»»,

very early occupied by people of Grecian race,
*

some from Crete, it is said, some from Thessaly :

and Homer relates, that Tlepolemus, son of

Hercules, carried a colony thither from Argos, i. 2. v. 674.

and afterward joined in the expedition against

Troy. The great poet celebrates the power and

wealth of Rhodes. In his time it was divided

between three independent states, which were not strah. 1. u.

till some centuries after united, when the city of

Rhodes was built, in a very advantageous situa-

tion for a common capital of the iland. A
happy system of government prevailed: people

of higher rank alone directed public affairs, but

provision was made for the welfare and security

of all^ Hence Rhodes long florished in com-

merce, arts, and arms, and extended its dominion

over

* Strabo is warm in eulogy of the Rhodian government

:

»» he says. But his phrase to express^ its

character is particularly remarkable: AvftoKuhtf & lialt 01

'Pihoi, Kxnip ou hi^owfarovfAim. 1. 14. p. 652.

B J3 4
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over a considerable territory upon the neighboring

continent. The Halicarnassians, on the contrary,

held Cos, with some smaller Hands, in subjection.

Other toWns, on the continent and in the iland

were founded by colonies from Megara. The

Carian colonies in general boasted the Dorian
name. Their people, like the 5iolian and lonians,

held meetings for common sacrifice, for which the

promontory of Triopium was the chosen place
;

but their political connection, like that of the

iEolians, was very imperfect.

The northern coast of the iEgean sea was not

successfully and permanently settled by people

from Greece so early as the eastern. It was,

however, still an early period when, beside the

acquisitions already mentioned of the Eubceans,

all the best situations on the Thracian coast of

the iEgean, and on both shores of the Propontis,

werepossessed by Greeks, and some establishments

were made far in the Euxinc sea. MacedontAj
occupied by a colony from Argos, under a leader

of the family of Temenus the Ileracleid, will

require its own history.

But these were not the most distant, or the most

extraordinary of the Grecian acquisitions in those

remote ages. Poetical tradition says, and the

most judicious Grecian writers adopted the report,

that, shortly after the Trojan war, Teucer, son of

Telamon, and brother of the celebrated Ajax,

leading a colony from the little iland of Salamis

on the coast of Attica, founded the city of Salamis

in Cyprus. Unquestionably Cyprus was very

early settled by Greeks. It had still earlier been

occupied
,
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occupied by the Phenicians; from whom it derived
that worship of the goddess Venus, originally a
Syrian goddess, for which it became early and

"

continued long remarkable. Cyprus was theh I'™;"'
wooded like the uncleared parts of America. ' V.

The Phenicians therefore, w^ho, through their ti4. p.684.

superiority in arts and manufactures, found more
immediate profit in trading to inhabited countries

’

than in planting the uninhabited, seem not to

have been averse to the establishment of Greek
adventurers there. On the contrary, the over-

abundance of wood and the consequent scarcity

of people were esteemed such inconvenicncies,

and the value of soil covered with wood was so

trifling, that it was long customary to give lands to

any who would clear them. Colony therefore fol-

low’ed colony, from Laconia, from Argos, from

Athens, and some other parts. Thus, in time,

Cyprus became completely a Grecian iland
; and,

from being an object for nothing but its ship-

timber and its copper-mines, was made a rich and

populous country, fruitful in corn, and famous for

the excellence and abundance of its wines and

oil. It was however, in early times, divided into

too many littk states for any one to become

considerable ;
and these fell mostly under that Siruliu,

reprobated sort of monarchy which the Greeks
' ’

denominated tyranny*.

Among the most southern of that cluster of

little ilands in the Aegean sea, called the Cyclades, strah. i, in!

is Thera, planted at an early period by a colony r'lr.p.sBr.

from Lacedaemon, This little iland also sent out

hs N. and B.

* Kxta iroXf»s sTLfa»it:i/Klo oi KvVfioi, ^trab. p. 684.
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CHAP, its colony: the city of Cyrene in Africa ori-

^ ginated thence
;
and through the excellence of its

soil, the opportunity of extending its territory,

the convenience of its situation for commerce, and

the advantage of its climate for productions va-

luable in exchange, Cyrene rose to an importance

impossible for the mother-country ever to attain.

‘ Its horses, of Arabian breed, by their victories on

the course of Olympia, procured celebrity to their

Pindar. owners and their country from the pen of Pindar

;

extant works bear testimony to the early

wealth of Cyrene, and to the largeness of the towns

that arose from it over that part of Africa which

acquired the name of the Cyrenaic. Barca, after-

ward called Ptolema'is, became early a consider-

able independent commonwealth*

Thus great and thus widely spred were the

early Grecian colonies eastward, northward, and

southward ; and yet they were exceeded, in histo-

rical importance at least, by those planted toward

Italy and Sicily were, in Homer’s

time, scarcely known but by name. They were

regions of imaginary monsters and real savages

;

and the great poet has described as aocu-

?9̂ Tio8
r^telyj painted those fandlally. ‘Neither

‘ plowing nor sowing,’ he says, ‘ they feed on the

‘ spontaneous productions of the soil. They have
‘ no assemblies for public debate ; no magistrates

‘ to ibforce laws; no common concerns of any

‘ kind : but they dwell in caverns on mpuntain-

‘ tops ;
and every one is magistrate and lawgiver

‘ to his own family*’ The^ calamities and various

confusion insuing from the Trojan war are said to

have
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have occasioned the first Grecian migrations to sect.
those countries : which appears highly probable, > .

tho we should not implicitly believe the traditions •

which name the leaders and the spots on which
they severally settled. But while we doubt whe- stmi.. i.s.

ther Diomed, after having established colonies of vir".

his followers in Arpi, Canusium, and Sipontum in !,,r?boI'

Apulia, really penetrated' to the bottom of the
J’',”''’’

Adriatic gulph, and became master of the country V'-
*2*-

about the mouth of the Po ; whether Pisa in »• iso.

Tuscany was built by those Peloponnesian Pisa:ans i. x y/aso.

who had followed Nestor to the siege of Troy
; r

and whether, as report says, at a still earlier day,

the Arcadian Evander founded that village on the

bank ofthe Tiber, which afterward became Rome;

still we learn with unquestionable certainty that,

if these were not facts, yet Grecian colonies were

settled in various parts of Italy at a very early

period : so early, that tho we can trace them very

high, yet their origin lies beyond all investigation.

The reputation was hence acquired by Cuma, on Strabo,

the Campanian coast, of being the oldest of all
' ' **

the Grecian towns both in Italy and Sicily
; be-

cause it could with the greatest certainty refer its

foundation to the remotest era. It w'as a colony

led by Megasthenes and Hippocles from Chalcis

and Cuma in Euboea, not a great while, according

to Velleius Paterculus, after the founding of those Vci.Pai*re.

towns by the Athenians. The Campanian Cuma

prospered and sent out its own colonies : Naples

is among its offspring.

One florishing settlement in that inviting country

would incourage farther advmturcs. The Chal-

cidians
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CHAP, cidians of Euboea, we are told, finding at a

t . following period, their population too great for

territory, consulted the Delphian oracle.
•P-

Pythoness directed them to decimate their

whole people, and send a tenth to found a colony.

Ithappened that some of the principal Messenians,

of those who had fled their country after the first

war with Lacedasmon,' were at the same time at

Delphi to, ask advice of the god. The managers

of the oracle commanded them to join in the

adventure with the decimated Chalcidians. Both

parties were pleased with the order
j and chusing

for their leader a Messenian of the Heracleid

family, they founded Rhegium on the southern

point of Italy, which became a florishing and
sttab. 1.6. powerful state. Not long after, Tarentum was

founded by Lacedffimonians
; Locri Epizephyrii,

and Medama, by Locrians from Crissa ; Scylle-

ticum, afterward called Scyllacium, by Athenians

;

Crotona, and Sybaris, from whose ruin rose

Thurium, by Achaians; Salentum and Brundu-

sium, by Cretans. Some of these had many

inferior towns within their territory : and in the

end full half the coast of Italy came into the

possession of Greeks.

While the coasts of Italy thus becEime Grecian

ground, settlements were made with equal or

Thucyd. Superior success in Sicily. Thucydides informs

us that the name by which that Uand first became

known to the Greeks, was Trinacria
;
and that the

first inhabitants, concerning whom any tradition

reached them, were the Cyclopes and Laestrigons

;

whose history however, with his usual Judgment,

flO
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he professes to leave to the poets. The Sipans, sect.

from whom it acquired the name of Sicania, he '—v

—

supposes to have passed from Spain; driven from •

their settlements there by the Lygurians. After-

ward the Sicels, forced by similar violence from

their native Italy, wrested from the Sicans the

greatest and best part of the Hand, and hxed upon
it that name which it still retains. At a very

early period the Phcnicians had established, in

some of the most secure situations around the

coast, not colonies, but factories, for the mccr pur- Xhucyd.

poses of trade
;
and probably less the uninfluenced

violence of the barbarous natives, than Phenician

policy directing that violence, has given occasion

to those reports, so much cultivated by the poets,

of giants and monsters peculiar to Sicily. No sir»bo,

« °
. , , , ... ,

». 6. p. *67,

Cjrecian trader dared venture thither : but some

Phocian soldiers, in returning from the siege of

Troy, being driven by stress of weather to the

coast of Africa, and unable, in the imperfection of

navigation, thence directly to reach Greece, crossed

to the Sicilian coast. It happened that there

they fell in with some Trojans, who, after the Timcjd.

overthrow of their city, had wandered thus far in

quest of a settlement. Brotherhood in distress *'

united them
;
they found means to make alliance Nic. mit.

with the Sicans in the western part of the Hand ;

and, establishingthemselves there, Trojans, Greeks,

and Sicans, formed together , a new people, who

acquired the new name of Elymians. The strong

holds of Eryx and Egesta, called by the Romans

Segesta, became their principal towns.

It
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It.was, according to Ephorus, as be is quoted

by Strabo, in the next age, or generation, after

this event, that Theoclcs or Thucles, an Athenian,

being driven also, by stress of weather, on the

eastern coast of the iland, had opportunity to

observe how little formidable the barbarous in-

habitants in that part really were, as well as how

inviting the soil' and climate. On his return he

endevored to procure the authority of the Athenian

government for establishing a colony there ; but,

not succeeding, he went to Chalcis in Euboea,

where his proposal was more favorably received*

Many Chalcidians ingaged in the adventure*

Thus incouraged, many from other parts of Greece

joined them
;
and, under the conduct of Thucles,

they founded Naxus, the first Grecian town of

Sicily.

A prosperous beginning here, as in Italy,

invited more attempts. It was according to

Thucydides, in the very next year after the

founding of Naxus, that Archias, a Corinthian,

of Heracleid race, led a colony to Sicily. To

the southward of Naxus, but still on the eastern

coast, he found a territory of uncommon fer-

tility, with a harbor singularly safe and commo-

dious. Within the harbor, and barely detached

from the shore, was an iland, about two miles in

circumference, plentifully watered by that re-

markable fountain, which, through the poets

chiefly, has acquired renown by the name of

Arethusa. From this advantageous post he ex-

pelled the Sicels, and founded there the city which

3 became
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became the great and celebrated Syracuse. Mean- sect.

while Naxus so increased and florished, that, in >—

—

the sixth year only from its foundation, its people, •

still under the conduct of Thucles, driving the

Sicels before them, founded first Leontini, and

soon after Catana. About the same time a new

colony from Megara, under Lamis, founded the

Hyblaean Megara. It was not till above forty ThueTd.

years after, that any settlement was attempted

on the southern coast, when a united colony of

Rhodians and Cretans founded Gela. But the

superiority of the Greek nation in Sicily was

already decided; and Tauromenium, SeJinus,

Himera, Acrae, Casmena’, Camarina, Acragas,

called by the Romans Agrigentum, and Zancle,

afterward named Messena, became considerable

cities, mostly colonies from those before founded

in that iland, or in Italy. The interior of both

countries remained to the former race of in-

habitants.

It is indeed remarkable that the Greeks seem

never tohave coveted inland territories : their active

temper led them always to maritime situations

;

and if driven from these, they sought still others of

the same kind, however remote from their native

country, rather than be excluded from the means

which the sea affords for communication with all

the world. Accordingly the Italian and Sicilian

Greeks* (whose possessions were so extended as

to acquire the name of Great Greece) and not

less the African colonies, maintained consUnt

intercourse with the country of their forefathers :

particularly
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particularly they frequented the Olympian game.s,

the great meeting for all people of Grecian race.

Still greater advantages perhaps were derived from

the yet more intimate communication maintained

by some of them with the Asiatic colonies : for

there Grecian art and science first rose to splendor

:

there Grecian philosophy had its birth, and from

the Hand of Samos on the Asiatic coast the great

Pythagoras came and settled at Crotona in Italy.

Thus the colonies in general advanced nearly

equally in improvements of art, science, and civi-

lization, and sometimes went even before the

mother country. The first system of laws com-

mitted to writing among the Greeks, according to

Strabo, was the celebrated code of the Epizephy-

rian Locrians, composed by Zaleucus; and scarcely

any had greater fame, none w^as more extensively

adopted, than that of the Catanian lawgiver Cha-

rondas. The political institutions of Zaleucus,

were, according to Ephorus, as he is cited by

Strabo, principally taken from those of Crete and

Lacedamion; the criminal law from the practice

of the court of Areiopagus at Athens. It is said

to have had the merit of being the first among the

Greeks that secured the accused against the arbi-

trary authority of judges, by stating the penalty

for every transgression
;
and his system altogether

was admired for the general easiness of its appli-

cation, upon liberal principles, to all possible

occurrences. Ilis religious and moral precepti^,

always an essential part of the system of every

early lawgiver, if w^e might give any credit to the

disputed
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disputed account of Diodorus, had very superior sect.

merit*. — —

>

• Few of the Grecian colonies were founded with

any view to extend the dominion of the mother-

country. Often the leaders were no more than Pniisan.

pirates, not unlike the buccaneers ofmodern times. Heraiot!

On a savage coast they seized a convenient port,
*

set. slaves to cultivate the atijoining land.s, and

themselves continued their cruises. hen a state suaiw,

by a public act sent out a colony, the purpose was
’ ’

generally no more than to deliver itself from

numbers too great for its territory, or from factious |'

men, whose means of power at home were unequal

to their ambition. Corinth, however, early, and

in later times Athens, had sometimes farther views.

Possessing naval force, they could give protection

and exact obedience ;
of which the Grecian com-

monwealths in general could do neither. For the

most part, therefore, in the colonies, as in Greece

itself, every considerable town claimed to be an

independent state; and, unless oppressed by a

powerful neighbor, maintained itself by its own

strength and its alliances.

* The age of these lawgivers is very uncertain. Aristotle,

mentions it as reported that Charoiida.s was fellow-disciple ol

the Spartan lawgiver Lycurgus, under the Uetau 1 bales,

and that Zaleucus studied under Charondas. 1 olit. 1.2.c. J

-

The inaccurate Diodorus, on tlic coiitiary, without hesitation,

makes Charondas cotemporary with PencleS. It swms

nevertheless unlikely that his age was so remote a.s Anstot t *

renort would make it. His reputation however was such

TwongX Sicilian and Italian Greeks, that Plato d.«s not

Bcruple to rank him with Solon: ,*•* y-f

aiTiSTBi.) Plat, de Rep. I. lo. P- 599*

vor.. 1.
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SECTION in.

History of Athens^ from the abolition of Royally to thv

Legislation of Solon.

Having thus briefly surveyed the extensive and

important acquisitions of the Greek nation in

various forein parts, we return to Athens. We
have heretofore had occasion to observe that all

the traditions of the Greeks, concerning the early

history of their country, bear strong marks, if not

of accuracy, yet at least of honesty. Even those

ages distinguished by the epithets poetical, fabu-

lous, and heroic, are far from abounding with

matter of flattery to the Greek nation. Homer’s

perfect impartiality is perhaps among the greatest

wondfers of his works
; and from the period when

his history ceases, to that in which the first prose

historians lived, a space of at least two centuries

and a half, we find absolutely nothing of what

the character of vanity, so liberally attributed to

the Greek nation, might lead us to expect. It is

an observation of Sallust, that the actions of the

Athenians really great, nevertheless owe their

superior reputation much to the superior manner
in which their historians have related them. But
those celebrated actions of the Athenians did not

begin till the eyes of many inlightened and jealous

people irere upon them. That remote period of

their.iiistoiy where invention, secure from con-

viction, might riot in flattery, is remarkably barren

of circumstances flattering to the nation. Cecrops,

their’
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\hcir first hero, ivas no Athenian
; even their

liivorite Tlieseus was not born in their country

:

Codrus wa.s a Peloponnesian ; and, witli Codrus,

heroism in the antient style ended. Here ap|)ears

a striking difference between the histories of

Greece and of Rome. The first accounts of

SECT.
HI.

Greece present us with a j>copIc inferior to the

inhabitants of other known countries, looking up

ivith reverence to any strangers who would do

them the honor to come among them. After the

times of the hydras, chimeras, flying horses, sea-

monsters, and other mythological e.xtravagancies,

the hero whose actions remain recorded as most

extraordinary, is Aristomencs; whose memory

was cherished as the solace of an unfortunate

people, while their conquerors, become the most

powerful of the Greeks, have attributed no re-

markable celebrity to any of their great men of

the same age
;

but have left unquestionable vic-

tories to speak for themselves by their eftects only.

But the history of Rome, from the establishment

of the consulate, is made up of gross flattery to

the people at large, and to the great families in

particular, till it became, in too notorious reality,

a disgrace to human nature. I would not depre-

ciate the just merit of the Romans. If we had

no history of Rome from the time when it wa.s

sacked by the Gauls to the time when it ruined

Carthage, still we should be certain that, in that

interval, it must have produced not a few, but a

whde people of great men. It is the history only,

and not the people of Greece and Rome, that I

mean at present to compare. In consequence of

• (’Cl?
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CHAP, the modest veracity of the Attic historians, Athens

s—^

t

is almost without history for some generations

after the death of Codrus. The few objects oc-

curring are not matter of boast. Twelve archons

are named, who followed Medon by hereditary

succession
;
and the vanity of aftertimes has not

ascribed to any one of them, or to any one man
under their government, a memorable action

;

tho, according to Blair’s chronology, the reigns of

the thirteen were of no less than three hundred

and sixteen years, from the year before Christ one

thousand and seventy, to the year seven hundred

and fifty-four. Newton, who places the death

of Codrus only eight hundred and four years

before Christ, makes the interval to the death of

Alcmaeon, the thirteenth archon, no more than

one hundred and fifty-seven. It may not be

absolutely useless to lay before the reader the

barren list of names, which the investigators of

Attic antiquities have preserved, as of persons

who, under the title of king or archon, reigned in

Attica from earliest tradition to this period. He
will judge whether inventive posterity has attri-

buted to them an improbable prop*)rtion of brilliant

atchievemcnts. Ogyges is mentioned as a prince

who reigned at a time beyond connected tradition.

After an undetermined interval, the next named

is the Egyptian Cecrops. To him succeeded

Cranaiis, Amphictyon, Erechtheus, Pandion,

-Egeus, Theseus, Menestheus, Demophoon,

Oxyntes, AphidaSjThymoetes, Melanthus, Codrus,

Medon, Acastus, Archippus, Thersippus, Phorbas,

Megacles, Diognetus, Pherecles, Ariphron, Thes-

picus,
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picus, Agamestor, iEschylus, AIcma5on. Some sect.
writers have supposed three kings more between ^
Amphictyon and i^lgeus

; making a second Ce- *

crops, a second Pandion, and a second Erechtheus;

or calling the first Erichthoniiis.

During the reigns of the hereditary archons, wc
do not learn that the Athenians had any transac-

tions with other people, unless from the incidental

mention by Strabo of their accession to the ("a-

laurean league, of which some account has already

been given. The next important occurrence in

their history is a farther change in tlie constitu-

tion. On the death of AIcma?on, Cliaroj)s was

raised to the archonship upon condition of holding ^47. \

it for ten years only : but the naked tact alone
|

remains recorded, unimbcllishcd as unexplained, n

'

Six archons are said to have followed Charoi)s by

appointment for ten years. But, on the expiration
(

of the archonship of Eryxias, a farther and greater fJo;. n.

change was made,* the duration of the office

was reduced to a single year, and its duties G84. n.

were divided among nine persons. These were

appointed by lot, but out of the first order of

the state, the eupatrids or nobles, only. All

bore the title of Archon, but they diflered in

dignity and in function. One principally re-

presented the majesty of the state : by his name

the year of his magistracy was distinguislied
;

whence he w as sometimes called Archop Epony-

mus, but more usually he was intitled simply

the Archon. The second in rank had the title

of King. He was head of the religion of the

commonwealth, to which principally the peculiar

/unctions of his dignity related. The i^olemarch
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CH^AP. was third ; and originally his office was what the
'— —

'

title imports, chief in military affairs. The other
' six archons had the common title of Thesmothete

:

they presided as judges in the ordinary courts of

justice, and the six formed a tribunal which had a
peculiar jurisdiction. The nine together formed

Tiiucyd. the council of state. Legislation remained with

the assembly of the people
;
but almost the whole

administration, political, military, judiciary, and

religious, was with the archons.

Farther than this we are little exactly informed

what was yet the constitution of Athens: for

writing was hitherto so little practised in Greece,

that there were no written laws. It was therefore

impossible for improvements in legislation, or in

the forms of government, to advance with any
steddy pace, or, except with such extraordinary

institutions as those of Crete and Lacedaemon,

to rest on any firm ground. The abolition of

hereditary supreme magistracy is a measure not

generally likely to bring internal peace to a
country

; and the Athenian history, during above

Chronol
* ^ century which, according to the lowest compu-

tation, passed between the appointment of annual

archons and the Persian invasion, is supplied by
scarcely anything but intestine troubles. Soverein

power being open to all the principal families,

some, who could not obtain it by les^l, would
Herodot. t -a. v mi i i

® ^

1. 5. c.n. seek it illegal means. Cylon, a man of a

?. i'!“c.‘*i26. very antient and powerful bouse ®, ill bore the

superiority of the Alcmaeonids, who claimed de-

1.5.

C. 18. scent from the perpetual archons, and the kings

of the Neleid line. He had married the daughter

of.

waAai ttytirJjs Ka.\ Tluuyd. 1 . 1. c. 162.
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of Theagenes, tyrant of Megara: he liad been

victor in the chariot-race at the Olympian games
;

'

—

a circumstance which in those days of itself gave .

rank and reputation, not without some 0])inion of

peculiar favor from the god of the festival ; and

being apparently a man of much ambition and

little understanding, he interpreted a dubious re-

sponse of the Delphian oracle as a declaration of

divine blessing upon his purpose of making him-

self by violence master of tlic republic. With

some troops, which he received from his father-

in-law, he seized the citadel of Athens. Ihit h('

seems to have been little prepared for the farlliei

prosecution of his enterprizc. JMegacles, head

of the Alcmaeoriid family, was archon. Tlar

people ran to arms under his conduct, and imme-

diately laid siege to tlie citadel. Its strength

might have enabled Cylori to mainUiin himscll

there, but he was without stores. I'amine there-

fore pressing, he vvas not ashamed to seek his ow n

safety in flight, leaving his adherents to their own

measures. The manners ot the age afforded

better ground of hope in the superstition than in

the generosity of their enemies. Forsaking there-

fore their arms they fled to the altors. Persuaded

then to quit these, under promises of personal

security, they were notwithstanding condemned

and executed. The moral, the political, but still

far more the religious guilt of this sacrilegious

perfidy, made a deep impression upon the minds

of the Athenian people. Political power remained

with the archon and his party, but popular favor

he^aji to attach more to the cause of the injured.
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CHAP. We are not informed what, beyond a genera

< • sense of the intolerable evils of an unsettled gO'

.
vernment, and an uncertain jurisprudence, led t(

01. 5s. 1. the legislation of Draco, which soon followed,

9: Draco was a man whose severe morals and in-
,572. N.
01. :w. 1. flexible uprightness justly recommended him, bul

623 B
unfortunately of genius very inferior tc

the undertaking. The political constitution he

left nearly as he found it, but he established

a new system of penal law. All crimes, equally

from the most enormous to the most trifling, that

became objects of his statutes, he made capital

;

Piui. Solon, urging that a breach of any positive law, being

treason to the jurisprudence of the state, deserved

death; and he could go no farther for greater

crimes. The severity of such a system defeated

its own purpose. Few would be accusers against

inferior criminals, when the consequence was to

be fatal to the accused
;
and the humanity of the

judges interfering, where that of prosecutors was

deficient, it followed that all crimes, except those

highly atrocious, went wholly unpunished. The
laws of Draco, therefore, w^ere a very imperfect

remedy for the evils under which Athens labored
;

in some instances they but increased them

Plot. Solon. Meanwhile the people of Salamis, probably

1.2* c. 7. suffering under the weak and uncertain govern-

ment of Athens, revolted, after the example of

so many other members of Grecian republics, and

strengthened themselves by alliance with Megara.

Many
^ H 9ofUt fiit iW voXirtix ^ rovf m/4ov?

iOuKir. "'ilof y h ToK MfAoi; irir, 0 n xai

q TO Tq; Aristot. Polit.

I. 2. C. 12.
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Many attempts were made to recover tlie iiand

by force of arms
; but always with loss. Then '—v.—

followed the first instance upon record of any
direct opposition of the democratical to the oli-

garchal part of the constitution. The people had
submitted hitherto to be instruments of the ureat

in llieir quarrels with one another ; but now they

refused any more to follow unskilful or unfor-

tunate leaders against revolted fellowsubjects.

Assembling by themselves, they decreed capital

punishment against any, private or magistrate,

who should ever propose to lead them again in

arms against Salamis. The leading men were

appalled. The lower people then having once

felt their united strength, with arms in their hands,

would hold it. But, masters as they were of the

state, they knew not how to use their new power.

United, they could prevent others from di-

recting administration, but none were eminent

enough to take the business upon themselves.

The law concerning Salamis, as we learn from Thucyd.
®

. 1 . • I • 1
l ‘2. c. 24.

high authority, was not singular m its kind among

the Greek republics ; but the loss of Salamis, and

its connection with a hostile state, were obviously

great and threatening evils. A general dissatis-

faction with their own act soon became evident

among the people, but none dared propose a

reversal of it. In these circumstances came for-

w'ard one of the greatest characters that Greece

ever produced. Solon, a young man of an old

and honorable family of Attica, had been hitherto

distinguished only by his love of learning and his

genius for poetry. He managed now, it is said,

to
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to spred report that he had occasional accesses of

madness ;
and for some time kept his house. In

this retirement he composed a poem, that might

excite the multitude to his purpose. Watching

opportunity then, during an assembly of the people,

he ran into the agora like one frantic, mounted

the heralds stone,* whence proclamations were

usually spoken, and thence recited his poem to

the crowd.* Some of his friends were at hand,

prepared to wonder, admire, and applaud. The

people caught the frenzy
;

the law concerning

Salamis was abrogated
;
and it was decreed im

mediately to send a fresh expedition against that

iland. The business came into the hands of the

party to which Solon attached himself: it was

conducted with prudence, and the success was

answerable ; the Athenians recovered the iland

with little loss. The government at the same

time resumed in a great degree its former con-

sistency, and the party of Megacles again directed

the administration.

But among all the antient commonwealths, of

which any account remains, we find violent agita-

tions resulting from inequality of property : the

principal division of the people w'as into the faction

of the rich and the faction of the poor, and the

animosities between these were vehement, and

the contests marked with acrimony. Everywhere

this evil appears to have had its root in the insti-

tution of slavery
; whence the operation of wealth

has been remarkably similar among all the antient

republics, and remarkably different from anything

known in modern Europe. Nowhere the poor

had
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had ready means of getting a livelihood by credit- sect,

able industry. The rich, to acquire at the same -

time revenue and influence, lent their money. •

The poor, averse to employments which j)ut them
in appearance upon a footing with slaves, and

often unable to obtain hire even for such emjdoy-

ment, borrowed, at exorbitant interest, with their

persons only to offer for security. Everywhere

therefore the laws gave the lender certain rights

over the person of the borrower. Thus the

wealthy, to the power always attending property,

added a power not originally intended by the con-

stitution, yet derived from the laws, and conlirmed

by them. The indiscretion of the needy has al-

ways cooperated, at first, with the ambition of the

rich, to increase that i)ower. The indiscretion of

the rich afterward, indulging a disposition to

avarice and tyranny, has at length urged the poor

to resist an authority to which themselves had

contributed to give the sanction ot law. At

Athens an insolvent debtor became slave to his

creditor; and not himself only, but his wife and

' children also, if less would not answer the debt.

Sometimes a debtor would sell his children to save

himself. Power on one side and resources on the

other, both so abhorrent to humanity, necessarily

produced a violent irritation in the minds of the

p.oor against the rich. But the oligarchal princij)lc Amtut.

yet predominated in the Athenian constitution, i, c 12,

The of birth were high : civil magistracy,

religious office, military command, all remained,

as they had been appointed by the laws of Theseus,

the exclusive privilege of the eupatrids ; almost

the
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CHAP, the whole property of Attica was theirs; and it

'— ^ appears that the consequent oppression of the

8*’ people was often severe. At the same time

the constitutional power of the people was great,

weighty, and even overbearing, when they could

be brought to anything approaching to unanimity

in the exercise of it. In the contest of parties

therefore it was the object of all to cultivate

popularity.

While the struggles of faction were thus con-

vulsing Athens, the Megarians found opportunity

to retake Nisaea, and draw Salamis again to revolt.

The opponents of Megacles then became clamor-

ous about the sacrilege committed in the execu-

tion of the partizans of Cylon
;

insisting that it

must be expiated, or greater misfortunes would

follow from the wrath of the gods. Solon, it is

said, had influence to persuade the accused peace-

ably to abide a trial, to which the administration

of the republic w as unable to compel them. They

were condemned to exile
;
but the atonement was

deemed insufficient to secure the commonwealth

from the vengeance of the affronted deity, till the

bones of the offenders who had died were also

removed beyond the mountains.

The superstition then which others had used

to raise disturbance in the state, Solon conceived

now to be the powerful and advantageous engine

by which a better order of things might be pro-

duced. For his kindness to the lower people, and

the disposition he always showed to provide them

legal protection, he was extensivdy popular.

Nevertheless the eupatrids, fearful of utter over-

throw. •
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throw, seem to have been willing to commit their sect.

interest to his direction. With their cooperation '

—

J—*

reports were circulated of phantoms seen, and
’

various ominous circumstances observed, which

portended the anger of the gods. The people

were alarmed : the priests declared that expia-

tions and purifications were necessary
;
but how

the divine wrath might with certainty be averted,

they professed themselves at a loss to determine.

After various consultations, a deputation was

sent to Crete, inviting Epimencidcs, a philosopher

of that Hand, of high reputation for skill in the

divinity of the age, to take upon him, in this season

of anxiety and terror, the superintendence of the

religion of Athens. To this stranger, the supposed

favorite of the gods, the people looked with ex-

pectation and awful suspense, while he directeil

the performance of sacrifices and processions,

with increased pomp and new ceremonies. The

dazzling splendor, and alluring but well-regulated

festivity, which accompanied every act of devotion,

ingaged the public mind, checked the pursuits of

faction, and led to the establishment of good order

and sober conduct. According to Plutarch, that

scheme of improvement in the government and

jurisprudence of the commonwealth, afterward

executed by Solon, was at this time concerted

with the Cretan philosopher ;
with whom Solon

is said to have lived in intimate friendship, and i. s.p. 677.

to whose worth and abilities we have Plato’s tes-

timony in strong terms. At present Ephneneides

was the ostensible director of everything; but

excepting
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excepting the new religious ceremonies, we find

‘ ^—

'

only one permanent regulation attributed to him

:

he restrained the usual excess of public mourning

for deceased relations, which had often led to

tumult; being conducted, after the manner of

many barbarous nations, and of the provincial

Irish to this day, with public and clamorous

lamentation and weeping, in which the women

bore a principal part. Internal quiet being thus

restored to Athens, Epimeneides took his leave.

Pint. Solon. High honors and valuable presents were decreed

i. 8™c.'iii. to him by the state for his services. He refused

all, and requested only a branch of the sacred

olive-tree which grew in the acropolis, said to

be the parent of its kind, and to have sprung

from the ground at the command of the goddess

Minerva. This being granted, he returned to

Crete. When superior abilities have acquired

influence to one man over the many, such osten-

tatious disinterestedness beyond all things confirms

their power
;
and it is in times only when honor-

able poverty may be an object even of ambition

to men of superior talents, that great reformations

in a state are to be expected.

But the disorders of Athens, having their foun-

dation in a defective constitution, were but in

small part removed, and for the rest meerly lulled,

by the measures of Epimeneides. Each order of

the state by itself had too much power, the au-

thority of the two was not duly connected and

blended, and a moderator was . wanting to hold

the balance between them. The whole authority

of
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of the country was not yet concentrated in the sect.

city : the landed interest had considerable w eight.

Among the proprietors of the mountainous tracts,
’

the (lemocratical interest prevailed; the plain

country was mostly the possession of the eupatrids,

whose sieneral aim was to establish an exclusive

oligarchy; but the mercantile men and many

landowners of the coast, averse to either extreme,

were anxious for a mixed government. Hence

lliirhlanders, Lowlanders, and Coastmen, became

the distinguishing names of three factions which

long divided the Attic people. The contentions

of these grew so threatening, that, according to

Plutarch, many sober men began to think that j>i„iarch.

nothing less than the establishment of regal jjower,

or, as it was then called, a tyranny, could prevent

greater evils. Then the suj)erior character of

Solon drew the attention of all parties. He was

obnoxious to none : not to the lower peo[)le, be-

cause, tho rich, he never oppressed any : not to

the higher, because, tho adverse to their [)rivate

tyranny, he favored their political power. His

superior wisdom had been approved ;
his integrity

was believed above all influence; and he was

respected universally. He was accordingly with oi. s.

general, or, it is said, unanimous consent, ap-
,\.

pointed archon, with peculiar powers for re-

forming the laws and constitution. i$.
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SECTION IV.

Reformation of the Athenian Government and Jvrisprudence

hy Solon,

Barbaiious ages are most favorable for legis-

'—V—
' lation. History affords few instances of great

improvement in the constitution of polished states.

The means there can scarcely occur but through

some violent convulsion, threatening subversion,

confounding all establishments, and reducing

things to the chaos of barbarism. The English

constitution stands singular in the circumstance of

its gradual improvement. But the materials of

its foundation, derived from German forests, were

arranged by the great Alfred in days of the

deepest barbarism : and our jurisprudence, by the

acknowlegement of our greatest lawyers, received

more improvement in the early reigns of Henry

the Second and Edw^ard the First than in all the

piuterch. ccnturies since. The friends of Solon appear to

have been aware of the greater difficulty of poli^

tical reformation among an inlightened people,

when, doubting the sufficiency of the authority

given him to repress the effects of party, and curb

the interfering ambition of powerful individuals,

they offered to assist him in assuming royalty, and

with a high hand molding all things to his own

pleasure. Solon was wise enough, for his own

sake, to refuse that dangerous preeminence ; and

for the sake of his country, to avoid attempting

those fundamental changes for which he saw the

6 season
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season was past. Bold as well as virtuous, he had sect.

yet neither the daring nor tlie severe temper of <

—

the Spartan lawgiver; but each seems to have

been born for his own age and country.

Like Lycurgus, Solon’s lirst object, and what

indeed the state of things at Atliens most urgently

demanded, was to remedy the evils proiluced by

inequality of possessions
;
to reconcile the rich

with the poor, to relieve these without violently

offending those. But Solon would obviate the

abuse, not abolish the use of riches. The business

was of extreme nicety. Accounts differ concern-

ing the manner in which it w as effected
;
but the

legislator at length brought the two parties to join

in a common sacrifice, which was called the

Seisachtheia, or feast of delivery from burthens,

and all was settled; probably, as some authors

have related, not by annulling the debts, but by

lowering the interest ; by giving means of advan-

tage to the debtor through some alterations in the

value of money ;
and especially by taking from

the creditor all power over the persons of the

debtor and his family.

This most difficult and dangerous business being

accommodated, Solon proceeded to regulate the

constitution of the commonivealth. ^V e are told

that Lycurgus being asked why he, who in other

respects appeared so zealous for the equal rights

of men, did not make his government dcmocra-

ticaJ, rather than oligarchal, ‘ Go you,’ the legis- Pi»urch.

lator answered, ‘ and try a democracy, in your uc«d.

own house.’ Solon was not unaware of the evils

inherent in that turbulent form of rule ;
and he

VOL. I. I’ proposed
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proposed to obviate its inconvenieocies, by tiie;

establishment of balancing powers. Bnt the great

resource of representation and delegated authority,

tho not unknown among the Greeks, seen in

earliest times in the council of Amphictyons, and

afterward in national congresses, was however

nowhere so arranged as to afford any very pro-

mismg example. Solon therefore gave supreme

power to the people in assembly, where every free

Athenian had his equal right to vote and speak

;

a foundation of evil so broad, that all the wisdom

of his other regulations was weak against it.

Itwere, however difficult, ifnotimpossible,by the.

most accurate collection of what remains to us in

various antient authors, to ascertain whatwas at any

time, in every particular, the form of government

of Athens; nor have we the means of always

determining what was, and what was not, of the

institution of Solon. The learned Archbishop

Potter, and those who have followed him, with all

their labors, leave us in the dark concerning some

matters which we might wish to have elucidated

:

for if it were only on account of the esteem in

which they were held by the Romans, who must

have been impartial as well as otherwise most

respectable judges, the institutions of Solon would

be among the greatest objects of curiosity in all

antiqmty. Indeed they may be considered, ih

some Segree, as the fountain of all the l^s-

lation and jurisprudence of Europe; being the

acknovrledged model of the Roman law, which

has fcmned that of many of the European nations,

and coQftibttted considerable improvuseaU to all,

even
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Zln juris-
prudence upward, we arrive indeed at a'^very
remote source. TTxrough Rome we pass to Athens!

Id \
“ “* '^oustitution

and practice of Athens that a regular and scientific
jurisprudence first becomes known to us in any
detail: and tho Athens probably gained much
from Crete, first by Theseus, then by Epimeneides,
yet those improvements, that polish, which formed’
the peculiar merit of its constitution, have by the
consent of all been attributed to Solon.

In the inquiry then what the yVthenian consti-
tution was, it will be first necessary to take a view
of the COMPONENT MEMBERS of the Athenian
commonwealth; because in these it differeil so
widely from everything in modern Europe, that
this alone suffices to prevent any close resemblance
in almost any particular. The rcsulls of two Piut. ,it.

polls of Athenian citizens remain reported Ath«i.

to us ; one taken in the time of Pericles, the other

in that of Demetrius Phalcrcus, Ily the first

they were found to be no more than fourteen

thousand and forty persons
;
probably men above

the age of thirty, before which they were not

competent to be admitted on juries for the trial

of causes, nor, it should seem, regularly to vote

in the general assembly : tho, whatever may have

been the ordinance of Solon, this point setfns, in

aftertimes, to have been less decisively setded

than its importance required*. At the sa'ond

period
• It %ppi!ars strwge that such a point sliould have been

left imdetennined in the Athenian constitution, and yet itr

seems to have been so. Aristophanes, in bis comedy of the

Knights,

0 0 2
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CHAP, period the Athenian citizens were twenty one

^ thousand ; and at the same time there were found

resident in Attica ten thousand Freemen of age

to pay the capitation-tax, who had not the rights

of Athenian citizens, being either foreiners, or of

forein extraction, or freed slaves, or descended

from such ; all comprehended under the common
name of Metic; and the Slaves in actual

bondage, men, women, and children, were no less

than four hundred thousand.

This proportion of slaves to freemen, in a com-

monwealth so boastful of liberty as its darling

passion, astonishes. Not that it is difficult to

account for either the origin, or this enormous

increase of slavery in the progress of society.

For savages can exist only where they are few in

proportion to the territory they have to wander

over. As numbers increase, agriculture becomes

necessary to subsistence, and the savage state ends.

Still while choice and change of soil are open,

moderate labor suffices, in a favorable temtory

and climate, to maintain a family. But when

every productive spot is occupied
;
when necessity

becomes

Knights, introduces the people, represented by a single person

with the name of Demus, saying in general terms, * I will
* not allow beardless youths to meddle with the business of
* the agora.' Cleisthenes and Straton are then named as very
young^en who had put themselves forward in public afiairs

;

and Demus proceeds, * I will send such youths a-hunting,
‘ and will not permit them to be proposing laws (1 .)' In
Xenophon's Memoirs of Socrates we find Glaucon, brother of

Plato, of
f.

noble, but not a wealthy or poweriul family,

attempting to speak in the assembly of the people before he
was twenty years old ; and Plato represents Alcibiaies i pro-
posing to become a public man at an equally premature age.

Xen. Mem. Socr. 1. 3. c. 6. Plat. Alcib. 1 .

(1.) Ariatopli. Equit. t. 1370.
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becomes the mother of art, and when arts advan-
cing, wants increase, when thus, in the progress
of national prosperity those who cultivate the soil

are only a small proportion of those to be fed by
it

; the degree of labor then wanting from the
numbers employed, to procure from the earth a
cheap abundance of its most valuable and neces-

sary productions, is so irksome, that nothing less

than constant [)ractice from early years can make
it tolerable. Few persons in easy circumstances

readily conceive this. Living mostly in towns,

they talk with ignorant envy of the healthy labors

of the peasant. Those labors of the peasant, not

generally adverse to health indeed, unfailingly

bring on immature old age. The limbs early

stiffen : they bear the accustomed labor, which

no others can bear : but they lose that general

power of brisk exertion which we call activity.

The internal frame at the same time wears
; and

even the luxurious sometimes reach a length of

days which the hard-labouring man never sees.

When warlike people, therefore, emerging from

the savage state, first set about agriculture, the

idea of sparing the lives of prisoners, on condition

of their becoming useful to the conquerors by

labor, was an obvious improvement upon the

practice of former times, when conquered enemies

were constantly put to death; not from a spirit

of cruelty, but from necessity ; for the conquerors

were unable to maintain them in captivity, and

dared not set them free. Slavery thus esta-

blished, it is easy to conceive how it would increase.

In infant societies labor cannot be hired; because

D D 3 all
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CH^p. all can employ themselves in their own concerns.

'—
' Hence the necei^sity for slavery in our colonies.

Tradition still in the age of Herodotus preserved

memory of the time when slaveiy was unknown

in Greece
;
but before Homer, as we have seen,

slaves were numerous. Throughout Greece the

slave-trade became as regular a branch of com-

merce as now in the West Indies : Athens had

its slave market. But hired labor, which formerly

could not be had, then became little desirable.

The poor, therefore, to subsist, must either emi-

grate, or become voluntary slaves, like the indented

servants of America
;

wdiich, we are told, was not

uncommon. The great superiority in number of

slaves to freemen at Athens, with these considera-

tions will not appear wonderful. The dispropor*

tion was greater at Lacedaemon, and scarcely

inferior over Greece’ : tho it was probably not so

great in the age of Solon, as it was become in that

of Demetrius Phalereus.

From this view of things then, it appears that

DKMocRAcy was a mode of government not so

absolutely absurd and impracticable ^mong the

Greeks, as it would be where no slavery is. For

tho in democracies the supreme power was nomi-

nally vested in all the people, yet those call^ th?

people, who exclusively shared that power, were

scarcely a tenth part of the men of the state.

The people, moreover, were almost all in ckcum^

stances to have received some ^educaticm, nnd to

subsist by easier means than those which, through

:0nstaut

* Thucydides says, the proportion of slaves was nowhere

greater than in Chios, except in Laconia. 1 . 8. c. 40.
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ccmstant labor of the body, disable the mind for sect,

liberal ekertion. It was held by the Grecian -

politicians as a self-evident proposition, that those'

who are to share in government should have the

means of living independently in leisure; and the

only question was, how, in a democracy, those

means should be secured to a whole people'*.

Slavery, however, was absolutely necessary
;
and

hence, tho it was disputed by some philosophers,

yet Aristotle maintains that slavery is natural

among mankind. The same great author supposes Aruioy
^

a commonwealth consisting of thirteen hundred c. s. & e.

families ;
of which one thousand should be rich,

and three hundred poor. Antiently in Colophon,

he adds, most of the citizens had large property. 1. 4. c. «.

The proportion of slaves must of course be great.

In Lacedaemon, as we have seen, the constitution

required that every freeman .should be strictly a

gentleman ;
and in the rest of Greece, scarcely

any were so low as our laborers and handicraft-

men. At Athens the meat distributed at sacrifices,

and the pay for attendance on public business,

went far to support the poor- Thus the greatest

part of the people were inabled to live with little

bodily labor, and incouraged to application of the

mind.

But SovEBZiN Power being thus vested in the

Geneual Assembly of the People, it was

of

» "On ow* wt^tnutvitu, nit rSt

t— imitxuf in' T/»» ii

Switxff ~ Aristot. PoUt. 1. a. c. 9. And to th*

.amp purpose nearly Plato : T» jtb oi/r wiMa, mSmi

•Sn »«tT5r,

De Leg. 1 . 6. p. 776.

D D 4
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CHAP, of great consequence, to ascertain who were

w— —

*

Athenian People, legally intitled to that high

privilege; and to provide effectually for the ex-

clusion of those who were not so. Attica had

been divided in very early times, it is said by

Cecrops, in a manner very nearly analogous to

that of our own country by the great Alfred, into

shires, hundreds and titliings. These divisions

of Attica, in the course of ages, underwent

changes both of name and effect
;
and two of the

three seem to have remained of principal use, the

Phyle and the Demus, Tribe and Borough, as

archbishop Potter terms them
;
but Dryden trans-

lates the former word literally, and more properly,

by the old English term. Ward”. The Wards,

from Cecrops till about fifty years after Solon,

were only four. A new division was then made
of the country and people into ten wards

; and

the boroughs were a hundred and seventy-four.

Each ward or phyle had its presiding magistrate,

called Phylarchus or Epimeletes Phyles, analogous

to our sheriff; and each borough or demus its

Demarchus, analogous to our constable or head-

borough. It is remarkable that as the title of

King, Basileus, was scrupulously preserved to the

highpriest, or person presiding over the religious

concerns of the Attic nation, so the president of

the religious concerns of each ward was intitled

Phylobasileus, King of the Ward; and he was

always appointed frqgi among the nobly bom, the

eupatrids.

This word is still retained in a sense exactly analogous
to the Attic, for the primary divisions of the city of London,
and of the county of Northumberland.
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eupatrids. Every child, bom to the privileges of sect.

an Athenian, was carefully registered soon after <

birth. Youths at eighteen were inscribed in a'

second register, when they were reckoned among

the Ephebi, and became liable to military duties

within Attica. At twenty, being esteemed men,

they were introduced at a public meeting of their

demus, and were registered a third time.

If democracy was a form of government desir-

able for any people that ever existed, the Lace-

daemonians must have been above all others

competent for it
:
yet Lycurgus deemed it unlit

even for those among whom was no difference of

rank,! or riches, or education, but who were all

equally, and with assiduous attention, bred for

the business of the commonwealth only, and to

all of whom equally he meant to secure the most

perfect freedom of w'hich mankind in society is

capable. Solon, therefore, more yielding to the

temper of the times and the difficulty of circum-

stances, than pursuing what himself thought best,

having confirmed to the Assembly of the People

an authority more universally and uncontrolably

absolute than any despot upon earth ever did or

ever can possess, his great concern was to establish

some balancing power, capable in some degree of

obviating the evils which a soverein multitude is

ever ready to bring u[)on itself. Theseus, as we

have seen, had divided the Attic people into three

ranks, or perhaps rather inf* two ranks, though

there were three classes ;
and by his law those of

the first rank were alone competent for ma^stracy

ofany kind. Various changes seem to have been

made
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made after him, as it suited the interest of letlders

of prevailing factions to inlarge or to abridge the

' privileges of the lower orders ; and when Solon

undertook the legislation, contradictory precedents

had been so numerous as nearly to have over-

thrown all rule. That lawgiver made a new

division of the people into Four Ranks, deter-

mined meerly by the value of every man’s pos-

sessions. The first rank consisted of those whose

lands produced yearly, in com, wine, oil, any

commodity, dry or liquid, five hundred of the

Attic measure called Medimnus; whence they

had the title of Pentacosiomedimnians. The

second rank was composed of persons whose lands

yielded at least three hundred measures. These,

as well as the first rank, were exempt from service

in the infantry and on shipboard, except in some

command ;
but they were bound to keep a horse

fmr the public
;
and, within the age for military

service, to serve personally in the cavalry.

Hence they had the title of Hippeis, Horsemen,

sc, as our writers often translate it, by our antient

teim for a horse-soldier, Knights. The third

rank, called Zeugites, were of persons whose lands

produced two hundred measures, but less than

three hundred, Th^, being deemed of estate

insufficiait to be required to keep a horse for

puUic service, were bound to serve in the infantry

among the heavy-armed, and to be provided with

complete anns for liie purpose. rest ei the

citizen^ not possessed of lands picod«Raii|^- two

hundred measures, were comprehended aftd^ the

name of Tbetes. These also, like the rest, were

bound
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1

bound to military service. If provided with sect.

sufficient armor, they might increase the force of V ^

the heavy-armed : if not so provided, they were

reduced to the less honorable service of the light-

armed. But when Athens became a maritime

power, the Tlietes principally manned the fleet;

in that service they might be esteemed perhaps

superior to the crowd, as it was often contemptu-

ously called, of light-armed infantry, but the meer

seaman was never reckoned equal in rank with

the heavy-armed soldier.

We shall in vain inquire what, according to the

relative value of money and commodities in our

own age and country, was the value of an Attic

estate, in the age of Solon, estimated by so un-

certain a medium as hundreds of measures of any

produce of the earth, dry or liquid : Arbuthnot, in

his diligent researches on the subject, seems to

have been unable to satisfy himself for any era of

the Athenian commonwealth. But in a country

like Attica, almost without meadows, little fruitful

in corn, and, in Solon’s age, little commercial,

horsekeeping would be very expensive. The law-

giver, therefore, in excusing the possessors of

estates yielding less than three hundred measures

annually, from keeping a horse for pubUe service,

judged, nevertheless, that an estate of two hundred

would put the owner so fei at his ease, that he

mi^t be competent, not only toserve in the heavy

infentry without pay (dista^service being wholly

out of his view,) but also to- execute offices of

ma^strany for which no salary was allowed.. The ^utot.

Athenian magistracies according were, by his

constitution,
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constitution, to be filled from the fir^ three ranks

of citizens. The election of magistratra.he com*

milled to the fourth in common with the others.

The fourth also was admitted on juries who de*

cided causes in the courts of justice, and to the

fourth he allowed the equal vote of every Freeman

in the soverein Assembly of the People. This

sufficed in the end to put unlimited power into

the hands of those least capable of properly exer-

cising any power
;
for the fourth rank, being more

numerous than all the others, would, if united, of

course be omnipotent, and might overthrow Solon’s

barriers, and alter the constitution, as we shall

hereafter find they did, to their own pleasure and

their own ruin

Still, however, pursuing his view of forming a

balance against the indiscretion of the multitude,

Solon instituted a new Council or Senate,

consisting of one hundred persons out of each of

the four wards which composed the Attic people.

Such an assembly, he hoped, would have a weight

which the College .ofArchons had been unable to

mnintain
;
and he therefore committed to it many

of the powers which had before belonged to those

magistrates. But this council becomes more

known to us after the increase of the number of

Wards to ten j when fifty counsellors were ap-

pointed out. of each, making the whole .,9umber

five hundred. . Its common title .;ps The
Council ;

but for j^istinction it was called t^e

« It will be bot jnatice to the character of Sdon to

obterve, .that better political principles were not discovfn^

so late as the age of Isocrates. See his Areiop. p. i 1 3. V. 2.

Alt T<> fiu AsfMr, «. T. I.
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Council of Five Hundred, or sometimes simply

The Five Hundred. The members were ap-

pointed annually by lot, from among those of the

Athenian people, legally qualified for the dignity,

who were desirous ofobtaining it. But previously

to their admission they were to undergo, before

the existing counsel, a strict inquiry concerning

their past life, which was termed Dokimasia

;

when, if anything could be proved prejudicial to

their character, they were to be rejected. The

counsellors of each tribe in turn, for the space of

thirty-five days, had superior dignity and additional

powers, with the title of Prvtanes
; and from

them the council-hall was called Prvtaneium.

SBcr.
IV.

The Prytanes were in turn Presidents of the

council; and each held that high office only

one day; during which he had the custody

of the public seal, of the keys of the treasury,

and of the keys of the citadel. The whole

assembly formed the Council of State of the

Commonwealth, having constant charge of its

political concerns. It was moreover a particular

and very important function of this council to

prepare business for the Assembly of the People
;

in which, according to Solon’s constitution, no-

thing was to be proposed which had not first been

approved here. But the powers which he had

already ratified to that assembly were too pre-

ponderant for' any certain restraint. Whenever,

at the instigation of a fitttious demagogue, it

desred more, it might demand and take.

Aware how much the business ofall is liable to

be considered as the business of none, Solon,

having given soverein power to the people, would
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CHAP, not leave it to their choice to neglect its doties.

^ . Upon this principle rests that singulaf, bat surely

wise ordinance, That those should be hfdd crhninal

who took no part in civil commotimis. For as

it is notoriously the honester men who are gene-

ndly most disposed to be quiet on sticfafoccasions^

nothing seemrs so likely to secure the constitution

as corapalling all men to interfere. For the same

reason the legislator provided means to’ inferce

the attendance of the people at the general as-

semblies. Four were regularly to be held during

the presidency of each piytaneia, which, as we

have seen, was for a term of thirty-five days ; and

each of these assemblies had its stated business.

That of the first was principally to approve or re-

ject magistrates, to receive accusations of public

offences presented by the Thesmothete Archons,

and to hem* the catalogue of fines and confisca-

tionis for public service. The second inacted laws

and received petitions, relative either to the public

or to private persons. The peculiar business of

the third was to give audience to the ministers of

forein powers. The concerns of religion were the

sole object of the fourth. Often the business of

Uwse assemblies would be little interesting to the

people in general
;
yet great inconvenience might

fellow from want of diie attendance. When
therefone the people were remiss, which seems to

have been common, the magistrates shut all the

city-gates except one, by which the people were

permitted to pass only toward the assembly : thby

caused all vendibles to be removed from the

maricets; and they sent about ttteir attendants

holding an extended cord, prepared with a dye for

1 (he
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the purpose, with which they marked all they sect.

overtook, and those so marked were fined. All >— —

>

who attended in due time received a small pay-

from the treasury. To keep order in so large a

meeting, nine Proedri, Foremen, were appointed

by lot from the council ; one from each of those

tribes which were not at the time prytanes. From

these nine the Epistates, Chairman, Speaker, or

President of the assembly, was appointed by lot.

With them sat the Nomophylaces, from their

number called the Eleven, whose peculiar du^ it

was to be watchful over the laws, and to explain

to the people the tendency of any proposals con-

trary to the spirit ofthe constitution. 1 he Eleven

had also the charge of persons imprisoned for

crimes. The Prytanes had distinct powers in

the assembly, which were considerable.

The members of the Grecian democracies,

sensible, from frequent experience, of the uncertadn

power of reason over a multitude, and of the evils

liable to arise from the fluctuating and inflammable

nature of popular passion, devised or admitted

various precautions to prevent themselves from

being led to acts to their own prejudice. It was

ordained by the celebrated lawgiver Charondas, sicy

that whosoever would propose to abrogate an old

law, or inact a new one, should come into the

assembly with a halter about bis neck ;
and death

was to follow if his proposal was rejected. Solon

was not so rigid. Aware that regulations the best

to the circumstances of the co^on-

wealth at one time, might not equally suit those

ofanother, he injoined an annual revisal of the

laws.
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CHAP. laws. If the assembly of the people declared

•— —

>

alteration in any point necessa^, a committee

.was to be appointed, in later times consisting of

no less than a thousand persons, who, with the

title of Nomothetes, were directed to consider of

the alteration proper to be made. The new law

being prepared by this numerous committee, five

officers, called Syndics, were appointed to defend

the old before the assembly ; which then decided

between the two. In any other manner than this

it was hazardous to propose a new law at Athens.

A law passed by the assembly without having been

previously published as the constitution required

;

a law conceived in ambiguous or fallacious terms

;

or a law contrary to any former law, subjected

the proposer to penalties. It was therefore usual

to repeal the old law before a contrary new one

was proposed ;
and the delay thus occasioned was

an additional security to the constitution.

The regular manner of Inacting a Law at

Athens was thus : It was the office of the council

to give legal form to the proposed matter ; but

any Athenian, having anything to offer for public

consideration, might address it to the Prytanes

;

whose duty it was to receive all petitions and in-

formation, and transmit them to the council. If

approved there, it became a Probouleuma, anala-

gous to our parliamentary bill prepared by a

committee; and, being then written on a tablet,

was exposed during several days for public perusal

and consideration. At the next assembly it was

red to the people. This being done, ptocl«^tion

was made by the public crier in these terms:

‘ Who
V
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Who of those above fifty years old chuses to sect.
‘ speak When these, if any were so disposed, ^

'

had made their orations, the crier again proclaimed,
‘ Any Athenian, not disqualified by law, may
‘ speak.’ Tl)e disqualifying circumstances were,

having fled from their colors in battle, being deeply

indebted to the commonwealth, or having been

ever convicted of any flagitious crime. But the

Prytanes had a general power to injoin silence to

any man at discretion. The debates being ended,

the crier, at the command of the Foremen, sig-

nified to the people that the business waited their

determination; when suflrages were given by

holding up hands. This was the ordinary manner

of voting : but in some extraordinary cases, par-

ticularly when the question related to the mal-

administration of magistrates, votes were given

privately by casting pebbles into vessels prepared

by the Prytanes. The Foremen examined the

sutfrages, and declared the majority : the Prytanes

dismissed the assembly.

We see, in the conduct of this business, nu-

merous precautions, wisely taken, to insure regu-

larity, and to prevent sinister management, in a

form of government so intrinsically disposed to

irregularity, and open to the arts of designing

men. But Solon hoped to provide a farther and

powerful weight in the balance against the un-

certainty and turbulence of democratical rule,

by the restoration of the court of Areiopagus.

We have no account of the origin of this cele-

brated court, the fame of which the partiality of

VOL. ]. E alter-
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g H A p. after-times has carried far into the fabulous ages

- . The institutiohs of Draco had nearly abolished its

authority and superseded its use. Solon restored

its consequence, improved its regulations, and

augmented its powers. How its members were

before appointed we arc not informed. By his

institutions it was composed of those who had

executed the office of archon with credit; all of

whom, having passed the Euthyne, or scrutiny

concerning their conduct in that high office, were

admitted members of the Areiopagus. ITiis

seems to have been the only dignity of the Athe-

nian government conferred for a longer term than

one year : the Areiopagites were for life.

The power of the court of Areiopagus was very

great. It is said to have been the first that ever

decided upon life and death; in early times in

Greece, as throughout western Europe, public

justice proceeding no farther against the most

atrocious criminals than the exaction of a fine.

Capital offences among the Athenians were, for

the most part, connisable by this court only. It

was the only court from which was constitutionally

no appeal to the assembly of the people. It had

authority

“ Archbishop Potter apologizes, seemingly unnecessarily,

for differing from such respectable authors as Gicero and

Plutarch, who call Solon the founder of the couA .of Arei-

opagus. It is not probable that Cicero and Plutarch meant

to deny the existence of the court of Areiopagus before Solon

;

but they call him jl||dy founder of that court, such as it

was in the florishing times of the Athenian o^monwealth.
Aristotle mrations its earlier existence (i), and Demosthenes

professes his ignorance of its origin (s), of which he scarcely

riHild have been ignorant had it not been older than Solon.

(1) AiUtut. Polit. I. 2. c. 12. (2) Oi«t. in Atntai'raten.
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antibOrity to stop the effect of the judicial decrees sect.

of idUS assembly of the people itself ; to annul an <

—

acquittal, or extend mercy to the condemned.

It directed all issues from the public treasury.

It had great power as a censorial court, punishing

impiety, immorality, and all disorderly conduct

;

not meerly when accusations were brought
;
but

it was the duty of the. Areiopagites to watch the

behavior of the citizens. Idleness was a crime of

which they were to take connisance ;
and it was

require that every citizen should annually account

to them for his means of livelihood ; an institution

said to be derived from Egypt. The superin-

tendence of youth was also committed to them

;

and it was their duty to provide by their authority Herodoi.

that all should be educated suitably to their rank
'

and fortune. It was the custom of this court, for

judicial business, to sit only in the night, and

without light. The purpose of this singularity is

said to have been, that the members might be the

less liable to prejudice for or against accused

persons. It was for the same reason a rule that

pleaders should confine themselves to simple

narration of fact, and statement of the law, with-

out any ornament of speech, or any attempt to

warp the judgement by appealing to the passions

of the judges. The reputation of the court of

Areiopagus for wisdom and strict justice, and very

remarkably for the respectable characters of its

members, was long very high''. The

“ Xen. Mem. Socr. 1. 3- 5- 20- Jhe learned dean

Humphrey Prideaux (i) has summed up the

(1) livMsrm. I- Oxon. p.SSl.

E E 2
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HAP. The Athenian constitution, for so small a state.
V.

—C— was very complex. Beside the General Assembly,

and the Areiopagus, there were no less than ten

Courts of Judicature in Athens; four, for

criminal causes, and six for civil. In the esta-

blishment of these it was that Solon most eminently

displayed both his honest zeal for the equal liberties

of men, and his ability, as a legislator, to devise

the most effectual means for securing them : here

we see principally exemplified the idea expressed

in his celebrated answer reported among the

sayings of the seven wise men :
‘ That,’ said Solon,

‘ is in- my opinion the most perfect government,
‘ where an injury to any one is the conc^ of all.’

Before that lawgiver the archons were, in most

causes, supreme and sole judges. Solon directed

that, in the ten courts just mentioned, causes

should be decided by a body of men, like our

juries, taken for the purpose from among the

people ; the archons only presiding in the manner

of

monies to the great authority and high reputation of the court

of Areiopagus in the following words : among which the con-

cluding hyperbole of die great Tully is remarkable :
‘ Areo-

* pagitis a Solone commissa est legum custodia (2). Ssepe
‘ igitur injusdtia? ct temeritati populi restitisse, sajpe eorum
* decreta rescidisse, memorantur ; et sine eorum approbatione
^ nihil omnino majoris momenti Athenis, ante deminutam
* eorum per Ephialtem autoritatem, de republic^ unquam
* decernebatur (3). I’otam igitur, ut paucis dicam, regebant
* "rempublicam (4). Tamque necessarium ad illam rect^ in-

‘ stituendam eorum semper videbatur consilium, ut de illis

^ dicat Cicero Atheniensium rempublicam non magis posse
* sine Arebpagi consilio, quam mundum sine providentiA Dei,
‘ administrari (5).'

(6) PluUlrch in Solon. et'Anducides in Orat, de Mynteriis.

(3) Demosthen. in or. con. Andrt>tioiiein. (4) Suidas in roc.

ora/K* hysias in or. de probatione.EvaadrL

(^) M. T. Cic. de Nat. Deor. 1. 1, c. 2.
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of our judges, and sometimes carrying the business sect
through the necessary steps preparatory to the •—

determination of a jury, as in our courts of West-

minster-hall. But the archons being appointed

by lot, and consequently often very insufficient for

such business, it w-as usual for each to chusc two

persons of experience to assist him in his olfice.

These, in time, became regular constitutional

officers by the name of Parcdri, assessors
;

under-

going the same probation as the archons them-

selves before entering on their office, and the

same scrutiny at its conclusion. The manner of

appointing thejurors was thus ; A small pay from

the treasury induced those who had leisure to offer

themselves. Any Athenian, above thirty years

of age, and not under any legal disqualification,

delivered his name and legal description to the

thesmothete archons; and these assigned the

jurors to the different courts by lot. This is that

department in the machine of government which

ought to belong to the people at large. It is that

for which they are most competent, and the se-

curity of property and equal liberty requires that

they should alone possess it.

To save the inhabitants of the country from the

inconvenient necessity of going to Athens for

justice in cases of inferior consequence, itinerant

judges, called the Forty, were appointed to go

through the boroughs, with power to determine

actions of assault, and controversies of property

under a certain value In

“ This account of the Athenian constitution has Wn taken

Almost intirely from Archbishop Potter's Grecian Antiqnitirjs.

1 host:
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In all the Grecian republics every freeman was

bound to Military Service. The abundance

of slaves in them all made this both practicable

and necessary, which in countries without slaves

would be neither. The slaves by their labor sup-

ported the freemen in arms
;
and the practice of

arms was indispensable for every freeman, if it

were only to preserve that ascendancy over the

superior number of the slaves, without which

property, freedom, and life itself, would be utterly

insecure. No Grecian town, therefore, was

without its gymnasium, or public school of bodily

exercise. Every free Athenian, at the age of

eighteen, was inrolled among the militaJSy. His

duty, for the first two years, was confined within

the boupds of Attica. The city-guard of Athens

was chiefly of youths under twenty. After that

ilge till forty he was legally compellable to any

forein sen^ice that the affairs of the commonwealth

required. Rank and property made no other

distinction than giving the privilege to serve on

horseback ; which was at the same time a privilege

and a burthen ; for in the Athenian, and some
other of the more powerful commonwealths,

every man of competent propesty was bound to

provide and maintain a horse for public service

The
Those who are desirous of investigating the sulyect more
deeply will of course consult that valuable work, and the
nunierbus aaihorities there quoted. Petit's collection of Attic
Laws, wit)i his diffuse (^meqt on them, may perhaps then
attract their attention. As the Archbishop's work is in every-
body's hands, I have thought it unnecessary to repeat the
authorities.

The Roman law was similar, and the near conformity
of the old English to the Athenian is remarkable. By the

statute ^
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The Greeks made a great distinction between sect.

the.heavy and the light-armed foot; the former —
termed Hoplite, the other Psilus. The Hoplite"

wore that nearly complete armor, described in Stociup.'!

treating of the Homeric age : he carried a large

shield, and his principal weapon wiis a long spear.

The full set of his arms, defensive rjid ofl’ensivc,

was called the Panoply. The usual formation of

this heavy foot was in a large compact body,

termed phalanx, in which the files were seldom

of fewer than eight men. The Psilus, on the

contrary, had very imperfect defensive armor, he

carried missile weapons, and no shield. 1 le was^

therefore, incapable of ingaging in close light witli

the Hoplite. Free citizens only were allowed to

serve in tlie heavy foot; and in some of the

oligarchal slates, only those of higher rank, or

possessing a qualification in property. The light-

armed were chiefly slaves, who waited upon the

Hoplites, and who alone generally did all duties

of meer fatigue. They were esteemed, as soldiers,

so inferior to the heavy foot, that it was usual,

in reporting the numbers of Grecian armies, to

reckon the heavy foot only, tho commonly at-

tended by at least an equal number of light-

armed. Upon one great occasion we read of a Hrroflot.

Lacedaemonian army, in which no less than seven
'

slaves.

Statute uf the i.'^th of Edward 1. which professes not to inact

novelties, but jueerly to inforce the old law, all natives, be-

tween fifteen years and forty were to have arms, at lca$t a

sword and a battleaxe, and those who liad fifteen p(»unds a

year in land or forty marks in goods, were not to be witboul a

horseman’s arms.

E E 4
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HAP, slaves, all doing duty as light-armed soldiers,

—
' attended upon every Spartan Hoplite. The

Lacedaemonians, and in general the Pelopon-

nesians, would serve only as heavy foot in close

fight ;
and in this the Thebans agreed with them

;

but the Athenians attributed more value to the use

of missile weapons. We find bowmen, and par-

ticularly Athenian bowmen, always mentioned by

Thucydides as a valuable species of troops, whose

numbers he specifies upon all occasions with no

less care than those of the heavy-armed
;
and he

never confounds them with, what he sometimes

calls contemptuously, the crowd of light-armed,

as a body of men not less inferior in discipline

than in arms. Diflferent from all these was the

Middle-armed, who, from the small shield or

target which he bore, distinguished from the large

shield of the heavy-armed by the name of Pelta,

was denominated Peltast, Targeteer. We fina

these mostly among the colonies, and in those

small or poor democratical states which were

unable to provide the expensive armor of the

Hoplite, especially those in the mountainous parts

of northern Greece.

Several of the Grecian states, even of those

powerful in infantry, had in early times no

cavalry. But the Thessalians were almost uni-

versally horsemen
;
and the Boeotians cultivated

early the horse-service. Of the cavalry of Athens

we shall have occasion to speak hereafter, but

what it was in the time of Solon we are little

informed.

Democratical
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Democratical jealousy occasioned at Athens a sect.

very inconvenient system of Military Command.
What were the military institutions of Solon we-

should wish to know, because he was himself a

military man of large experience. Probably when
he lessened the civil power of the college of

archons, the military authority of the Polemarc

w^as also abridged
; for in the end we find that

officer meerly a civil magistrate, having peculiar

jurisdiction over the Metics, those numerous free

inhabitants of Attica who were not Athenian

citizens. But we are uninformed what was the

military establishment of Solon's time. When
afterward the Athenian wards were increased to

ten, every ward elected its own military com-

mander. Ten generals, therefore, with equal

rank, commanded the forces of the Athenian

commonwealth. All were not sent together on

forein expeditions : lie . at home generally each

commanded his da) in turn
;
the ten forming a

council of war to decide on emergencies. The

inconveniencies of this system were often felt;

and in consequence it became usual, on important

occasions, by a particular decree of the people, to

commit the command in chief to one person ; but

the appointment of ten generals from the ten

tribes, with equal authority, remained always the

established system of Athens.

The composition of Grecian armies, and the

subordination of command in them, appear to

have been generally very regular; but in little

particulars they differed so much in different ages,

and in different republics in the same age, that it

IS
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:hae. is impossible now to ascertain what was at any

^3^ time the exact formation of the Athenian phalanx,

or indeed of that of any other republic. The

) chap. 4. account already given of the Spartan army may

fnisi! however serve to convey an idea of the Grecian

system in general.* The Athenian seems to have

differed from it more in names than in things.

The Taxis of the Athenian service, like the Lochus

of the Lacedaemonian, was analogous to our bat-

talion, and the rank of the Taxiarc, its com-

mander, as of the Lochage, was nearly that of

our colonel. Taxis generally meant a battalion

of foot, but it was also used for a squadron of

horse. The troop of horse was He. The Athe-

nian Stratege, like the Lacedaemonian Polemarc,

was the general officer. The commander of a

fleet was called Navarc, the commander of a

• trireme Trierarc ;
but it is observable that the

'

Taxiarc had rank superior to the Trierarc. The

distinguishing characteristic of the Spartan dis-

cipline seems to have been that it was more per-

fect, the divisions more numerous and better

graduated, the detail more regular, the subor-

dination more exact

** Gauchaidt, tbe ablest modern interpreter of the antient

military writers, has the following remarks in a not;e to his

translation of Arrian’s Tactics (1); ‘ Je doute si les inter-
* pretes et les traducteurs entendent les manceuvres que
* Xenophon decrit, et celles qu’il detaille, dans le troisieme

* livre (of the Anabasis) quandil parledes disposidons qu’on

* fit pour la marche des troupes. La tactique de Thucydide
* et de Xenophon, est difierente de celle du terns d’Alexandre
^ le grand. La termes qui designoient les corps n’etbient
* plus les memes, et il y eut une autre disposition de sections.

^ Faute d’y donner attention on ne pent que s’embrouiller.'

It may be proper to add here the observation that the term

r. np. iiuicfi.
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SECTION V.

History of Athens^ from the legislation of Solon to the

Expulsion of the Peisistratids, and the Jirst public Trans-

action with Persia.

Among the imperfect memorials remaining of

Solon, we find one very important matter authen- '

—

v—
ticated, without any connecting circumstances,

or any indication of times or concomitant events.

Solon however was the first man of the Athenian

republic, and the Athenian republic had already

acquired

which with the Lacedaemonians signified a body of men
composed of many hies (according to Thucydides generally of

sixty-four) (1.) among the later Greeks was synonymous with

common word of the two to ex|)ross

simply a file (2.) Accordingly the term which with

the I^cedajmonians was the title of an officer of considerable

rank, whose command was of above five hundred men, with

the later Greeks meant no more than the fileleader, acommon

soldier. The term Ew/aotU, originally peculiar to the Lace-

daemonians, and signifying a body, generally of thirty-two

men, formed in four files, was also adopted by the later Greeks

to signify a division of their or file, perhaps commonly

of not more than four men. See Arrian. Tact p. 20. Xeno-

phon al|o seems to use the word ^ ^1® (S)*

Euripides gives the title of Aox^yU to the seven chiefs before

Thebes, and of Ao^o? to the division which each commanded,

and to the opposing divisions of the Theban army. Phoeniss.

V. 124, 150, 759, 760, and 1157 - Xenophon also, in his

Anabasis, uses the terms Ao^o? and Aox»7^ in the I^eda?-

moniao sense, or nearly so. The Avx^yot were next in rank

to the ZTfaluyol, generals. The force of theXoxo(« in an army

so irregularly composed, might differ greatly. We find in

one place a hundred (4), and in another only fifty (5), men

mentioned as actually composing the Lochus, but we are not

assured that those numbers were the complement.

(1) Thucyd. I. 6.C.68.

(‘0 Arrian. Tact. p. 18 and 20. ed. Amstel. & Lipz.

(3) Cyrop. 1. 4. (4) Anab. I. 4. c. 8. s. 13. (6) 1. 1. c. ii. s. ity.
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: n A V. acquired under his guidance, some steddiness of

y* > administration at home, and respect among neigh-

' boring states, when alarm arose for the temple

and treasury of Delphi. The oracle there had at

this time its highest fame, and, for the sanctity

widely attributed to the place, its treasury was

used as a depository of valuables, whence all

Greece was interested in its security. What gave

occasion for a war which threatened it we do not

learn : but the Phocians, in whose country Delphi

stood, took arms : the Amphictyons proclaimed

a sacred war against them : the Athenian govern-

ment took part with the Amphictyons, and Solon

was appointed general of the army of the god.

He was successful, and for the ability, the impar-

tiality, and the integrity exhibited in his conduct,

and the beneficial tendency of the regulations he

established, he gained great credit throughout

Greece.

Nevertheless Solon, with all the wisdom of his

institutions, and all his populaCrity, could not pre-

vent new ebullition of faction in Athens. Each

party objected to that among his institutions

which obviated its purpose ofacquiring superiority.

The legislator himself, mild and candid and

impartial, was free of access to all : and confident

both in the goodness of his cause, and in. his own

powers of argument and persuasion, he incouraged

Solon, conver^tion upon his institutions and discussion

of their merit; always .professing willingness to

alter whatsoever could be clearly proved capable

of amendment.

.

But
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But the power, which Solon would not assume,

others would contend for. The parties of the

Highlands, the Lowlands, and the Coast, w'ere

still maintained, and leading men were sedulous

to cultivate an interest severally in them. What
one party then approved in Solon's laws, the

others of course would desire amended, and what

these w^ould be most satisfied with, the former

would be most eager to * alter. Himself thus

involved in difficulties, and his great work of

legislation in much danger, he assembled the

soverein people. ^ What he had done,’ he said,

‘ he found generally approved, but on particular

* parts different opinions prevailed. For himself,

^ he could not immediately satisfy his own mind,

‘ tho possibly improvement m^ght be made, what

‘ the alteration should be. He would therefore

* travel into the countries most known for the

^ excellence of their constitution and laws, and

^ after careful examination and inquiry among
' other states, he might be better able to satisfy

‘ both himself and them. One thing however he

‘ would request, that till he returned they should

‘ alter nothing.’ Such, it is said, was the general

estimation of him, and such the address with

which he put this proposition, that the people

bound themselves by solemn oath to change

nothing of his institutions for ten years. This

done, he left Athens.

The success of Solon’s expedient seems to have

been as great as himself could probably expect.

He would hardly hope that, when he w as gone,

the struggle of parties contending for the first

situations

Ilcrodul.

I. 1. c.sjy.

Froclu* ill

Tiiiia'uiu.

I. 1.
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CHAP, situations under his constitution would be remitted*

- . The three parties of the Lowlands, the Highlands,

' and the Coast, each supported an eminent leader.

Lycurgus son of Aristolaides, was at the head of

the party of the Lowlands; Megacles, chief of

the great family of the Alcmseonids, took the lead

Herodot. of the Coast party. He had increased the antient
1.

1.

^49. splendor of his house by marrying

Agariste, daughter and heiress of Cleisthenes

tyrant of Sicyon ; he had acquired fame by vic-

H'lh"’
Olympian, Pythian, and Isthmian

games ; and he was through these circumstances,

added to his former advantages, esteemed by much

the most powerful individual in Athens. Mean-

udiile Peisistratus, a young man of a very antient

Herodot. and honorable family, claiming descent from
1 . 5. c. 65

. J^nd throu^ him tracing their pedigree to

Nestor and the Pylian kings of that very early

age where Homer first takes up history, had begun

to distinguish himself by his eloquence and his

military talents : for wars had arisen with neigh-

boring states, and he gained reputation, especitdly

1. 1. e. 59. in taking Nissea, the seaport of the Megarians.

Recommended besides by manners ’singularly

inking, he excdled all in popularity, whence he

seems to have been induced to take the lead

readily deferred to him by the Highlanders, or

high democratical party. Thus all the three

parties which divided the Athenian people had for

their leaders men of the highest rank among the

eupatrids or old nobility.

piniarch. Meanwhile Solon it is said remained ten years

abroad. Of the circumstances of his travels

Sol®"- nothing >
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nothing remains reported but his interview with sect.

Croesus king of Lydia, who was accustomed to '

—

receive Greeks, and received Solon with distinc-

tion. Nor have we any satisfactory information

of his measures on his return * It only appears

that the ferment of factions was become violent,

the leaders intent each upon his own power, their

followers wedded to the interests of their several

parties, and he could no longer still the storm and

bring jarring minds to union. Matters were thus

at a crisis, when Peisistratus came into the agora

in his chariot, himself and his mules wounded.

The people assembling about him, he told them
‘ that, as he was going into the country, he was
^ Vaylaid by his political opponents, and with Piuu vil.'

‘ difficulty had escaped them, wounded, as might .hllun

‘ be seen. Hence they might judge whether it
‘ ^ “

^ couW be safe for any man any longer to be a

‘ friend to the poor. It was obvious that he coukl

‘ no longer live in Attica, unless they would take

‘ him under that protection which he implored.’

Immediately Ariston, one of his partizans, pro-

posed to decree to the friend of the people, the

martyr of their cause, a guard of fifty men for the

security of his person. Such a measure Avas pro-

bably not new
;

for we shall find in the sequel,

other instances of it among the Grecian democra-

cies. The popularity of Peisistratus and the

indignation excited by the visible marks of ill-

treatment which he bore, procured assent to the

motion of Ariston, and a decree passed accord-

ingly. The enemies of his family afterward

asserted that the story was an imposture, and

that
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CHAP, that the wounds were from his own hands to

>—

^

support it. But, gathering as we best may from
• remaining evidence, it seems at least equally

probable that the attempt upon his life W'as real.

Indeed the conjecture appears warranted by the

very accounts which speak of it as fictitious. For

those accounts testify that the belief of a real

attempt to assassinate Peisistratus prevailed at

Athens for a considerable time : we are not in-

formed how the fraud was detected; and had

thereever been any detection ofsuch gross knavery,

it must have gone far to ruin his credit, which,

during his life, certainly never was ruined. But

an actual attempt of such a kind could not fail to

increase, if not the extent of his popularity, at

least the zeal of bis party
;
and thus the decree

for guards might be obtained, in a manner more

consistent witli the forms of the Athenian consti-

tution, and wdth probability, than the defective

accounts of antient historians seem to imply. On
this point however we can only chuse our belief

in the dark. What stands ascertained is, that

Peisistratus with his guards seized the citadel; that

his party supported him ;
and that their opponents

were forced, part into exile, the rest to submission.

Peisistratus, as leader of the prevailing party, was

of course the first man of the commonwealth, and

henceforward he is called by historians tyrant of

Athens.

rirSiiuuS
Tyrant, among the Greeks, had a

very different signification from what it bears in

modern languages : it meant a citizen of a republic,

w'ho, by any means acquired .govefeinty over his

fellow'cilizcns,
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fellow-citizens, or the sole direction of the sect.
executive government. Many of the Grecian
Tyrants were men of extraordinary virtue, who

'

used their power in strict conformity to established

law, and very advantageously for the people they
governed. ITius they differed widely from Tyrants
in the modern acceptation of the word. But
some even were raised to the dignity of Tyrant
by a voluntary decree of the people themselves.

Plutarch mentions particularly Tynnondas thus I’lm. tIu

elected by the Euboeans, and Pittacus by the vid.’"t.

Mitylenaeans
; and he says the Athenians would

so have elected Solon. Usurper, therefore, is
a '

• II 1-^1 ’ Ct SopIlllL-.

not a convertible term : tho in general the Grecian Ocdip. l yr.

tyrants were usurpers. Without a favoring party &

among the people, no man could rise to the

tyranny : therefore a man of universal bad cha-

r^icter, could not become a tyrant'’. But the

violence offaction among the Greeks was extreme

:

enormous severities were frequently practised

against a defeated party
:
perhaps most enormous

when the party prevailing was not headed by a

tyrant, whose authority or influence might inable

him, and whose very interest would generally

induce him, to restrain private malice, and check

popular fury. A citizen, however, irregularly

raised to sovereinty over his fellow-citizens, would

often find himself very insecure in his exaltation.

Popular favor, and party favor, which is a more

confined

® fiupop ir» rovy^^ilpufjka anv,

'‘Anv Tf irA^dot;; xai TvpctWil*

0 S' Mo-KiTAi ;

Soplioc. Otdii*. 'I vr. V.

vor. I. I I
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CHAP, confined popular favor, are extremely liable to

^ . fluctuate. But firmness is necessary to command

;

'and even great abilities, united with fortunate cir-

cumstances, would with difficulty, in such a situa-

tion, avoid the necessity of occasional severity

;

weak minds and morose tempiers would naturally

fall into cruelty. The outcry against Tyrants,

then, has been first raised by the disappointment

of faction ; for among the antients the appellation

was arbitrarily applied; the person to whom it

was given being often really no more than the

leader ofa party ;
and sometimes, as we have just

seen, a supreme magistrate by the best ofall rights,

the voice of the people. But most commonly

Tyrants were more or less usurpers of power

which the laws of their country forbad ; and too

frequently severities were used, sometimes atro-

cious crimes perpetrated, to acquire tliat power,

or to retain it. Hence alone the modern accepta-

tion of the term Tyrant, from which it is neces-

sary to distinguish the antient.

Heredot. It is expressly said by Herodotus, and con-

Piat.&tou. firmed by all succeeding writers, that Peisistratus

changed nothing in the Athenian constitution.

All the laws continued in force; the assembly,

council, courts ofjustice, and all the magistracies,

remained with their constitutional powers; he

Ariit.Poiit. himself obeyed a citation from the Areiopagus on

a charge of murder. We are not assured that he

even retained his guards ; but it appears probable.

It was usual for those called Tyrants among the

Greeks to have guards; and the distinguishing

name of doryphori, spearbearers, became attached

to .
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to them, as that of toxota^, bowmen to the armed sect.
attendants of the regular magistrates. But even % .

this was not a necessary characteristic
;

for in the Arisi. Polit.

preceding age, Cypselus, who was notwithstanding
' ’

^

always termed Tyrant of Corinth, so intircly

trusted in the affection of his fellowcitizens that

he never would have guards. It appears not how
such a Tyrant differs, but in title, from those

patriots of succeeding times, whose abilities and
virtues placed them at the head of a common-
wealth, without any such invidious appellation.

They seem, however, thus far generally to have

differed in fortune, that the history of the latter

has been transmitted to posterity by those of the

same faction, that of the former by those of the

opposite faction

Peisistratus was, by every account, a man sin-

gularly formed for empire. Solon himself is

reported to have said of him, ‘ Take away only

‘ his ambition, cure him of his last of reigning,

‘ and

Even Aristotle is scarcely always consistent in applyiiii;

the term Tyrant. In one part of liis 'I'realise on (lovrii)-

ment(i) he observes that a guard is proper holli to legal

kings and to tyrants ; and he mentions it as a characteristical

distinction between the two, tliat kings had subjects for

guards, tyrants foreiners. Yet in the same treatise (2) he

calls Cypselus 'J yrant of Corinth, tho, he tells us, ('ypselns

never would liave any guard. It appears clearly tliat

Cypselus in fact was a demagogue, and never properly a

7 yrant. But, the party in opposition to his family prevailing

at length against his grandson, it became popular at Corintli

to give the title of 'lyrant to Cypselus himself. We fin dals(>

that the bowmen attending the regular magistrates of the

Athenian commonwealth were commonly foreiners, frequently

Scythians. See Potter, b. 1. c. 13.

(i)b. 3. c. 14. (s)!*.*. c. I?.

F F 2
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CHAP.
V.

Pint. &
Diog.Laert.

vit. Suluu.

‘ and there is not a man more naturally disposed

‘ to every virtue, nor a better citizen.’ We have

however no satisfactory account of the conduct of

the great lawgiver upon this important occasion

;

party-spirit having mutilated and deformed the

traditions of these transactions. It became the

temper of succeeding times to brand the memory

of Peisistratus
;
but the character of Solon was

not to be involved in the reproach. It was there-

fore necessary to account for his want of authority

and influence for preventing the usurpation, and

to apologize for his aquiescence under it ; neither

of which has been adequately done. Plutarch

relates some anecdotes very much to the credit of

his spirit, but very little to that of his wisdom, and

the influence which should have attended it : for

the Athenians, it seems, w^ere so satisfied with

Peisistratus, that they utterly disregarded all their

venerable legislator’s remonstrances. His friends

arguing with him upon his imprudent freedom of

speech, and asking to what he trusted for security

against the tyrant’s vengance, ‘To my old age,’

he replied. But it was by other arts than those

of iniquitous revenge and cruel precaution that

Peisistratus proposed to secure, as he had acquired,

his preeminence. Indeed what Plutarch himself

proceeds to relate, explains, in a great degree,

what party-spirit had inveloped in contradiction

and obscurity. Far from resenting any freedom

in Solon’s conduct, Peisistratus treated him with

the highest respect Nor did the venerable sage,

the unblemished patriot, refuse the tyrant’s friend-

ship; but on the contrary lived with him in

8 familiarity, •
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familiarity, and assisted him in the administration skct.
of the commonwealth. This is Plutarch’s testi-

mony. Diogenes Laertius, indeed, says that Solon’,
having long braved the tyrant’s vengeance, finding
the Athenians so lost to all sense of virtue that
his utmost efforts could not excite them to at-
tempt the recovery of their freedom, left Athens,
and never returned more. He even gives letters

said to have passed between the legislator and the
tyrant. His account however does not bear the

appearance of probability. If the letters were
known to Plutarch, he despised them as forgeries

;

but, were they genuine, they would confirm the

concurrent testimony of all antiquity to the excel-

lence of the character of Peisistratus, and his

unblameable conduct in the administration of his

country’s affairs.

We are not informed at what time the Athenians

recovered Salamis after its second revolt to the

Megarians. That Solon retook it when he was

a young man, and long before he was appointed

legislator, seems agreed among historians, differ-

ing as they do about other circumstances of these

times. But many attribute the retaking of it to

Peisistratus with Solon. This could hardly have

been when Solon was a young man, nor before his

legislation. We have only conjecture for sup-

posing that it might have been after the establish-

ment of Peisistratus in what is called his tyranny.

Plutarch reports that Solon died at the age of

eighty, about two years after the elevation of

Peisistratus. That usurfier, if he was such, fell iifrodoi.

soon after from his high situation ; expelled by
’ ’

F F 3 the
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. the united strength of Megacles and Lycurgus,

This appears fresh proof in favour of Peisistratus.

He florished and injoyed Solon’s friendship while

Solon lived : when he had lost that excellent man’s

support, his opponents acquired the superiority.

But the confederate rivals could not long agree.

Megacles sent proposals of reconciliation to

Peisistratus
;
and, at the same time to evince his

sincerity and to insure permanence of union,

offered him his daughter in marriage. Peisis-

tratus accepted the condition. But a majority in

the Athenian assembly must be procured to favor

their views, or all their private compacts would

be vain. The account, given by Herodotus, of

the manner in which this was effected is among
the strangest in all history

;
yet that author lived

so nearly within memory of the event, the story is

so little flattering to any, and the circumstances

were of so public a nature, that, tho party pre-

judice is likely enough to have disguised it, we
scarcely can suppose it wdiolly unfounded. Indeed

Herodotus himself calls it the simplest trick he

ever heard of
:
yet it appears that many antient

writers gave it credi,t and, such as it is related to

us, it might be not unaccommodated to the pre-

judices, the imagination, and the disposition of

those on whom the united chiefs meant to work.

They found, w e are told, a woman of the Paeanian

borough, named Phya, far exceeding common
size

; of low birth, and by occupation a garland-

seller
; but, with her extraordinary stature, well-

proportioned and handsome. This woman they

dressed in a complete suit of armour, with every

ornament .
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ornament that could add grace and splendor to
a fine natural figure

; and seating her in a magni-
ficent chariot, they drove into the city, heralds
preceding, who proclaimed, * O Athenians, with
‘ willing minds receive Peisistratus, whom Minerva,
‘ honoring above all men, herself conducts into

^ your citadel.’ The people, adds the historian,

believed the Avoman to be the goddess, and
worshipped her, and received Peisistratus, who
thus recovered the tyranny.

It has been supposed by some that Strabo held

the authority of Herodotus for nothing; and the

treatise remains which Plutarch composed pur-

posely to depreciate his credit. But Strabo's

expression has been alleged to prove very much
more than it meant : the geographer follows and

confirms Herodotus in numberless instances
; and

Plutarch’s treatise tends strongly to prove him

impartial, without proving him in any instance

false. The whole tenor, indeed, of Herodotus's

narration shows liira a man of great curiosity, but

great modesty, and perfect honesty. DoubtfiU of

his own opinion, and scrupulously cautious of mis-

leading others, he thinks it his duty to relate all

reports, but with express and repeated warning to

his readers to use their own judgement for deter-

mining their belief^*. Hence indeed his authority

is sometimes hazardous. But generally the sim-

plicity

** Tow ftir t>vp vv Atyvirlw XiTojaureio** xfaerBu onv ri

roi»vT£c ivtOaw wawla, top hiyop vwoilivtxp oti rk

7<%yo^ppa, vK inarvp kitoz Herod. 1 . 2 . c. 123.

'Eyw au

vetPTxvttffP Mi fJLOi t5to to i«ro« Ix^tu if vatra tw Xoyo9.

Herod. 1 . 7 - c. 152-

F F 4
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plicity of his manner detects itself, and, with the

assistance of circumstances collateral to the story,

sufficiently indicates where he deserves credit, and

where neglect The public nature of the facts

may be a degree of testimony to the strange story

just related. Consonancy to the characters of

persons concerned will form an additional test.

Both are totally wanting to the account which

Herodotus proceeds to give of a domestic quarrel

said to have occasioned the second expulsion of

Peisistratus. No more therefore seems ascertained

upon sufficient historical evidence than that Peisis-

tratus did retire to Eretria in Euboea
;
leaving the

Alcmaeonids, so the partizans of Megacles w ere

called, masters of Athens.

But even in banishment the consideration and

influence of Peisistratus were great. He received

presents and loans to a large amount from the

states with which he had formed an interest during

his administration of Athens. He continued to

strengthen these connections
;
and at length as-

sembled a military force with which, in the eleventh

year of this his second banishment, he returned

into Attica. Immediately he made himself

master of Marathon. Hither his remaining par-

tizans in Athens flocked to his standard
; together

with many other Athenians who, according to

Herodotus’s

“ The historian of the Decline and Fall of the Roman
Empire has characterized Herodotus with his usual live-

liness of expression :
‘ Herodotus/ he says, ‘ sometimes

‘ writes for children, and sometimes for philosophers (1).’

Jt is really the simplicity of Herodotus that makes him often

unfit for children. He has few pages from which the philo-

si*pher may not profit.

(!) Chap. 51. nutc bi.
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Herodotus’s expression, ‘ preferred tyranny to
‘ liberty ’ that is, it should seem, those to

whom that called, by the opposite faction, the

tyranny of Peisistratus, would give freedom,

whereas the administration of the Alcmteonids

was real tyranny to them
; for in no other accep-

tation does the expression appear intelligible.

The Alcmaconids, after some imprudent delay,

led an army from the city. But it was ill dis-

ciplined and ill commanded. Peisistratus attacked

them by surprize. The rout was immediate.

With his usual presence of mind, and with a

humanity the more admirable as it was then un-

common, Peisistratus immediately stO])ped the

slaughter; and sending some horse after the

fugitives, proclaimed that, ‘ None need fear who
‘ would go quietly to their homes : Peisistratus

^ promised safety to their persons and f)ropcrty.’

The known clemency and honor of the chief

j)rocurcd general attention to the j)roclamation :

the principal Alcmneonids fl^d ; and Peisistratus

entered Athens unopposed.

It does not appear that even now any funda-

mental change was made in the Athenian consti-

tution, or any unwarrantable step taken to secure

the leader’s power. As head of the prevailing

party he had of course the principal influence in

the government. His abilities might have given

him that preeminence in any free state. A par-

SECT.
V.

ticular interest with the ruling ])arties in several f lorodcil,

neighboring states, especially Thebes and Argos,
'

and

**
OXertr ri 7vpottv]i vcl iXet/Sfaiq; qy

IlcTud. I. l.C. K-,
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CHAP, and a wise and liberal use of a very great private

^ i property, were the resources in which he besides

mostly confided. Some measures w,ere necessary

to insure peaceable demeanor from those partizans

of the Alcmseonids who had not fled. None,

however, were injured in their persons; their

children only were kept as hostages, and them-

selves sent to inhabit the iland of Naxus. This

may appear arbitrary
;
but if compared with what

we shall hereafter find usual in revolutions of

Grecian cities, it was singularly mild : it was in

short the resource of a party-chief, liberal and

humane as experienced and clear-sighted, to in-

sure political quiet with the least possible severity.

Lygdamis, a Naxian, banished from his iland, one

of the most populous and wealthy of the ^gean
sea, had led a considerable body of the party

banished with him, to assist Peisistratus in re-

establishing his party in Athens. Peisistratus

requited the benefit by assisting Lygdamis to re-

establish himself in Naxus. The detention of the

children of the Alcmseonid party then in Athens,

while the fathers were sent to Naxus, gave security

for the quiet of both governments.

After these first measures for insuring public

.

peace, the administration of Peisistratus was

uniformly mild and beneficial*’. Of his forein

transactions the most important recorded was the

Herod. 1. 5 . establishment of an Athenian colony at Sigeium
c, 94, 95. Hellespont, and a war which followed with

the

” Even Plutarch reckons Peisistratus among those who,
vrovfipia rvpaMai, ixfinaviyl* wpot aptriiif mvTM i

—
fjthpm xal De sera nuni. vind. p*
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the Mitylensnans of Lesbos, who claimed the

territory. It was upon occasion of a victory

gained by the Athenians in this war, that the poet

Alcaeus, a principal citizen and head of a faction

at Mitylene, incurred the disgrace of quitting his

arms for quicker flight. These spoils were, by

the conquering Athenians, suspended as a trophy

in the temple of Minerva at Sigeium.

The domestic administration of Peisistratus is

universally eulogized. Many anecdotes are pre-

served very highly to the advantage of his character.

His mildness, patience, and forbearance, were not I’Iim. v.

less remarkable than his ability, activity, and iiu Apophiii.

trepidity. His kindness to the poor and distressed

was not a dissembled virtue, assumed for the

advancement of his ambitious views, but conspi-

cuous through his life. Many of his laws and

regulations, highly advantageous to his country,

became a part of its constitution. Finding an

increasing disposition in the Athenians to neglect

rural employments and crowd into the city, he

took every method to discourage this, anti pro-

mote agriculture ;
giving liberally from his })rivatc

property ;
especially if by the same act lie could

reward merit or relieve distress. The laws against

idleness, attributed by some to Solon, are also

ascribed to Peisistratus. Tire law decreeing a

public provision for the wounded in their country’s

service, is referred to him alone. He was eminent

for love of learning and the fine arts. He is said

to have founded the first public library known in

the world ;
and the first complete collection and

digestion of Homer’s poems is by Cicero attributed

to
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CHAP, to him. Cicero also speaks of his eloquence in

>—

^

I the highest terms ; as the first model of that sub-

'lime and polished rhetoric, in which, as in most
& Brutus, other arts, Greece has been mistress of the world.

Tho Peisistratus discouraged that increasing po-

pulation of the capital which was hurtful to the

country, yet he improved the town and adorned

it with splendid public buildings. He is said to

have been the first who ever laid out a garden for

public use. He continued to direct the admi-

nistration of Athens with great wisdom, and with

the esteem of all men, during life, and, at an

advanced age, he died in peace.

Whatsoever the authority of Peisistratus was

in the Athenian state, by whatsoever means sup-

ported, and in whatsoever way exerted, it appears

certain that he never assumed the tone of royalty.

On his death his influence descended to sons

worthy of such a father : but so intirely was the

administration of the republic still conducted ac-

cording to the forms prescribed by the constitution,

that, when afterward it became popular at Athens

to call Peisistratus and his successors kings and

tyrants, no one public act recorded who was his

successor. Herodotus, who lived within memory

of his cotemporaries, mentions Hippias and Hip-

parchus as sons of Peisistratus, without saying

which was the elder or the superior. The accu-

Thucyd. rate Thucydides, a few years only later, informs

i!
us that common report in his time made Hippar-

chus the successor; but erroneously, he says.

Plat. Hipp. for Hippias was the elder: yet Plato, shortly

after, concurring with that common report which

Thucydides
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Thucydides had judged erroneous, reckoned Hip- sect.
parchus the elder. However this might be, those ^

brothers had certainly together the principal in-’

fluence in the administration of Athens. Heads
of the prevailing party, their friends only could
obtain the principal magistracies But that

power, which the favor of their party gave them,
they used very advantageously for the public, and
without asperity toward their oi)oncnts. The
character of Hipparchus is transmitted to us, on piai.

no less authority than that of Plato, as one of the

most perfect in history. Such were his virtues, his

abilities, and his diligence, that the philosopher does

not scruple to say the period of his administra-

tion was like another golden age. He was in the

highest degree a friend to learning and learned

men. The collection and digestion of Homer’s

works, by others ascribed to his father, is by IMato

attributed to him. Hipparchus, however, intro-

duced them more generally to the knowlege of

the Athenians, by directing that a jmblic recital

of them should always make a part of the enter-

tainment at the Panathena»an festival. He invited

the poets Anacreon of Teos, and Simonides of

Ceos, to Athens, and liberally maintained them

there. Desirous of diflfusing instruction as widely

as possible among his fellowcountrymen, while

books were yet few, and copies not easily multi-

plied, he caused marble terms of Mercury, with p:»h.

short moral sentences ingraved on the sides, to

be

T« avrn n Ttr^ mi/i.fi'OK vhw xafiowF

act isrc/AcAoETfl afut avrit ra*i *‘''**- '1 laicyd.

• 1. 4- f*- 54.
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CHAP, be erected in the streets and principal highways

'

—

V—

•

throughout Attica. Such are the anecdotes re-

maining of Hipparchus. Hippias was at the

same time beneficially active in public business.

He improved the public revenue. Under his

superintendency the money of Attica was called

in and recoined. He was author of a law allow-

ing compositions in money for various burthen-

some offices, which before none could avoid. He

prosecuted the improvements of the city begun

by his father. Attic taste in every branch appears

to have had its rise principally under the Peisis-

tratids. The administration of the commonwealth

was at the same time conducted, in peace, and in

war, happily at home and honorably abroad
j
and

according to the remarkable expression of the

able and impartial Thucydides, ‘ Those tyrants

‘ singularly cultivated wisdom and virtue**.’

The circumstances which produced the death

of Hipparchus, the expulsion of his family, and a

number of great events, are, as common in con-

spiracies, wrapt in inexplicable mystery. The

Thucyd. account given by Thucydides, utterly abhorrent

it»eq.
manners, was, we must suppose,

not inconsistent with those of Athens
;
yet did

Plat. not satisfy Plato, who relates a different story.

S"poiit. Succeeding writers have differed from both. But

julii?
there is one circumstance, of principal historical

1. 8. c'. 9. consequsnce, in which all agree ; it was private

revenge, and not any political motive, that in-

duced Aristogeiton and Harmodius, two Athenians

of

** 'Ermhvmt iiriirXcrriia H rifami tvTu *•! (vnirir.

riiucyd. ! 4- c. 54-
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of middle rank, to conspire the death of Hippias sect.
and Hipparchus. For the time of executing tlieir ^ .

intention they chose the festival of Panathenaea;' oi.64.4.

because, part of the ceremony consisting in a pro-

cession ofarmed citizens, they could then go armed

without exciting suspicion. They ingaged few in

their plot : nothing remains from which to suppose

they had any object beyond killing the two

brothers
; and even for this their measures appear

to have been ill-concerted. Their first attempt

was intended against Hippias, while he was di-

recting the ceremony in the Cerameicus, a place

in the suburbs: but, as they approached, they

saw one of their fellow-conspirators familiarly

conversing with him; for, says Thucydides,

Hippias w^as easy of access to all*^®- This excited

a suspicion that they were betrayed
; upon which

they suddenly resolved to go against Hipparchus,

who was superintending in the Lcocorion, w ithin

the city-w^alls. There they so far succeeded as to

kill Hipparchus
;
but Harmodius w as also killed

on the spot. Aristogeiton escaped the guards

who attended Hipparchus, but, being taken by

the people, was not mildly treated. Such is

Thucydides’s expression*^.

Now, it was, according to the testimony which

Plato has delivered in very pointed terms, that

the

vatTiv 0 liFifiaq. Thucyd. I. 6. c, 57*

^ Ov The stories told by later writei-s,

Seneca, Polyaenus, Justin, and others, both of Aristogeiton,

and of his mistress Leaena, are totally destitute of that tosti-

mony which we might expect from authors nearly coteni-

porary. Indeed it seems not too much to assert that they

are evidently fables. See Pausanias, b. i. c. 23.
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c the tyranny properly began Anger at so atro-

'—
' clous a deed, together with uncertainty from what

i 6!^^59. quarter he might have next to fear, led Hippias

immediately to severities. Many Athenians were

pul to death. And, this change of conduct once

made, to revert to the former course, was not a

matter of option. Other support than the love

of his fellowcountrymen became necessary, not

meerly to the power, but even to the personal

safety of Hippias. Looking around therefore,

for means of improving his connections ajnong

forein states, he married his only daughter to

iEantides, son of Hippocles tyrant of Lampsacus,

who had intercourse with the Persian court, and

considerable interest there. The epitaph on her

monument in Lampsacus, recorded by Thucydides,

and remarkable for an elegant simplicity of pane-

gyric, not totally lost even in a literal prose trans-

lation, proves how little the title of Tyrant was

then a term of reproach :
‘ This dust,’ it says,

^ covers Archedice, daughter of Hippias, in his

‘ time the first of the Greeks. Daughter, sister,

* w ife, and mother of Tyrants, her mind was never

‘ elated to arrogance.’

Hi^rcdot.
"Th® Alcmaeonids, ejected by Peisistratus, were

L 5 . c. 6f. numerous and wealthy. Under these generic

names the Greek writers include, with the family,

often all the partizans of the family. They had

settled

** Kai varTtfr a* ruv fraXaiur wovaai ot» ravra fjiota, ra

irv iyinn ir tw iyyvg

T» 'AdiivaTot iwl K^98 0ao‘i^tva9lo^. Plat. Hipparch.

Herodotus and Thucydides had before borne nearly the same

testimony, tho in less emphatical language.
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settled themselves at Lypsidrium above Paeonia^’, sect.

so Herodotus describes the place, and had fortified ^
^

‘ ^

it. But their hopes did not rest there : they were,

unceasingly watchful for opportunities to recover

Athens. With this object in view, they omitted

no means of preserving and increasing their con-

sideration among the Grecian states. It happened

that the temple of Delphi was burnt. The Herod.

Amphictyons of course were to provide for the pindar.

rebuilding of it. The Alcmaeonids offered for a
'

certain sum to undertake the work. A contract

was in consequence made with them, by which

they were bound to erect a temple, according to

a plan agreed upon, of Porine stone. It was,

undoubtedly, a very desirable circumstance for an

exiled family, objects of persecution to the nilers

of a pow'erful state, thus to become connected

with so respectable a body as the Amphictyons.

But they used the opportunity to make all Greece

in a manner their debtors, and even to involve

the divinity of the place in obligation to them, by

exceeding their contract in the sumptuousness of

the execution, particularly by building the whole

front of the temple of Parian marble. Another

advantage, however, ot still greater im|:)ortance,

they derived, as common report went in Hero- f/erodot.

dotus’s time, from ingaging in this business.

They

* It seems probable enough that the learned and ingenious,

but strangely arrogant and petulant critic Pauw, who ^sdains

discussion and quotation, and scruples no assertion that he

fancies, may be right in his conjecture, that for

should be red I’aeania, which was the name ol an Attic

borough.

V01-. 1.
(; Cr
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(MiAP. Jiigy found means to corrupt the managers of
——

* the oracle
;

in consequence of which, whenever

application, public or private, was made from

Lacedaemon to the god of Delphi, the answer

constantly concluded with an admonition to the

Lacedajmonians to give liberty to Athens.

This artifice at lengtli had the desired effect.

Tho Lacedaemon was in particular alliance with

the Peisistratids, and bound to them by the sacred

ties of hospitality, it w^as determined to invade

Attica. A small force only was first sent under

Anchimolius, who M^as defeated, and slain. But

the Alcmaeonid party was gaining strength : the

severities of Hippias drove numbers to join them ;

and the Laceda3monians, irritated by their loss

and disgrace, prepared earnestly for revenge.

They sent a larger army into Attica under their

king Cleomenes. It wasjoined by the Alcmaponids.

battle was fought at Pallenium, where the

tyrants were defeated, and siege was laid to

Athens. Little hojie however was entertained of

taking the city by force, but some expectation was

lounded on intrigue. This also Hippias,and his

principal partisans dreaded, and therefore sent

their children out of the garrison, to be conveyed
'>167 . 3. to a place of safety. They fell into the enemy’s

Inn. Thuc. hands
;
and the fathers' unable by any other means

consented to surrender Athens and

territory in five days. Hippias retired

to Segeiuni on the Hellespont, which was under

the government of Hegesistratus, his natural

brother, who had been established there by

J^’isistratus.

Tlie
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The Lacedaemonians were at this time by far sect.

the first people of Greece. Bound by their singular •—3—^
laws to a kind of monkish poverty, their ambition,

was unbounded. Masters of Messenia by con-

quest, allied from of old with Corinth, and, as the isocrEi.

more powerful state, always taking the lead in the

league, they in a great degree commanded Pelo-

ponnesus. Still they watched every opportunity

to extend their powder. Whenever the Grecian

states had war with oneanother, or sedition w ithin

themselves, the Lacedaemonians were ready to

interfere as mediators. Generally they conducted

the business wisely, and with great appearance of

moderation ;
but always having in view to extend

the authority, or at least the influence of their

state. One measure which they constantly j)rac- hocrni.

tised for this purpose was to favor aristocratical V

power ; or rather, w4iercver they could, to establish

an oligarchy: for in almost every Grecian city

there was an aristocratical or oligarchal, and a

democratical faction ;
and a few chiefs indebted

to Lacedaemon for their situation, and generally

unable to retain it without her assistance, would

be the readiest instruments for holding their state

in what, tho termed alliance, was always a degree

of subjection.

This policy it was proposed to follow at Athens;

and the strife of factions, which quickly arose,

there, gave great o[)portunity. By the late revo-

lution, Cleisthenes, son of Megacles, head of the

Alcmaionids, was of course the first person of the

commonwealth. But he was a man not of those

superior abilities necessary to hold the sway in a

(i G 2 tiirhuIcTit
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CHAP, turbulent democracy. A party was soon formed

.
y* , against him under Isagoras, with whom most of

Herod. 1. 5., the principal Athenians sided. The resource of

Cleisthenes was therefore among the lower people.

These being all-powerful in the general assembly,

by their means he made some alterations in the

constitution, favorable to his own influence

:

particularly he divided anew the Athenian ter-

ritory and people
;

instead of four, making the

number of tribes ten, to which he gave intirely

new names. It appears from Herodotus that

Cleisthenes was at this time not less tyrant of

Athens than Peisistratus had been. His power

w^as equal, but his moderation was not equal

In the contests of Grecian factions the alterna-

tive was commonly victory, or exile, and sometimes

death. We must not wonder, therefore, if the

inferior party sometimes resorted to very harsh

expedients. Isagoras and his adherents applied

to

^ ya^ Tov *A^yivaiv* vgori^oi' ivu<rid,tPoi>, tote wavtcc

«rgof T%v iUVTOv ra^ fAiruviiAUffs, tial

iTo'mO'E VXiVtUi e£ X. T. I. Jv TE top ir^OcOi/JLiPOf

xarvvi^^t tup aPTirato’wTiup. Herod. 1. 5> c. 69 . This

honest passage gives great insight into the state of party-

politics at Athens at tlie time, and affords a material part of

the clue necessary for tracing them through following times.

It is remarkably to the credit of Herodotus, and extraordinary

that it should have been so little noticed, or rather so totally

unnoticed, by writers who have criticized him, that whatever

lie has said upon that delicate and difficult subject the

domestic politics of Athens, and indeed of all Greece, is per-

fectly consonant to the unquestionable authority of Thucy-
dides. The two writers mutually reflect light upon one
another : Herodotus opens the scene ; and whoever will take

the pains to connect his desultory yet amusing narration, will

find him no unworthy forerunner of Thucydides and Xeno-
phon, who with more art and judgement lead us to the

catastrophe.
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'to Lacedaemon. Cleomenes, violent in his temper, ®

but of considerable abilities, had more influence in '— —

'

the administration of his country tlian its kings

always possessed. Immediately entering into the

interest of Isagoras. he sent a herald to Athena,

by whom 'he imperiously decreed banishment

against Cleisthencs and others of the Alcmseonids,

on the old pretence of inherited criminality from

the sacrilegious execution of the partizans of

Cylon. Cleisthencs obeyed'the decree. Incou-

raged by such proof of the respect or dread in

which the Spartan power was held, Cleomenes

thought the season favorable for making that

change in the Athenian constitution which would

suit the views of Spartan ambition. He went to

Athens, attended by a small military force, and

at once banished seven hundred families. Such

was at this time Athenian liberty. lie was then iiemdot.

proceeding to dissolve the council of five hundred, Thocyd.

and to commit the whole power of the common- ^

wealth to a new council consisting of three hun-

dred, all partizans of Isagoras. But Athens was

not so far prepared for subjection. The five-

hundred both refused themselves to submit, and

excited the people to opposition. The people ran

to arms. Cleomenes and Isagoras, taking refuge

in the citadel, were besieged there two days,

On the third they surrendered, upon condition

that the Lacedmmonians might depart in safety.

Isagoras went with them ;
but many Athenians

of his party were executed. Cleisthencs and the

exiled families immediately returned.

Those
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CHAP. Those who now took the lead in the Athenian

^ government, tho without opposition at home, were

in extreme apprehension of the consequences of

such a breach with Lacedaemon. At a loss for

allies within Greece capable of giving them efFec-

H^ot tual support, they sent ambassadors to Sardis to
1. 5. C,7S.

1 ’ r
endevor to form a connexion with Artaphernes

the Parsian satrap. Hitherto there had been

scarcely any communication between any branch

of the vast empire of Persia and the European

Greeks. The satrap received the deputies of a

little unheard-of republic with that haughtiness

which might be expected. Having admitted

them to audience, he asked who they were, and

from what part of the world they came, that they

desired alliance with the Persians? Being in-

formed, he answered them very shortly, ‘That

‘ if they would give earth and Mater to king

^ Darius,’ the usual ceremony in acknowleging

subjection, ‘ thej might be received into alliance

;

‘ otherM'ise they must depart.’ The ambassadors,

considering only the immediate danger of their

country, consented to those humiliating terms.

Such was the first public transaction between

Greece and Persia.

i:nd of the first volume.

Luke Hansard k Suns,

nraFLiiicuin*»-Inn Fields, Loudon.








